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MOS TECHNOL 
The MCS1009 — a four level array with 10 bits per level, encoding for 

90 keys! Expansion to 180 keys with dual operation of two KEA 90 arrays! 

What's it got going for it? Take your specification checklist and put it against 

what MOS Technology, Inc. has to offer: true N- key rollover operation, 

error detection and data lock-out for simultaneous key depressions, even a 

complete switch bounce immunity, a repeat operation that can be manual or 

automatic! But there's more in that 40- pin DIP, like latched data outputs and 

control signal outputs (the latter all with TTL compatibility), an externally 

selected parity bit, either odd or even, plus automatic key inhibit for 

selected keys that you yourself define. The MCS1009 — it's gonna 

EASTERN REGIONAL OFFICE—REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR—Mr. William Whitehead, MOS TECHNOLOGY, INCORPORATED, 88 Sunnyside Blvd., Suite 307, Plainview , New 
York um • Phone. ( lb) 822-4140 • ALABAMA, FLORIDA, GEORGIA, N. CAROLINA, S. CAROLINA, TENNESSEE, MISSISSIPPI—Currie Aerospace Associates, P.O. BOX 
1424, Huntsville, Alabama 35807 • Phone: (205) 536-5650 • 2907 McCoy Road, P.O. Box 13229, Orlando, Florida 32809 • Phone: (305) 855-0843 • P.O. Box 5588, 
Greensboro, North Carolina 27403 • Phone: (919) 273-3040 • NEW ENGLAND STATES—Victor Associates, 179 Union Ave., Framingham, Massachusetts 01701 • Phone: 
(617) 879-5710 • P.O. Box 6344, Hartford, Connecticut 06106 • Phone: (203) 246-5643 • 7 Ledgemere Street, Burlington, Vermont 05401 • Phone: (802) 863-3863 • 
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY, NEW YORK (WESTCHESTER COUNTY, LONG ISLAND)—Falk Baker Associates, 382 Franklin Avenue, Nutley, New Jersey 07110 • Phone: 
(201) 661-2430 • E. PENNSYLVANIA, SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—Rivco, P.O. Box 338, King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406 • Phone: (215) 265-5211 • DELAWARE, MARY-
LAND, WASHINGTON, D.C., VIRGINIA, W. VIRGINIA—Bernard White & Company, Inc., 7 Church Lane, Baltimore, Maryland 21208 • Phone: (301) 484-5400 • New York 
(Except Westchester County)—Labtronics Inc., 166 Pickard Building, Syracuse, New York 13211 • Phone: (315) 454-9314. 

CENTRAL REGIONAL OFFICE—REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR—Mr. Alan Mattal, MOS TECHNOLOGY, INCORPORATED, 10400 W. Higgins Rd., Suite 631, Rosemont, Illinois 
60018 • Phone: (312) 298-2035/TWX: 910-233-4595 • ILLINOIS, INDIANA, WISCONSIN—L-TEC, Incorporated, 5808 West Higgins Rd., Chicago, Illinois 60630 • Phone: 
(312) 286-1500 • OHIO, KENTUCKY, W. PENNSYLVANIA—McShane, Inc., P.O. Box 523, 123 W. Washington, Medina, Ohio 44256 • Phone: (216) 725-4568 • MICHIGAN— 
R. C. Merchant & Co., 18411 W. McNichols Road, Detroit, Michigan 48219 • Phone: (313) 535-6000 • 505 Pleasant Street, St. Joseph, Michigan 49085 • Phone: (616) 
983-7378 • MINNESOTA, N. DAKOTA, S. DAKOTA—Hasse & Associates Inc., P.O. Box 22707, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55422 • Phone: (612) 588-0551 • MISSOURI, KANSAS, 
NEBRASKA, IOWA—Harlan J. Weisler & Assoc. Inc., 2050 Woodson Road, St. Louis, Missouri 63114 • Phone: (314) 428-3934 • TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS, LOUISIANA— 
Norvell Associates, 10210 Monroe Drive, Dallas, Texas 75220 • Phone: (214) 350-6771. 

WESTERN REGIONAL OFFICE—REGIONAL SALES DIRECTOR—Mr. Jack Turk, MOS TECHNOLOGY, INCORPORATED, 2172 Dupont Drive, Patio Bldg., Suite 221, Newport 
Beach, California 92660 • Phone: (714) 833-1600/TWX: 910-595-1573 • ARIZONA, NEW MEXICO—Toward Engineering Assoc., P.O. Box 15268, Arcadia Station, Phoenix, 
Arizona 85018 • Phone: (602) 955-3193 • CALIFORNIA, NEVADA—Bertrand & Zoolalian, Inc., 7340 Florence Avenue, Suite 205, Downey, California 90241 • Phone: (213) 
927-4406 • Hunter Associates, 1208 Fox Plaza, San Francisco, California 94102 • Phone: (415) 626-8576 • COLORADO, UTAH, WYOMING—R. G. Enterprises, 1107 
South Pearl Street, Denver, Colorado 80210 • Phone: (303) 744-2464 • WASHINGTON, OREGON, IDAHO, MONTANA—J. A. Tudor & Assoc. Inc., 2605 Western Avenue, 
Seattle, Washington 98121 • Phone: (206) 682-7444 • P.O. Box 2624, Terminal Annex, Spokane, Washington 99220 • Phone: (509) 327-3328. 

INTERNATIONAL SALES REPRESENTATIVES—ARGENTINA—T, R. C. Electronica, S.A.C.I.el., Cangalio 4450, Buenos Aires, Argentina • Phone: 88-4044/5/6, Mr. 
M. Lissin • ENGLAND, WALES, SCOTLAND, IRELAND—Impectron Limited, Impectron House, 23-31 King Street, London W3 9LH, England • Phone: 01-992-5388 • FRANCE 
—Bureau de Liaison, 113 Rue de L'Universite, Paris Vile, France • Phone: 551.9920 • GERMANY, NETHERLANDS—International Micro Electronics, Inc., Arabellahaus 
1838, Arabellastr. 5, 8000 Munich 81, Germany • Phone: 92-321 • INDIA—Electronic Enterprises, 46 Karani Building, New Charol Road, Bombay 4, India • Phone: 
375375 • ISRAEL—Eastronics, Ltd., 75 Haifa Road, P.O. Box 21029, Tel-Aviv, Israel • Phone: 446060 • ITALY—Special- Ind. Corporation, Piazza Spotorno, 20159 Milano, 
Italy • Phone: 632-435 • SWEDEN, DENMARK, FINLAND, NORWAY—Thrue F. Forsberg, Forshagatan 58, P.O. Box 79, Farsta 1, Sweden • Phone: 647040 • SWITZERLAND— 
Ernst M. Egli, Ingenieur—Bureau Ag, Witikonerstrasse 295, Zurich (CH 8053), Switzerland • Phone: 53.38.11. 
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Introducing the little counter that can. 

It can become four different systems. 

It can  go anywhere  you do. 

It can  pmtegiotainst obsolescence. 

It can make buyliig and maintaining a 

counter less expensive than ever  before. 

Meet the Hewlett-Packard 5300, 
the snap-together counter that's not much 
bigger than the palm of your hand. It 
has six digit accuracy, solid state display 
and autoranging. It'll make period, 
frequency, time interval and ratio 
measurements, operate on its optional 
snap-on battery pack and drive a printer. 
Rugged dust-proof aluminum case 
resists almost any bumps it might get in 
the field. Prices start at only $520 for 
one of the most amazing counters 
you've ever owned. 

Start with the basic mainframe 
($395). Then snap on any of the 
following modules (more on the way) 
to make just the counter you need, 
and avoid obsolescence, too: 

10 MHz frequency module. Model. 
5301A, S145. 

50 MHz all-purpose module in-
cludes period, time interval. Model 
5302A, $275. 

500 MHz module with both 50e 
and 1 Me inputs. Model 5303A, $750. 

100 ns time interval module with: 
unique "time holdoff" feature, dc 
coupling, slope and trigger level con-
trols, and period and frequency measure 
ments to 10 MHz. All the functions 
you'd pay $ 1200 for in a universal 
counter. Model 5304A, $325. 

Rechargeable battery pack module 
works with any of the other modules for 
cord-free operation. Model 5310A, $ 195. 

The 5300 is one system you have 
to use to appreciate. If you've ever 
needed to accurately measure frequency 
or time interval, you owe it to yourself 
to call your nearby HP field engineer 
for further information. Or write 
Hewlett Packard, Palo Alto, California 
94304; Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, 
Switzerland. 

02109.A 

HEWLETT ilk PACKARD 

ELECTRONIC COUNTERS 
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POWER SUPPLIES 
212111 

Value has always been synonymous with HP 
power supplies, and these new 62000-series 
modular power supplies are no exception. 
They're competitively priced (with quantity 
and OEM discounts), reliable, systems com-
patible, and available now. Coverage is from 
3 to 48 volts, at up to 200 watts, with per-
formance assured to specifications. Best of 
all, HP offers applications assistance and 
service support before and after the sale. 
It's all backed up with an international 
network of 220 offices to serve you. For 
detailed information, contact your local HP 
field engineer. Or, write: Hewlett-Packard, 
Palo Alto, California 94304. In Europe: 1217 
Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 
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Highlights 

Who will make tomorrow's watches? 59 

With so much of the technology for elec-
tronic watches, which are now appearing on 
the market, coming from IC and display 
components suppliers, there's not much left 
for the old-line watchmakers. The question 
arises: will electronics companies go into 
the watch business? 

Will solar cells shine on earth? 67 

Now that solar cells have achieved measur-
able success powering Air Force and NASA 
satellites in orbit, they are being eyed for 
less glamorous but more down-to-earth 
jobs. They could, in fact, be one answer to 
the power shortage that is beginning to face 
the U. S. 

Special report on East Europe, 81 

At a time when President Nixon is striving to 
open up Russia and the Soviet bloc to U.S. 
products, Electronics presents a country-
by-country assessment of the East's elec-
tronic technology in relation to possible 
trade with the West. 

The plastic cavity package arrives, 102 (cover) 

Here's a roundup of who's making and us-
ing such plastic packages and of the pros-
pects for their taking over from ceramics 
and completely molded plastic packages. 
They all compete directly, with ceramics 
coming down in cost and molded packages 
becoming more reliable. 

. . . and in the next issue 

The growing options in linear ICs . a 
one-chip broadband amplifier . . . multi-
channel graphic displays for minicomputers 
. . . the employment picture for EEs. 

The cover 

A new 42-lead plastic cavity package for 
MOS LSI, made by North American Rock-
well Microelectronics Co., Anaheim, Calif., 
is shown prior to the attachment of the chip, 
wirebonding of leads to the metal fingers, 
and cementing of a lid. 
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Publisher's letter 

president Nixon's international 
economic tools include, among 

other levers to open world markets 
more widely to U.S. goods, an eas-
ing of the restrictions on sales to the 
Soviet bloc. Ever since the an-
nouncement that he would visit the 
Kremlin leaders, the word in Wash-
ington has been that the President 
would take advantage of the occa-
sion to ease the strategic-materials 
embargo list. That move could well 
mark the start of a new era in trade 
between capitalist countries and the 
seven socialist states of the Come-
con bloc. 
And, the likelihood that there will 

be some lowering of the trade bar-
riers has set many marketing people 
to wondering what their chances 
might be in the Russian-dominated 
bloc. It's a good time, then, to take a 
look at what's happening in the 
electronics industries in Eastern Eu-
rope. Our report on the area, which 
starts on page 81, is another team 
effort. All of our overseas staffers 
contributed and we had reporting as 
well from McGraw-Hill World 
News correspondents Axel Krause 
in Moscow and David Leff in 
Prague. 

"In a lot of ways, you're putting 
yourself into a time machine when 
you board a plane at Le Bourget 
bound for an East European capi-
tal," says our Paris-based Inter-
national Managing Editor, Arthur 
Erikson, who coordinated the re-
port. "Once you land, the propeller 
planes at the airport, the cars, and 
the general look of things make you 
feel the clock has been turned back 
ten years or so. The time scale seems 
out of joint, too. You spend more 
hours setting up appointments for 
interviews than you do interviewing. 

You log more time, it seems, waiting 
for taxis than you do riding in 
them." 
Anyone who wants to do business 

in East Europe, Erikson says, has 
first to learn to reset his internal 
clock. "I was skeptical when a radar 
salesman in Britain told me he had 
worked on and off for seven years to 
sell an air traffic control facility. His 
explanation: the officials who were 
buying kept updating the specifica-
tions so that their bosses wouldn't 
come down on them for buying ob-
solescent hardware. 
"But I began to believe him after 

talking to a computer salesman en 
route to Bucharest. He was going in 
for the fourth time in a year in an 
attempt to swing a smallish deal and 
figured he was just getting started. 
Time and time again, Westerners 
who have been successful in East 
Europe told me that patience and 
persistence are essential for a pay-
off." 

"It's a mistake, though, to figure 
that East Europeans will let sup-
pliers set their clocks back when it 
comes to technology," Erikson goes 
on. "In most instances, they'll settle 
only for the latest-model hardware, 
no matter what their needs are. 
That's why an easing of the em-
bargo could mean more business for 
companies ready and able to play 
the waiting game. The big scores, in 
fact, seem destined to go to Western 
companies willing to sell know-how 
that will help East European coun-
tries catch up with the West in tech-
nology." 
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For $395 
how many functions should 
a Function Generator generate? 
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Fifteen. That's the number of waveforms you can get with Krohn-Hite's 
Model 5100A. How? A unique Symmetry Control that allows pulse rep rate to 
be set independently of pulse width and also provides independently 
adjustable triangle slopes. You can skew any of the basic sine, square, 
triangle and ramp waveforms by as much as 99% to produce 10 additional 
functions. Frequency range of 0.002 Hz to 3 MHz can be manually tuned or 
externally controlled for VC of 1000:1. When you compare the 5100A with 
the rest, there's quite a generation gap. For fast action, call The Wavemakers 
at ( 617) 491-3211, pm( 710-320-6583 Krohn-Hite Corporation, 580 Mass. 
Ave., Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 
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The first 
portable that 

isn't a test of your 
manhood. 

Our new 2100 dual-channel field scope 
weighs 14 pounds. Or about half of what 
most other "portable" field scopes weigh. 

Know what that means? It means that you 
no longer have to lug around a scope that 
weighs a ton. Trying to look as if it was 
"nothing." 

Ours really is a featherweight. And best of 
all, it's a featherweight with heavyweight 
features. 

To begin with, it has a big 4-inch screen. It 
can shoot 100 nanosecond pulses. It has 
10 MHz bandwidth. It features delayed 
sweep. And has color-coded, push button 
controls. Not to mention a tuning fork that 
works like the ones in fine watches. 

What's more, you get Dumont's FULL 
AUTO triggering (that gives you a constant 
triggered presentation, and lets you select 
a trigger level only within the signal ampli-
tude) as well as AND/gate logic ( for 
external triggering of as many as 4 
simultaneous inputs). 

The cost for this 14-pound, 5000-MTBF 
wonder? $995. 

Which isn't exactly a burden either. 

Why not write us for all the information. 

DU MONT OSCILLOSCOPE 
LABORATORIES INC. 
40 Fairfield PI.. West Caldwell, N.J. 07006 
(201) 575-8666; TWX (710) 734-4308 

DUMONT 

Readers comment 

More on diode matrix costs 

To the Editor: The discussion [April 
24, p. 6] between Robert C. Foster 
and Dave Guzeman on discrete 
diodes versus digital tcs [referring to 
the latter's article, "Diode switching 
matrices make a comeback," Jan. 
17. p. 76] is interesting. Whatever ei-
ther one says is probably open to co-
gent comment, and I hope my offer-
ings qualify: 
• Mr. Guzeman brings diode prices 
into the real world of quantity users, 
yet fails to do the same for lcs. Cur-
rent volume costs for TTL circuits 
documented in many publications 
lead to a 7404 price that puts the 
per-function cost in the 2-to-3-cents 
area. Each user will have his own 
standard cost for insertion, but it 
seems unlikely that the difference 
here—six insertions versus one inser-
tion—would resoundingly swing the 
decision to the diode approach, if 
part costs are as above. [Dave Guze-
man quoted the IN914 diode price as 
11/2 cents in volume, plus the cost of 
insertion.—Editor's note] 
• Mr. Foster implies that—once the 
diode approach is selected— the 
practical designer will choose ger-
manium over silicon for noise-im-
munity reasons. "Practical" means 
many different things to many 
people, and I will venture to point 
out that a practical and prudent de-
signer should weigh noise-immunity 
benefits against the short- and long-
term hazards caused by the limited 
number of sources for germanium 
devices and their shortcomings with 
regard to size, price, and maximum 
operating temperature. 

Perhaps it would be reasonable to 
close with the observation that there 
are many points to be considered in 
making this choice, and that each 
individual design situation needs to 
be considered in terms of the impor-
tance of those points in that particu-
lar situation. 

Lawrence W. Johnson 
Manager, Materials Engineering 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
Santa Clara Div., Calif. 

More than a page 

To the Editor: I was gratified by 
your reporting on our Trakatron ul-
trasonic people finder [April 24, 

p. 44], but I was dismayed by your 
repeated reference to it as a "pag-
ing" system, which it decidely is not. 
Our system and its variations were 
designed to overcome the short-
comings of conventional paging sys-
tems. Unlike these, Trakatron can 
locate, track, or establish communi-
cation with people without their 
having to take any action them-
selves. This is a fundamental differ-
ence which I wish you had made 
clear. 

Robert W. Lester 
President 

Recognition Devices Inc. 
New York, N.Y. 

The last word 

To the Editor: In letters in your Jan. 
3 and Feb. 28 issues, Mr. Hart of 
Plessey, Mr. Fletcher of Metals Re-
search, and Mr. Wray of M.C.P. 
Electronics have questioned the ac-
curacy of my data on GaP material 
[Electronics, Oct. 25, 1971, p. 74]. 
Your readers may be wondering 
where I obtained this erroneous im-
pression. 

In particular, Mr. Hart says the 
$144/in2 price I quoted is "all 
wrong," while Mr. Wray calls it 
"exorbitant." Nevertheless, this is 
the very latest published price on 
the very latest data sheet I have re-
ceived from Metals Research—Mr. 
Fletcher's company, and the world's 
largest source of GaP material. 

In any case, it is somewhat aca-
demic, since a MRC representative 
has told me that the company sells 
only ingot and substrate materials 
and has no plans to offer epitaxial 
wafers for green LED manufacture. 
As for Plessey and M.C.P. Elec-

tronics, neither company has ever 
tried to sell GaP materials to Li-
tronix, so Mr. Wray's and Mr. 
Hart's letters contain the only cost 
and availability data I have seen 
from these companies. In the mean-
time, I stand by my original conten-
tion: GaP is a promising material 
for future LEDs, but is not yet an 
economical proposition. 

George E. Smith 
Litronix, Inc. 

Cupertino, Calif. 
• Enough said—we declare this cor-
respondence closed 

OSCILLOSCOPE L ASICISATORIES INC 
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1/4 x 11/4" Fuses 

Normal Blowing Fuses 

AGC GLH MTH 
From 1/500 to 30 amps 
for 32V, 125V, or 250V 

Time Delay Fuses 

MDL MDX 
From 1/100 to 30 amps 
for 32V, 125V, or 250V 

Visual Indicating Fuse 

GBA 
(red indicating pin) 

From 3/4  to 5 amps, 125V 

TRON Subminiature Fuses 

;[--Z===1•1. 

MANY OTHER TYPES, SIZES, 
AND RATINGS AVAILABLE 

Whether 
Your requirements 

are ordinary 
or unusual, 

BUSS 
can supply what 

You need in 
FUSES, 

FUSEHOLDERS, 

AND 
FUSEBLOCKS 

etiSSMANN MFG. DIVI51°S 
McGRAW•EDISON CO. 
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63107 

muss QUALITY 

tiM DINIf 

FUSES and FUSEHOLDERS T 

BUSS BULLETIN 

Space-Saver Fuseholders 
for 1/4 x 11/4" Fuses 

HTA 

:021 
_4) 

HTA•HH HTA-DD 

HTA (Solder Terminals) 

HTA-HH (IA" Quick-Connect Terminals) 

HTA-DD (3/16" Quick-Connect Terminals) 

GMW/ 
HWA 

HKL HKP HLD 

GMW/HWA Subminiature Fuse and Holder 
HKL Lamp Indicating Fuseholder 

HKP Fuseholder for All- Purpose Applications 

HLD Visual Indicating Fuseholder 

FUSEBLOCKS 

Bakelite, phenolic, and porcelain types — 
signal- indicating types — solder or screw 
type terminals, or 3/16" and 1/4" quick-
connect terminals available. 

FUSE CLIPS — Clips for printed circuit 
boards and other applications — available 
without terminals or with solder or screw 
terminals. 

BUSSMANN MFG. DIVISION 
McGraw-Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 63107 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City, State, Zip 
E 572 
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Another Sprague BreduIlLirgugh! 40 years ago 

Solid flame-retardant 
epoxy with precise 
dimensions for 
automatic insertion. 
Completely shock and 
vibration resistant 

Flat surface permits 
clear easy-to- read 
marking. 

No rundown to interfere 
with seating of capacitors 
on printed wiring board. 

Rugged 0.025" dia. tinned 
leads maintain alignment. 
0.100" lead spacing for 
standard PWB grids. 

22M 
isv 

PRODUCTION-ORIENTED 
SOLID TANTALUM 
CAPACITORS 

1!11 

ACTUAL SIZE 

1M 
35v 

Top flat for easy 
identification of 

positive lead either 
visually or by touch. 

Standoff feet on base 
to eliminate moisture 

entrapment and 
facilitate cleaning of 

wiring boards. 

Formed leads with either 
0.200" or 0.250" spacing 

to permit 
interchangeability with 

dipped capacitors. 

Type 198D 'Low-cost 
Econoline* Tantalum Capacitors 

Lead in Performance! 
When it comes to low-cost solid tantalum capacitors, the new Sprague 
Type 198D Econoline Capacitors outperform all other designs. Here are 

some additional advantages: 

• Low d-c leakage 

• Low dissipation factor 

• Wide voltage range, 
4 to 50 VDC 

• Withstand severe 
temperature cycling and 
temperature shock over 
—55 C to +85 C 

• Speedier handling for insertion 
• Capacitance range from 

0.1 to 100/IF • Easier-to- read markings 

The new Sprague Type 1980 epoxy-encased Econoline Capacitor is tooled 
for mass production and priced competitively with imported dipped units. 

Investigate this new Sprague breakthrough without delay. 

Call your nearest Sprague district office or sales representative, or 
write for Engineering Bulletin 3546 to: Technical Literature Serv-
ice, Sprague Electric Co., 35 Marshall Street, North Adams, 

Mass. 01247. 

*Trademark 

THE BROAD-LINE PRODUCER OF ELECTRONIC PARTS 

SPRAGUE 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

From the pages of Electronics. May 1932 

Skimping, whittling, chiseling—these 
have been bywords of an increasing 
part of the radio industry for 
months. This cheapening process 
has gone so far that serviceability of 
the product is endangered, and the 
good name of radio imperiled. 

Electronics has no quarrel with 
intelligent lowering of price through 
sound engineering and improved 
design—when the cheapening is not 
done at the expense of quality or 
service. But while lower price ranges 
often open up wider markets, it is 
not axiomatic that greater profits re-
sult. 

Research indicates that distinct ad-
vantages accrue when two speakers 
with slightly different resonant 
points are properly placed in a 
baffle. These advantages are a bet-
terment of the overload character-
istic and less tendency for hangovers 
to occur. The future may see radio 
with two speakers, increased power 
output, and still other technical ad-
vances toward the goal of "perfect 
quality." 

If space radio broadcasting is to 
have its fullest development, more 
attention and thought must be given 
to the elimination of electrical inter-
ference by all parties concerned. 
The most magnificent program, 

the most costly radio hour, can be 
utterly ruined by a heating pad or 
spark-coil or commutator motor in 
the vicinity of the listener. 

Certainly the time must come 
when all electrical appliances, 
switches, motors, etc. are, by filters 
and condensers, made interference-
free. And with that happy day, it 
will be a real selling point in favor 
of the device that can be marked 
"Will Not Interfere with Radio Re-
ception." 

The Radio Corporation of America, 
David Sarnoff, president, reports for 
the first quarter of 1932 a net in-
come of $503,224 after depreciation, 
charges, taxes, and amortization of 
patents, compared with $ 1,566,519 
in the first quarter of 1931. Gross in-
come was $20,322,408, against 
$24,562,683 in 1931's first quarter. 
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You can 
make it do things 

no other 
module can do. 

Wz/x).m 

In ANALOG 
LidDEVICES 

1133J 
MADE IN U S A 

(actual size. $75 a piece.) 

Our little multifunction operator is completely 
programmable. 

By varying only two external resistors. you can 
make it multiply, divide, or take powers or roots of 
ratios to the fifth order. 

Using feedback, it will perform even more com-
plex transfer functions. Like R MS or vector 
computation. 

You can use our 433 for generating linear or 
nonlinear functions for on-the-spot computations. 
Or linearizing a wide range of transducer char-

acteristics in medical, industrial, and process con-
trol equipment design. 

Everything it does is with excellent overall accu-
racy of 0.5% and offset drift of lmV/°C. Which 
makes it a regular mathematical problem solver. 
And a bargain at $75 a unit and a better one 

when you order more. 
We think its greatest performance is in dividing 

as it holds high divider accuracies over wide 100:1 
input signal ranges. 

Our module can do so much so well because 
we used log-antilog techniques instead of conven-
tional feedback multiplier techniques for dividing. 
So accuracy and drift are virtually independent of 
denominator signal level. 

It really gives you the broadest number of 
solutions to whatever you're doing. 

Let us know if you'd like to know more. We'll 
send an app'ication note and data sheet. And our 
1972 Product Guide which shows all the other 
things we make to solve more of your problems 
better than anyone else. 

Analog Devices, Inc., Norwood, Mass. 02062. 
(617) 329-4700. 

ANALOG 
DEVICES 
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The Am 2505 
A 2's complement digital multiplier. 
It forms partial products and adds them 
together giving you a double- length signed 
product in 135 nanoseconds for 8x8 
multiplication. 265 ns for 16x16. 

The Am 2505 and the Am 2506 
Superfast, supersafe " pipelining. - The 
Am2506's add pairs of partial products together. 
Latches serve to hold and synchronize the data 
at each level. In 8x8 multiplication you get 
your first answer in 210 nansoseconds and a 
new result every 67 nanoseconds. 



The first digital multiplier and the 
first AW with a built-in latch. 
Together. S=X•YK. 
We're first with both products. In fact, 

we're starting to collect a lot of firsts. 
<We're first in ALU's, Low Power MSI 

....wee) and Flat Paks.) 
It doesn't take too many Is to get 

to #6. That's one of the reasons why we're 
going to be the sixth largest integrated 
circuits company in the country. 
We mean it. We're going to be '6. 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. 
Distributed nationally by Hamil-,on/Avnet and Cramer Electronics. Telephone 800-538-7904 toll free, and 

ask for Shel Schumaker, or in California 408-732-2400.1n Los Angeles, Steve Zelencik or Russ Almand at 
213-360-2102. In Mid-America, Chuck Keough at 312-297-4115.1n the eastern United States, Steve Marks or 

Bill Seifert at 516-676-4500. In the Baltimore-Washington area, Joe Burgin at 301-788-5200. 
901 Thompson Place, Sunnyvale, California 94086/TWX 910-339-9280/TLX 346306. 
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If TRW can deliver 
twice the expected HP 

from precision motor systems 

...think what TRW can do for you 
in miniature transformers, 

multi-layer circuits 
and microwave transistors. 



The TRW/Globe integral gearmotor shown here will 

operate over the widest voltage and frequency ranges 
in the world, and deliver twice 

the expected hp for its size. 

It will operate over 10,000 
hours maintenance-free. 

More than just transmitting 
torque, the highly efficient 

gear train functions as a 

mechanical servo because 
of its precisely controlled 
friction characteristics. TRW/Globe 

motors, gear trains, fans and mechanical assemblies 
are used in the latest military, industrial and commercial 
systems. ( For more information, circle 240 on the 

reader service card.) 

The TRW/UTC BIT- 250 line of audio transformers and 
inductors represent the ultimate in fine-wire winding 

technology. Significant size reduction 
without loss of performance has 

been achieved by major reduction 

of air gaps in the magnetic circuit. 
Core permeability approaches 
the theoretical maximum. 

Power transformers, pulse 
transformers, high-Q 

inductors, electric wave 

filters and magnetic 

amplifiers are some 

other examples of TRW/UTC advanced capabilities in 
iron core inductive devices. ( For more information, 

circle 241 on the reader service card.) 

The Cinch-Graphik multi- layer circuits shown here are 
typical of TRW capabilities in the manufacture of single-

sided, double-
sided and multi-

layer PC boards 
for communica-

tions, computer, 
commercial, in-
dustrial and military 

applications. State-

of-the-art testing, using 
fully computerized circuit 

testers assures 100% 

performance of multilayers. 

(For more information, circle 

242 on the reader service card.) 

TRW's J-0 series microwave transistors feature 

instantaneous octave bandwidths from 30 to 1000 MHz 
with output power to 60 watts. 

TRW RF power transistors 

offer the industry's highest 
power at frequency with 

outstanding reliability all 
the way out to 4GHz. Power 

switching transistors, high 

speed diodes, power hybrids and 
varactor diodes (Varicaps) are some 

other areas where TRW semiconductor technology can 

match your exact requirements. ( For more information, 
circle 243 on the reader service card.) 

What else do we make? Just about every type of 

electronic component in the books from actuators to 
zeners. Plus amplifiers, cable, capacitors, chokes, 

connectors, diodes, filters, inductors, oscillators, RF 
modules, potentiometers, pumps, rectifiers, resistors, 

trimmers, tuners, wiring harnesses, color convergence 
yokes...and more. 

One source—your local TRW representative— offers 
you all of these product lines and can supply almost all 

of your needs. With a direct pipeline to all of our 

plants, he can assure you fast delivery, applications 
assistance, custom designs and special engineering 
help whenever you want it. 

Think what TRW can do for you. Then call or write 
TRW Electronic Components,10880 Wilshire Boulevard, 

Suite 1700, Los Angeles, CA 90024. Phone (213) 475-6777. 

TRW® 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
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More 
power 

to 
you! 

AND BANDWIDTH TOO... 
Our Model 406L is an 

ultra-wideband RF power amplifier 
whose wide range of frequency 
coverage and power output 

provides the user with the ultimate 
in flexibility and versatility in a 

laboratory instrument. Easily mated 
with a wide variety of signal 

sources,this completely solid state 
unit amplifies AM, FM, SSB, TV 

pulse and other complex 
modulation with minimum distortion 

Constant forward power is 
continuously available regardless 

of the output load impedance 
match, making the 406L ideal for 

driving highly reactive loads 
Unconditional stability and 

instantaneous failsafe provisions in 
the unit provide absolute protection 
from damage due to transients and 
overloads Complete with power 

supplies and output meter, this low 
cost instrument provides over 5 
watts of power from 100 KHz to 

over250MHz andthere'snotuning 

Applications include: 

• RFI/EMI testing 
• Laser modulation 
IM Communication systems 
In Ultrasonics 
• Laboratory 

instrumentation 
II Spectroscopy 

For complete information 
write or call 

Electronic Navigation Industries, 
3000 Winton Road South, 

Rochester, New York 14623 
(716) 473-6900 

um 

ELECTRONIC 
NAVIGATION 
INDUSTRIES 

People 

CATV engineer Bresnan 

to head trade group 

A 38-year-old pioneer in cable tele-
vision has been elected chairman of 
the National Cable Television Asso-
ciation. William J. Bresnan, who at 
age 25 designed and built the CATV 
system for Rochester, Minn., is also 
vice president and assistant to the 
chairman of TelePrompTer Corp. in 
New York. 

Both the cable industry and the 
NCTA are on the verge of new and 
rapid growth, thanks to the recent 
FCC liberalization of cATv's entry 
into the major markets. From the 
engineering side, Bresnan feels, this 
growth is essential to make the in-
dustry sturdy enough to reinstitute 
R&D, shut down during the years of 
uncertainty. 

Disagrees. Responding to criti-
cism that CATV operators and their 
hardware suppliers are tech-
nologically backward, Bresnan, a 
nondegree engineer who attended 
technical schools in Minnesota, 
bristles. "Instant experts on CATV go 
on record that current engineering 
specifications are inadequate, but 
they do not understand the prob-
lems. On the other hand, it's true 
the industry must achieve higher 
quality and reliability, and equip-
ment manufacturers who have 
higher quality and reliability will 
enjoy a good market, even if their 
prices are higher. As we get into 
public safety services in the major 
cities, there will be a lot more at 
stake in reliability than missing an 'I 
Love Lucy' rerun." 
He points out that the FCC's 

freeze on cable expansion while it 
deliberated on regulating entry into 
the top 100 markets set the industry 
back in technology. Manufacturers 
cut R&D because there was no clear 
future, he adds. Now, with a better 
idea of where the industry is head-
ing, funding for new developments 
will be easier to justify. 
As for Nc-rA business, Bresnan's 

first concern will be trying to get a 
new copyright law passed. It has 
been hanging fire in Congress since 
the mid- 1960s despite the support of 
Sen. John L. McClellan, chairman 

Bresnan: CATV needs higher quality levels. 

of the subcommittee on patents. The 
second important task for the asso-
ciation during the coming year will 
be trying to develop a coordinated 
regulatory system involving Fed-
eral, state, and municipal author-
ities. "It is too early in the develop-
ment of this industry to expect it to 
shoulder the same kind of regu-
lation burden that utilities have. I 
contend that CATV is not a utility," 
the TelePrompTer executive states. 
-We've reached the stage when 

it's time to start doing things in the 
major markets. It's time to build 
some systems, then take a look at 
them after they are providing new 
services, public access, local origina-
tion, and interactive television. The 
potential advantages to the public 
of the growth of cable have been 
studied enough," Bresnan stresses. 

Electronics packs punch 

at TSC, says Roberts 

When NASA'S Electronics Research 
Center in Cambridge, Mass., be-
came the Transportation Systems 
Center of the Department of Trans-
portation in March 1970, "we 
started out as a bunch of EEs," says 
Louis W. Roberts, Tsc's newly ap-
pointed director of technology. "But 
now we have civil and mechanical 
engineers and people in soft skills 
such as economics, sociology, 
psychology, and engineering 
psychology." 

But while only half of the old ERC 
staff was retained, electronics im-
pacts almost everything done at the 
center in some manner, even if it 
does not play a dominant role. 
About 20% of all technical efforts-
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What do you get when you cross 
a signal source with a calculator? 

Automatic testing with HP's new 3330B AUTO-
MATIC SYNTHESIZER. In this one outstanding instru-
ment, you get a flexible synthesizer, a top-performing 
sweep generator, and a precision level generator — all 
under digital control. Its built-in controller adds com-
puter flexibility— you can forget about tying up an 
external computer for your automatic testing on the 
production line, and for the first time make this level 
of testing economically feasible in your lab. 

For man-machine interfacing, 3330B's convenient 
swing-out keyboard, coupled with 9-digits of frequency 
and 4-digits of amplitude readout, gives you complete 
flexibility for setting up your test routines. 

As a frequency synthesizer spectral purity is excep-
tional. Spurious is down 70 dB, and harmonics at least 
40 dB below the carrier. Through its easy-to-use key-
board, you can, with 0.1 Hz resolution, set in any fre-
quency between 0.1 Hz and 13 MHz, then automatically  
or manually increment (tune) that frequency by any 
amount. Each point has the synthesizer stability of± 1 
part in 108/day. 

You can repeat the same automatic or manual sweep-
ing operation with amplitude level. Its 100 dB range, 
0.01 dB resolution and flatness of -±- 0.05 dB make the 
3330B a precision level generator. 

1"e's Auramr, 

CFI FREQUENCY 

POWER 

stper_ r. 

9 Hz • SWEEPING 

SUN 

AMPI. 
StEp 

Call on Model 3330B for your sweep generator 
needs, and you'll get performance levels of accuracy, 
linearity, and resolution never before available. That's 
because the internal serial microprocessor controls 
digital sweeping ot synthesized frequencies or precise 
anrplitudes. Through its keyboard and front-panel con-
trols, you enter all sweep parameters— your 3330B 
takes it from there. 

Systems Designers will find the standard 3330B fully 
programmable— ready ior low-cost interfacing to other 
ASCII instruments and controllers, like marked card 
programmers, calculators, and computers. 

Price? If you think about it, you would have bought 
a synthesizer, a sweeper, a marker generator, a counter, 
a programmable attenuator, and some computer time to 
come anywhere close to solving the same problems now 
done by the 3330B. At $6000 for a complete frequency 
lab, we think you il agree that the price-performance 
ratio of the 3330B is great. (Model 3330A, priced at 
$5100, performs identically to the 3330B but has man-
ual amplitude control and 13 dB range.) 

For further information on the 3330A/B, contact 
your local HP field engineer. Or, write Hewlett-Packard, 
Palo Alto, California 94304. In Europe: 1217 Meyrin-
Gene va, Switzerland. 

Timé 

AG92/1 

HEWLETT dik PACKARD 

SIGNAL SOURCES 

00110 

STAR 

SINGLE 

START 
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StOP 

• 
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SWEEP 
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am] MONOLITH ICS 
PRECISION 

is NO. 1 
IN LINEAR IC TECHNOLOGY 
. . and here are the products that prove it — 

D/A CONVERTERS 

The only complete D/A Converter on a single chip! monoDAC-01 

The smallest complete 10 bit D/A Converter (std 16 pin DIP)! A/MDAC-100 

PRECISION COMPARATORS 

The fastest precision voltage Comparator! monoCMP-01 

The lowest input current, most accurate voltage Comparator! monoCMP-02 

PRECISION OPERATIONAL AMPLIFIERS 

The lowest noise, lowest drift precision Op Amp! SSS725 

The highest performance bipolar picoamp Op Amp! mono0P-08 

The lowest cost fast slewing, fast settling compensated Op Amp! mono0P-01 

The highest performance 741/747 Op Amps available! SSS741/SSS747 

All PRECISION MONOLITHICS products are processed per MIL-STD-883, 

of course — and tough spec specials are our specialty! Highest perform-

ance linear circuits at rock bottom prices — 

that's PRECISION MONOLITHICS! 

Contact your local rep or stocking distributor for off-the-shelf delivery 

of these outstanding performers! 

PRECISION MONOLITHICS... 
delivering tomorrow's linear technology today! 

o 

START SAVING TODAY — 

GET THE FACTS FROM OUR 

NEW 1972 PRODUCT GUIDE 

AVAILABLE NOW! 

408-246- 9225 

PRECISION 
MONOLITHICS 
IPNICC)FRF CDF2 e.sT 

PRECISION 
tiONOlgItiçS 
en PRODUCT GUIDE 

People 

for instance, projections of noise 
around airports when various fac-
tors are changed—depends on the 
ability of Roberts' directorate to do 
simulations on computers, and on 
CRT's, random graphics, and real-
time and stored graphics. 
"Many approaches and accom-

plishments came about rapidly be-
cause the staff is skilled in electron-
ics," Roberts says. "My own 
background in optics and micro-
wave electronics the was head of the 
optics and microwave division at 
ERc] I believe has been of value in 
providing alternative approaches to 
problems, resulting in solutions that 
might not have come about." 

Alarm. One instance is the use of 
microwaves in telemetry and dop-
pler systems for railroad grade-
crossing signals. The directorate has 
also developed a laser oil-spill sur-
veillance system to help the Coast 
Guard. 

Roberts' section is also working in 
safety areas. "Analysis of blood 
samples shows that about 50% of 
highway deaths are caused by 
drunken drivers," he says, "so we 
were asked to try and develop in-
strumentation which could deter-
mine on the spot how drunk a driver 
is." It has developed a portable 
breath analyzer about half the size 
of a carton of cigarettes with a 
chemistry logic circuit and a digital 
readout. 

Cars. Dealing with the same 
problem, but in a different way, are 
safety-auto-lock systems. TSC is in-
vestigating those being developed 
by industry. And TSC itself is work-
ing on a noncooperative system to 
measure the alcohol on the driver's 
breath. 

"Obviously, yes, electronics are 
more important in transportation 
right now," says Roberts. But he 
cautions that growth will not be 
rapid. "NASA and DOD had vast 
amounts of money to spend," he 
notes, "but living here on the 
ground, there is just not that kind of 
demand. I think there is a horrible 
dearth of understanding on the part 
of business of how the trans-
portation industry works and how 
we do things; we are primarily an 
assisting organization." 

CALIFORNIA 1500 SPACE PARK DRIVE, SANTA CLARA, 
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superior eadability that competitc.rs can't niat:h 
One look at an operating SELF-SCAN e panel display 
and you will know why you should be featuring one 
in your system. SELF-SCAN displays are a new solu-
tion to the operator machine interface that provides 
advantages to the system buildeg, to the system user, 
and to the system operator. 
You can offer your customer the advantage of a 

custom-stylized unit that his operators can use 
efficiently. SELF-SCAN panels are measurably supe-
rior to CRT for operator accuracy while significantly 
reducing fatigue level in day in-day out high volume 
production applications. 

- 

The 0.2" high characters are in the popular 5x7 dot 
matrix format and are made up of dots on .040" 
centers. The unit is ASCII compatible and displays a 
modified 64-character ASCII character set. 
256-character d splay subsystems are available 

from stock for immediate delivery. Call or write 
Burroughs Corporation, Electronic Components Divi-
sion, Box 1226, Plainfield New Jersey 07061, Phone: 
(201) 757-3400. Ask to have a Burroughs sales engi-
neer stop by your of 'ce and show you his 256-
character SELF-SCAN panel, keyboard, ar.d power 
supplies packaged in a standard Sanisonitebriefcase. 

Burroughs 
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Radiant heating 
keeps you running 
while you're hot. 

You don't have to cool down the AMN-730 NitroxTM 
Reactor to adjust the temperature. You do it electronically, 
while the reactor is hot. Process SiO2, Si3N4, A1203, polysilicon, 
and dielectric films in any combination, in a single run, 
without opening the reactor. With no RF coils to adjust, you 
save time and can process more: up to thirty 2" wafers at a time 
with unparalleled uniformity. Its three zone thermocouple 
sensing assures ±3°C precision from 400° to 1000°C. 

Radiant Energy Heating" The first major 
breakthrough in 15 years for chemical vapor deposition 
systems. And Applied Materials is applying it to a whole new 
generation of equipment: 

The new AMC-740 Epitaxial Reactor for greater 
throughput. Up to forty 2" or eighteen 3" wafers at a time. 
With incredible uniformity. Better than twice the throughput 
of any available reactor. 

The new AMH-704 Mini-ReactorTM gives you 
precision control for thin film depositions in the lab. Small 
and economical, it has no RFI to disturb sensitive lab 
instruments. And processes developed in the Mini are easily 
adapted to larger Applied Materials systems. 

Call Joe Nava at (408) 738-0600 for immediate 
requirements. Or for a complete literature pack on any of our 
units, write to: Applied Materials Technology, Inc., 2999 San 
Ysidro Way, Santa Clara, California 95051. 

applied materials 
radiant heating 

liatvlargry Inr US Pm.. 161., 
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Announcing 
the rediscovery 

of the relay. 

In an age when most people think solid state is 
the only way to go, some designers have redis-
covered the good old electro-mechanical relay. 
They found relays still can't be beat when it 
comes to certain jobs. And when they're dealing 
with tight fisted cost control committees. Maybe 
you can save some effort and expense by rediscov-
ering the relay whenever you need these things: 

1. Simple logic: 

Relays let you combine both power switching 
and logic functions economically. Memory can 
usually be retained, even after a power loss. 
And you don't need special power supplies or 
noise suppression techniques. 

2. Easy troubleshooting: 

Most relay failures (and they do occur occasion-
ally) can be identified visually. You can see 
what's wrong. And fix it easily. 

3. Heat resistance: 

A relay shrugs off a short dose of overheating. 
Give a solid state device the same treatment 
while it's functioning near capacity and it's 
ruined forever. The amount of heat a solid state 
device can take is usually dependent on the 
heat sink used. It can take up all the room 
you expected to save with solid state in the 
first place. And finding the right heat sink design 
can become very involved. 

4. Electrical isolation: 

Relays have a natural isolation between input 

circuits, between output circuits, and between 
output and input control circuits. You can't get 
that with junction type semiconductors. 

5. High insulation resistance: 

Open relay contacts have an insignificant amount 
of leakage ( 101° ohms or more). Semiconductors 
can't match this. And, their leakage rates vary 
greatly with temperature changes. 

6. Wide operating power range: 

Relays work with operating power anywhere from 
milliwatts to watts. And they usually don't re-
quire regulated power. Semiconductors do. 

7. Transient voltage immunity: 

Transient voltage doesn't bother a relay. But high 
voltage, short duration transients can be sure 
death to semiconductors. 

8. Forgiveness: 

Relays give you a little margin of safety should 
you want to change your mind. Maybe you find 
you need more contacts, or uncover a timing 
problem, or discover a need for absolute input-
output isolation. You can change your circuit 
design a lot easier with relays. 

If your project or product needs any of these 
things, just ask our salesman to help you redis-
cover relays. GTE Automatic Electric, Indus-
trial Sales Division, Northlake, Illinois 60164. 

ai3 AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC 
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ERIE EMI Filters 
WORLD S BROADEST LINE OF MINIATURE CERAMIC FILTERS 

AND FILTER SYSTEMS 

FIRST— in subminiature 
design capability 

FIRST 

FIRST— in Quality and 

in total in-house 

production capabil ty 

Volume Production 

FIRST_  to develop a comp:ete 

line of subminiature 

EMI Filters 

EP E ' -• leader ir subminiature 

' E',1i Filters has been earned by 
•, • , of sophisticated ceramic and 

TOCE., superior EMI Filters Virtually 
• • 7 EMI filter; are a copy of an 

' ras uee" able to equai Erie s combined 
• . - 7; and proprietary ceramic technology 

, • a• ..•e filters do their theig in noise 

_• tcr 7ï e•-• - ating extraneous noses and emissions. 
4•Crr ac• waves 

Tneire s an applicaeon for rel,able Erie filters in your 
communications. aerospace al-craft and incustnal equipments 
Well be sappy to help solve the problem 

I  Write for our new EMI Filter brochure 
ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS 

Ere. Pennsylvania 16512 

kilt le 1‘ 44** 
, 

,e•4 

ERIE TECHNOLOGICAL PRODUCTS, INC. • Erie, Pennsylvania 16512 
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Meetings 

International Switching Symposium: 
IEEE, MIT, Cambridge, Mass., June 
6-9. 

Society for Information Display In-
ternational Symposium and Exhibi-
tion:sip, Jack Tar Hotel, San Fran-
cisco, June 6-8. 

Consumer Electronics Show: EIA, 

McCormick Place, Chicago, June 
11-14. 

Spring Conference on Broadcast & 
Television Receivers: IEEE, Marriott 
Motor Hotel, Chicago, June 12-13. 

Air Pollution Control Assn. 65th An-
nual Meeting: APCA, Fontainebleau, 
Miami Beach, June 18-22. 

International Conference on Com-
munications: IEEE, Marriott Motor 
Hotel, Philadelphia, June 19-21. 

Joint Measurement Conference: 
ASQC, IEEE, ISA, NBS, et. al., Univer-
sity of Colorado, Boulder, Colo., 
June 21-23. 

Conf. on Precision Electromagnetic 
Measurements: IEEE, NBS, U. of Col-
orado, Boulder, June 21-23. 

International Symposium on 
Electromagnetic Compatibility: 
IEEE, Arlington Park Towers, Chi-
cago, July 18-20. 

Western Electronic Show & Conven-
tion (Wescon): WEMA, Convention 
Center, Los Angeles, Sept. 19-22. 

Engineering in Medicine and Bio-
logy: IEEE, Americana, Bal Harbour, 
Fla., Oct. 1-5. 

International Symposium on Remote 
Sensing of Environment: U. of 
Michigan, Willow Run Labs, Ann 
Arbor, Oct. 2-6. 

International Conference on Cyber-
netics and Society: IEEE. Sheraton, 
Washington, D.C. Oct. 9-12. 

Conference on Display Devices: 
IEEE, United Engineering Center. 
New York, Oct. 11-12. 

of sample(s) needed: 
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The smallest 
180 tuning air variable capacitors 
just had babies! 
Right. Johnson's exclusive subminiature type ' T" air variable 
capacitors ( PC mounts) now come with striplhe te-minais for 
mizrowave applications, either vertical or horizontal tuning. 

These space- savers are only about 'A the volume of a 
capacitor, but they offer extraordinarily high mechanical and 
electrical performance for critical applications. 

Rctcrs and stators are as stable and uniform a; pre:ision 
machining from solid brass extrusion cen make them. A high 11/2 
to 8 ounce- inches torque holds the rotor securely under vibration. 

Temperature coefficient is very low Diu; 30± 15 pp-nr C. (2 is 
high, typically 1800 at 200 MHz. Three capacitance ranges span 
frcrr 1.3 pF to 15.7 pF. 

Our 45 years of experience really shows up in 
these new capacitors. But why take cur word for it 
when a stamp will get you a couple of f-eebees 
and you can check them out for ypurself. 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY/3005 Tenth Ave. S.W./Waseco, Minnesota 56093 

Ct-eck type and range Capacitance range 1.3 to E.4 1 7 to 11.0 1.9 to 15.7 

Horizontal tuning 

Vertical tuning 

City_ 

r 

Li H 

®E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 
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Make the simple move 

to less assembly time. 
Do it the easy way with Amphenol's 17 Series minia-
ture rear- release connectors. 
A gentle push from the back of the connector and 

the contact snaps securely in place. No tools or 
broken fingernails, just easy fingertip assembly. 
And to remove the contact for fast field servicing, 
insert a simple plastic tool in the back of the con-
nector and out pops the contact. 
You can have a choice of screw-machine con-

tacts in bulk packaging, or stamped and formed 
contacts on a carrier strip. Semi-automatic crimp-
ing or hand tools available for either type of contact. 

Circle 24 on reader service card 

The Min-Racx 17 Series connectors are available 
in 9, 15, 25, 37, and 50 contact configurations. All 
meet EIA Standard RS-232C for data communica-
tions input-output connectors. And all are inter-
mountable and intermateable with other Min-Rac 
17 Series connectors as well as competitive "D" 
type connectors. 

Find out how simple it really is. Just write Dick 
Colt asking for the whole story on our Min-Rac 17 
Series rear- release connectors. Amphenol Indus-
trial Division, Bunker Ramo Corporation, 1830 South 
54th Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60650. 

BUNKER 
RAMO AMPHENOL 



Electronics newsletter 

Army wants 

CCD tactical 

page reader 

RCA forms data net 

for big users . . 

. and becomes 

big Datacom 

competitor 

Laser printers 

to be marketed 

The first military application of Fairchild Semiconductor's linear 
photosensor array utilizing charge-coupled devices (see p. 29) comes 
from the Electronic Devices and Technology Laboratory of the Army 
Electronics Command at Ft. Monmouth, N. J. Under a $40,000-plus 
award, Fairchild's Space and Defense Systems division has a year to 
develop a tactical page reader—a device for scanning documents newly 
captured on the battlefield and transmitting their contents electronically 
to an intelligence center in the rear. 
The laboratory's integrated electronics area, headed by Clare Thorn-

ton, is sponsoring development of the reader. It will consist of a 1,600-
element linear array mechanically scanned across a page. Other appli-
cations for the technology also are expected from the Thornton group. 

Armed with FCC approval, RCA is mapping plans to become a major 
factor in a new sector of the communications business. For the past 18 
months, company officials have been talking to 150 big users of domes-
tic data communications carrier facilities about forming a joint users' 
network. RCA would install equipment and manage the net in an at-
tempt to offer better service at lower cost than can common carrier fa-
cilities already available. 
RCA would lease voice-grade lines from phone companies and sub-

divide the spectrum available on each line into lower speed channels— 
say, 150 bits per second—fast enough to handle data traffic from tele-
typewriters. Under Federal regulations, RCA would also have to be a 
user. Costs are allocated according to a prescribed formula. 

RCA's new service would compete primarily with Western Union's 
Datacom. Earl D. Hilburn, president of Western Union Telegraph Co., 
points out that the RCA move is one more indication that competition 
is becoming stiffer in the data communications business. He adds that 
Datacom will soon extend service to 2,400 and 4,800 bits per second, 
and that Western Union plans to "unbundle" Telex and TWX services 
by selling lines and letting the subscriber supply terminals. 
RCA says that it will start work on its constantly monitored data net 

as soon as 25 users sign up, reaching on-line status in three to four 
months. The company says that it has letters of interest from 40 poten-
tial customers, including American Express. 

Laser beam printers may at last be moving out of the experimental 
stage and into production. A spokesman for Zenith Radio Corp., Chi-
cago, says the company is within two months of selling a model of its al-
phanumeric laser character generator [Electronics, Sept. 27, 1971, p. 
23]. And Datalight Inc., Bloomfield, Conn., which has an experimental 
laser-driven alphanumeric generator for a computer output microfilm 
system (see p. 38), has also sold 50 character-illumination systems to be 
used in phototypesetting machines developed by Photon Inc. of Wil-
mington, Conn. 
The Zenith system scans nine laser beams across a "page" to write 

both upper and lower-case characters in a nine-by-seven matrix. A 
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tenth beam is included for control and positioning. Initially, the unit 
will write 20,000 lines per minute on heat-sensitive dry-silver film but 
Zenith is also working on a system for writing on plain paper. The Da-
talight unit substitutes a laser for a high-intensity xenon source. 

National to sell 

LED displays 

Macrodata doubles 

LSI tester rate 

Image intensifier 

uses IBM film 

About two months after it entered the light-emitting-diode lamp busi-
ness, National Semiconductor Corp., of Santa Clara, Calif., has entered 
the LED display business. Within the next few months, the firm will 
have available three seven-segment displays. Two are to be second 
sources to Monsanto's MAN- 1, a 0.27-inch digit, and MAN 4, which is 
0.19 in. The third product: a cluster of three or four digits in one pack-
age, similar to the Litronix Data-Lit 34, which has four 0.125-in. digits. 
When National entered the lamp business [Electronics, March 13, 

p. 36], the company said that " it will take the development of a dollar-
per-digit device to get us into the display business." Whether this goal 
has been reached the company won't say. 

Macrodata Co. will soon announce a 10-megahertz LSI tester, about 
double the rate of models now available. The new MD- 104 LSI tester, 
based on the MD- 100 memory exerciser, includes expanded capability 
for testing bipolar and MOS "random" LSI as well as RAMs, ROMs, 
and shift registers. Unlike the MD- 100, the 104 is completely software 
programable. The instrument, planned for September delivery, is 
priced at $25,000, including paper-tape reader. 

The deformographic film that IBM is using in projection CRT systems 
[Electronics, Jan. 17, p. 32] is being used in an image intensifier being 
put together at the White Sands Missile Range, N. M. It's used as the 
output, or image-storage, plate in the intensifier, which in turn shows 
promise in night-vision devices and low-light-level cameras. Its principal 
advantage is that it makes more efficient use of the energy in the elect-
ron beam, and therefore can be more sensitive than previous phos-
phor-output devices. 
The new image storage plate is a monolithic array of diodes. Elec-

trons representing the image strike the p side of the array, and back-
bias the diodes, storing a charge in the diode capacitances. This stored 
charge deforms the deformographic film, which is deposited on the n 
side of the array. 

Addenda A two-year-old firm, Western Digital Corp. of Newport Beach, Calif., 
has received a $7 million order for calculator chip sets. They're to be 
used with display tubes made by Ise Electronics of Japan. . . . Optel 
Corp., the Princeton, N. J., firm that supplies watch makers Omega and 
Waltham with C/MOS circuitry and liquid-crystal displays, plans to 
make complete watches. Marketing plans haven't yet been defined. Op-
tel is the second kit supplier to decide to go all the way; the other is Mi-
croma Universal (see p. 59). . . . GTE Sylvania has unveiled its version 
of a frame grabber for bidirectional cable TV. Based on an electronic 
storage tube, the Sylvania model is said to have three times the resolu-
tion of a standard TV tube. 
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Yardsticks named do not yardsticks make. And 
while their minicomputers may be good, they're 

not good enough to be OEM yardsticks. 

They're not even close. Large gaps stand 
between their definition of an OEM yardstick 

and that of GRI's Functional Process 
Minicomputers*, the computers with the original 

Universal Bus System. Gaps consisting of the 
dramatic simplicity, ease and efficiency with 

which you integrate a GRI computer into your 
systems environment. 

GRI's yardsticks: the cost of writing real-time 
software, of designing hardware interfaces, 

of debugging both the hardware and the 
software—the cost and effort it takes to get the 

total system actually up and running. Yardsticks! 

*Patented 

OEM Yardsticks 
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GRI computers' unique combination of 
functional programming languages and software, 
sets them apart as standards of efficiency for the 
real-time applications of today's minicomputers. 

It all comes down to accommodating your 
system to THEIR computer or using a GRI com-
puter designed to accommodate YOUR system. 

Yardsticks? Decide for yourself. Write for the 
GRI story and see if were not talking your 
language about yardsticks. 

Write to: GRI Computer Corporation 
320 Needham Street, Newton, Mass. 02164 

Phone: (617) 969-0800. Cable: GRICOMP 

eGo ahead and crack a nut. 

GRI Computer 
CORPORATION 
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Best 
Speed/Power 
Product 
in a 1024 Bit RAM 
Introducing the EA1501—another new product from EA's unique N-Channel 
silicon gate MOS process. Its 125 nsec typical access time and 65 mW typical 
power dissipation combine to provide a fantastic speed/power product. The 
EA1501 operates off *- 12 V supplies and in standby, typically draws only 
10 mW. Tie all that together with its attractive $19.50 price in 100 quantities 
and you have a real bargain. 

But, that's not all, folks. The EA1501 has automatic refresh. Memory timing 
and control are simplified by the elimination of precharge and refresh 
addressing. A single write pulse does it. Your memory system is refreshed 
"invisibly" and that cuts out memory busy signals. 

And, don't forget, if you want a faster 1024 bit RAM, like 85 nsec worst case, 
ask about our EA1500. 

Write for full scoop on both the EA1500 and EA1501—do it now! 

Low 
Power 

to the 

People 

Ira 

electronic arrays, Inc. 
501 ELLIS STREET, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 94040, (415) 964-4321 TWX: 910-379-6985 

Stocking distributors: Intermark, Cramer, Computer Components, Burstein-Applebee Company. 
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Electronics review 
Signfficant developments ,n technology and business 

Buried channels 
point the way to 
solid state imager 
Fairchild builds linear 

array that solves problem 

of charge-transfer loss 

blocking path to vidicon use 

Competitors in the race to make the 
first solid-state video camera are 
nearing the finish line. Using 
charge-coupled device technology 
and a buried-channel structure, re-
searchers at Fairchild Semicon-
ductor's R&D center in Palo Alto, 
Calif., have built a 500-element 
linear array. Not only does it con-
tain more image elements per unit 
chip area than other CCD imagers, 
but it apparently solves the problem 
of charge-transfer loss, which some 
feared would ultimately prevent the 
construction of CCD arrays large 
enough for vidicons. 

Obervers close to CCD develop-
ments point out that it was this 
structure, conceived by James Early, 
head of Fairchild's R&D center, that 
persuaded the Navy to put $3 mil-
lion into CCD research. [Electronics, 
April 10, p.39]. By making a 500-
element linear device ( television, for 
comparison, uses a 525-line ele-
ment), Fairchild demonstrated a ca-
pability that Navy contract man-
agers surely were seeking before 
recommending a commitment of 
that magnitude. Among others 
known to have the potential are 
General Electric Co., RCA, and 
Texas Instruments. 

Bury 'em. The key to CCD imag-
ing, says Early, is buried channels. 
First described in a paper by re-
searchers at Bell Laboratories, 
buried channels reduce transfer 
losses as carriers move between 
electrodes. Ordinarly, the charge 

gets trapped in the surface at the 
oxide-silicon substrate interface. 
This occurs because there are no dif-
fusions under transfer electrodes in 
a CCD element; instead, potential 
wells dug at the surface carry the 
charge. Charge entrapment means 
image error—the greater the transfer 
frequency and number of elements, 
the worse the error. 

Staying put. However, if a lightly 
doped channel is buried in the sili-
con beneath the oxide-substrate in-
terface, the charge will transfer in 
that channel, rather than at the sur-
face. Like Bell Labs, Fairchild is us-
ing ion-implanting techniques to 
build the channels. implanting the 
n-type impurity in the silicon subst-
rate about 1 micrometer deep. 
With buried channels, says Early, 

Fairchild's best measurements show 
99.99999% transfer effeciencies at 
2.5 megahertz. "Clearly," he adds, 

Going through channels 

Fairchild's is an inventive structure (right)—the first large-scale imaging device 
to use buried-channel charge-coupled principles. The array is made up of 
three linear sections. First, there's a photosensing strip running along the cen-
tral axis of the device. It's composed of 500 image elements defined by a 
meandering channel-stop diffusion. Then, there are two 250- bit CCD shift reg-
isters parallel to the central image area. The image area is built with silicon-
gate techniques, while the CCD shift registers have aluminum electrodes 
shielding them from the incident light. 
The picture to be imaged falls on the cells in the central imaging section 

where the light is integrated into packets of CCD charge. These packets are 
passed alternately left and right to the two shift registers. Their outputs are 
then channeled into a short two-element CCD, so that the output of this shift 
register corresponds to the sequential reading of the 500 image elements. 

All the CCD shift registers have the conventional three-phase clocks—the 
photo elements with 1.2-mil center-to-center spacing and the shift registers' 
2.4-mil separation. Significantly, the Fairchild structure minimizes the trouble-
some smearing of some CCD structures. Only one transfer needs to be made 
from the unshielded photosensitive central elements, and once this is made to 

the aluminum-protected shift registers, the charge is immune to the smearing 
effects of the new image. 
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Pretty picture. Camera at right uses the 
Fairchild imager made with charge-coupled 

technology and a burÉd-channel structure. 

"with these efficiencies. a full-
fledged CCD vidicon is well within 
our capability. This spells the death 
of raster-scan photosensing." 

Gilbert F. Amelio, a key Fair-
child CCD man who was at Bell Labs 
during the early CCD days, points to 
other advantages offered by the 
Fairchild buried-channel structure. 
Says AmeHo, "not only is surface-

state trapping eliminated, but the 
charge-transfer drift fields are 
stronger and the device is faster—a 
factor of 2 speed advantage over 
other CCD structures." This could be 
an important consideration. 

Space electronics 

'Violet cell' raises 

solar power specs 

Even as satellite builders seek more 
efficient solar cells to power sophis-
ticated hardware aboard larger and 
more complex craft, silicon solar 
cells are stuck at a 10% to 11% effi-
ciency rate. Now, Communications 
Satellite Corp. Laboratories claims 
more than 13% efficiency for a new 
silicon cell it calls a "violet cell." 
Moreover, the company says the 
new cell increases useful power by 
more than a third because it would 
degrade to only 11.5% efficiency in 
outer space versus 8.5% for conven-
tional cells. 
The violet cells get more of the 

sun's spectrum to work with. 
Through a subtle redesign of cell 

geometry and a new approach to 
the chemical composition of all 
parts of the silicon, the new cell cap-
tures the violet and ultraviolet rays 
as well as the portions of the spec-
trum caught by normal cells, says 
Joseph Lindmayer, manager of the 
solid state physics branch of the lab-
oratories. This increases the amount 
of sunlight convertible to electrical 
energy. 
A thinner n-type top layer per-

mits the cell to let in the ultraviolet 
rays. But to counteract the resulting 
high resistance, Lindmayer and his 
colleagues also employ many more 
electrodes on the top layer—because 
they are closer together, they cut re-
sistance. Here, Comsat got an unex-
pected dividend because the new 
surface geometry brought the resis-
tance below that of conventional 
cells, notes E.S. Rittner, manager of 
the physics laboratory. 
Same area. Using 60 to 100 thin-

ner electrodes also took up no more 
cell area than the six thicker ones 
normally used, so they blocked out 
about the same amount of light. 
Contrary to expectations, Lind-
mayer says, the shallower junctions 
also resist space radiation, one prob-
lem with satellite solar cells. To 

Bell looks to bLried-channel RA 

as GE takes different path 

Researchers at Fairchild Semicon-
ductor aren't the only ones using 
buried-channel techniaues with 
charge-coupled devices. Work is 
going on full blast at Bel Labora-
tories in Murray Hill, N.J., where 
CODs were born. 

Bell's George Smith, first to report 
on the buried-chanre conceot (at 
the Device Reseaich Conference 
last June), asserts that " lie struc-
ture will have significart implica-
tions for both memory and imaging 
because it results in stronger trans-
fer fields for a given drive voltage, 
as well as better transfer effi-
ciency." Smith adds up the benefits: 
an order of magnitude boost in field 
strength pushgng the charge, and 

V 

1,000 times better transfer effi-
ciency. 
With the buried-channel CCD 

memory devices currently in devel-
opment, Bell has achieved hun-
dreds-of-megahertz device oper-
ation, with gigahertz frequency 
possible in future devices. Also, 
buried channels could do away with 
the need for refresh circuitry— nec-
essary with early CCD dynamic 
memory devices. Significantly, Bell 
now has formed a random-access 
memory CCD group under Smith, 
who has promised some signifi-
cant developments in the next few 
months. 

Meanwhile, at the General Elec-
tric Co. R&D center in Schenectady, 

N.Y., research workers are busily 
polishing their version of a CCD im-
ager—one without buried channels. 
That route was considered, says 
Jerry Tiemann, a GE scientist, " but 
we're sticking to our parallel trans-
fer structure," which employs a 
shared bus configuration. Tiemann 
explains that the GE structure 
solves the long-standing, annoying 
problem of blooming—a low-light-
level vidicon phenomenon whereby 
a bright source in a dim room re-
sults in local overloading on the im-
age surface, causing a black cloud 
to bloom across the face of the 
tube. GE's diffused runs can also be 
used to collect the excess charge 
caused by the bright source. 
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which Rittner adds that the cell 
shows much sharper current-voltage 
characteristics. 
With these and other touches, 

which Lindmayer declined to dis-
cuss because of pending patent ap-
plications, the cell preserves a desir-
able high, short-wavelength 
response over the entire spectral 
range of sunlight without damage 
from oversensitivity to infrared. 
CaS and GaAs. In the quest for 

higher efficiencies, several com-
panies are turning to other mate-
rials, such as cadmium sulfide and 
gallium arsenide. So far, cost con-
siderations dictate silicon because 
the processing is the most advanced 
in the semiconductor industry. In 
fact, Lindmayer brought his semi-
conductor experience with Sprague 
Electric Co. to bear on the problems 
of improving efficiency of the silicon 
cells—essentially flat diodes. 

Recently, however, IBM's York-
town Heights, N.Y., research labo-
ratories announced a gallium arse-
nide cell of 18% efficiency. Here, a 
layer of gallium-aluminum-arsenic 
alloy is grown on top of a gallium 
arsenide crystal and then doped 
with zinc. The process is technically 
sound. The question is whether or 
not the cell can be made economic-
ally enough. 

Comsat's violet cell is targeted for 
the projected Intelsat 5 communi-
cations satellite and for the domestic 
communications satellite. Comsat 
has not decided whether eventually 
to license the cells for production or 
manufacture them itself. The cell 
would cost no more to produce than 
conventional cells. El 

Industrial electronics 

DuPont courts 

noise market 

The Occupational Safety and 
Health Act of 1970, besides spawn-
ing entirely new markets for many 
kinds of industrial safety gear, gave 
new life to the market for noise-
measuring equipment, which had 
already been opened up by the 

Walsh-Healy Act. While the earlier 
law was restricted largely to com-
panies under Government contract, 
the 1970 measure added most of 
what was left, making an estimated 
total of 17 million or more employ-
ees needing protection. 
The electronics industry at first 

responded with improved sound-
level meters. But meters normally 
must be carried about by an inspec-
tor who makes random measure-
ments for short periods, then moves 
on to other sites. Since sound levels 
often vary during the day and since 
hearing loss from too much noise 
not only is cumulative but also can 
be caused by sudden loud bursts, 
spot checks are bound to miss im-
portant data. 

For all. Now, the Education and 
Applied Technology division of E.I. 
duPont in Wilmington, Del., is sell-
ing a device that could be applied to 
almost every one of the 17 million 
jobs covered by the new law. 

DuPont developed the unit in-
house to meet its own needs. About 
the size of a pack of cigarettes and 
weighing only about 8.5 ounces, it is 
small and light enough to be worn 
all day by a worker. 
The mike is a simple omnidi-

rectional unit with frequency re-
sponse reaching 10 kilohertz. Its 
output is fed through proprietary 
electronics that monitor not only 
continual exposure but also tran-
sient events. 

Electronically the unit operates 
much like sound level meters—rec-
tifying, averaging, and weighting a 
microphone output according to es-
tablished curves for hearing sensi-
tivity. Thus its measurements are in 
dBa, a method of rating that paral-
lels the ear's sensitivity with the a 
referring to the weighting scale. The 
electronics package has only about 
0.5 decibel of drift per year. 
At the end of a shift the worker 

removes the dosimeter to have its 
information observed and recorded. 
Unlike noise meters, it has no exter-
nal readouts, but if the wearer has 
been exposed to sound of more than 
115 dBa for as little as one-quarter 
to one-half a second—the maximum 
according to law—a light emitting 
diode inside the case glows. 

Quiet touch. DuPont calls its wearable 

noise-measuring device an audio dosimeter. 

For cumulative exposure, duPont 
uses the sort of chemical—or electro-
chemical—solution one would ex-
pect from that company. Noise 
above 90 dBa triggers a plating cur-
rent across a small cylindrical cell, 
about U-inch in diameter and U-in. 
long, consisting of a silver sleeve 
with a gold pin down its axis. High 
levels cause the sleeve to be gold-
plated in proportion to the ampli-
tude and duration of the noise. Af-
ter use, the cell is "deplated" in a 
small console, and the amount of 
deplating current needed is con-
verted to the percentage of legal 
maximum sound exposure the 
worker has endured that day. 
The company began marketing 

the device in December and can de-
liver lots of 100 or more off the shelf 
at $495. CI 

Packaging 

Hot cap welder 

speeds IC sealing 

The man who developed the dual 
in-line and diaphragm packages for 
ics, Bryant C. ( Buck) Rogers, has 
been at work again at his Diacon 
Co., in San Diego, Calif. What has 
emerged is a hot cap sealer that can 
seal a ceramic lc package to Mil-
Std-883 specs in only 2 seconds and 
at a much lower temperature than 
present methods. 
The sealer uses a small tabletop 

instrument that can be enclosed eas-
ily in a dry box or other means of 
controlling the atmosphere. This 
compares with furnace sealing at 
550°C, which requires about 10 
minutes and presents all sorts of op-
portunities for contamination from 
impurities picked up by the moving 
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belt. Nor does the sealer require jig-
ging or boats—a package is simply 
placed on a metal block, and the top 
is automatically positioned and 
sealed at about 400°C. The speed of 
the operation also makes it possible 
to reduce water content to five parts 
per million from 23 ppm. 

Transfer. Rogers says his sealer 
operates on the same principle as 
capacitive discharge welding, except 
that heat rather than electricity is 
stored before being dumped 
through a glass layer with high ther-
mal resistance (because the heated 
mass is placed against a cooler 
area). The glass forms a hermetic 
seal. 
The scheme was first considered 

by Rogers for large 24-pin packages, 
which are difficult to seal properly. 
But the first application will actually 
be in sealing 1/4-inch flatpacks used 
on Poseidon missiles, and Diacon 
has just delivered its first four seal-
ers to suppliers for this program. Af-
ter the flatpack will come the eight-
pin miniDIP now finding wide appli-
cations, with the 14/16 pin DIP to 
follow in about 6 weeks. Diacon will 
supply both the packages, which 
have the metal lead frame sealed in 
glass, and the sealing machines. 
The sealers will cost about $4,000, 

compared to about $8,000 for a typ-
ical lc welder that requires more ex-
pensive metal packages. Rogers says 
that the sealer will give higher speed 
than metal welding now, and he ex-
pects to have an automatic machine 
capable of 3,600 parts per hour per 
operator by the end of the year for 
the 14/16 pin packages. For this, the 
packages will be supplied in strip 
form, not usable with ceramic. 

Instrumentation 

Device warns of 

laser eye damage 

Spurred by the controversy over 
safe limits for laser radiation, a 
West Coast instrument maker has 
built the first commercial device de-
signed specifically to monitor laser 
light intensities capable of dam-

aging the eye. The work was done 
by United Detector Technology of 
Santa Monica, Calif., on a contract 
from the Air Force School of Aero-
space Medicine, San Antonio, 
Texas. 
The portable laser energy eval-

uator is capable of measuring all 
continuous-wave and pulsed laser 
output in the spectral range from 
400 to 1,060 nanometers. The eval-
uator is designed around a unique 
sample-and-hold technique that se-
lects the maximum pulse of energy 
from a train of laser bursts—as 

Looker. Portable laser energy evaluator by 

UDT is designed to prevent eye damage. 

many as 100 pulses per second. If 
only one shot is fired, the instrument 
displays its output level; for cw la-
sers, it displays the maximum power 
level. The evaluator stores data on 
maximum laser power or energy 
levels until reset. 
A precalibrated plug-in detector 

head—it can be replaced easily if it 
is damaged by a high-power laser— 
with 7-millimeter aperture simulates 
the human eye. A computer-de-
signed subtractive filter flattens the 
silicon photodiode response so that 
all wavelengths are equally sam-
pled. The instrument weighs only 3 
pounds and operates at least 70 
hours on its self-contained battery. 

Besides monitoring laser energies 
for eye damage, the evaluator also 
can be used to calibrate lasers—par-
ticularly pulsed lasers that are diffi-
cult to calibrate accurately. The 
pulse integration and maximum 
pulse height selection of the instru-
ment is accurate to within 0.5%, and 
the silicon sensor is stable to within 
2% in six months. A calibration 

technique has been worked out to 
transfer calibrations from a Na-
tional Bureau of Standards standard 
lamp to the evaluator for both 
power and energy measurements. D 

Consumer electronics 

RCA Holotape lives 

—but in the lab 

RCA researchers say that reports of 
the death of their holographic video 
playback system have been exagger-
ated, but confess that, as a practical 
home entertainment device, it's a 
long way from perfection. 

In the first display of Holotape 
since the project virtually went un-
derground some two years ago, the 
breadboard version showing vinyl 
tape cartridge recordings revealed 
that picture noise plaguing the first 
model has been overcome. In addi-
tion, the tape now has a stereo 
sound track, which it lacked back in 
1969, when the concept was first 
publicized. 
Admitting that the marketing 'arm 

of the company overplayed its hand 
in promising Holotape by 1972, 
William J. Hannan of RCA/David 
Sarnoff Research Center com-
mented that there is no scheduled 
date for production—if at all. But 
the company's Consumer Electron-
ics division had previously an-
nounced production of a magnetic 
tape home TV player/recorder for 
sale next year, which more or less let 
Holotape off the hook. 

Dropout. One of Holotape's prob-
lems is an occasional dropout of 
color at l-second intervals. This is 
caused in the tape production pro-
cess, Hannan explained. When the 
tape is coated, the drying reels put 
kinks into the coating; this causes 
the color to flutter. 

Picture noise, the earlier problem, 
was solved by greatly increasing the 
redundancy of the pictures per 
frame. Using a pinhole screen, re-
searchers are able to achieve 200-
picture redundancy per frame, with 
each picture spread evenly on the 
tape. The result is that noise has 
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Crystalonics 
FET analog gates 
in a steel plant? 
That's right. 
The best doesn't cost 
any more anymore. 
Many of the heavy duty electrical controllers used in steel 
mills and other computerized industrial processes still 
use reed relays and associated driver circuits to interface with 
the computer logic circuits. Our controller customers have 
switched to FET analog gates, because the gates are 1000 times 
faster than reeds, last far longer, require less power, and 
operate directly from computer logic. The performance 
and life of their controllers are greatly improved, and the 
overall costs are comparable. 

Crystalonics FET analog gates are also upping 
performance and holding the line on costs in TV studios, 
telephone multiplexers, automatic testers, oceanographic 
research equipment, programmed lighting controls, 
input/output multiplexers for computers, medical 
electronics equipment, music synthesizers, and audio 
recording studios. 

Let our applications engineers help you to apply today's 
solid state technology to your needs. Crystalonics' 13 years 
of technological leadership in solid state switches, fotofets, 
and varactors is available now, off the shelf, and the best 
doesn't cost any more anymore. 

Send now for our new catalog of Industrial Switching ICs 
to Teledyne Crystalonics • 147 Sherman Street • Cambridge, 
Mass. 02140 • Phone: 617-491-1670. 

irTELEDYNE 
CRYSTALONICS 

CRYSTALONICS SALES REP,. % ND % GI:N.1s 
U.S. & CANADA : (201) 835-0332 / ( 203) 932-5656 / (205) 883-0140 / ( 206) 454-7422 
(213) 466-6201 / ( 213) 469-5871 / ( 214) 231-6891 / (216) 221-0450 / (219) 485-0805 
(301) 823-3603 / (303) 771-4920 / (305) 622-1383 / (312) 359-9599 / (314) 542-3657 
(315) 458-4775 / (319) 363-6425 / (415) 964-5454 / (505) 268-0928 / (513) 299-4144 
(514) 684-7755 / (516) 593-2628 / (602) 273-7387 / ( 609) 983-6660 / (612) 488-0201 
(617) 731-0858 / (716) 342-1413 
OVERSEAS: AUSTRALIA - 790-22846 / BELGIUM - 846-21169 
DENMARK - 855-5052 / ENGLAND - 851-23894 / FINLAND - 857-121676 
FRANCE - 842-62193 / GERMANY - 841-524506 / HOLLAND - 844-54512 
ITALY - 843-34424 / JAPAN - 781-4419 / NORWAY - 856-18625 
SWEDEN - 854-10338 / SWITZERLAND - 845-52042 
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little effect on any one picture. The 
projected image is a composite of all 
200 holograms. As for the sound, 
the two tracks are embossed on the 
tape in serpentine grooves. A play-
ing needle seeks and follows the 
grooves when the cartridge is posi-
tioned in the player. 
The manufacturing process in-

volves recording color-encoded 
movies on black-and-white film, 
recording relief-phase holograms of 
the encoded movies on photoresist, 
preparing a metal master from the 
photoresist recording, and finally, 
embossing holograms on the vinyl. 
The player consists of a helium 

neon laser that projects the taped 
images into a Tv camera. 111 

Integrated electronics 

TI adds to line 

using host chip' 

Taking advantage of its ability to 
"program" read-only memory seg-
ments of an MOS/LSI chip, Texas In-
struments has broadened its one-
chip calculator line to cover 23 vari-
ations, about half of which will be 
standard products, half custom. 

Since the announcement of the 
basic host chip last September 
(Tms0102, formerly the TMSI802), 
some 20 U.S. and Japanese calcu-
lator makers have lined up to buy it. 

Welcome. TI has broadened repertoire of its calculator host chip to include 23 variations. 

Says Daniel Baudouin, mos new 
products marketer, "This is the most 
successful standard product ever 
made by TI that I'm aware of." 
The chip incorporates all logic 

and memory to perform three regis-
ter calculator functions— 
add/subtract, multiply, and divide. 
To get a different characteristic in 

Pushing keyboards 

Another division of Ti, the Attleboro, Mass., Control Products group, is mov-
ing strongly into another component of low-cost calculators—the keyboard. 
With a unit based on one of the division's best known products, the Klixon 
snap-action disk, the keyboards are now being sold for about 15 to 17 
cents per key position, and in their standard configuration, they interface 
with Ti's host chip. The Attleboro plant is adding capacity, bu'. now can pro-
duce a million keyboards a year, reports division manager Herb Greene. 
The keyboard fulfills three important requirements, says Greene: it pro-

vides tactile feedback, has significant mechanical travel, and also clicks au-
dibly when depressed. There's no contact bounce and little chance of inad-

vertently actuating the key with light finger pressure, Greene says. It's 
assembled starting with a one-sided printed-circuit board, into which gold 
staples, three for each key position, are inserted. 

The disks are set in place, each contacting the two outer staples until de-
pressed, when it contacts the center staple, too. The whole unit is sealed ir 
Mylar to protect the contacts. 

the calculator means changing only 
one mask. These economies make 
possible 100,000-quantity unit 
prices of well under $20, according 
to TI. 
The two most recent additions to 

the Tms0100 series are the eight-di-
git 0101 featuring a plus-minus-
equals capability as in accounting 
machines, and the 0106, which is a 
10-digit version with no change in 
chip real estate. The 10-digit device 
will be 10% higher in price then the 
others. 
The advantage of the plus-minus-

equals feature of the 0101, Bau-
douin explains, is that a consumer 
can do calculations as he would 
write them, that is, A - B =, rather 
than the formula format of A + = 
B - =. 
Thanks to the host chip concept, 

TI was able to add the two digits to 
the 0106 by optimizing its use of the 
present chip area. This was done by 
improvements to the software that 
programs the Rom and the logic ar-
rays. Baudouin says the 10-digit ver-
sion should form the basis of inex-
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In Answer To Your Gripes About 
Every Other Portable Recorder 

The no jazz CPR 4010. A 7 speed, 1/2" or 1" tape, 101/2" reel portable recorder/reproducer. 

Old Clichés Revisited 
What's so great about it? Mainly, it's the easiest machine around to use, maintain and service. (We know you've 

heard that before, but bear with us for a minute.) 

Operation 
We've got a single knob for transport speed and electronics 
equalization. Automatic. Other transport functions are push-
button controlled including our proprietary AUTOLOAD 
automatic, mistake proof tape loader that works precisely. 

Every time. All the electronics are in one housing. Even 
monitor meters, voice logger, 7 speed servo card, and all 
14 record and reproduce modules. It's easy to add options 
because it's pre-wired. All you do is plug in. 

Maintenance and Servicing 
Time for the annual P.M.? It's no big peal. The back panel's 
hinged. Just flip it down. All motors, powei sJpplies, electronics. 
etcetera, are right there. ( It even runs in this position.) Nothing 

special needed. How's that for simplicity? 

1 

Performance 
Briefly, from the top: 7 speed transport, 15/16 to 60 ips; 7 speed direct, all automatically switched, 300 kHz at 

60 ips; 7 speed FM record; 40/20 kHz, automatically switched. Any 2 

speeds of FM reproduce; low tape flutter and TBE; isolation from reel 
perturbation via dual capstans and tension sensors. Low mass, 

closed loop IRIG servo system. The same electronics design 

as our top-of-the- line VR-3700B. 

Bell & Howell & the CPR 4010 
Get all the specs. Just ask Bell & Howell, CEC/Instruments 
Division, 360 Sierra Madre Villa, Pasadena, California 91109. 

CEC/11-15TRLIMEElTS ouvison 

015 BELL E HOWELL 

'"«elleistlabbiwiiee 

©Copynght 1971 Bell & Howell 
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pensive desktop calculators rather 
than pocket-sized minis. 
By single-level programing, any 

number of one-chip variations may 
be made, so that TI expects to find 
other applications for its calculator 
chip. For example, a timing device 
for the Olympic games includes a 
chip from this family. Gas pumps, 
machine tool controls, and point-of-
sale terminals are other potential 
applications. 

Communications 

OW unable to sell 

CATV pilot project 

A variety of Federal agencies are 
enthusiastic about the future of the 
wired city, but none of them wants 
to pay for it. That's the message re-
ceived by the White House Office of 
Telecommunications Policy after a 
six-month search for funds for a pi-
lot two-way cable Tv demonstration 
system involving about 1,000 homes 
and 600 business and local-govern-
ment users. 

"It's a tight fiscal year," says one 
OTP official in explaining the fail-
ure to find money in such organiza-
tions as the Departments of Hous-
ing and Urban Development and 
Health, Education, and Welfare. 
And OTP can only point out the 
availability of technology, not re-
quire its adoption. 
So OTP is taking another tack: re-

leasing its 516-page study in an ef-
fort to excite interest. The study was 
completed last November by Malar-
key, Taylor & Associates, Washing-
ton consultants. 
Though the report doesn't spell 

out the total outlay required for its 
recommended pilot project, industry 
sources estimate it would take ap-
proximately $9 million. "The sug-
gested pilot system," says OTP, 

"would involve two-way cable trans-
mission facilities, terminals to con-
trol system services in each home, 
central information files and simple 
data processing accessible to home 
users, and facilities for local pro-
gram origination." 

Federal support—in addition to 
industry- funded experiments— 
would be required for a pilot effort 
employing a bidirectional system 
with a 4-megahertz return, or up-
stream bandwidth, plus a 32-to-35-
channel interactive broadband com-
munications home terminal. Bidi-
rectional CATV would cost about 
$1,500 more per mile than unidi-
rectional transmission, the consul-
tant says, whereas the cost to pro-
vide interactive home terminals is 
on the order of $30,000 per mile us-
ing a formula of $300 per terminal, 
times 150 homes per mile, times 
65% penetration. "The bottleneck is 
obvious," the study concludes. 

But the cost bottleneck becomes 
more obvious when interactive 
home terminal costs for a small pilot 
system are detailed beyond the 
longterm forecast of an estimated 
$300 per unit in high-volume pro-
duction. Specifically, the consultant 
estimates that it would cost $2,400 
to design existing technology into a 
single home system. The higher fig-
ure is the sum of $600 for a special 
CATV receiver with monochrome 

Microwave 

cathode-ray tube monitor; $300 for 
a silicon storage tube and circuitry 
such as RCA's for capturing single 
frames; $500 for a facsimile printer, 
possibly in color; $800 for a trans-
ponder comparable to Theta-Com's 
sRs-102, and $200 for an alpha-
numeric keyboard. 
"The cost tradeoff is clearly in fa-

vor of beginning with a broadband 
communications terminal designed 
around the silicon storage tube," ac-
cording to the study, "since so many 
special modifications are necessary 
to use off-the-shelf equipment" now 
available. Putting together existing 
equipment to achieve the same ter-
minal capabilities would run to 
$4,040, says the study. But, presum-
ing successful design and packaging 
of the components in a $2,400 ter-
minal, the study forecasts that mass 
production could drop the price to 
$680 by reducing receiver costs to 
$475; dropping the transponder 
price to $ 100; the single-frame-cap-
ture tube to $55, and facsimile 
printer cost to $50—a set of figures 
which the study concedes is the 
"theoretical ultimate." 

Microguide' IC fabrication promises 

advantages of both existing methods 

Of the techniques for making micro-
wave integrated circuits, microstrip 
has been the most popular, even 
though other approaches—such as 
slotline or stripline—exhibit better 
characteristics, especially above 10 
gigahertz. The primary reason for 
the use of microstrip is its ease of 
fabrication, but a development at 
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo 
Park, Calif., may change this. 

In a paper to be given May 24 at 
the International Microwave Sym-
posium in Chicago by E. G. Cristal, 
A.S. Podell, and Don Parker, all of 
SRI, a new technique called micro-
guide is described as offering the ad-
vantages of the others. 

Parker says, "Sandwich line or 
stripline with high dielectric con-
stant material has low loss and small 

radiation compared to microstrip, 
particularly at frequencies above 10 
GHz. However, to prevent un-
balanced modes from being excited 
and propagated, tight tolerances are 
required on the substrate surfaces. 
Another disadvantage is that solid 
state devices are not easily added." 

Microguide, on the other hand, is 
said to contain the best features of 
microstrip—planar geometry, ease of 
fabrication, reliability, ease of 
mounting solid-state devices—plus 
the ability to handle higher power 
with lower loss and radiation. 
Parker has found that at 6 GHz, for 
example, an unloaded Q of 605 was 
measured with a microguide circuit; 
this compared to a Q of 200 to 300 
for microstrip. 
A cross-section of a microguide 
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As high as 20% of all op amp 
applications are still using more 
op amp, at higher costs, than 
necessary. The right 
economy/performance alternative 
wasn't available. It is now! 

The Quad Op Amp 
MC3401P... 
The Saver. 

A monolithic quad, 
single-supply 

op amp. 
The MC3401P is four internally compensated 

op amps and the biasing circuitry common to all, 
on the same chip, assembled into a plastic dual 
in-line package. It's new. It's available. And it sells 
for only $1.75 in 100-999 quantities, making it the 
most economical op amp on the market. MC3401P 

is the alternative to using more device than neces-
sary, and spending more in the process, in that 

pesky 20%. 
Single-supply operation over a +5.0 V to + 18.0 V 

range, means that digitally oriented systems offer 

excellent opportuinty for the MC3401 to lower costs 
further by eliminating the additional power supply 
previously required for linear functions. Perfect for 

industrial control systems. Single-supply operation 
also qualifies the MC3401 as ideal in battery oper-

ated systems. Or use it for such ac applications as 

active filters, multi-channel amplifiers, and oscil-
lators, or as a simple gain block. 

It's versatile. 
Don't consider it for applications demanding 

extremely tight gain tolerance or highest gain. It 
wasn't designed for that, although if you need more 
gain than a single stage provides, connect two, 
three, or even all four stages in series for eye-pop-
ping increases. 

The MC3401P is designed to provide all the 
performance ever needed at reduced costs in that 
awkward 20% of the total op amp applications. 

That's what it does. That's why we call it the 
Saver. That's why it's great. 

More information is available from Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc., P. O. Box 20912, 
Phoenix, AZ 85036, and your Motorola distributor 
has them in stock now. 

(11) MOTOROLA LINEAR 
— Serving a greater range of analog designs 
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circuit looks very similar to that of a 
microstrip circuit—there is a strip 
conductor over a ground plane, sep-
arated from it by a material with a 
high dielectric constant. The differ-
ence: in the microguide circuit, the 
width of the conductor is larger than 
that in the microstrip circuit, and a 
different mode of transmission is 
employed. Parker explains, "The 
width of the line is about equal to 
one-half the wavelength of the sig-
nal. The principal transmission 
mode in microguide is not a quasi-
TEM mode as in stripline, but is 
more like a waveguide-type mode." 
TEM. In the TEM (for transverse 

electric and magnetic) mode, both 
the electric and magnetic fields are 
perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation, and the velocity of the 
wave is independent of frequency. 
But in the microguide mode—TE10— 
there is a magnetic component that 
is in the direction of propagation, 
and the wave velocity varies with 
frequency. Another major differ-
ence is that, in the TEM mode, the 
electric field is uniform across the 
strip conductor, but in the TE10, the 
electric field varies from a max-
imum at one edge to zero in the 
middle, and back to a maximum. 

Parker says, "With the TEio mode, 
you have a cutoff frequency, and so 
devices that make good sharp filters 
can easily be made." This also 
means the there's a limit to the fre-
quency range. But in cases where 
this is not desired, the microguide 
can be coupled to a microstrip cir-
cuit that has no cutoff. 

Solid state 

Nippons depletion 

MOS is fast 

Depletion-mode mos devices are 
not new, but the payoff in speed is 
only beginning to be realized. In Ja-
pan, a development team at Nippon 
Electric Co. has made experimental 
thermal-diffusion circuits that are 
an order of magnitude faster than 
mos circuits for calculators—in fact, 
the team's shift register has been op-

erated at clock rates topping 30 
megahertz. Comparable devices 
have turned in speeds higher than 
10 wiz [Electronics, April 24, p. 85]. 
Nippon's work, based on a design 

developed at the Japanese govern-
ment's Electrotechnical Laboratory, 
points up one trend and strengthens 
a second. The first trend is toward 
larger and larger ra, and ECL cir-
cuits; the second is toward speed. 
But the drive for higher speed may 
make continued enlargement of 
such bipolar circuits difficult, if not 
impossible, because of heat. 
The typical speed-power product 

for each gate of today's Tri, circuits 
is slightly more than 100 picojoules; 
for Schottky-barrier ra, and ECL, it 
is slightly below that. But the num-
ber for Nippon's new diffusion self-
alignment circuits is on the order of 
5 picojoules or less at speeds rang-
ing from those of Tn. to ECL. 
These favorable characteristics 

are obtained because the diffusion 
self-alignment driver transistor has 
a short effective channel length, de-
pendent only on the difference in 
depth between two diffusions, and 
completely independent of mask 
alignment precision. The channel 
length is similar to the base width of 
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armall 
Speedy. Experimental thermal-diffusion 
MOS flip-flop by Nippon Electric Co. 

bipolar transistors, and can be con-
trolled with the same precision. 
Control of the channel doping level 
makes it possible to set the exact 
value of gate threshold voltage. 
The devices could be made by ion 

implantation, says a developer, but 
this would not eliminate the need 
for thermal diffusion. Ion implanta-
tion would be used to achieve de-
sired surface density of p and n do-
pants, while thermal diffusion 
would be used to obtain two differ-
ent depths of lateral penetration 
and, thus, with effective channel 
length equal to that difference. 
The inverter transistors in the 

Nippon devices are similar to Sig-
netics Corp.'s double-diffused mos 
transistor that it calls D/MOS [Elec-
tronics, Feb. 15, 1971, p. 99]. The 
Yasuo Tarui team that did the 
spadework for Nippon's version re-
ported in September 1969. 

Peripherals 

Film, laser bump 

COM chemicals 

Eliminating the costly and cumber-
some wet-chemical processing re-
quired with computer output micro-
film equipment is a goal of both 
com vendors and users. "It would 
get us out of the chemical business 
and leave us in data processing," is 
the way one user's rep puts it. 
Dry film. To this end, Stromberg 

Datagraphix, San Diego, Calif., has 
developed an experimental com 
unit that relies on a dry-process film 
exposed by the relatively intense 
beam from a laser. Once exposed by 
the beam, the film is developed by 
heat, rather than with wet chem-
icals. A laser is needed because the 
"dry silver" film is less sensitive 
than the conventional wet-process 
variety, and only a laser beam is in-
tense enough to impress images on 
the film. In addition, the laser out-
put can be focused down to the tiny 
areas required. 

In its system, Datagraphix is us-
ing a modulated laser recording sys-
tem developed by Datalight Inc., 
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Before you build your own logic tester, 
try ours for six weeks. 

And see how yours should work. 

We know what you're going through. You need a computer-
ized logic tester that is efficient, flexible, easy to program and 
simple to operate for production testing of digital logic cards. 

But before you go to the trouble of designing your own 
tester, take us up on our offer. You'll find we've already built 
the features you need into our CAPABLE Tester. 
HERE'S HOW OUR OFFER WORKS. For $600.00 you get 

CAPABLE for 6 weeks. We'll help you write a 
program for one of your digital logic cards and 
teach you how to use CAPABLE. 
Then you will see how easy it is to program 

CAPABLE for all of your digital cards. And how 
it not only functionally tests cards, but performs 
component level fault isolation in just seconds. 

And how it provides more uniform and more positive testing 
even with greatly decreased test time. Most importantly, you 
can evaluate in your own operation the overall production 
savings and increased producty - 
that our computerized tester "Lk 

will give you. To learn more 
about CAPABLE write today 

for full details. 
We'll give you 
something to 
shoot for. 

COMPUTER AUTOMATION, INC. 
895 West 16th Street • Newport Beach, California 
92660 • Phone (714) 642-9630 • TWX 910-596-1377 

See CAPABLE at NEPCON '72 EAST Circle 39 on reader service card 39 



The industry was looking for 
a breakthrough in LSI design systems... 

then along came Macrodata! 

"Once upon a time IC chips were small and simple and 
no one needed an automated design system. Then 
suddenly thousands of transistors were being designed 
on a single LSI chip. Now, everyone discovered that 
the design and production of these complex circuits 
couldn't be accomplished by the old techniques with-
out countless iterations due to errors. Still, no one 
could agree on what should be done about it. 

"Some said: ' let's develop a computer system that will 
do all the design for us.' Others said: ' only the designer 
is creative and completely automatic systems would 
not provide an efficient working design.' 

"Then along came Macrodata with the ' FED IS' MD-170 
LSI Design System, backed up by the unique 'CADIS' 
software packages. Here at last was the first truly ori-
ginal system designed to best utilize the creativity of 
the designer and the power of the computer. It was the 
first LSI design system available for outright purchase 
that offered transient analysis, logic equation simula-
tion, logic equation generation, cross-talk analysis, 

and nodal analysis with design rule checks. 

"Here was a system that could buy you calendar time, 
reduce your LSI design costs, eliminate subtle errors, 
and increase yield because you could be sure that your 
final artwork would be produced exactly as you 
designed it. The system houses were quick to see the 
advantage of such a turn-key, in-house capability. 

"Here was the breakthrough. No one else offered so 
much. Now, you could control your own designs and 
assure yourself of a multiple sourcing capability. Here 
was a system totally compatible with all methods of 
artwork generation— both photo optical and rubylith. 
Here, at last, was the only system with the analysis 
packages necessary to produce error-free artwork." 

But so much for Chapter Four of the Macrodata Story; 
you can read the rest of it in the new " FEDIS/CADIS" 
brochure. For your copy, just use the reader service 
card, or call us directly. 

Chapter Four. 
The Macrodata Story. 

Macrodata Company, 20440 Corisco Street, Chatsworth, California 91311, Phone: (213) 882-8880, Telex: 65-1345 

Sales Offices: Los Angeles Area Tel. (213) 245-9404 • San Diego Area Tel. (714)232-2017. Northern California Area Tel. (408)244-1505 • Philadelphia 
Area Tel. (609) 228-1325 • New England Tel. (617) 862-5700 • Southeast Area- Tel. (205) 883-0140 • Foreign: Munich, West Germany Tel. 39 50 28 
Telex: 841-521-5969 • Milan, Italy Tel. 871.988 - 899-248 Telex: (843) 34314 • Tokyo, Japan Tel. 03 985 5266 Telex: (781) 272-2171 
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Bloomfield, Conn., a subsidiary of 
Andersen Laboratories [Electronics, 
Sept. 27, 1971, p. 23]. A low-cost he-
lium-neon laser, with a light output 
in the 6,328-angstrom red region of 
the spectrum, is at the system's core. 
Under control of information stored 
on magnetic tape, the laser is deflec-
ted vertically—with an optoacoustic 
modulation—to write alphanumerics 
in dot matrix form on a standard 4-
by-6-inch fiche that stores 204 
frames. Horizontal deflection is by a 
mirror. Writing speed is in the range 
of 60,000 characters a second; size 
reduction is 42 times, though 48 
times appears possible. 
The company says that it has a 

problem with the dry-silver film, de-
veloped by 3m Co. Apparently, the 
film doesn't stabilize completely and 
continues to darken as it is exposed 
to heat—for example, from the hot 
lamp of a microfilm reader. Da-
tagraphix finds this objectionable, 
although 3m uses the same type of 
film, exposed by an electron beam, 
in its com unit. 
Not content to rest on its laser-

system laurels, Datagraphix is in-
vestigating other methods for elimi-
nating these pesky wet chemicals. 
One technique involves a brighter 
Charactron character generator 
tube with which the company pro-
duces alphanumerics in its standard 
com line. The tube uses a magnetic, 
rather than electrostatic, focusing 
and produces images roughly 10 
times as bright as in the conven-
tional tubes. The hope here is that 
the new dry-process film eventually 
will be made sensitive enough to be 
used with this tube. 

Commercial electronics 

Premiums: gifts 

are big business 

What's a premium? For many it's 
free merchandise from a savings 
bank, or an incentive for work per-
formance, or the famous retirement 
watch from an employer. But for 
some electronics companies, pre-
miums are a good source of sales to 

customers outside the usual distri-
bution sources. 

Electronics premiums range all 
the way from iv sets, stereo equip-
ment, tape recorders, and radios to 
minicalculators, intercoms, and citi-
zens' band transceivers. They also 
include some offbeat devices that 
survive on the basis of premium 
sales. 

Broad. The range of premiums 
from trinkets to high-quality items 
was on display at a recent show in 
New York—several from electronics 
manufacturers. Big and small com-
panies were on hand to get a share 
of the $3.8 billion giveaway market. 
Few new products were shown, 

although Japanese companies Sharp 
and Busicom introduced new mod-
els. Sharp showed a portable TV 
with the new Toshiba Linytron 
slotted-mask picture tube, while 
Busicom exhibited a "Sub-mini 
Handy" calculator measuring 2.5 in. 
by 4.8 in. by 0.75 in. and featuring 
an eight-digit light-emitting-diode 
display. 
Among the unusual products was 

a line of jewelry using holograms 
mounted on glass. Designed by In-
ternational Holographics Corp., the 
holograms are made by McDonnell 
Douglas. The jewelry must be put 
under direct incandescent light to 
bring up the three-dimensional, 
black-and-white picture. And a nov-
elty firm, the Wizard Works, is sell-
ing a Reactometer, billed as a de-
vice to measure emotional states. 
The user places his fingers on two 
poles from a black box and gets an 
audio response—it's done with a 
simple galvanometer that measures 
moisture in the skin and, in turn, 
controls the frequency of a beeper. 

Also, Tasco Sales Inc. has Japa-
nese-made binoculars with built-in 
transistorized radios, and Jetco Elec-
tronic Industries Inc. introduced a 
line of solid state metal and mineral 
finders that use a beat-frequency 
detector to distinguish between all 
types of metal objects and various 
minerals. 

Typical of the enthusiasm over 
the premium market by electronics 
firms was the reaction of Floyd Dev-
roy, marketing vice president for 
Triumph (radio headsets) division 

2N 3970 
2N 3971 
2N 3972 
2N 4091 
2N 4092 
2N 4093 
2N 4856 

2N 4857 
2N 4858 
2N 4859 
2N 4860 
2N 4861 
UC 230 
UC 251 

SOLITRON high quality N- channel FETS are 
sale-priced at 29a each in 1,000-piece lots 
(limited time only). Further price reductions 
on larger quantities. All available from 
stock. Call your Distributor listed below: 

EAST 

Florida, Orlando 
Hallmark Electronics 
(305) 855-4020 
Maryland, Baltimore 
Radio Electric Service 
(301) 823-0070 
Savage 
Pyttronics, Inc. 
(301) 792-7000 
Massachusetts, Boston 
DeMambro Electronics 
(617) 787-1200 

Texas, Dillies 
Component Spec. 
(214) 357-4576 
Houston 
Component Spec. 
(713) 772-5127 

WEST 
Arizona, Phoenix 
Kierulff (602) 273-7331 
California, Culver City 
Avnet (213) 836-7200 
.ISH Elec. (213) 837-0177 
Los Angeles 

Needham Heights Kierulff (213) 685-5511 
Kierulff/Schley 
(617) 449-3600 Menlo Park 
New Jersey, Pennsauken Bell (415) 323-9431 
Resco ( 609) 662-4000 San Carlos 
New York, Binghamton Intermark Electronics 
Federal ( 607) 748-8211 (415) 592-1641 
Hauppauge San Diego 
Semiconductor Concepts Intermark Electronics 
(516) 273-1234 (714) 279-5200 
Hicksville Kierulff (714) 278-2112 
Kierulff/FIR Santa Ana 
(516) 433-5530 Intermark Electronics 
Pennsylvania, Trevose (714) 540-1322 
Hallmark (215) 355-7300 Van Nuys 

Intermark Electronics 
MIDWEST (213) 782-0362 
Colorado, Denver Washington, Bellevue 
Intermark Electronics Fanvest (206) 747-1515 
(303) 936-8284 Seattle 
Kierulff (303) 343-7090 Intermark Electronics 
Illinois, (206) 767-3160 
Elk Grove Village Kierulff (206) 763-1550 
Lakeland (312) 595-1000 CANADA 
Ohio, Dayton 
Kierulff (513) 278-9411 Quebec, Montreal 
Kettering Prelco Electronics. Ltd. 
Arrow (513) 253-9176 (514) 389-8051 

litron  DEVICES, INC. 
Give us a quick call today, and test our produ-
cibility. We also excel in RAMS, ROMS, LIC's, 
and Custom Circuits. Solitron Devices, Inc , P.O. 
Box 23157, San Diego. California 92123. Tele-
phone (714) 278-8780 TWX 910-335-1221 
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of General Time Corp. "This mar-
ket has made the difference for us 
this year," he explains. Stanley 
(daustein. general manager of Bus-
icon) LISA Inc., adds. "we were 
forced into this business. but it's 
doing so well we have had to add a 
premium-sales organization." 

For the record 

Transpo '72. Sometimes the prob-
lem with looking into the future is 
netting there to take the look, but 
Transportation Department phin-
ners claim that Transpo '72, their 
all- transportation extravaganza, 
won't be plagued by the horrendous 
traffic jams of previous air-only 
shows at Washington's Dulles Air-
port. An extensive walkie-talkie net-
work at various control points will 
allow a traffic control center to open 
and close access roads quickly to 
control the 50.000 cars expected 
daily. 
Once inside, visitors will have to 

walk to get a look at such attractions 
as airplanes, avionics, cars, and a 
surface- effect vehicle. Visitors will 
he able to ride in four personal 
rapid- transit demonstrations by 
Dashaveyor. Ford, Rohr, and 
Transportation Technology Inc., hut 
not to and from the parkin- g lot, nor 
through the exhibit area. 

Industry observers say that even 
if the show doesn't generate any di-
rect sales, the exposure won't hurt. 
nn F. which envisions Transpo as 
part public spectacle and part sales 
flow, expects 1.4 million visitors to 

see more than 500 exhibits by 300 
companies and agencies- many 
from abroad -during the nine-day 
run, beginning May 27. 

Shuttle passes. The start of the $ 5.5 
billion space shuttle program sur-
vived a little flak and flew through 
safely as Congress approved NASA's 
;.3.4 billion fiscal 1973 budget [Pee-
Ironies. Jan. 31, p. 751. Included are 
5;540 million to begin the manned 
skoah orbital space station and 
S1 -28.7 million to wind up the 
Apollo moon-walk program. 

l'ni-Tote on Broadway. lin i-Tote 
of General Instrument Corp., 

has signed a long-range contract 
with Broadway Department Stores 
of California to install point-of-sale 
registers in each new store as it 
opens and replace equipment in the 
32 existing stores over the next few 
years. One hundred Uni-Tote Series 
300 registers will go into the North-
ridge. Calif., outlet this fall. 

Games TV sets play. Magnavox Co. 
has developed a system to make 
television interactive so that viewers 
can play ping pong, tennis, hockey, 
and even shoot moving targets by 
using a TV receiver and a new pro-
gram box on sale in September. 
Due to sell for about $ 100, Odys-

sey is a game simulator that hooks 
up via the antenna poles to any 18-
in. screen or larger. A program box 
comes with 12 game cards and 
screen overlays and turns an unused 
TV channel into a CRT display by 
producing moving squares that rep-
resent halls and players or pointers. 
Control units allow players to move 
the squares around the screen. Op-
tional "rifles" will be available to 
"shoot" the display squares. 

Besides the basic 12 games to be 
sold with Odyssey, Magnavox will 
market seven additional games, in-
chiding the rifle. 

Influence. If there is any doubt 
about the worldwide interest in mi-
crowave technology, two meetings 
this month should dispel it. Taking 
place the same week, the meetings 
dramatize the increase in inter-
national participation in the micro-
wave sector. 
The first is the IEEE International 

Microwave Symposium in Chicago 
May 22-24. There, one out of three 
technical papers will he presented 
by authors from outside the U.S. On 
May 24, the scene shifts to Ottawa 
where the International Microwave 
Power Institute will hold its seventh 
annual three-day symposium. The 
proportion of papers originating 
outside the country will be even 
higher: fully half. 

Cores. Ampex Corp.. has developed 
a temperatdre-independent material 
for computer core memories. The 
company calls it the first break-

through in ferrite material since it 
introduced 2911 lithium ferrite 
wide-temperature cores in 1962 to 
replace earlier magnesium manga-
nese ferrite cores. 
The new material consists of a 

proprietary combination of ele-
ments that permits a full operating 
range of -25°C to + 100°C, reports 
Eugene E. Prince, vice president 
and general manager of Ampex 
Computer Products division in Ma-
rina del Rey, Calif. Present cores re-
quire temperature compensation, 
and Ampex says that savings as 
high as 25% in design and manufac-
turing can result from the use of the 
new material. 

DD-963 deal. Honeywell's Marine 
Systems Center in West Covina, 
Calif., has been awarded a $ 17 mil-
lion, multiyear contract by Litton 
Industries for development and pro-
duction of antisubmarine warfare 
weapon control system elements for 
30 Spruance-class DD-963 destroy-
ers. The initial award, for $11 mil-
lion, covers the systems for the 16 
destroyers funded to date, plus one. 
The system, known as the MK 

116 Mod 0, will be an integral part 
of the shipboard electronics being 
designed, integrated, and tested by 
Litton's Data Systems division, Van 
Nuys, Calif. The ships, designed by 
Litton Ship Systems in Culver City, 
Calif., will he built in Litton's Pa-
sacagoula, Miss., yards. This is Hon-
eywell's second award on the pro-
gram. The first has a potential value 
of $36 million. It is for ASW systems 
engineering and related armament 
subsystems. 

Reward. It appears that the Auto-
netics division of North American 
Rockwell has done such a good job 
with guidance and control sets for 
the Minuteman III ICBM that it will 
lose $42 million in orders of spares 
for the system. But it will get a $2.5-
million incentive award to help 
soften the blow. 

Samso, the Air Force Space and 
Missile Systems Organization in Los 
Angeles, has announced that the 
demonstrated reliability of the sys-
tems will result in a saving of over 
$81 million from 1972 to 1975. D 
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y we produced104,000 

And if you need switches tomorrow, we'll be 
ready with still another 104,000. A deluge of 
switches. Brought about by demanding perfectionists 
like you, sir. Design engineers who specify Cherry 
switches ... then watch their performance and reliability 
in application after application. Production men who 
try high-overtravel Cherry switches . . . and get easier, 
faster, less expensive installation on the line. Purchasing 

men who order Cherry switches ... then get them where 
they want them, at the right price. With never a worry 
about delivery. Because tomorrow we'll produce 104,000 
more. (Wow!) 

Send for a free sample of the Cherry deluge: 
We'll send you a sample snap- action switch and a 
complete Cherry switch catalog. No obligation, of course. 

CHERRY?). 
Makers of patented Leverwheel/Thumbwheel Switches, Matrix Selector Switches, Snap-Action Switches and Keyboards. 

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORP. 

3608 Sunset Avenue, Waukegan, Illinois 60085 
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WORLD'S FIRST 
MONOLITHIC 
COMPARATOR 
SUBSYSTEM 
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Our new mA750 is news: A complete dual 
comparator subsystem that eliminates up to 
17 discrete components other comparators require 
for equivalent function and drive capability. 

Our pA750 is important news for system designers. 
Because it's a totally self-contained subsystem 
consisting of two high-current independent 
comparators on a single chip. Because it eliminates 
the external components, the board space and 
virtually all the engineering calculations necessary 
to make other comparators function safely and 
reliably in complex control applications. 
And because it saves money. 

The µA750 uniquely provides all these features:  

— 125mA per side minimum current handling 
capability, higher than any other comparator. 

— Internal protection against short circuit and 
thermal overload. 

— Subsystem voltage reference. 

— Positive switching is assured by built-in 
hysteresis. (If hysteresis expansion is required 
for an especially noisy environment, an 
in-phase comparator output is available.) 

— Independent input inhibit. 

— Operates from single power supply. 

Wide Applications 

The , A750 comparator subsystem (instead of a 
comparator-plus-plenty-of-external-components) 
can save significant cost and time for the system 
designer in environmental controls, status 
indicators with priority override, go-no-go testers, 
phase meters, minimum frequency detectors. These 
applications are detailed in a comprehensive 
Application Note. 

The Fairchild Family of Comparators 

The Fairchild Comparator family is the largest 
available. In addition to the µ,A750, it also includes: 

Super High Speed AA760 Differential Comparator 
with Ifins typical response time. Complementary 
TTL-compatible and matched t„,, outputs. Fanout of 
2 TTL gate loads. Designed for use in phase 
encoding, tape readout systems, this is the most 
cost-effective, super-fast comparator on the market. 

Precision pA734 Voltage Comparator offers 
maximum resolution through high gain, low input 
offset current and voltages. Ideal for high-accuracy 
low-level sensing and measurement in A/D 
converters and precision level detectors. 

Economical pA710 and pA711 High Speed 
Differential Comparators. Single and Dual industry 
standards. Ideal for lowering system costs. 

Your friendly Fairchild distributor has product 
on his shelf. 

FAIRCHILD //A750 

STROBE A 
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SUPPLY 
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OVERLOAD 
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INPUT B 
CLAMP B 
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STROBE B 

OUTPUT A 

CLAMP A 

SUPPLY 
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•••••0 REFERENCE 
52 

OUTPUT B 

CLAMP B 

,A750 MONOLITHIC COMPARATOR SUBSYSTEM VS. 
COMPARATOR-PLUS-COMPONENTS 

The best case competitive dual comparator we could find, even with 
the addition of 17 external components (to provide short circuit 
protection, hysteresis, high drive current and reference voltage), is 
still not the equivalent to the eA750 in functional capability or 
reliability. And, to provide the other comparator with the A750's 
current overload indication output and thermal shutdown safety 
features, it wofild cost so much more in external components, board 
space, and design effort, it would be economically unsound. 

Pel(sei) 

FAIRCHILD SEMICONDUCTOR, A Division of Fairchild Camera & Instrument Corp., 464 Ellis St., Mountain View, Ca. 94040. (415) 962-5011. TWX: 910-379-6435 
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In the grand traditi 

The 3M drive band. 
Based on an entirely different, elegantly simple drive technique, 
the new 1/4 " Scotch®Brand Data Cartridge combines reel-to-reel 

A 
performance with cassette convenience and price. new concept in tape handling. The Data Cartridge functions as its own transport 
and needs to be driven at only a single point. 

There are no pressure pads, no pinch rollers, no capstans — tape 
handling is fast, accurate and RELATIVE PERFORMANCE 

precise with no external tape 
guidance. 
With our new technique, 

tape is handled — not just 
driven — in the Data Cartridge. 
The drive band travels around 
three tension rollers and is 
wrapped partially around the 
tape on both hubs, making 

2 

0.150" 
CASSETTE 

SCOTCH 
BRAND 
DATA 
CARTRIDGE 

COMPATIBLE 
- TAPE DECK - 
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b of the paper clip: 

"rolling" contact with the tape. Tape wear is 
extiemely low since the tape oxide touches noth-
ing else except the head. Compliance in the 
band provides controlled tape tension at all 
times. No machine operation can cinch, spill, 
stretch or break the tape. 
A single external motor powers the drive 

band through contact with extended hubs 
on one of the tension rollers. Tape motion is 
easily controlled by starting, stopping or 
reversing this motor. 

Since no external guidance is required, tape/head alignment is 
simplified and a variety of head and data configurations may be 
used with consistently high data reliability. 
The end result is low cost digital data storage like nothing 

you've ever seen before. The Data Cartridge starts and stops 

READ 
FIXED WRITE 
GUIDE HEAD 

FIXED 
GUIDE within 25 ins at any operating speed, shuttles at 

up to 180 ips, stores up to 8 times as much data 
as the 0.150" cassette and has an expected life-
time in excess of 5000 passes. 
Add to this a cost comparable to cassettes 

and only one quarter that of 1/2 " compatible 
tape decks, and you have a breakthrough in 
digital tape handling for any application. 
Need more data? Simple. 
Contact Data Products, 3M Company, 

300 S. Lewis Road, Camarillo, California 93010, 
Tel. ( 805) 482-1911. TWX 910-336-1676. 

Data Products 3 COMPANY 
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SUE: 
THE FIRST GIRL MINICOMPUTER. 

It's a woman's right to change her mind. 

SUE is as different from other minicomputers 
as women are from men. And for the same reason. 
It's the way she's built. 

SUE is the System User Engineered mini-
computer. 

From the beginning, the first principle in her 
make up was flexibility. In that she's unmatched. 

Look at her main frame. The wide bandwidth 
Infibus you see there has plugs for up to 24 
cards. Memory cards. Logic cards. Arithmetic 
cards. Input/Output cards. Special interface cards. 
Even multiprocessors on a common Infibus. So 
there are literally hundreds of SUEs. What she can 
do depends on the number and combina-
tion of cards chosen for a 
particular application. 

In short, 

whatever kind of minicomputer you want her 
to be, she is. And that's all you pay for. Exactly the 
minicomputer you need. 

As your needs change, you can change SUE. 
Simply by changing cards. You can expand her 
memory to 32K. You can mix core and semi-
conductor memories, and memories of different 
speeds, in the same system. She'll give you a 
thruput of 80 million bits a second. 

If you've got a system that's looking for a mini-
computer, have we got a beauty for you. 

Call SUE for her vital statistics. (213) 
722-6810 or write: 6201 E. 

Randolph St., Los Angeles, 
California 90040 

Lockheed Electronics 
Data Products Division. 

A -',iibsidiary of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation 
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Washington newsletter 

Congress threatens 

project cuts to 

counter SEA costs 

DCA to award 

contract on 

speech squeeze 

Navy doubles funds 

to expand Caesar 

Nippon Electric 

may supply Datran 

Defense electronics contractors are jittery and some Air Force and 
Army project chiefs furious over initial congressional reactions to Pen-
tagon disclosures that it will need between $ 1.5 billion and $2 billion in 
new money to cover increased Indochina war logistics costs. Senate and 
some House committee staffers say their members want to counter the 
requested supplemental appropriation with matching reductions in the 
fiscal 1973 budget. 

Congressional advocates of fiscal countermeasures are reportedly 
looking to economize on large new programs such as the North Ameri-
can Rockwell B-1 strategic bomber, Boeing's Airborne Warning and 
Control System, the LightWeight Fighter and A-X programs now en-
tering prototyping, as well as army R&D funds for such projects as new 
tanks and attack helicopters. Some of these have already been cut back, 
and what upsets the Air Force and Army is that much of the cost in-
crease in Southeast Asia is being incurred by naval operations. 

Award of a research contract designed to achieve several break-
throughs in speech predictive voice-compression systems is planned by 
the Defense Communications Agency, after a return of requests for 
proposals due in June. Philco-Ford, ITT, and GTE Sylvania are ex-
pected to bid for the study and design of a hardware system that com-
bines high speech compression with commercial voice-quality trans-
mission and calls for: real-time operation of speech analyzers and 
synthesizers together; a fixed-point processor; simplified algorithms, 
and a digital transmission speed of up to 4,800 bits per second. If suc-
cessful, the study could lead to the purchase of new equipment by the 
military. 

The Naval Electronic Systems Command's heavily classified Project 
Caesar—a chain of interconnected, upward-looking sonars mounted on 
the ocean floor that has proved one of the most effective submarine de-
tection systems—has been renamed Project Outgrowth Caesar, and its 
funds in the existing budget more than doubled from $42.5 million to 
$88.9 million to expand the system. Operated by Navelex's Capt. J.P. 
Kelley, Outgrowth Caesar will reportedly spend about $ 10 million of 
the increase on Pacific Ocean systems, $8.4 million to extend the Atlan-
tic Coast chain into the Caribbean and to expand installations in the 
Mediterranean, plus $21 million for long-lead-time procurement items. 
Western Electric, Whippany, N.J., manages and heads the Caesar 
R&D effort, while Control Data Corp. supplies the computers. 

Nippon Electric Co. reportedly has made "a most attractive offer" to 
supply equipment with financing to Data Transmission Co., Vienna, 
Va., for its nationwide switched digital special-service common-carrier 
network, according to nervous U.S. communications industry sources. 
Officials at Datran, a University Computing Co. subsidiary reputedly in 
need of upwards of $200 million in funds to build its net, say they are 
aware of the reports but will not comment further. Disclosure on ven-
dors is expected within a month. 
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Washington commentary 

Some misconceptions of electronics in medicine 

Whatever became of the transfer of aerospace 
and electronics technology that was going to 
revolutionize the American health care system? 
It fizzled. 
Technology transfer fizzled because tech-

nologists in industry and Government ap-
proached health care with a combination of 
misconceptions, insufficient market research, 
and just plain ignorance of the system's oper-
ation, economics, and requirements. This is the 
conclusion that must be drawn by anyone who 
listens to Leonard Laster, assistant director of 
human resources in the White House Office of 
Science and Technology, and the National Aca-
demy of Engineering's Charles Garrett. Both 
have been tracking technology in medicine 
from the capital. 

Begin at the beginning 

Effective transfer of technology cannot be 
achieved until at least four preconditions are 
met by industry and medicine, Laster contends. 
These include: 
• Organization of health care services in a way 
that permits full-time use of equipment such as 
automated laboratories. U.S. medicine tends to 
operate as "a cottage industry," says Laster, 
and it needs to understand that technology is 
not a means of cost-cutting. 
• Development of an "adequate knowledge 
base" of health care requirements before instal-
lation of sophisticated equipment such as auto-
mated multiphasic testing systems whose "cost 
benefits have yet to be determined." 
• Rejection of industry efforts to "jump in" 
and eagerly begin "automating mousetraps 
when the problem is elephants." The tendency 
of engineers to automate everything in sight, 
says Laster, is almost guaranteed to generate 
unnecessary costs and, as a result, turn medi-
cine men off the potential of electronics. 
• Standardization of techniques and equip-
ment maintenance for protection of the 
patient's health and the practitioner's peace of 
mind. Generally, hospital maintenance of its 
electronics leaves much to be desired. Con-
fronting medical professionals, who may have 
no interest in engineering, with equipment en-
gineered so differently that even plugs and con-
nectors are not standard is certain to discourage 
increased use of electronics in medicine. 
Equipment makers, counsels Laster, should 

have "someone in the corporation go to the 
nearest medical organization and establish a 
working relationship—but not at the Band-Aid 
level—to find out what is wrong" with individ-

ual instruments and their application in the to-
tal health care system. 
And, like all of those who have gone before, 

Laster repeats the call for simpler hardware to 
encourage broader equipment usage. 

Where Government failed 

At the National Academy of Engineering, 
Charles Garrett faults the Government's tech-
nology transfer effort—and the space agency's 
in particular—for confusing transfer of informa-
tion with the transfer of technology. NASA, 
which Garrett contends has "many solutions 
looking for problems," has largely failed be-
cause "the problems must come to find them." 
Moreover, organizations with problems get no 
more than technical information as a possible 
solution, rather than engineering assistance to 
implement a solution. Particular solutions of-
fered to a single inquirer, Garrett adds, get no 
further dissemination throughout the user com-
munity. And these are rarely followed up to de-
termine the success or failure of their appli-
cation, if any. 

Garrett's NAE Committee on the Interplay 
of Health Care and Engineering has found it 
may be worthwhile "to spend considerable time 
and considerable money" to achieve real trans-
fer of technology. For example, he found that a 
group working with NAE on pulmonary care 
determined that a medical requirement for 
real-time data on blood gas could be met by 
combining an aeronautical flow meter with a 
mass spectrometer. The payoff: immediate 
readout of blood gases and elimination of the 
need to send individual blood samples to a lab 
for analysis. 
Why have industries like electronics failed to 

accelerate the transfer of technology to medi-
cine, education, and other areas of comparable 
fertility? Garrett contends the reasons lie in in-
dustry's inability to readily identify surround-
ing unresolved legal issues on the use of new 
equipment, and the competitive cost pressures 
which put the emphasis on "cash flow and not 
cash efficiency." 

Both Garrett and Laster agree that some of 
these obstacles can be overcome by having en-
gineers work more closely with medical profes-
sionals, particularly hospitals. But they also add 
that electronic-equipment makers who arm 
themselves with these solutions are also going 
to have to push harder to get their systems ac-
cepted by a wary medical community. That's 
the other part of technology transfer. It's called 
selling. —Ray Connolly 
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Lowest bias current (2 femtoamperes) and smallest size 
(1.5 x 1.5 x 0.6"). And it's patented (#3,405,366). 

Still not convinced that our model 1702 is somewhat 
unique? Try fully differential operation! (0.002 pA at eitherinput!) And 
epoxy encapsulation (in a grounded metal cup) for complete protection 
from shock, vibration, and electromagnetic interference. 

Plus — higher full output frequency, guaranteed maximum 
initial offset voltage, low offset voltage T.C., extremely low flicker (1/0 
noise, high common mode voltage limits, excellent guaranteed CMRR. 

Model 1702 can work small wonders in your circuit design. 
It offers the lowest cost solution to minimizing bias current errors in 
critical inverting and non-inverting applications such as electrometers, 
long-term integration, photo-diode amplification, charge amplifiers, 
femtoammeters, sensitive differentiators, pH meters and low frequency/ 
high impedance buffers. (For higher frequency applications, consider 
our Model 1029 ultra-low bias current FET op amp.) 

Get the full story from your local Philbrick representative 
or write Teledyne Philbrick, Allied Drive at Route 128, 
Dedham, Massachu.;etts 02026. For toll-free ready data dial 
(800) 225-7883. In Massachusetts (617) 329-1600. 

Philbrick Operational Amplifiers. 
The good ones. 
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Clean the entire package 
residue-free with compatible 
FREON and save. 

You can lower cleaning cost per board 
with FREON cleaning agents because 
they're compatible with most materials of 
construction, including polycarbonates. You 
can clean completely assembled boards 
without damage to substrate, components 
or markings. Remove all rosin-based flux 
and other contaminants at the same time. 
Get clean, dry, residue-free boards. 

Flux Removal. A typical cleaning 
cycle for cleaning p.c. boards in a four-stage 
vapor defluxer is ( 1) gross removal of flux 
and contaminants in boiling FREON (below 
118°F), (2) liquid rinse in FREON, (3) spray 
rinse, (4) final vapor rinse in vapors of 
freshly distilled FREON. 

Low Solvent Replacement Cost. 
FREON cleaning agents are constantly 

FREON is Du Pont's registered trademark for its fluorocarbon 
cleaning agents. 

recovered and purified for reuse. In a 
properly designed and operated defluxer, 
solvent losses are minimal. 

Purity. FREON cleaning agents are 
electronic grade materials and chemically 
stable. No stabilizers or inhibitors are 
needed. 

Safety. FREON cleaning agents have 
a low order of toxicity. They are non-
flammable and nonexplosive and do not 
require any special safety equipment. 

See what a difference a properly 
designed FREON cleaning system can make 
in your cleaning costs. Write for more 
information about FREON and cleaning and 
defluxing systems. DuPont Company, 
Room 22443Q,Wilmington, Del. 19898. 

eel. FREON 
..G v • mar ... cleaning agents 
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Electronics international   
Significant developments in technology and business 

Low-priced German wire tester 

uses operator's finger as probe 

In test operations, finding the right 
wire from among the many that 
come out of a cable harness or a 
switchboard is a hit-and-miss prop-
osition. 
To those who don't want to spend 

a lot of money for automatic test 
gear, West Germany's Siemens AG 
will soon offer a tester to eliminate 
some of the drudgery. 
Handy. The Siemens tester is a 

manual type. Instead of probes, the 
human hand is the contact to the 
wires. (The currents involved are 
negligibly small, and the measuring 
voltage is 24 volts dc—a harmless 
level for a human being.) 
A digital display then shows 

whether or not the proper wire has 
been touched. The tester can also 
indicate the designation of any wire 
in a bundle that the technician 
probes with his finger. 
The tester, manufactured at the 

company's facilities in Karlsruhe 
and designated the VD 36, will sell 
for about $300. 

In a typical wiring check, the 
technician's arm is connected to the 
tester by way of a high-resistance 
strap around the wrist. The wires to 
be checked out are also connected to 
the tester. A closed circuit is estab-
lished and indicated on the tester 
when the operator touches the free 
end of the wire. 

Great Britain 

Advance moves 

into calculators 

Britain has a new calculator manu-
facturer: Advance Electronics Ltd., 
a $ 15 million company best known 
for medium-priced instruments. At 
London's Instruments, Electronics, 
and Automation Exhibition earlier 

this month, Advance showed the 
first and smallest model in what by 
the fall will be a range of six calcu-
lators and an adding machine, all 
based around integrated circuits 
and featuring reliability. 

Advance's approach to reliability 
has been to use high quality compo-
nents, where necessary built to 
Briggs' own specifications, and in 
some cases with integrated func-
tions, to push down the number of 
components used. The keys are 
sealed reed relays built initially by 
Alma Components Ltd. to an Ad-
vance spec. The clock circuitry con-
tains a temperature-compensated 
multivibrator integrated with other 
functions as a thick-film hybrid, and 
the power input is solid-state regu-
lated. The eight-digit-plus-sign 
readout is a single light-emitting-
diode module, which for the larger 
machines is made with drivers by 
Fairchild and for the smallest ma-
chine with separate drivers by Texas 
Instruments. 

IR alarm challenges 

Gunn radars 

Though intruder alarm systems 
based on Gunn-diode doppler ra-
dars are now well established, no 
system builder claims anything like 
100% immunity to false alarms. 
For one thing, microwave radi-

ation penetrates many wall mate-
rials, particularly glass, so that le-
gitimate movement outside the 
protected area can set off the alarm. 
And radar units working side by 
side can drift relative to each other 
by an amount within the alarm 
bandwidth—which will set off the 
alarm if there is mutual inter-
ference. The wizardry in the busi-
ness is building in protection against 

false triggering, whiáh costs money. 
Now Microwave and Electronics 

Systems Ltd. has introduced a pas-
sive infrared alarm system that it 
claims is basically easier to protect 
against false triggering. MESL, of 
Midlothian, Scotland, has been es-
tablished in the Gunn-diode radar 
business since its earliest days. In 
MESL'S IR alarm, there's no trans-
mission, so there's no mutual inter-
ference. Jim Charters, engineering 
manager, says radiation on one side 
of glass or wall material won't get 
through it in sufficient strength to 
trigger an alarm on the other side of 
the barrier. 

Limits. However, its range at 
present is limited to 30 feet, reason-
ably unobstructed, compared with 
two or three times that with a 
Gunn-diode radar, which has few 
limits on obstruction. Therefore, 
though an IR unit costs about the 
same as a microwave unit, it will 
cost more to cover a given area with 
IR than with microwave. 

Charters believes that eventual 
development of the IR system will 
equalize the difference. He adds in 
its favor that it consumes only 10-15 
milliamperes against 200 MA or 
more for a Gunn diode. And, of 
course, it's not affected by regu-
lations covering radio-frequency 
transmissions. 
The IR receiver is mounted some 

8 feet above ground level. It surveys 
the area bounded by arcs 120° wide 
and 45° deep, pointing toward the 
floor. It does not receive radiation 
from all this area; the fronting op-
tics are arranged to look at 16 rela-
tively small spots distributed over 
the area covered. An intruder must 
cross between the receiver and one 
of the spots. According to Charters, 
even if he dressed in asbestos he 
would still emit sufficient radiation 
to distinguish him from the back-
ground radiation level. EJ 
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As a Brand Decider* 
for power supplies, 
you need all the 
help you can get, 
right? 

NJE wants to help you, the Brand 
Decider. Help you get a fresh 
perspective on the quality, price, 
performance and interchangeability 
of more than 100 high-performance 
DC system supplies. Frankly, they 
are our new RS series of OEM/ 
modular supplies. To be candid 
about it, these modular supplies 
compete with the Lambda LM/LX 
series, as well as North Electric and 
other modular supplies— in every 
way, from price right down to 
hole-mountings. 

For example, our model RSB-5/ 
OVP meets or exceeds the Lambda 
equivalents in the LM or LX series 

in specifications and price (e.g. 
RSB-5/0VP vs. LXSB-5-0V: -±10% 
voltage adjustment vs. -±5%; .01% 
load and line regulation vs. . 1%; 
6A vs. 5.8A at 40°C; $ 104 vs. $ 125). 
NJE prices are low, but we didn't 

compromise on quality, or 
performance, or reliability— we just 
designed carefully and 
manufactured smartly. 

For complete details, we'll send 
you our 1972 " Power Supplies 
Unlimited". Twenty pages of 
specifications and details cunningly 
calculated to give you an easy time 
in selecting your power supplies. 
For your copy, write or call NJE 

ALL NJE POWER SUPPLIES GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS. 

Q 

o 
o 

o 

Corporation, P.O. Box 50, Culver 
Road, Dayton, N.J. 08810. Phone 
(201) 329-4616. TWX: Consult new 
directory. 

• A Brand Decider, according to the 
definition developed by John Morrill 
Company, marketing research group, is 
the person who has major influence in 
recommending or switching a 
manufacturer's brand. 

NJE 
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International newsletter  

French first 

with switched 

data network 

Ferranti sells 

IC know-how 

to Poland 

France has moved to the forefront in data transmission in Europe. The 
country's postal officials this month put into service the Continent's 
first switched network exclusively reserved for communications be-
tween computers and peripherals. The network, called Caducée, can 
handle up to 2,000 subscribers. The four-wire lines in the net can 
handle transmission speeds of 2,400 or 4,800 bits per second nation-
wide. In the Paris area, special circuits boost the limit to 72,000 bits per 
second. 

Posts and Telecommunications Ministry officials say that some 50 
subscribers had signed up before Caducée went into service. By year-
end, they figure, the number will rise to 150. The total number of sub-
scribers should match the network's capacity of 2,000 by 1975. Caducée 
uses modified crossbar-exchange equipment, and the ministry sees it as 
the forerunner to an electronically switched data-transmission network 
that should be ready in 1977-1978. The upcoming network, Hermes. 
will cover a transmission-speed range from 50 bits per second to 2 
megabits per second. 

The embargo on the sale of integrated circuits to Communist countries 
is being eased by the top-secret Cocom committee, the Paris- based 
trade supervision group that restricts the export of Western and Japa-
nese technology to the Communist world. Cocom decided this month 
to allow Britain's Ferranti Ltd. to conclude a major contract for the sale 
of IC know-how to Poland. But neither Cocom nor Ferranti would 
spell out details or specify how advanced are the ICs involved. 

Sources close to Cocom say the Ferranti deal will be treated as a 
precedent permitting other IC makers to enter into similar deals with 
Communist clients. Cocom is known to have other requests pending for 
export licenses for products using ICs, including some projects from 
the French Thomson group. The Thomson request, reportedly, was in 
competition with Ferranti for the Polish contract, but Thomson is not 
complaining publicly. 

French- Russian Franco-Soviet space cooperation is advancing in "exemplary fashion." 
say the French, after the successful launching last month of SRET-1 joint space 
[Electronics, Electronics International, Jan. 31], the first foreign satellite 

effort pays off ever launched by the Russians. The French space agency CNES, just 

south of Paris, is monitoring SRET's signals but says not enough data 
has been accumulated yet to judge the durability of the cadmium sul-
fide and cadmium telluride thin-film solar cells that are being tested in 
the experiment. 

CNES officials are greatly relieved, however, to see that the solar 
cells are functioning at all. The Russians kept the French satellite in 
storage nearly 10 months before launching it, prompting fears that the 
cells might have deteriorated beyond use. But the word now is that 
"signals are coming in strong, and we're delighted." 

Meanwhile, the procedure for organizing the electronic interface for 
the piggyback launch of SRET-I is being followed again as CNES 
technicians work out details for the next joint venture into space--
SRET-2, scheduled for early 1974. SRET-2 will test thermal and radi-
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International newsletter 

ation shielding devices for eventual use on the European satellite in the 
Meteosat series, due for launch in 1975 or 1976. 

IC L tests 

Energy Conversion 

glass memory 

West German 

R&D spending 

to rise 12% 

IBM, Leasco 

get computer 

help from BOAC 

Russia buys 

reed contact 

production line 

At the research laboratories of International Computers Ltd., an ex peri - 
mental read-mostly store built from glass devices provided by Energy 
Conversion Devices is undergoing tests. It uses 12 40-lead dual in-line 
Ovshinsky packs, each containing a 16-by- 16-device array, giving 256 
words of 12 bits. ¡CL engineers say that by using TTL for most of the 
driving they get a read cycle time per word of 400 nanoseconds, a read 
access time of 350 nanoseconds, and a word write time between 30 mil-
liseconds and 360 milliseconds depending on how many bits are 

changed. It rewrites on-line. In two months' testing it has given 1012 
reads on the whole store without error, 1011 reads on one word without 
error, and the arrays tested have met Energy Conversion's claim of 600 
write cycles without failure. Steady power consumption is 3 amperes at 
5 volts, plus 1 A at 30 V while writing. 

A hefty boost in government expenditures is in store for West German 
activities in various fields of research and development. In its budget 
for 1972, Bonn's Ministry for Science and Education has earmarked 
close to $1 billion for such activities, roughly 12% more than last year's 
funding. Expenditures for aerospace research are due for a 20% rise, to 
about $200 million. Of this amount nearly $70 million will be for re-
search satellites and space probes, $30 million for the Franco-German 
communications satellite Symphonie, and $23 million for the German-
American sun probe Helios. Contributions to international space orga-
nizations will amount to $65 million. Data processing is in for an even 
bigger increase than aerospace activities-40% over last year to nearly 
$100 million for 1972. Of this two-thirds will be for R&D alone. 

British Overseas Airways Corp. will cooperate—separately—with IBM 
and with Leasco to push sales of computer systems to airlines. IBM will 
offer BOAC's software pack for fare quotation and ticketing, now 
nearly complete, to its hardware customers rather than develop its own. 
Leasco will offer BOAC's reservations systems software to its custom-
ers; in return BOAC will quote Leasco terms for second-hand or leased 
IBM hardware to BOAC customers. BOAC has two proven reservation 
systems, one large and one small, both tailored to IBM hardware. 
The Leasco deal is aimed particularly at smaller airlines not willing 

to buy from IBM direct. BOAC is also talking with Raytheon and Inco-
term about similar deals with displays made by U. S. companies. 

Winning out over heavy competition from U. S., Japanese, and Euro-
pean firms, a small West German company, Willy Guenther KG, has 
landed a contract for the delivery to the Soviet Union of a complete 
automated production line for reed contacts. The $2 million deal, 
signed with the Russian foreign trade organization Technopromimport 
in Moscow, includes the installation of manufacturing and test equip-
ment, as well as the supply of the production know-how required. Partic-
ipating is a British firm, Badalex Ltd., which will supply test gear. 
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No 5 elip 
\trimmers for lo 

There's not much sense in using cheap 
wirewound or carbon trimmers anymore. 
Not when the new Helipot Series 91 Cermet 
Trimmers are available off-the-shelf for a 
few cents more. 
These single-turn, 3/8 " , covered trimmers 

come in 10 different mounting styles and 
19 standard resistance values from 10 
ohms to 2 megohms. Covered 
construction helps protect 
against moisture, corrosive at-
mospheres, dust, oil and other 

contamination. Which means, in addition to 
cermet stability and better resolution, you 
get long-term dependable performance. 
The breakthrough price is just 35¢ each 

in the 50,000 piece quantity, and they're 
equally well-priced in other quantities. 
Send now for complete data on the 

Series 91 Trimmers ... the finest of their 
class. We've made them for 
your projects where the budget 
may be tight, but you don't want 
to compromise performance. 

Beckman® 

INSTRUMENTS, INC. 

HELIPOT DIVISION 
F 

HELPING SCIENCE AND INI'D'eU ' C ':-;8YIQMPI'LR'Or-V'E THE QUALITY OF LIFE 

INIERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES AMSTERDAM CAFE -I:KNN TA NE VA GLENEVETHES SCOTLAND MEXICO CITY MUNICH PARIS STOCKHOLM TCKYO VIENNA 
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If you buy transistors, find out what you're buying. 
Data doesn't cost that much anymore. 
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Maybe the basic go/no-go type 
of transistor tester is all you really 
need. Fine. We can sell you the best 
there is, for as little as $12,500. 

But know this. The computer-
operated system that cost maybe 
$50,000 last time you looked is now 
yours for $29,000. 

What can computer control 
give you? 

Data. Measured values and lot 
summary statistics. In hard copy. 

Fast setup. Test programs that 
automatically flow into memory at the 
flick of a switch. 

Multiplexing. Testing 
different types of transistors 

at different stations, 
simultaneously. 

The system that 
gives you all this is our 
T241, the most widely 
accepted, thoroughly 
field-proven system 
of its kind. More than 
150 T241s are at work 
the world over, most of 

them on production lines. 
Now we have packaged an 

incoming-inspection version of the 
T241, complete with special software. 
Program writing couldn't be easier. In 

T241 talk, IcB0 is ICBO. HFE is HFE. 
Like all Teradyne test equip-

ment, the T241 carries a 10-year 
warranty and is built to work without 
worry at least that long. 

And it costs only $29,000. 

Learn more. 
Write Teradyne, 183 Essex St., 

Boston, Mass. 

02111. 

letteMe3 
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Probing the news   
Analysis of technology and business developments 

A case for new watchmakers 
Watch manufacturers are already getting competition from electronics 

companies who may find it as easy to make the watch as the components 

by Marilyn Offenheiser, Assistant Editor 

It may be time for electronic compo-
nent suppliers to move into the nas-
cent electronic watch industry. One 
company is already committed to 
the step, and others—on the assump-
tion that it's just as easy and more 
profitable to make the whole watch 
as it is the components that go into 
it—are likely to follow. 
What makes the prospect tempt-

ing is the future market for elec-
tronic watches—projected at 100 
million timepieces by 1980, with the 
largest share going to the United 
States. Conventional watchmakers, 
however, are firmly convinced that 
their electronics suppliers are 
doomed to failure for lack of mar-
keting know-how in the jewelry 
field. Industry sources insist that it's 
not performance that sells watches, 
but the case and styling—a capabil-
ity that electronics firms don't have. 
The impetus for the systems ap-

proach to electronic watches has 
been development of the watch 
"kit"—a module containing the 
quartz crystal, integrated circuitry, 
and, in some cases, the display— 
liquid crystal or light-emitting 
diode. 
Microma Universal Inc., Moun-

tain View., Calif., is prepared to 
drop its kit into its own case. Other 
companies making kits—and there-
fore potential watchmakers— in-
clude Motorola Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., 
and Optel Corp., Princeton, N. J. 
Companies supplying individual 
components include Intersil, Inc., 
Cupertino, Calif.; Hughes Micro-
electronic Products division, New-
port Beach, Calif.; RCA Semicon-
ductor division, Somerville, N. J.; 
Texas Instruments, Dallas, and Mi-
cro Power Systems Inc., Santa 
Clara, Calif. 
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Microma is outspoken about its 
role in the electronic watch game. 
The company is marketing circuits 
and modules; it is even selling mod-
ules in a case to Sears Roebuck & 
Co. and various discount chains 
across the U.S. Microma's market-
ing manager, Donald Rogers, says, 
"We are working with several Swiss 
and American companies now on a 
plan whereby we will eventually sell 
directly to retailers." 
"The word is around that Moto-

rola has lost a lot of contracts," says 
an industry insider, "because watch 
people are afraid they'll go into the 
business at any moment." Motorola 
provides a kit that includes comple-
mentary metal-oxide-semiconductor 
circuitry, a stepper motor, and a 
quartz crystal. 

But Charles T. Johnson, world 
marketing manager of the quartz 

electronic timepiece program, insists 
that Motorola's role is that of com-
ponent manufacturer: "I can see 
where some people may have 
thought we would become watch-
makers, because in the beginning of 
the project, we made studies to that 
effect, but we decided not to do so." 

Optel, which also supplies kits, is 
already committed to a second gen-
eration of electronic liquid-crystal 
watches. The company's next step 
will be to mount the entire elec-
tronic package on the display sub-
strate. The company says this will 
allow the production of watches re-
tailing for under $ 100. 

Intersil, reputed to be the largest 
supplier of electronic watch compo-
nents is supplying Japan's Seiko 
Watch Co. The company does not 
yet make a kit, but has plans to do 
so in about a year. David Bingham, 

Timely developments. Quartz watch is from Microma Universal, a watch components sup-

plier now manufacturing its own timepiece. A liquid crystal display is also available. 



Probing the news 

manager of Intersil's micropower 
products, acknowledges, however, 
that "many watch companies are 
not interested in kits. They want a 
bit of action for themselves." And at 
RCA, COS/MOS marketing manager 
Andrew Bosso says the company 
has "no plans to be anything other 
than a component supplier." 

TI supplies liquid crystal displays 
and bipolar drivers for Switzerland's 
Ebauches S.A. watch movement. 
The whole package will be mar-
keted in the Swissonic, a Longines 
electronic watch [Electronics, April 
24, p. 421, but TI may follow the 
same path the company took in the 
calculator market. TI had been man-
ufacturing calculator chips for some 
time before deciding to make the 
calculators now being test- mar-
keted. About watches a spokesman 
says, "TI has no plans to manufac-
ture or market watches at this time, 
but we are continuing to review this 
option." 
Watchmakers' rebuttal. Reaction 

from the recipients of the compo-
nents and kits—the watch manufac-
turers—is unanimous: "They can't 
do it." General Time Corp., Mesa, 
Ariz., for one, expects the trend 
toward kits to continue, but the 
company will do most of the assem-
bly. 
Dale Koehler, manager of the ad-

vanced research laboratory at Bu-
lova Watch Co, New York, says, 
"The kits satisfy the needs of certain 
manufacturers. The watch industry 
has always been divided among 
those who build the watch from the 
ground up, those who start further 
along the line, and those who are, in 
effect, just packagers." Adds Bu-
lova's director of marketing, James 
Brown, "there's no reason electron-
ics suppliers couldn't go into the 
business if they want to put the time 
and money into it. But these elec-
tronics companies would have to de-
velop a whole new marketing tech-
nique, and they don't understand 
the needs of the consumer." 
Hamilton Watch Co.'s John Ber-

gey, director of watch development 
at the Lancaster, Pa., headquarters, 
says, "Those electronics companies 
that became calculator manufac-
turers probably regret it now. Elec-

WHAT S WHAT IN ELECTRONIC 

Supplier Circuit 

WATCHES 

Display Price Company 

' Benrus ( U. S.) Undisclosed C/MOS Conventional To be announcednext month 

Bulova ( U. S.) liitersil C/MOS Conventional $250 — S1,200 

General Time ( U. S.) RCA C/MOS 
Conventional 

digital 
To be andannounced 
in the fall 

Hamilton ( U. S.) RCA, Amperex C/MOS LED $2,100 

Microma Universal ( U.S.) lo- house, 
Motorola C/MOS Liquid crystal To be announced 

Timex ( U.S.) Hughes, RCA C/MOS Conventional $125 

Ébauches/Longines (Switzerland) TI Bipolar Liquid crystal $300 

Girard Perregaux (Switzerland) Motorola C/MOS Conventional S250 

Omega ( Switzerland) 

Waltham ( Switzerland) 

Eurosil, Intersil, 
Optel, ITT Optel, 

Optel C/MOS 

al Liquid tal cryst 

Liquid crystal 

S185 

S185 

Smith's Industries Ltd. ( U.K.) In-house C/MOS Conventional Developmental 

Seiko (Japan) Intersil C/MOS Conventional 6,400 — S600 

tronics firms don't understand they 
are no longer selling technology; 
they are selling to the consumer, 
and they don't have the expertise to 
understand the whims of styling." 
And Victor Kiam, president of 

Benrus Corp., New York, puts forth 
another point: "Over 50% of all 
watch sales occur between Novem-
ber 15th and Christmas. That makes 
the watch business a financing busi-
ness, too. The main thing is that the 
watch is jewelry, and the channels 
of distribution are much different." 
Timex Corp., New York, the larg-

est U.S. watch manufacturer, echoes 
the same opinions. Says a company 
spokesman, "Technologically, there 
is no barrier. However these com-
panies will face a major marketing 
problem." Timex manufactures and 
assembles its watches—except for 
the circuitry and quartz crystal. It 
also maintains an extensive research 
and development facility. 
Shakeout in technology. A prob-

lem that both suppliers and watch-
makers have to face together is set-
tling on a viable technology. The 
competition is between cimos and 
bipolar for the driver circuitry, 
while the three competing displays 
are conventional hands, liquid crys-
tals, and LEDs. With the exception 
of TI and Microma Universal, elec-
tronics firms have elected to use 
c/mos circuitry to drive the elec-
tronic watches because it meets the 
power requirements of quartz crys-
tals and digital displays most ef-
ficiently. Microma uses bipolar to 
drive conventional displays with 
quartz crystals and c/mos for the 
all-solid-state watch. The company 

will eventually switch to all-c/mos, 
according to marketing man Rogers. 
Running counter to this trend is 

TI, which supplies bipolar circuitry 
for the jointly developed 
Ebauches/Longines watch. Ronald 
Johns, product manager for bipolar 
custom products says TI "accom-
plished two times as much on two 
chips as ctmos people have. c/mos 
still has a problem with threshold 
overlap. We feel that with clever de-
sign we can get lower power out of 
bipolar, and bipolar could reduce 
costs by allowing integration of all 
the elements on a single chip." 
Many companies are sticking with 

the conventional face-and-hands 
display, but some have gone to li-
quid crystals, and Hamilton has op-
ted for light-emitting diodes. How-
ever, Hamilton, the marketing arm 
of Electro/Data, Garland. Texas, 
expects eventually to come out with 
a liquid-crystal timepiece. The rea-
son for changing is that LEDs con-
sume too much power for contin-
uous operation, and the wearer 
must push a button to show time. 
Other watch companies plan to 

switch soon from conventional dis-
plays to liquid crystals. Among them, 
Bulova's Koehler says, "We began 
the electronic watch program when 
liquid crystals were not available, 
and the cost of LEDs was prohibi-
tive." Timex, now using a conven-
tional display, is "busily working on 
liquid crystals." The company says 
that after more reliability and read-
ability tests are run, it will be ready 
to introduce a solid-state display— 
perhaps in a year. 

Motorola plans production of 
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Avantek. 

First in thin film 
technology products. Hybrid circuits, combining high-precision 

sapphire construction and advanced performance 

Avantek's leadership in microwave thin-film technology has resulted in a family of truly unique 

transistors with the reliability and 

and  film circuitry, make possible Avantek's 
microminiature configuration of thin-

wide selection of standard amplifier 
and oscillator products. Circuit and products. semiconductor repeatability throughout 
Avantek's vertically developed pro-

duct line assures the ultimate in 
reliability. Continued dedication to 
the highest technological standards 
makes possible outstanding products 

like those below. 

AV-7400 Series YIG-tuned oscil-
lators are the first fundamental 

transistor oscillators designed for 
operation in the 4 - 8 GHz frequency 

range. These oscillators, available 
in three models, are ideal for wide-
band applications in commercial 

and military systems requiring high 
linearity. Their outstanding per-

formance is made possible by a new 
series of bipolar silicon transistors, 

developed and produced by Avantek. 

AMT-4210N Series thin-film tran-
sistor amplifiers are light-weight, 
high-performance 3.7 to 4.2 GHz 

amplifiers developed specifically for 
communication satellite earth sta-
tions. As replacements for tunnel 

diode post-amplifiers in existing earth 
stations, these hermetically sealed 

units provide the wide dynamic range 
required for operation with the new 
INTELSAT IV and TELESAT sys-

tems. Many of these miniature amplifiers 
are already in service in all climates 

around the world. 

Avantek... years ahead today. 

Avantek, Inc., 2981 Copper Road Santa Clara, California 95051 Phone (408) 739-6170. TWX 910-339-9274 Cable: AVANTEK 
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The Ortec P-554 
Ion Implantation Processor: 

• It's safer and simpler to operate than the 
other machines on the market. 

• Its price is competitive. 

• It can be delivered in 90 days or less. 

Sounds great. 
But who's Ortec? 

The question is justified. For all you 

know, we could be a garage opera-
tion. 

Truth is, we were once just that— 
about twelve years ago. Now we're 
one of the leading producers of ion 
sources, semiconductor detectors, 
and electronic instrumentation for nu-
clear physics research. We're into 
life-sciences instrumentation, too, and 
x-ray analysis systems. 

We're no strangers to vacuum and 

accelerator technology, for sure. Both 
are in our normal line of work. And as 
for semiconductor technology— well, 
we're the world's largest manufac-
turer of precision silicon and german-
ium radiation detectors. 

In other words, although you may 
not have heard of us, we've been toil-
ing in your back yard for quite some 

time. 
And our Ion Implantation Processor 

shows it. The P-554 is a very practical 
production machine. Take, for ex-
ample, its extraordinary simplicity: the 

operator has only to load the tray with 
wafers and push a button to start the 
implant cycle. After that, the process 
is completely automatic. 

Safety precautions— for both oper-
ator and the wafer load—are elab-
orate. With our system of interlocks, 

it's nearly impossible for an operator 
to foul up the works. Or expose him-
self to high-voltage or radiation 
hazard. 

But perhaps the best proof of per-
formance is for us to implant a few 
of your wafers. Which we'll be glad to 
do. Or, if you prefer, we'll send you a 

copy of our P-554 brochure. Either 
way, you have only to call or write our 
systems specialist, George Thoeming. 
The phone number: (615) 482-4411. 
The address: Ortec Incorporated, 110 
Midland Road, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 

37830. In Europe: Ortec Ltd., Dallow 
Road, Luton, Bedfordshire, England. 
Phone: LUton 27557. Ortec GmbH, 8 

München 13, Frankfurter Ring 81, 
West Germany. Phone: (0811) 359-

1001. In Japan: Toyo Trading Co., 
Tokyo. Phone: 279-0771. 

ORTEC® 
n 

Probing the news 

liquid crystals by the beginning of 
1973, starting first with a four-digit 
display and then moving to an 
eight-digit unit. "We're not ready 
yet, though," says Johnson. "I no-
ticed at the Basel Fair that none of 
the liquid-crystal displays there 
worked perfectly; so there are still 
problems." 

In the United Kingdom, ITT 

Components Group is developing a 
liquid-crystal package, and so is 
Smith's Industries Ltd., for in-house 
use. In Germany, Eurosil, an inde-
pendent subsidiary of Intersil, is 
also working with liquid crystals 
and LEDs. And in Japan. Hitachi is 
vying with Oki Electric Industry Co. 
Ltd. and Tokyo Shibura Electric Co. 
Ltd. to second-source Intersil, sup-
plier of Seiko watch circuits. 
The main problem with liquid 

crystals is that they have a life ex-
pectancy of about five years only. 
Waltham, among others, claims that 
the display is easy to replace. Some 
suppliers have packaged the compo-
nents together in a module, making 
the parts useless when the display 
expires and replacement expensive. 
Meanwhile, the industry is banking 
on inexpensive displays when the 
time comes. 

Presently, 44% of world watch 
production is Swiss, 11.8% Japanese, 
and about 13% is Russian; until now 
the total United States percentage 
has been 11%. Of the U.S. share, 
47% is owned by Timex. Timex esti-
mates that it controls about 80% of 
the battery-powered watch business 
in the U.S., but admits that the mar-
ket is difficult to measure. 

Motorola's Johnson thinks that 
"the electronic watch market is up 
for grabs." The Swiss are trying to 
maintain their lead through the con-
sortium, Centre Electronique Horlo-
ger. But U.S. watchmakers and 
electronics companies feel that the 
U.S. will be the future leader in the 
watch market, a view that prompted 
one industry insider to say: "It'll be 
goodbye, Switzerland and hello 
America." 

But a wary note was struck by a 
spokesman: "Don't underestimate 
the Japanese. There's talk that Seiko 
has been buying up circuits like 
they're going out of style." 

5296 
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First, the 111-bit mini. 
Now, um mini prices. 

Quantities 1400: 
CPU with 4H memory: $2,790 
CPU with OH memory: 13,990 
CPU withlUmemory: 0,390 

We came on strong with the 
EH-118. 18-bit capacity and stuff. 
The stuff a great mini-computer is 
made of: 900-nanosecond cycle time, 
parallel inputandoutputbusenabling 
simultaneous operation, modular de-
sign, power-failure auto restart, and 
more. All standard. 
Now were coming on even strong-

er, with a new low price on these 
proven performers—delivered and 
now successfully applied in such 
functions as: 
Computerized security systems, 

mass storage control, medical elec-
tronics, semi-conductor testing, 
random access audio/ 
visual filing, emission 
control, character rec- I 
ognition, process 
control and more. / 

Deliverable software 
is just as varied. Octal/ ; 

binary loader, 2 pass assembler, tape add-on modules, $ 1,300. 8K $2,400. 
editor, tape butler, debug system, And study that new ( 1-100) base 
subroutine library, interpretive sys- price again: $2,790. 
tern, floating-point set, interactive The cost effectiveness begins with 
basic, and diagnostics software. your purchase order, but you can 

Plug-in controllers are available for whet your appetite with the coupon. 
industry compatible magnetic and Electronic Processors, Inc. Home 
Linc tape, disc, paper tape reader, Office, 5050 South Federal Blvd, 
paper tape punch, CRT, Teletype, \ Englewood, Colorado 80110. 
line printers, cassettes and \ Telephone: (303) 798-9305. 

TWX: 910 935 0874. 
Eastern Office, Medfield, 

Massachusetts. Telephone: 
(617) 326-2192. New York: 

(201) 962-6485. 
Western Office, 

card readers. 
Additional 4K 

I'd like to talk with a sales engineer. 
E I'm convinced! My Purchase Order number is  

My requirement will be El Immediate 0 6 Months III 1 Year 
Name 

Company  

Address  

San Jose, California. 
Telephone: (408) 

371-2381. 

City 

Title   

.`,tatu Zip Phone  

I INCORPORATE 11111 'i i I 

I A Subsidiary of Samsonite Corporation 
REPRESENTATIVES: Albany. N.Y. (518)480.4771 • Alexandria.15. (703) 836,IAZIO• Philadelphia, Pa. (215) 2E6-5211 • Orlando, Fla. (3C6) 424.76)5 • IA,ami. i is 1305) 667 ,7464 • Raleion. N.C. (419)63.66e • Hunts. ‘ 

I ville. Ala. (205)3341771 • Chicago. III. 13121 715.7504 • Bloomington. Minn. (61e 831.3300 • St. Louts. Mo. 13141 468,1133 • I ndienepol is, Ind. (3171 253.4606 • Dena, Colo. (303) 3s••352) • e•••pat 134m,, Cali , ( 7141 I 

/ 833.2000 • San Deigo. Calif, (714) 282.4820 • San Mateo, Girt. (4151 347.9•)9 • phoenix, Any. (602) 213.7363 • San Antonio. Tex« (5(2) 663.3782 • Della.. Te,as (2141356-4643 • Houston. Texas 1713) 6136,0607 • Cleve. . 

• land. Ohio 1216) 585.842, • Dayton, Onlo (613) 2234M21 • Detroit. Mich. (I13) 3E1-6421 • Paris 16E, France NLE Mg • Franlituft AM MAIN, Gerintny 617090 • London W. IT, England 01.968-2113 • Milan. Italy 316/16 1 

ELECTRONIC PROCESSOR 
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Probing the news 

Memories 

Cores fight back 
Competition with each other and the semiconductor suppliers will keep 

core manufacturers on top of the memory market for a few more years 

by Paul Franson, Los Angeles bureau manager 

Despite all the prophecies of victory 
by semiconductor memory makers, 
the core manufacturers are not sur-
rendering their hold on a huge ma-
jority of the computer mainframe 
market. They're cutting costs with 
better packaging and production 
schemes, with improved core mate-
rials, and. with aggressive entries 
into such new markets as end-user 
enhanced memories. Paradoxically, 
semiconductor houses have contrib-
uted to lower core system costs be-
cause the price of devices like sense 
amplifiers and drivers also continues 
to drop. 
Compared with a few years ago, 

the core industry is being eminently 
successful at lowering prices. Then, 
cores were about 5 cents per bit. To-
day, they're closer to 1 cent per bit 
for main core systems of 8,000 
words by 18 bits, running at about 
600 to 900 ns and selling in 1,000 
quantities or more, says Victor Sell, 
senior core product manager at Am-
pex Computer Products division, 
Marina Del Rey, Calif. 
However, a direct comparison of 

this figure with semiconductor 
memory prices is difficult, because 
semiconductor manufacturers usu-
ally specify the price per part, not 
per bit. For instance, the widely dis-
cussed Intel 1103 1,024-bit silicon-
gate mos random-access array can 
be bought for about $5, or about 1/2 
cent per bit. But it's estimated that 
the other electronics, printed-circuit 
board, etc., will double that cost. 
Narrowing profit margins. But 

core makers, striving to hold onto 
their share of the market by driving 
down prices, are flirting with unpro-
fitability. Ralph Gabai, marketing 
manager for Data Storage Products 
at Lockheed Electronics Co.'s Data 

Products division, which supplies a 
lot of OEM and end-user core memo-
ries, says such pricing practices 
"make it look as if some semicon-
ductors and some core companies 
are in a race to see who can lose the 
most money the fastest." 
Gabai adds, however, that the 

Los Angeles-based Lockheed divi-
sion has been profitable since 1965. 
Ampex Corp. and Electronic 
Memories & Magnetics Corp. also 
claim to have profitable core groups, 
but all three have suffered severe fi-
nancial problems on the corporate 
level, making it difficult to envision 
what effect the money pinch might 
have on core operations. 

If you can't beat 'em. . . They are 
also hedging their bets. Ampex 
bought part of Varadyne Corp.'s 
former semiconductor operation, 
and Electronic Memories & Mag-
netics, Hawthorne, Calif., invested 
heavily in Semiconductor Electronic 
Memories Inc., Phoenix, Ariz., and 
then bought the remains of the com-
pany after it went bankrupt. 
Back of the price war are some 

significant advances in technology. 
There's general agreement that the 

biggest single change has been 
adoption of the planar stack over 
the past year and a half. This 
change, with the accompanying re-
duction of core sizes to the current 
18-mil standard, plus much higher 
densities, means that an entire 
8,000-word-by- 18-bit or even larger 
memory can be put on a single 8-by-
11-inch circuit board, whereas it 
previously would have been con-
structed of a stack of 18 circuit 
boards with many more wires and 
connections. Gabai says this gives a 
better than three-to-one improve-
ment in labor and manufacturing 
cost, plus a reduction in testing. 
The reduced length of drive wires 

pays off in simpler and cheaper 
drive circuitry, too, since less energy 
is required. It's largely to this that 
Philip Harding, director of commer-
cial marketing at Em&m's Electronic 
Memories division, attributes the or-
der of magnitude savings in power 
of the newly introduced EM Micro 
6000 memory. 
The reduced core size also means 

greater speeds, and core makers feel 
that the present 600-ns cycle-time 
systems could even now be up-

Beating the heat in cores 

Temperature contributes significantly to the cost of core memories by re-
stricting density to hold down heat dissipation and by requiring compensat-
ing networks to change core sensing levels or turn on blowers as tempera-
tures change. A remedy to this is Ampex Corp.'s new temperature-
independent core material. The material permits operation from —25 to 
+ 100°C without temperature compensation. Victor Sell, senior core prod-
uct manager at the Computer Products division, says, "Temperature-inde-
pendent materials will permit savings up to 25% in the design and manufac-
ture of core components. We believe this material will replace temperature-
sensitive cores as the industry standard. With temperature-independent 
cores, you can forget that temperature exists; it's as important to cores as if 
a semiconductor maker said ' forget about dissipation!' " 
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graded to about 500 ns. But, as Har-
ding says, "though we can get to 
greater speeds, the industry doesn't 
seem to need them." Lockheed's 
Gabai adds, "We can probably get 
to the 300-to-400-ns range in a few 
years, but the semiconductor price 
should be below anything we can 
envision by then." 
Another price reduction has come 

from the elimination of one wire 
through the cores. Standard now is 
the three-wire system rather than 
the earlier four. As it is, stringing 
three wires through 18-mil cores is 
near the limit—the sense wire goes 
through up to 16,000 cores in one 
unbroken length—and if there is a 
movement to cores in the 14-mil 
range, it will likely be with a two-
wire system. One advantage of the 
two-wire system is that it makes au-
tomation feasible. Univac is already 
using automatic stringing of two-
wire systems, and IBM strings two 
automatically and wires one by 
hand. 
Taping the process. The major 

memory manufacturers make their 
own cores, and have attempted to 
hold down costs. Lockheed has de-
veloped a method of stamping out 
cores from a tape rather than using 
molds. The core material is sus-
pended in a thin plastic slurry, 
which hardens as a large flexible 
sheet. The sheet is cut into strips 
about an inch across, which are then 
fastened together into a long tape, 
and the cores punched out like do-
nuts in automatic equipment. 
The fact that semiconductors ac-

count for much of the savings in 
modern core memories is surely 
little comfort to the semiconductor 
companies who are trying to dis-
place them. Gabai says, "They've 
had a dramatic effect. Component 
prices have dropped dramatically in 
the past few years. And the in-
creased integration has permitted 
lower labor costs." In fact, Lock-
heed's newest memory, the CC- 150 
(see p.141) uses low-drive cores that 
permit integration of virtually all 
components. 

Partly as a result of all these ad-
vances, the presently available 
1,024-bit semiconductor memories 
such as the Intel 1103 and Mostek 
Corp.'s 4006, are hardly a threat in 
the mainframe market. Such diverse 
people as Gabai of Lockheed and 

Berry Cash, marketing manager of 
Mostek, Carrollton, Texas, feel that 
the 4,096-bit memories that will ap-
pear later this year are the real 
enemy, with the major impact com-
ing in 1974. Mostek's entry in this 
fight—an n-channel, single transis-
tor-cell RAM using a unique pro-
cess—will appear in prototype form 
in late summer, with production by 
the end of the year. Intel's 4096-bit 
RAM appears to be on a similar 
course. 

Richard J. Egan, marketing vice 
president of Cambridge Memories, 
Inc., Newton, Mass., grants that in 
smaller memories the two types are 
probably equivalent in price now, 
but in mainframes price equality is 
a couple of years away. As for 
speed, he feels that cores can never 
catch up with bipolar memories, 
"but many cores are faster than mos 
memories." Comparative density 
depends on application, Egan 
thinks, and he hesitates to make 
generalizations about it. 

But cores have another big ad-
vantage: the fact that they are mag-
netic. Semiconductors, says Egan, 
have to be continually refreshed. In 
comparing them, "you have to con-
sider volatility, power, and in some 
cases, size," he points out. 
At Fabri-Tek Inc., Minneapolis, 

Minn., Jerry Larsen, national sales 
manager for OEM products, sees the 
semiconductor impact only in small, 
fast buffer memories. But core 
memories are going to get still 
faster, he says, with the introduction 
by Fabri-Tek as well as others of 
small 14-mil-diameter cores. These 
are available from the company 
only in sample quantities so far. 

In fact, the near future holds the 
promise of greatly increased volume 
in the core industry, particularly for 
add-on memories and virtual re-
placement for moving memories in 
many applications. Ampex, for ex-
ample, has doubled its core output 
every year since 1968, and if major 
adoption of core by tele-
communications companies comes, 
the volume will be staggering. 
And core prices continue to drop 

sharply—Harding of EM&M says the 
rate has been 20% per year, "and I 
think it will continue." But the core 
companies will continue to use their 
ingenuity to compete for the market 
they now control. 

NEW! 
• Simplify design 

• Reduce 
manufacturing costs 

• Eliminate one or more 
power supplies 

with the 

V- PAC' POWER SOURCE 
Now use standard 4- 5 v supply for 
MOS, too, with the V- PAC power 
source. Less than one-third 
cubic inch, standard DIP pin 
configuration, it mounts on the 
same PC card with MOS and ICs, 
even with boards on half- inch 
centers. Get performance and 
reliability, too. 

Type: VP5 VP10 VP12 VP14 VP15 

Voltage/s: i-5 -± 1 0 L--12 i14 - 15 

VP10/10 VP12/12 VP14/14 VP15/15 

-±10/±10 ±12/±12 -±14/±14 _ -±15/±15 

Write or call for full specs, name 
of nearest sales representative. 
Include applications and volt-
ages required. 

Reliability, Inc. 
5510 Greenbriar, Houston, Texas 

77005 • 713-529-5817 
TWX: 910-881-1739 `TM, Reliability, Inc. 
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A simultaneous, rather than a sequential, reading and writing 
capability makes our new second-generation miniature 
storage tubes outstanding. Now you can have greatly 
increased flexibility in design. Now you can enjoy continu-
ously up- dated data — and ease of handling high data bits. 
Now your designs can be more flexible than ever before, 
whatever your application (zooming, selective erasure, write 
and read stored data at the same time). 

The new tubes are an extension of our RST family, 
retaining all the features previously demonstrated. They can 
store a full TV gray-scale image for half an hour. With power 
off, the storage capability is at least a month. And one TV 
frame is enough to erase a complete image thanks to a 
unique, patented, gun design. 

THOMSON-CSF ELECTRON TUBES, INC. 
50 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA/NEW YORK, N.Y. 10020 
(212) 489-0400 

Their flexibility, capability, and the low cost of associated 
electronics make these tubes ideal for a wide variety of 
applications. For complete information concerning them and 
our entire line of storage and display tubes, please circle 
the appropriate number on the Reader Service Card, or 
contact us direct. 

Model Type No. TV Lines 
at 50% MF 

Voltage 
(Mesh) 

1.5" EM TME 1239 1200 750 
1.0" EM TME 1238 800 650 
1.5" ES , TME 1348 600 1100 
Dual Gun 
1.0" EM TME 1496 800 650 

France - THOMSON-CSF Groupement Tubes Electroniques/8, rue Chasseloup-Laubat 
75 PARIS 15./ Tel. 566.70.04 
Germany - THOMSON-CSF Elektronenreren GmbH /Am Leonhardsbrunn 10 
6 FRANKFURT/Main/Tel. 70 20 99 
Italy - THOMSON-CSF Tubi Elettronici SRL/Viale degli Ammiragll 71/ROMA 
Tel. 63 86 143 
Sweden - THOMSON-CSF EiektronrOr AB/Box 27080/S 10 251 STOCKHOLM 27 
Tel. 08/22 58 15 
United Kingdom - THOMSON-CSF Electronic Tubes Ltd/Belton House, Uxbridge Road, 
Ealing/LONDON W5 2TT/Tel. 01-579 1857 

es 

ou Wso\A e «Watee eocie ‘u'o 
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Probing the news 

Solid state 

Will solar cells shine on earth? 
Power shortage may provide impetus for Government R&D fund allocation: 

semiconductor makers are likely to adopt the technology when feasible 

by William F. Arnold, Aerospace Editor 

Despite their bright promise in con-
verting sunlight into electricity, so-
lar cells have until now achieved 
measurable success only in pow-
ering Air Force and NASA satellites. 
If this technology is to become a 
major market, it will have to find its 
future on the ground as a pollution-
free source of power, prophesy in-
dustry spokesmen 
The nation's threatening power 

crisis should provide that thrust, 
particularly when conventional 
power sources such as coal, gas, and 
nuclear fuel become more scarce 
and expensive. Then, solar cell ad-
vocates say these second cousins to 
semiconductors could help fill the 
power gap. Even though there have 
been some recent improvements in 
technology, it will take Govern-
ment-supported research, they say, 
to push solar cells past their two big-
gest technical problems: high cost 
and low efficiency. 

"If the Government is willing to 
pump $30 to $50 million a year into 
the technology, it'll take off," says 
K.S. Ling, engineering and market-
ing manager of space products for 
Centralab, of Globe Union Inc., El 
Monte, Calif., whose company splits 
most of the annual $5 million mar-
ket with Heliotek division of Text-
ron Inc. Confirming Ling's estimate 
of needed research money, William 
Cherry, a leading solar cell author-
ity from NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center, says that a White 
House Solar Energy Panel will sub-
mit its recommendations in July. 
While solar power won't supplant 

conventional power, Cherry says the 
panel visualizes three major areas 
where it could be supplemented: 
• Heating and cooling homes. This 
is the largest potential use, Cherry 

says. "Solar energy can eventually 
account for more than 50% of the 
space conditioning in houses," he 
claims. 
• Producing fuel. Here, solar energy 
would serve double duty by con-
suming wastes and by generating 
methane or hydrogen for power, 
Cherry says. He estimates that a few 
square miles for use as a solar plant 
could supply cooking gas for a city 
of 40,000. 
• Generating electrical power. 
Right 'now, solar power is three to 
five times more expensive than con-
ventional means, but in the future, 
solar cells should become cheaper 
and conventional fossil fuels more 
expensive, Cherry predicts. 
"The terrestrial area is the one 

we're all watching," says Ling, who 
adds that if solar energy is used on 
the ground, "the semiconductor 
manufacturers will jump in because 
the technology is so similar." Al-
ready an impressive roster of the 

Diverse applications. Solar cells are being 

used in Japan to power lighthouses, while in 

the U.S. windowshade-like panels of solar 

cells are being developed for satellites, and 

terrestrial uses are being researched. 

major aerospace companies, elec-
tronics systems manufacturers, 
NASA, and the Department of De-
fense are doing solar cell work in-
house, or funding research. 

Solar cell developers encounter 
many of the technical and materials 
problems faced by the semicon-
ductor industry. But, while inte-
grated circuits have compressed 
more and more functions into 
smaller space, the trend in solar cells 
is to make them larger. 
Other problems include purity, 
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Probing the news 

photoetching, junction formation 
and interconnections—just as with 
semiconductors. Since fabricating 
solar cells is nearly a handcrafting 
process, making 2-by-2-centimeter 
cells and mounting them by solder-
ing or welding into a typical space-
borne array is also a meticulous and 
expensive process. 

It takes more than 80,000 welded 
connections to make a 1-kilowatt so-
lar array, explains John V. Gold-
smith, group supervisor for photo-
voltaic power sources, Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
Calif. And since cells cost about $4 
each, plus another $4 to $6 for as-

sembly, solar array costs match the 
precision it takes to manufacture 
them. 

Recent developments. Meanwhile, 
several recent developments have 
helped solve some problems of cost, 
efficiencies, and weight. Lockheed 
Missiles and Space Co., Sunnyvale, 
Calif., has developed a 100-kilowatt 
solar array that employs new cell 
and bonding technology. The four-
section unit unfolds from a compact 
14-by-50 foot package into a 10,000-
square-foot array. 

Larry G. Chidester, program 
manager, solar array technology 
program, explains that assembly 
can't be automated because most 
solar cells have both front and back 
contacts—one for each electrode. 

Solar energy activity abroad 

While the United States continues to develop more efficient solar cells for 
spacecraft and ponders the uses of solar cell technology for terrestrial ap-
plications, Russia, Japan and Europe are pushing its development. 
The Soviet Union " is working on practically everything you can think of in 

this field," says Paul Rappaport, director, process and materials applied re-
search, RCA's David Sarnoff Research Center, Princeton, N.J. Rappaport 
is a solar cell expert who had a rare opportunity to inspect Russia's solar-
cell technology late last year. Russian scientists told him that they've flown 
over 400 spacecraft with solar cells and have operated solar-cell-powered 
pumping stations. During his visit, he saw experiments toward large-scale 
solar-cell energy farms. 

Rappaport says the Russians told him they've flown four space vehicles 
using gallium arsenide solar cells in the 300-to-400-watt range. Soviet sci-
entists claim 15% efficiency on laboratory cells and 9% on arrays. 

In Japan, Nippon Electric Co. Ltd., Sharp Corp. and Matsushita dominate 
a fledgling solar cell market directed toward pollution- and maintenance-
f ree power sources for lighthouses around the island nation. Both com-
panies also make some solar cells for Japan's slowly developing space pro-
gram. The Japanese companies report that they don't foresee large-scale 
applications of solar power to generate pollution-free electricity because 
it's economically unjustified with present silicon-cell technology. 
European companies seem to be concentrating their R&D efforts in areas 

U.S. companies are neglecting, thus being able to enjoy the benefits of both 
U.S. R&D and their own. Europe appears to be hitting development of cad-
mium sulfide and gallium arsenide techniques. For example, France's 
space agency, CNES (Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales), Société 
Anonyme de Telecommunications (SAT), and La Radiotechnique-Compe-
lec (RTC) have worked together on experimental cadmium-sulfide and cad-
mium-telluride cells which are being tested on the Russian-launched 
French satellite SRET-1 [Electronics International, Jan. 31]. 

In other spaceborne arrays, Germany's AEG Telefunken has fabricated 
large solar-cell arrays for the Helios sun probe and Britain's Ferranti Ltd.— 
in the forefront of silicon-cell technology—has operating cells on the Intel-
sat-4 communications satellites. In earth applications, France's RTC, a Phil-
ips subsidiary, has produced a silicon-cell-powered 50-watt air navigation 
beacon that has worked since 1968 with no breakdowns. The company 
also has in operation a 12-watt telecommunications relay station and is 
pointing toward educational television power sources with installation of 
some units in Latin America, India and Africa. RTC prices its peak output 
8-watt unit at $50 each in small quantities and $20 in large quantities. Over-
all, " what we're working on are ways to get the cost of existing technology 
down to the lowest possible level," says an RTC spokesman. 
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But Lockheed has invented a tech-
nique whereby both contacts are on 
the back of the cell and can be in-
duction-soldered automatically to a 
printed-circuit board. 
An edge-defined, film-fed growth 

(EFG) process, developed by Tyco 
Laboratories, Waltham, Mass., 
promises to lower silicon solar cell 
processing costs about 300-fold, says 
C.G. Currin, manager of solid state 
research and development, Dow 
Corning Corp., Hemlock, Mich.. 
which is continuing development of 
EFG under license. EFG is a proprie-
tary ribbon-crystal growth process 
that would actually make cell pro-
duction cheaper in small volumes, 
rather than obtaining lower unit 
costs through mass production. 
The Hughes Aircraft Co. flexible 

rolled-up solar array ( Frusa), built 
under an Air Force Aero Propulsion 
Laboratory contract, has been flying 
successfully since its launch last Oc-
tober, says program manager 
George Wolff. Frusa's importance is 
that the two 51/4-by- 16-foot solar 
panels extend from a single 8-inch-
diameter drum, thus making a new 
step in reducing the weight of satel-
lite solar arrays, he says. 
A fully operational system would 

be capable of providing 1,500 watts 
of power, which means that com-
pact, lightweight solar arrays of 20 
kilowatts and beyond are now 
achievable, he says. 
By far the most startling proposal 

to generate solar power for earthly 
uses is the satellite solar power sta-
tion (ssPs), which would use two 25-
square-mile arrays to produce a 
massive amount of power spot-
beamed by microwave to the earth, 
where a station would convert the 
energy into usable current. Pro-
posed by economist Peter Glaser of 
Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, 
Mass., the concept is being studied 
by a team of ADL, Raytheon Micro-
wave & Power Tube division, Wal-
tham, Mass. (microwave systems); 
Grumman Aerospace Corp., Beth-
page, N.Y. ( hardware); and Helio-
tek ( solar systems). 
The bold proposal calls for SSPS to 

collect solar energy efficiently in at-
mosphere- free outer space, use 
practically no land (compared to 
ground-based systems), consume no 
diminishing fuels, and direct power 
to where it would be needed. fl 

"RETIC ON 

announces 
a new dimension 
in solid state 
image sensing" 

A TWO DIMENSIONAL self-
scanned optical sensing array 
is announced by RETICON. 
The device contains 1024 sili-
con photodiodes arranged in a 32x32 matrix. Integrated 
onto the same monolithic silicon chip are the access 
switches and two MOS shift registers for scanning in the 
X and Y directions. The RA 32x32 is functionally equivalent 
to a low resolution vidicon camera tube, but with the 
advantages of higher geometric accuracy, high sensitivity, 
small size, low voltage, low power and all solid state rug-
gedness and reliability. The photodiodes are on 4 mil 
centers, each diode integrating photocurrent for the en-
tire frame time. Frame rate can be varied from 20 Hz to 

5 KHz. The device is packaged in a 
standard 22 lead ceramic DIP or a 3/8" 
square flatpack, each with a ground and 
polished quartz window. 
Typical applications include pattern rec-
ognition, optical memories, surveillance 
and guidance. 

Also available from inventory is a com-
plete line of self-scanned linear arrays 
featuring 64 to 512 elements. 

keTICOè1 T" 
365 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 
(415) 964-6800 
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Avionics 

Electronics rejuvenates aging A-6 
Performance and reliability are improved by muitimode tadar, solid-state 

computer, and armament control unit; test ciruultiy pinpou its faults 

by Alfred Rosenblatt, New 

An avionics face-lift for the Navy's 
14-year-old subsonic A-6 all-
weather attack aircraft will provide 
it with one of the most modern at-
tack/navigation packages in the air. 
The first squadron of A-6Es, the lat-
est version of the Grumman Aero-
space Corp. Intruder series of car-
rier-based planes, will be deployed 
this fall. 
Two radars in the nose of the ear-

lier A-6A have been replaced by the 
AN/APQ-148 simultaneous multi-
mode radar, and two critical subsys-
tems—the digital computer and the 
armament control unit—have been 
redesigned. The latter system gov-
erns the computer-directed and 
manual release of as many as 60 dif-
ferent weapons. 
Replacement of the old avionics 

package was prompted by the poor 
mean-time-between-failures record 
and difficult maintainability typical 
of the circa- 1958 avionics in the 
original A-6A aircraft. Although no 
figures are available, it is believed 
that the MTBF of the radars and 
digital computer in the A-6A was in 
the low tens of hours. 
To aid in fault diagnosis, the new 

York buràau manager 

equipment is laced throughout with 
"more built-in test circuitry and 
software than in any other tactical 
aircraft," says Daniel T. Collins, dep-
uty director for A-6 development at 
Grumman's main plant in Beth-
page, N.Y. This system pinpoints 
faults, using the aircraft's digital 
navigation displays and special 
built-in test lights in the cockpit for 
readouts. Faults are isolated to indi-
vidual aircraft-replaceable assem-
blies. MTBF has also been increased 
substantially through solid-state de-
sign of the armament control unit 
as well as the computer and its in-
terfaces. 
Two in one. Perhaps the most ad-

vanced element in the aircraft is the 
AN/APQ-148 radar, which has a re-
flecting dish mounted above a 
phase-interferometer array. The sys-
tem is used for search, target track-
ing, terrain following/avoidanee, 
and mapping. The Ku-band radar 
combines in a single unit both the 
search and track radars that 
weighed about 800 pounds and 
were mounted one above the other 
in the nose of the A-6A. The APQ-
148 weighs 300 pounds less than its 

predecessors. But in addition the ra-
dar has track-while-scan capability 
and a beacon mode (for cooperative 
bombing direeted by a forward air 
controller), as well as the moving-
target indicator of the earlier radars. 
All three radars were designed and 
built by Norden division, United 
Aii craft Corp., Norwalk, Conn. 

fhe new radar provides the pilot 
both with a ground map for aircraft 
guidance and maneuvering and 
with a display of terrain-follow-
ing/a‘oidance manuevers. The 
bombardier/navigator in the A-6E 
also has a direct-view radar indica-
tor with a ground-map display for 
navigation and target tracking. This 
is the only single radar with this si-
multaneous capability, according to 
Norden, of mapping, tracking, and 
terrain avoidance. 

Interferometer goes to war. Nor-
cien is particularly proud of its de-
velopment of the phase inter-
ferometer for the radar. "We're the 
only ones doing it," declares Leo 
Botwin, engineering vice president, 
who says the interferometer aboard 
the A-6E is essentially two gener-
ations ahead of the four-year-older 
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radar Norden built for the C-5. 
The unit can provide elevation 

angles to ground points at every azi-
muth and range point. By measur-
ing the relative phase shift between 
the signals reflected back to the two 
rows of horns, this information is 
obtained electronically, rather than 
mechanically. "Effectively, we have 
an electronically scanned antenna in 
one dimension—elevation—while we 
have mechanical scan in azimuth, 
and this may be the most practical 
compromise between a mechani-
cally scanned and an electronically 
scanned antenna," Botwin says. 
The armament control unit, be-

sides being designed with solid-state 
components, has its electronics 
packaged in a single box with a 
single control panel for the bomb-
ardier/navigator. On the A-6A, Col-
lins says that equipment to perform 
the weapons release function was 
"shoehorned" under different pan-
els in various parts of the aircraft. 
And it relied on relay assemblies, 
rather than more reliable solid-state 
components. 
A reliable memory. Instead of up-

dating the A-6A's unit, Grumman 
preferred to apply a new 4-Pi-class 
computer from IBM, the CP-3. The 
computer, designated AN/ASQ-
133, has 250,000 bits of core 
memory to replace the relatively un-
reliable drum memory in the Litton 
Industries computer in the A-6A. 
Solid-state analog-to-digital and 
digital-to-analog converters replace 
the shaft encoders in the older com-
puter, which now relies on cold-
plate, rather than forced-air, cool-
ing. Its arithmetic unit is similar to 
the one incorporated into the Mark 
II avionics system aboard the Air 
Force's F-111. The CP-3 computer 
can carry out the same programs as 
did the A-6A computer with half the 
bit-memory capacity in one-fifth the 
time, Collins points out. 
Thus far, Grumman is scheduled 

to deliver 36 A-6Es, which use the 
original A-6A airframes, to the 
Navy. For fiscal 1973, the Navy 
plans to purchase 12 more aircraft. 
Altogether. Grumman delivered 488 
A-6A-series airframes, a good per-
centage of which are expected to be 
retrofitted with the A-6E avionics. D 
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from the capsule to the completed 
relay. 

Ifs tough to get lipstick 
o go where its supposed to go. 

But Clare can help. We understand 
interface technology and we've 
designed components to meet your 
requirements. We know how to pluck 
the right tube of lipstick out of 
inventory with an automated system. 
And we've learned a lot about delicate 
batch processing. And sensitive power 
control. No matter what you're trying 
to do, we know how to design and 
apply components that help you 
translate computor talk into reliable 
processing and control. 

Clare engineering keeps pace with your 
interface problems—and your 
imagination. That's why we refined 
and developed mercury-wetted, dry 
and wetted reed relays—then built the 
most comprehensive lines available in 
the industry. We make everything, 
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Westinghouse Breaks Through! 
A big gain in high-power semiconductor technology 

A true technological advance occurs when every 
obstacle is met head on. No sidestepping. And when 
you have what it takes—breakthrough! 
We've done just this with a revolutionary break-

through in high-power semiconductors. 
We seal and stabilize the semiconductor element by 

passivating it with a unique Westinghouse process. 
This prevents degradation, even in assembly, and 
permits element stocking indefinitely. 
We also use special and exclusive test devices and 

procedures like the concurrent tester, spreading 
resistance probe, HV test lab, and computer models to 
predict characteristics. 
Then we assemble the element into a package with 

our exclusive compression-bonded encapsulation 
(CBE) process. This prevents thermal fatigue by elim-
inating the need for solder. 
And our pace-conveyor assembly system enables 

us to assemble high-power rectifiers and thyristors 
(and special assemblies) faster than anyone else in 
the industry. 
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44% 

Advantages: For a start, a prearranged delivery 
schedule of more than 1500 different types of high-
power semiconductors in our catalog. This includes 
customizing the package to your form factor and volt-
age rating. You can forget costly power semiconductor 
inventory, excessive lead time on orders, and plant 
downtime. 

We'll also stock your power semiconductor 
elements for you. With your order, we'll give you 
your own storage area and maintain your inventory. 
In case of an emergency, we'll deliver on a guaranteed 
shipment basis. 

Our " breakthrough" in high-power semiconductors 
is just the start. Ask about the benefits of Westinghouse 
research and development leadership in high-power 
semiconductors. For more information about " break-
through," phone 412 925-7272 or write 
Paul E. Lego, General Manager, Westinghouse 4 

Semiconductor Division, Youngwood, Pa. 15697. 
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We can m 
an panel 

Wired or unwired. 
Just give us your parameters. We'll give you 

assembled IC or connector panels, prewired or ready 
for you to wire—by hand or machine. Panels with 
the kind of built-in reliability you've come to expect 
from AMP. With pricetags and turnaround times 
you absolutely can't afford to pass up. 

Here are a few of the things in our bag. 

IC panels. 
We'll build anything you need in custom 

panels. Single-, double-, or multilayer. Com-
plete with IC receptacle packaging, feed-
through posts, miniature spring sockets, or 
DIP headers. Or, if it's standard panels you 
need, we'll supply them, too. With 30, 60, 90, 
or 120 DIPS per panel. We can prewire 
both types of panel. Or supply them 
ready for wrap-type or TERMI-POINT 
machine wiring. 
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alce 
you need. 

Connector panels. 
We can deliver these panels 

with mother-daughter board con-
nectors, card cages, metal plug-
boards, connector rails, or with 
round or rectangular punched cut-
outs for connectors. All panels 
use TERMI-TWIST, TERMI-PLATE 
or TERMI-GRID connectors for 
wrap-type or TERMI-POINT wiring. 

Full-range capability. 
When you buy an assembled panel from AMP, 

you get more than just another source of supply. You 
get a quality product. Quality that begins with com-
puter-generated artwork which provides the most ef-
ficient utilization of precious panel area. Manufactur-
ing techniques like selective solder predeposition that 
assures highly reliable board-to-receptacle connec-
tions and leaves posts clean and solder-free for 
wrap-type or TERMI-POINT clip wiring. And a 100% 
quality check that relieves you of the burden of in-
coming inspection. 

Want to know how we're able to make any 
panel you need? Write on your company letterhead for 
our Panel Packaging Kit. It contains full documenta-
tion of our various processes, with suggestions of how 
they can work best for you. AMP Incorporated, Indus-
trial Division, Harrisburg, Pa. 17105. 

INCORPORATED 
Manufacturing and direct sales facilities worldwide: Barcelona, Brussels, Buenos 
Aires, Frankfurt, London, Mexico City, Paris, Puerto Rico, Sao Paulo, 
s'Hertogenbosch ( Holland), Sydney, Stockholm, Tokyo, Toronto, Turin, Vienna. 

Termi-Twist, Termi-Plate, Termi-Grid á Termi-Point are trademarks of AMP Incorporated. 
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SPEED vs. 
The one-nanosecond conundrum. 
Schottky or ECL 10,000? How should you commit your 
engineers, your plant, your production, to get the 

faster logic that your next system will require? 
It's a tough choice. Both major 

logic families volume-supplied by 
Signetics can be counted on to 

boost speed levels far beyond 
standard TTL. With 
each offering its own 
unique advantages, each 
with built-in drawbacks 

(sometimes more 
psychological than real). 

PARAMETER 
TYPICAL VALUES 

74S/82S ECL 10,000 

Propagation Delay (per Gate) 3ns 2ns 
Power Dissipation (per Gate) 20mW 25mW 
Positive Volt. Supply ( 4 V) -h5V OV 
Negative Vo!t. Supply (-- V) OV -5.2V 
Logic " 1" Level -i- 2.7V -.9V 
Logic "0" Level 1-0.5V - 1.8V 

Output AV/:, T 1 V/ns .25V/ns 

Hands down, ECL 10,000 
beats out Schottky 74/82 
in performance— deliv-

ering the best high 
speed/low power trade-
off yet. But the crucial 
question facing users: 
just how critical to your 

individual designs is that one 

extra nanosecond knocked off by ECL? 
Unless you're into super scale or large scale com— 

puters, which have always utilized ECL's maximized 
performance, there's no pat answer to the question. 

You have to balance where you've been, and where 

you're going, with a careful probing of both 
technologies. 

For all practical purposes, 74/82 Schottky is third 
generation TTL enhanced to allow the designer to 
increase his system speed by replacing present TTL 
circuits with their Schottky equivalents. Signetics 

uses a 3 micron epitaxial film thickness to produce 
extremely small geometries. Combining small 

geometries with Schottky diode clamped transistors 
results in optimized TL performance plus remark-
able high-density MSI capability. Since gold doping 
is no longer required, you get higher betas— making 

PNP transistors available for innovative circuit ideas. 
All Signetics 82S circuits use PNP transistors to 

reduce input loading, to insure that fan-out rules are 
not violated when upgrading existing systems. 

Schottky TTL is compatible with standard TTL 
circuits, with logic rules familiar to the vast majority 
of engineers. That's the good news. 
The bad news: wiring rules may become more 

stringent due to the sharper signal edges of Schottky 

TTL compared to standard T. Careful attention must 
be paid to PC board geometries and line termina-

tions, as with 74H type circuits. And, of course, there 
is that one nanosecond difference in gate delay. 
ECL 10,000 will drop propagation delay from 3 to 

2ns per gate. With MSI frequently twice as fast. But 
it takes more than speed to make 10K so desirable. 
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POWER CONSUMPTION VS. SWITCHING SPEED 

10109 LOADED 

10109 UNLOADED 

-74S00 

7400 
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SPEED 
The constant current nature of ECL 10K is obvious. 

Properly loaded ECL gates show very flat power 
dissipation. This flat power curve means greater ease 
of power distribution. And the difference between 
loaded and unloaded curves offers termination 
freedom: this choice of resistor helps immensely in 
reducing internal dissipation to allow higher 
functional densities. ECL combines remarkable 
design/function flexibility with significant savings 

in gate and package count. 
A fear of the unknown appears to be the key 

stumbling block to ECL. Probably the prime concern 
is the relative unfamiliarity with the NOR/OR logic. 

The system engineer or manufacturer often feels he 
has enough on his hands mastering the new 

usage techniques of 74/82 Schottky, where the basic 
logic is still TTL. Learning to cope with the sharp 
edge speeds of faster logic is one thing. Being forced 

to learn a whole new logic besides... that's often 
the last straw. Is one extra nanosecond worth il? 
Only you, the user, can tell. 

PAST LOGIC USAGE 
COMPUTER 

CLASS 
FUTURE LOGIC USAGE 

TI 

ECL 

TTL & DTL 

SUPER 

LARGE 

MEDIUM 

SMALL ' 

MINI 
COMPUTER 

SCHOTTKY 

- SCHOTTKY 

ECL 

L MSI ECL 

Put yourself in this picture. Match usage to 
computer category. Match speed requirements to 
your own best interests, recognizing that 
the ertire industry is trending 
toward ever-higher speeds. And 

before you commit to either 
Schottky TTL upgrading, or a 
switchover to ECL, consider both 

alternatives carefully. 
74/82 Schottky. Or ECL 10,000. 

Signetics gives you both ways to go. 

SCHOTTKY 82S MSI 
82S30/31/32 8-Input Digital Multiplexer 
82S33/34 2- Input, 4-Bit Digital Multiplexer 
82S41/42 Quad Exclusive-OR/Quad Exclusive-NOR 
82S50/52 Binary-to-Octal/BCD-to-Decimal Decoder 
82S62 9-Bit Parity Generator and Checker 
82S66/67 2- Input, 4-Bit Digital Multiplexer 
82S70/71* 4-Bit Shift Register 
82S90/91* Presettable Decade/Binary Counter 

SCHOTTKY TTL 74S 
74S00 Quad 2- Input NAND Gate 
74S03 Quad 2- Input NAND Gate (Open Collector) 
74SO4 Hex Inverter 
74S05 
74S20 
74S22 
74S112 
74S113 
74S114 
74S40 
74S140 

ECL 10,000 
10101 • 
10102 
10105' 
10106' 
10107 
10109 
10110 
10111 
10112 
10113' 
10115' 
10116 
10117 
10118 
10119 
10121* 
10131* 
10161 
10162 
10170* 
10171' 
10172* 
•Corning soon 

Hex Inverter (Open Collector) 
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate 
Dual 4-Input NAND Gate (Open Collector) 
Dual J-K Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop 
Dual J-K Edge-Triggered Flip- Flop 
Dual J-K Edge-Triggered Flip-Flop 
Dual 4-Input NAND Buffer 
Dual 4-Input NAND Line Driver 

Quad 1- Input OR/NOR Gate 
Quad 2- Input NOR Gate 
Triple 2, 3, 2- Input OR/NOR Gate 
Triple 4, 3, 3- Input NOR Gate 
Triple 2- Input Exclusive OR/NOR Gate 
Dual, 4, 5- Input OR/NOR Gate 
Dual 3- Input 3-Output OR Gate 
Dual 3- Input 3-Output NOR Gate 
Dual 3- Input 1-0R/2-NOR Gate 
Quad Exclusive -OR Gate/Comparator 
Quad Differential Line Receiver 
Triple Differential OR/NOR Line Receiver 
Dual 2-wide 2, 3- Input OR-AND/OR-AND Invert Gate 
Dual 2-wide 3, 3- Input OR-AND Gate 
4-wide 4, 3, 3, 3- Input OR-AND Gate 
4-wide 3, 3, 3, 3- Input OR-AND/OR-AND Invert Gate 
Dual D-Type Master-Slave Flip- Flop 
1 of 8 Demultiplexer/ Decoder (Low) 
1 of 8 Demultiplexer/Decoder (High) 
9 + 2- Input Parity Circuit 
Dual 1 of 4 Demultiplexer/Decoder (Low) 
Dual 1 of 4 Demultiplexer (High) 

SIGNETICS/DIGITAL 
811 E. Argues Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086 

Please rush us your technical booklet comparing Schottky and 
ECL 10,000 in detail. 

E; Send parts lists, pricing and data sheets on both lines. 

Name.. ---- -------
Titis   

Company 

Address 

City  Stale 

Telephone 

Signelics Corporation. a SuDfld sry of Corning Glass Works 
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The Allen-Bradley 
cermet corps: 
versatile standard packages 
containing R/C circuitry 
designed to your needs. 

The need: compact R/C net-
works in DIP's for terminator 
applications in new generation 

computer designs. To meet the 
circuit board space crunch, 

Allen-Bradley combines resis-
tors and capacitors in a package 

compatible with automatic in-
sertion equipment. These cer-
met networks save space and 
attachment costs. Packaged in 
dual in- line molded packs that 
lock out the environment and 

IISActual Sae . 

match your IC's. Lead frames 
with built-in stand-offs are weld-
able or solderable. Volume pro-
duction available. 

SELECTED SPECIFICATIONS 

TOLERANCES Absolute to ± .5% 

TRACKING Excellent 

RESISTANCE 
RANGE 

10 ohms to 10 megs, 
standard; 1 ohm to 
100 megs, special 

CAPACITANCE To 60,000 pF per cm' 
RANGE 

TCR As low as ±-100 ppm/°C 

CALIBRATION Abrasive or laser 

LEAD SPACING 100 mil standard 

Investigate the advantages of 
Allen-Bradley cermet R/C net-

works. For information write: 
Marketing Department, Elec-
tronics Division, Allen-Bradley 
Co., 1201 South Second Street, 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53204. 
Export office: 1293 Broad St., 
Bloomfield, N. J. 07003 U.S.A. 
In Canada: Allen-Bradley Cana-
da Ltd., 135 Dundas Street, 
Galt, Ontario. 

NEW DIMENSION ELECTRONICS 

ALLE N - BRADLEY 
EC71-4 Allen-Bradley 1971 

Circle 80 on reader service card 
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çie9 EAST EUROPE 
A country-by-country assessment of electronic technology 

and its impact on prospects for expanding trade with the West 
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Soviet Union 

Nixon is expected to open the gate to fast-growing 

electronics market, but the path to sales is thorny 

0 One of President Richard M. Nixon's trump cards for 
easing tensions with the East bloc of nations is a sweep-
ing liberalization of the embargo list of strategic mate-
rials. The list has long throttled trade by Western com-
panies in high-technology products with the Soviet 
Union and its six East European partners in the War-
saw Pact. So there's no doubt that easing up on the em-
bargo will make the going easier for electronics hard-
ware sales teams plying the Socialist bloc. 

But there's no chance they'll be overwhelmed by new 
business. The embargo ranks only second among the 
obstacles. "Money is the biggest problem in selling to 
the Socialist bloc. East Europeans just don't have 
enough of the hard currency demanded by Western 
manufacturers," says Ralph R. Stafford, who's in charge 
of IBM World Trade Corp. activities in the area. 

Stafford's statement, or something like it, pops up in-
variably in conversations about East Europe with 
knowledgeable marketers. So does the embargo, and so 
do a trio of other major obstacles. The East-West politi-
cal climate is always a factor, of course. Then "There's a 
natural reluctance in the East bloc to have to depend on 
the West for technology," points out Ralph Land, an 
executive at International Computers Ltd. headquarters 
in London. Or, as a seasoned Western diplomat in Mos-
cow puts it, "The most important concept to Soviet 
planners is self-reliance, a deeply rooted feeling of 
wanting to do it all by themselves." Finally, there's the 
red tape involved in closing sales. With a dozen or so 
government agencies sometimes involved in the buying 
country, and both export licenses and NATO approval 
needed before delivery, it takes from six months to two 
years to work out contract details. 
With all these drawbacks, then, East Europe does not 

yet rate as a major market for Western electronics hard-
ware producers. Over-all figures for electronics sales to 
the seven-country Comecon bloc simply don't exist. 
(Comecon stands for the Council for Mutual Economic 
Assistance of the Warsaw Pact nations—the Soviet 
Union, Poland, East Germany, Czechoslovakia, Hun-
gary, Rumania and Bulgaria.) 

The growing East Europe market 

The best available figure for American-made hard-
ware sold to the bloc comes from sources at the U. S. 
Department of Commerce, and this is far from precise. 
The nearest categorization available is for "electrical 
machinery and apparatus" shipped to the Comecon na-
tions plus Albania. These exports jumped from 
$7,925,000 in 1970 to $9,255,000 for only the first nine 
months of 1971. Commerce says this category covers 

Symbols. On previous page, Bulgarian Communist party initials are 

enfolded in perforated tape on sign in Sofia's Mausoleum Square. 

telecommunications equipment, measuring and control-
ling instruments, accelerators, and machinery "not else-
where categorized." 
From Britain, exports totaled about $20 million, and 

from France roughly $ 10 million. The Germans 
checked in with $55 million in sales—mostly communi-
cations and measuring equipment. Japan's exports to 
the bloc were worth about $ 16 million. Payments for 
knowhow and licenses add to all this, but so far, many 
companies have found the available business in East 
Europe hardly worth the effort it takes to sell there. 

What's the potential? 

However, there's so much potential in the seven-
nation area with its population of some 350 million and 
its fast-industrializing economies that few big com-
panies dare ignore it. Siemens AG, largest among West 
Germany's export-conscious electrical/electronics pro-
ducers, logs only between 3% and 4% of its export sales 
in East Europe. "Despite this relatively small share, the 
East is interesting, and we want to keep in touch with 
those countries," says Helmut Hoffman, coordinating 
manager for sales to the bloc. Eugene Van Dyck, vice 
president for the region at ITT Europe, thinks there 
could be an explosion in sales of communications 
equipment in three years or so "if things keep going as 
they have during the past three." 

Other sales executives would find Van Dyck's assess-
ment overoptimistic. An AEG-Telefunken spokesman 
cautions that Eastern markets will remain small in the 
near term, despite the current upward trend. But near-
term or long-term, everyone agrees that there are plenty 
of ifs involved in East-bloc business. Accurate assess-
ments of upcoming markets elude even old hands. Says 
Dennis Skinner, who has helped propel ICL to the top 
spot among Western producers in computer sales to the 
Soviets with 20 systems worth $31 million over the past 
four years, "The object here is satisfying Soviet needs 
competitively. But we can only guess, estimate, and in-
tuitively feel those needs as best we can." 

Skinner directs a staff of 30 Britons and 14 Russians 
based in Moscow, an operation that dwarfs other on-
the-scene operations. From his small suite of offices in 
the Leningradskaya Hotel, Siemens' man in Moscow, 
Sigmund Hamann, sizes up chances for getting mean-
ingful market data somewhere between "extremely dif-
ficult and hopeless." 

There's no question, though, that computers and 
communications equipment are the most promising sec-
tors. Spectacular orders keep popping up, and more will 
follow if Nixon opens significant channels for trade in 
electronics hardware. IBM, for one, has just won clear-
ance for the sale of a model 360/50 first displayed at the 
Leningrad computer show last fall. 
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Honeywell-Bull last month confirmed a $5-million or-
der from the state bank for a pair of Honeywell 600s. 
Control Data Corp. seems poised to nail down a near-
$2 million order for a CDC 6200 system intended for the 
nuclear research institute at Dubna, near Moscow. 
There's apparently a lot more to come. The word 
around Moscow is that IBM stands a chance of getting 
the job of putting a data-processing system in the up-
coming $2-billion Kama River truck plant. 

irr apparently is also angling for a major communi-
cations project with the Russians. ITT affiliates in France 
have already scored in the USSR with a $ 1.2 million 
message-switching system for the Soviet airline Aeroflot 
and with hardware for the Moscow inquiry center of the 
Soviet telephone system. IBM and ITT are not alone, by 
any means, in their quests for big business in Russia. 
Nearly all the major U.S. and West European electron-
ics companies are probing for business. France's 
Thompson-csF, for example, has a near-$ 1 million con-
tract to equip a color-TV studio in Armenia. 
These deals apparently are merely a few grains 

spilled from a huge bowl of caviar that the Soviets will 
ladle out to East bloc producers of communications and 
radio-TV broadcasting gear. These two sectors have 
been put down for priority attention by Soviet planners. 
The 1971-75 plan includes, among other things, a 90% 
increase in trunkline channels through "development 
and better use of the cable and radio relay network," a 
gain of 50% in rural and small-town telephone stations, 
and expansion of the radio-Tv network with at least two 
TV channels available for major Soviet cities. 
As far as the Soviets and their partners are con-

cerned, buying computers, communications and other 
sophisticated electronics hardware from the West is a 
stopgap. Their long-range goal is self-sufficiency-
across the board. And their production targets for EDP 
are staggering—if not completely beyond reach. 

Russia: leading the bloc 

Russia, of course, dominates the bloc. And the Rus-
sians have big plans for their economy. By 1975, they 
say, the national income will have increased by 37% to 
40% higher than the 1970 level. The climb in industrial 
output is pegged from 1970's 373 billion rubles to be-
tween 528 billion and 540 billion rubles ($655 billion at 
the official rate of 1.22 rubles to $ 1). To keep tabs on 
this growth, the idea is to get more than 4,000 computer 
centers in operation throughout the USSR, presumably 
backed up by an extensive data-processing network. If, 
as they hope, they do it all themselves, the Soviets will 
be producing between 12,000 and 15,000 third-gener-
ation computers yearly by 1975. The figures come from 
pronouncements by Mikhail Rokhovsky, deputy chair-
man of Gosplan, the USSR's national planning organiza-
tion. It's impossible, of course, to get a precise fix on 
Russian computer output. But many Western observers 
are skeptical and even the Communist Party newspaper 
Pravda early this year took the country's computer men 
to task for falling behind. 

In "management" computers there are high hopes for 
the "FtJAD" [pronounced ree-yaad] project that the So-
viets have set up with their Comecon partners—Ru-
mania excepted. The project aims at a compatible line 

of data-processing machines, ranging from mini-
computers upward to a machine comparable to IBM's 
360/60. East Germany and Hungary are geared up to 
produce the 2010 minicomputer. The USSR, Bulgaria, 
and Czechoslovakia have 2020 machines either in pro-
duction or close to it. 

Further down the pipeline are the larger machines. 
They include the 2030 class that will be built in the 
USSR, Czechoslovakia, and Poland, and the 2040, as-
signed to East Germany. All have transistor-transistor 
logic. Then there are the 2050 and 2060 large machines, 
based on emitter-coupled logic that the Russians appar-
ently feel only they among the Comecon countries can 
build. The last two digits in all these designations, from 
2020 on up, correspond to the IBM 360 equivalents. 
Turning out computers on a large scale, in fact, seems 

a troublesome problem for the Russians. But they and 
their partners aren't about to buy anything but the lat-
est machines, even though their own computers fall 
mainly somewhere between the second and third gener-
ations of Western producers. 

It's a matter of prestige, rather than performance. 
And prestige pops up in communications-hardware 
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Large-scale calculation. Scientists at the USSR's Tbilisi Applied 

Mathematics Institute make calculations on BESM-6 computer. 

deals as well. East European countries buy licenses and 
knowhow, rather than hardware outright, whenever 
possible. Lately, they've been trending toward joint-
research arrangements, reports ITT's Van Dyck. He says 
ITT is looking at some deals that will involve a reverse 
flow of technology from East to West. "I can imagine a 
situation," he says, "where an East European country 
might develop a handset, and we might put it into pro-
duction." The East European work would become a 
partial payment for knowhow supplied from the West. 
A posture of prestige in electronics, coupled with an 

acute shortage of hard currency to pay for imports, pre-
cludes any meaningful business in consumer electronics 
for outsiders. Although waiting lines form daily in the 
Moscow shops that sell portable radios and hi-fi equip-
ment, the USSR and its partners feel they can take care 
of themselves. Last year, the USSR produced a record 
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5.8 million television sets and 8.8 million radios and 
record players. Throughout the Socialist bloc, "made-
in-cccP" portables abound in appliance stores. 
As for components, Russia isn't as good a market as 

the smaller countries in the bloc, says Noel Shepherd, 
export sales manager for in Components Group Eu-
rope. That's because the Soviets produce nearly every-
thing they need except advanced semiconductor prod-
ucts, which are on the embargo list. Indeed, if the 
Soviets believe the message they put forth on one of 
their two stands at the Paris Components Show last 
month, they think they're the biggest producers of elec-
tronics equipment and components in the world. 
The smaller countries generally can do the job for 

consumer-electronics components, but often have to 

turn to suppliers outside the bloc for advanced items 
such as crystals, power tubes, special ferrites, and spe-
cialized semiconductors. 
As Shepherd sees it, demand from East Europe gen-

erally falls into two categories. First, there's a fairly 
steady market for items where there's little or no tech-
nology—high-frequency power tubes, for example. The 
second category consists of "opportunity" markets for 
products that East Europeans can make, but not in suf-
ficient volume to satisfy demand. These markets last 
only two or three years. 
Components companies have all the difficulties of 

equipment suppliers, plus one. The parts people do best 
when they can get their hardware designed into equip-
ment. But in the bloc, sales are made through foreign-
trade organizations, and component suppliers generally 
get in to see end-users only when there's a serious prob-
lem with a product that's been bought. 

East Germany 

Electronics output is scheduled to double by 1975, 

despite technological weaknesses in IC production 

DOn East Berlin's Alexanderplatz, not far from the 
famed Brandenburg Gate, stands the "Haus der Elek-
troindustrie." The striking red-paneled structure is one 
of the decision-making centers for East Germany's elec-
trical/electronics industries, and it somehow symbolizes 
their vitality. 

Official figures and some seat-of-the-pants forecasting 
for the year ahead show the industries' rapid growth. 
Since 1960, production of electrical/electronic equip-
ment has nearly tripled—in 1970 reaching 13.6 billion 
marks ($4.35 billion at the official rate, which puts East 
German marks at par with West German Deutsch 
Marks). Electronics alone, which has enjoyed an even 
more spectacular rise, has shot up to about 5.75 billion 
marks ($ 1.8 billion) and is expected to climb this year to 
around 7 billion marks ($2.18 billion)—not bad for a 
country half the size of Kansas with 17 million people. 
This performance, Western experts say, clearly makes 
East Germany the second largest electronics producer 
in the East European bloc. 
Although over-all growth of the East German econ-

omy will slow down a bit, the 1971-1975 economic plan 
calls for the output of the electrical/electronics industry 
during the five years to rise by 107% to 120%. Some sec-
tors are slated for even more. The electronic compo-
nents area, for example, is targeted for an increase of 
around 200% by 1975. For automation equipment, the 
goal is a gain of 54% to 61%: for communications and 
medical electronics combined, it's roughly 50%; and for 
consumer electronic products, from 43% to 45%. 

In a planned economy, growth like that doesn't come 
by accident. Rather, it's triggered largely by necessity. 
Conscious of what electronics and automation can do to 
spur productivity and keep industrialization on the up-
swing, central planners are giving them top priority. 

Still another reason for pushing electronics and auto-
mation is that they're the main pillars supporting East 
Germany's export business. And exports are vital for 
the country—lacking, as it does, important mineral re-
sources. Of total production of communications equip-
ment, about one-half has gone abroad in recent years. 
For many other electronic products, the export share is 
even higher. Most of what's shipped abroad goes to 
other Socialist countries—the bear's share to the Soviet 
Union. 
The industry's large export volume suggests that East 

German electronics technology is well advanced, at 
least by Soviet-bloc standards. "There, most East Ger-
man electronic products rate second to none," says one 
sales manager for the area at West Germany's Siemens 
AG. With many products, the East German electronics 
industry can even compete on Western markets. Elec-
tronic-optical gear from VEB Carl Zeiss is one example. 
Equipment from this Jena-based enterprise has found 
its way into many laboratories and institutes in the 
West—even in North America. (The "VEB" in the com-
pany's name are the initial letters of the German words 
for "people-owned enterprise-.) The Siemens man gives 
especially high marks to East German communications 
equipment. Increasingly, it is turning up in developing 
countries, as well as in some places in Western Europe. 

Attesting also to the industry's expertise, East Ger-
man electronics gear has been used in the Soviet-made 
satellites of the Interkosmos series. For Interkosmos-1, 
for example, East German engineers developed a con-
tinuously operating transmitter for data communi-
cations and a Lyman-Alpha photometer for scientific 
investigations in the ionosphere. Three subsequent In-
terkosmos satellites also carried East German-made 
equipment. Developed at the Heinrich Hertz Institute 
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in East Berlin, the equipment was fitted with compo-
nents from VEB Werk für Fernsehelektronik, also in 
East Berlin. 
However, the industry has a soft underbelly. One 

weak spot is mass-production techniques for integrated 
circuits. Although East German components people 
stoutly maintain that the problems that initially plagued 
device production have now been overcome, short-
comings apparently still exist, even though they may 
not be as acute as they used to be. As one East bloc ex-
pert at West Germany's Intermetall, an ITT subsidiary, 
expresses it, the main problem has been that the indus-
try was trying to come up with too large a spectrum of 
semiconductors "without really getting a good grip on 
volume production techniques for any one device." As a 
result, he says, equipment makers have heavily relied 
on foreign tcs, supplied mainly by Czechoslovakia's 
Tesla conglomerate. 

In plastic devices, however, the Intermetall expert 
says that East Germany has already become self-suf-
ficient. And in the metal-oxide semiconductor area, it is 
starting to develop its own capability. Because of this— 
and of other cases of Eastern self-sufficiency in certain 
component categories—Western European companies 
are now clamoring for a revision of embargo lists so that 
they can enter Eastern markets while they still have a 
leg up in technology. In some special component sec-
tors, the East Germans are hard on the heels of their 
Western counterparts. East German engineers, for ex-
ample, have readied liquid-crystal displays for desk cal-
culators, measuring equipment, and similar gear. The 
displays, shown operating at the Leipzig Fair this 
spring, are now being offered as samples to prospective 
customers, according to East German components 
people [Electronics, International Newsletter, March 
27]. The displays come from VEB Werk rtir Fernsehe-
lektronik in Berlin: they are IC-compatible and con-
sume less than 100 microwatts per digit. 

Looking at East Germany's over-all components ac-
tivities quantitatively, 1970 output reached about 900 
million marks ($282 million), 14.7% higher than in the 
previous year. The rate of growth of semiconductors, 
though, has been less dramatic—around 10.7%—prob-
ably because of the problems of getting into mass pro-
duction. Industry officials are confident, however, that 
semiconductors will pull ahead of over-all components 
growth, which is pegged at up to 15% annually for the 
next few years. For special devices, growth rates of up 
to 40% are expected. 

Clearly the heavyweights of East Germany's electron-
ics are its communications hardware makers. In 1970, 
the latest year for which official figures are available, 
their output was more than 1.6 billion marks ($500 mil-
lion). This year the figure is likely to read about 2 bil-
lion marks ($620 million). 

There's strong demand at home, where the govern-
ment plans to expand telecommunication services by 
35% to 40% by 1975. But it's mainly from foreign coun-
tries—notably from those in other East-European coun-
tries—that the communications makers expect to get the 
bulk of their business. Some industry experts peg the 
export share already at 60%, a figure that's likely to go 
up. 

With such export markets, the communications pro-
ducers can expect to remain among the world's biggest 
suppliers of communications equipment to foreign mar-
kets. Over the last five years, the industry has sold to 15 
countries carrier-frequency equipment for a total of 
100,000 transmission channels. Thus far, it has deliv-
ered and set up in foreign lands more than 120,000 
miles of microwave links. And in the teletypewriter 
equipment field, officials claim, the country has become 
Europe's largest exporter. 
The 30,000-man communications sector carries out 

production in 15 enterprises scattered primarily over the 
southern part of the country, with Leipzig the chief 
manufacturing center for transmission equipment. The 
sector, technically supported by the "Institut für Nach-
richtentechnik" (Institute for Communications Engi-
neering) in East Berlin also handles measuring and test 
instruments, as well as certain medical electronics gear. 
East German production of such gear, including X-ray 
equipment, reached 96 million marks ($30 million) in 
1970-11% more than the year before. 

If communications is the mainstay of East Germany's 
electronics industry, it is also the most advanced techni-
cally, Western observers say. The most prominent ex-
ample is the development several years ago of East Eu-
rope's first semielectronic telephone switching center. 
East German engineers managed the seven-nation proj-
ect. Another example is a receiving system for weather 
and cloud-distribution pictures taken by Soviet mete-
orological satellites of the Kosmos series. Unlike con-
ventional systems, the East Germans' WES-2 equip-
ment can do without complex helical antennas. Instead, 
it uses two linearly polarized antennas in a cross-
dipole arrangement, a configuration which makes the 
system suitable for ships. Still other examples of prow-
ess in communications are pulse-code-modulated trans-
mission systems for short-haul telephone traffic, and 
wideband microwave links with maximum capacity of 

Videotape. For the communications sector, mainstay of East Ger-

many's electronic industry, magnetic tape video storage unit OR 

302, for studio use, was made by PGH Elektroakustik, Leipzig 
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1,800 telephone channels that operate in the 4- and 11-
gigahertz ranges. 
The knowhow in communications isn't yet matched 

in computers, where designers don't have as long an 
R&D tradition to fall back on. As a computer builder, 
East Germany for a long time did not have much to 
show for its efforts. The second-generation Robotron 
300, for example, wasn't ready for delivery until a year 
after its scheduled debut. Since, it has become the coun-
try's workhorse machine, with 300 to 350 of them in op-
eration now. The domestic demand for the R 300 has 
been so great that exports weren't considered. 
Determined to make up for lost ground, the industry 

has of late been showing more muscle in computer de-
sign. Evidence of this is the introduction this year of 
East Germany's first third-generation machines. With 
them, the computer industry has marched into a front-
line position in the Eastern bloc. 
And the East Germans plan to hold their place in 

line. Within the next five years, output of computer 
hardware is scheduled to triple. To cope, the industry is 
feverishly putting up new plants, expanding its training 
facilities and pushing educational programs on TV to 
lure personnel. Of the 300,000 participants in this edu-
cational scheme, about 40,000 are said to have received 
their diplomas so far. 

East Germany's computer activities center around 
Dresden, where the technical university makes that city 
the mecca of the country's aspiring electronic engineers. 
Four manufacturing facilities, combined into the 
20,000-man VEB Kombinat Robotron, are now respon-
sible for East Germany's computer-building activities. 
The quartet work in close cooperation with VEB Carl 
Zeiss, the optical equipment producer, which supplies 
peripherals for the industry. 

But cooperation also extends beyond the borders—in-
tra-bloc borders, to be sure. East Germany is a partner 
in the RJAD project, an approach to assure compatibility 
of all computers built in Comecon countries. For ex-

ample, the Robotron R 21, a third-generation computer 
for jobs in economic planning, documentation, and 
R&D, uses peripherals from the Soviet Union and Po-
land. The R 21's central processing unit has a 64-ki-
lobyte ferrite core memory with cycle and access times 
of 875 and 520 nanoseconds, respectively. The micro-
programed machine handles 143 instructions and can 
be used with exchangeable disk stores for direct data ac-
cess. There are two other East German third-generation 
machines: the PRS 4000 for process-control appli-
cations in industry, and the KRS 4200, a small process 
controller that can function either as an independent 
machine or as part of a computer hierarchy. 
No newcomers to foreign markets are East Ger-

many's producers of small office equipment and termi-
nals. A large export volume, increasing annually by 15% 
to 20%, is typical for them. Again, the Soviet Union is 
the prime customer and will continue to be for quite 
some time. The guarantee is a deal made last year 
whereby 150 million rubles worth of equipment will go 
to the Soviet Union between 1971 and 1975. 

Despite big efforts in the industrial-commercial field, 
East Germany's electronics industries haven't let con-
sumer electronics slide. The consumer sector, which has 
grown by leaps and bounds, now accounts for some 
$470 million worth of business, according to West Ger-
man sources. East German industry people, however, 
will maintain that this figure is twice as high. 
Be that as it may, East Germany's 16,000-man con-

sumer electronics sector is hopping and can expect con-
tinued expansion in the future. The five-year plan in-
sures it: This year, the output of table radio receivers 
will increase by 14.5%. For black-and-white TV sets, 
production will increase 40% annually through 1975. By 
that year, TV set density will be 75% to 80%, compared 
with 69.1% in 1970. 
As for color sets, there are now about 15,000 in use 

after some 30 months of color broadcasting. A more 
rapid growth rate is counted on as color coverage goes 
beyond large cities like Berlin, Leipzig, and Dresden, to 
include the less-populated western and southwestern 
districts of the country. From 12 to 14 hours of color 

East German support. Chief of state Erich Honecker and Politburo members approve display of nation's EDP equipment at the Leipzig Fair. 
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programs are now broadcast weekly. East Germany 
uses the French Secam transmission system, as does the 
Soviet Union. 
At present, East German consumers can choose from 

three color models: two Russian-made sets—the partly 
transistorized Raduga and Rubin models—and East 
Germany's RFT Color 20, which is said to be fully tran-
sistorized. The latter sells for around $940—somewhat 
more than the Russian imports. The RFT Color 20, for 
domestic consumption only, uses a picture tube from 
the Soviet Union. 

In the black-and-white realm, 16 different models 
made at VEB Fernsehgerâtewerk Stassfurt are now 
being offered—among them, five models are also ex-
ported. One set from Stassfurt's production lines is the 
new Luxomat 110, a set with which the industry has in-
troduced a new receiver generation in East Germany. 
The partly transistorized set boasts a 24-inch, 110- tube 
and a linear integrated circuit. But the Ic, designated 
ZTK 33, comes from Czechoslovakia's Tesla. This 1c is 
essentially an Intermetall TAA550 circuit, a relatively 
simple device. 

Czechoslovakia 

Supercharged growth in microelectronics and 

computers paces ambitious industrial expansion plan 

DA decade of forced-draft advance lies ahead for 
Czechoslovakia's electronic industries—if the plans now 
on paper metamorphose into hardware and software. 

Like the other Comecon countries, Czechoslovakia 
has a 1971-1975 plan for economic development, and it 
gives top priority to development of electric power and 
electronics. Czech planners foresee these two sectors as 
the twin bases for expanding other industrial sectors. 
Thus, the plan exhorts the men who manage the state-
owned components industry to quintuple output of 
semiconductors and microelectronic components by 
1975. Over the same period, computer production is 
scheduled to be tripled, and numerically controlled ma-
chine capacity is slated to rise by 50%. 

In the longer-range 10-year plan, microelectronics is 
programed to register a 26-fold increase by 1980. For 
automation, the multiplier in the decade is 15.5; for 
conventional components, 3.6; for radio communi-
cations and television transmission, 5; for instruments, 
about the same; for air-traffic control and signalling, 
3.5. These spurts, Czech planners hope, will boost the 
country—a late starter in electronics—to the level of its 
neighbors. The total share of electronics hardware in 
Czechoslovakia's engineering industries amounts to 
6.3%—about half that of Poland. 
The burden of catching up with the neighbors falls 

mainly on three state holding companies, Tesla, ZPA 
(for the Czech expression meaning "Instrumentation 
and Automation Enterprises), and Zbrojovka. 
By far the largest and oldest of these conglomerates is 

Prague-based Tesla, which does some 10 billion crowns 
of business yearly ($ 1.5 billion at the official rate of 6.60 
crowns per $ 1). Tesla controls 28 autonomous "national 
enterprises" with some 50 factories and six research in-
stitutes throughout the country, together with a man-
agement engineering firm, a computer and data service 
center, and its own separate sales company with a na-
tional chain of 40 retail outlets. Of Tesla's 82,000 em-
ployees, 12,000 are in R&D, say its managers. 

ZPA, also based in Prague, controls a dozen factories 
in its field, plus two in-house research organizations, a 
sales company, and the country's three main servicing 
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Czech TV. Test color telecasts are to begin this yeat from tower 

(above) equipped by Tesla and already operating atop Mt. Jested. 

Inside, transmitter controls (below) are in electronically neutral zone. 
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and systems setups for electronic equipment: Aritma, 
Kanceláiské Stroje (office machines) and Datasystem in 
Bratislava. 
Zbrojovka (the name originally meant "arms fac-

tory," andlit is the birthplace of the historic Bren gun) is 
a Brno-based trust only peripherally inyolved in elec-
tronics, ft is the sole Czech manufacturer of computer 
peripheral equipment. , 

All exports of electronic goods are handled for Tesla, 
,Zi'A and Zbrojovka by a . single foreign-trade corpora-
tion, KOVO, which also takes care of imports. 
Czech computer people have their work cut out for 

them during the current plan. Not only do they have to 
triple production, they have to integrate one of the 
weirdest' mixes of computers anywhere. When the 
Czechs counted computer hardware at the end of 1970, 
they found they had 333 computer installations and no 
less than 49 makes of hardware. 

Frantisek Michel, who heads a parliamentary com-
mittee for electronics, attributes the mix to a late 1960s 
computerization binge. The spree ended in early 1970, 
when officials at the Ministry of Technology announced 
that they intended to rely primarily on the RJAD pro-
gram—the joint computer-compatibility venture of all 
the Comebon countries except Rumania. In the official 
words, " By the end of the five-year plan, except for cer-
tain'special-purpose equipment, this joint output should 
cover 100% of our needs. The biggest problem will be 
for firms that now have computers from capitalist coun-
tries to switch over to the Comecon system; reprogram-
ing is not a simple matter." 

In Comecon's scheme of things for developing the 
RJAD series, Czechoslovakia has been assigned the role 
of general contractor for peripheral's. It is also respon-
sible for producing two iniddle-range central computer 

Starter from the West. The Czectis, who put this CDC-3300 in the 

Federal Bureau of Statistics in 1970, plan to build own computers. 

Czech components. Operator controls thermocompression con-

tacting of C logic in Tesla's Roznoy microelectronics factory. 

units, the ZPA 6000/20 and ZPA 6000/30. The first two 
of these third-generation computers will be delivered 
this year. Series production of the 20 is scheduled to 
start by the beginning of 1973, with its larger counter-
part to follow a year later. The machines are built 
around Czech-made transistor-transistor logic. 
To meet needs at the lower end of the spectrum until 

1975, when Comecon's series should be fully available. 
Aritma has just built and installed its first A-1010. This 
is a small decimal computer costing about 8 million 
crowns .(S1.2 million). Meanwhile, Tesla has been up-
dating its T-200, which is basically the French Bull/GE 
140/145, for which Tesla acquired a license in 1968. 
This is a medium-capacity digital computer of unit con-
struction with five tape drives, one printer, and two card 
readers. Starting this year, the T-200 will be equipped 
with an off-line magnetic disk memory. 

All told, Czech planners have earmarked 1 billion 
crowns (nominally $ 150 million) for the country's com-
puter buildup during the current five-year plan. This 
covers manufacture of 120 second-generation models 
(mostly Aritma 1010s and Tesla 200s) plus 160 third-
generation ZPA 6000/20s and 30s. The rest will be im-
ported from the USSR, except for "certain types" from 
the West. Production figures will be boosted by ex-
ports—mostly peripherals—to the USSR. 

In communications, too, Czechoslovakia and the 
USSR have long-range development projects and deliv-
ery programs. Direct subscriber dialing to Moscow was 
introduced last year, as well as to Berlin and Warsaw. 
Inside the country, most major cities and towns can now 
be dialed direct. Tesla's Strágnice plant this year began 
production of carrier equipment ( type KNK-12) which 
has double the message capacity of installed equipment. 
Rudolf Richter, general manager of Tesla's factory in 

the Slovak town of LiptovskST Hradok, announced late 
last year that by 1975 his plant would be turning out 
semielectronic exchanges. This changeover from elec-
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tromechanical hardware, he emphasized, could be ac-
complished only through large-scale cooperation among 
the Comecon countries. "To speed up the development 
of this new technology," he added, "our enterprise plans 
to avail itself of the possibility to procure foreign know-
how under license agreements—especially for the crucial 
gating components." Tesla already has licenses from ITT 
for exchange equipment. 
When it comes to consumer products, the Czechs 

have some of the problems of their capitalist counter-
parts in Western Europe. The radio market is super-
saturated, and last year production sagged to 384,500 
sets-32,000 below the 1970 figure. There are some 3.2 
million TV sets in service for a population of 15 million, 
and that's enough to cause a TV sales slump. A second 
network is spurring sales of tuner-converters; but there 

appears to be little hope for a brisk market until color 
comes. 

Early this year KOVO signed a 4-million-ruble con-
tract with the Soviet Union for color transmission 
equipment, promised before 1975. And Tesla's Orava 
plant is now tooling up to produce color receivers using 
23-inch Soviet picture tubes. Tesla expects to turn out 
some 2,000 to 3,000 of these during the year. The sets 
can pick up both Secam and PAL colorcasts. 

There's static to be picked up, too. Some has come 
from Josef Kempny, a member of the Communist 
Party's Central Committee and therefore, a top political 
leader. He's on record as being against funneling elec-
tronic components into TV sets—a glut on the market— 
when there's a crying need for them in machine-tool 
control equipment and computers. 

Bulgaria 

Vost of the economy is to be computer-controlled 

by 1975 as EDP and electronics production triples 

C It's poorly lighted, but nonetheless, the central corri-
dor of the executive floor in the headquarters building 
of Bulgaria's largest electronics conglomerate has been 
fitted out as a photograph gallery of sorts. Along one 
wall is what Westerners half-expect to find in a land 
where all business is controlled by the state—a row of 
portraits of the men and women who make up the cen-
tral committee of the ruling Communist Party. The 
other wall, though, holds a surprise for anyone who 
thinks of the country as mainly a collection of old-world 
villages. 
The portraits look onto a lineup of photos of Bulga-

rian-made electronic hardware that ranges from pocket 
radios to riverboat radars. And nestled among these 
photos is a chart that brings considerable satisfaction to 
the people who sat for the portraits. The chart shows 
some of the main goals for electronic hardware produc-
tion during the current five-year plan—Bulgaria's sixth— 
which runs through 1975. During the half-decade, the 
Bulgarians figure they'll at least triple their output of 
electronic and data-processing hardware. 

Like the Russians, whose lead they follow closely, the 
Bulgarians keep secret the global target for electronics 
output, but the specific goals on the chart give an ink-
ling of the job state planners expect from Resprom, the 
organization that groups the state-owned consumer 
electronics, telecommunications, and medical equip-
ment enterprises in Bulgaria. Output of telephone head-
sets is scheduled to shoot from 1970's 380,000 units to 
550,000 units by 1975. The rise in Tv-set production 
over the same period is pegged from 193,000 units to 
240,000; for radios, it is 160,000 to 200,000. 

Peter Ovtscharov, Resprom's general director, insists 
his group will achieve its goals. The same confidence 
reigns at IZOT, the producing union for calculators and 
computers. Michni Michnev, deputy director of IZOT, 
says his group will triple its output during the sixth 

plan. Between them, Resprom and IZOT account for 
practically all of the electronics equipment production 
in Bulgaria, and both topped their fifth-plan goals. A 
third producing union, Electronum Elementi, handles 
components. 

Overall, Bulgarian planners have pegged a sixth-plan 
rise of 47% to 50% in national income over the 1970 fig-
ure of 10 billion leva ($9.4 billion at the official ex-

Confidence. Michni Michnev, IZOT deputy, insists that Bulgaria can 

produce most of computers needed to control economy by 1975. 
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change rate of 1.08 leva per dollar). This rise won't lift 
Bulgarians to the levels of affluence that West Europe-
ans enjoy, but it will continue to narrow the gap. 
The country's planners are counting heavily on com-

puters to help them reach their goals. After culling re-
ports in the Bulgarian state-controlled press, one West-
ern diplomat figures that some 70% of the country's 
economy is slated to be under computer control by 
1975. "There'll be 16 major national systems," he says, 
"and about 400 installations all-told, including smaller 
systems." The investment, predicts this diplomat, will 
run some 500 million leva ($450 million) during the 
sixth plan. 

izoT's Michnev won't trot out precise figures about 
the country's data-processing plans, but he makes it 
clear that Bulgaria is thinking big for a country of 8.5 
million people. He says Bulgaria will be fairly well 
served by regional computer centers by 1975. The major 
producing unions—which generally group between 30 
and 50 factories—will each have systems, and there'll be 
national systems for keeping tabs on materials, on in-
vestments, on labor, and on the over-all progress of the 
economy. Four hundred terminals would be a min-
imum, Michnev says. To man all these systems, IZOT 
has launched a massive training campaign that's in-
tended to turn out 18,000 to 20,000 computer-center 
personnel by 1975 or shortly thereafter. 

Ambitious as the plans are, they won't turn Bulgaria 
into a burgeoning market for Western computer 
makers. Michnev insists Bulgaria can satisfy most of her 
own needs for computers. So far, that's not been the 

Tough target. Peter Ovtscharov, head of Bulgaria's Resprom, is 

charged with doubling output of the radio-electronics union by 1975. 

case. A computer head-count made last fall by a West-
ern diplomat turned up some 40 installations. Only 10 
used Bulgarian machines, ZIT- 151s (roughly equivalent 
to IBM 360/30s) made under a license from Fujitsu Ltd. 
Outnumbering the domestic computers were a dozen 
Russian Minsk 22s, nine isms, five Fujitsu Facoms, and 
three ICLS. 

But this year, IZOT will phase out the ZIT- 151 and 
put the EC 1020 into production. This is one of the 
RJAD series of third-generation machines that the War-
saw-pact countries are building jointly. The EC 1020 ac-
tually is a stripped version of the EC 2020 that the Rus-
sians are producing. IZOT plans to make fewer than 100 
this year, but after 1972, its sights are set on "several 
hundred" yearly. 

Counting on calculators 

Even that number of computers wouldn't be enough 
to keep IZOT busy. The union groups 32 enterprises and 
five research institutes, employing a total of 23,000 
people. Another major line for IZOT is desk calculators. 
As Seraphim Popov, head of the Department of Electri-
cal Industry at the State Committee for Science, Techni-
cal Progress, and Higher Education, puts it, "The accent 
during the sixth plan is going to be on computers, and 
we'll specialize in small calculators." 
IZOT currently turns out some 50,000 desk calculators 

yearly and plans to triple that figure by 1975. At that 
time, Izor's Michnev says, there'll be a range running 
from eight-digit pocket calculators up to "almost-mini-
computers." About one-third of IzoT's desk calculators 
are earmarked for export. 
The first pocket versions—the ELKA 100 series—will 

go on the market next year if IzoT's plans pan out. The 
calculators will sell at $80 to $ 100, says Michnev. 
That price, of course, implies a one-chip metal-oxide 

semiconductor machine. Although the mainstay of the 
country's sole semiconductor plant at the moment is 
germanium transistors, the State Committee has put out 
the word to the components group to get ready to pro-
duce mos as soon as it has mastered silicon technology. 
France's Thomson-CSF, which still does considerable 
business in Bulgaria, supplied the germanium know-
how. But Popov says the silicon technology is coming 
from Russia. The under-$ 100 calculator could even turn 
up with a liquid-crystal readout. If they can't get their 
own ready in time, the Bulgarians expect to find a 
source in another Comecon country; East Germany is 
the most likely candidate. 
Another of IZOT'S specialties is high-speed printers for 

calculators and computer peripherals. The group has 
developed a "floating" printing technique that spews 
out numerics at a rate of six lines per second. The tech-
nique uses a fixed printing head that works with a mov-
ing pressure roller that shoves the printout paper 
against the head. The wheels on the printing head 
change positions for succeeding lines as the pressure 
roller moves back and forth. This is inherently faster 
than conventional line printers that have the printing 
head move against the paper after the type wheels have 
taken their new positions. 
As izoT's 23,000 workers toil to equip Bulgaria where 

it counts, another 24,000 people in the 30 factories and 
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four technical institutes of Resprom will be pressing to 
bolster Bulgaria in telecommunications, consumer elec-
tronics, and medical electronics. "We'll double our out-
put by 1975," says Peter Ovtscharov, Resprom's general 
director. Evidences of strong growth ahead abound at 
the organization's compound on the outskirts of Sofia. 
The most striking one is the concrete skeleton for a new 
20-story headquarters building. 
The upward bound in output will bring with it a 

change in Resprom's product mix, Ovtscharov points 
out. Right now, radio and television sets account for 
about half of the organization's output. Tele-
communications hardware comes next at about 30%, 
and medical equipment—albeit little of it electronic at 
the moment—covers the balance. During the sixth plan, 
telecommunications will become the kingpin category, 
moving up to 50%. There'll also be a surge in medical 
electronics. Resprom is now negotiating with France's 
Thomson-Medical-Telco toward a deal for cooperative 
production of patient-monitoring equipment. 
Resprom, of course, will update the technology of its 

product line between now and 1975. The group's tele-
phone equipment plant currently turns out between 
250,000 and 300,000 lines of exchange hardware yearly. 
The bulk of it uses crossbar switching, but Ovtscharov 
says the transition to a quasielectronic exchange has be-
gun under a license from West Germany's Siemens. An-
other newcomer this year to the telecommunications 
lineup will be multiplex equipment. Here Resprom's 
partner will be France's Compagnie Industrielle de 
Télécommunications (m), a subsidiary of the Com-
pagnie Générale d'Electricite (cGE). Resprom already 
has a strong position in telephone handsets, producing 

500,000 yearly, and telephone relays—six million a year. 
The relay plant, Ovtscharov maintains, is one of the 
most efficient anywhere. Another Bulgarian communi-
cations specialty is uhf mobile radios—Resprom turns 
out 50,000 a year. And it makes navigation radars for 
rivercraft and Loran gear for sea-going vessels. 
Changes are being wrought in consumer electronics, 

too. So far, TV sets use hybrids, but an all-solid-state 
portable is going into production. It will have an inte-
grated circuit in the intermediate-frequency stages, says 
Ovtscharov. Color TV is still years away for Bulgaria, 
which has only a single black-and-white network. But 
Resprom plans next year to begin pilot production of 
color sets for the Secam standard used in France and 
Eastern Europe. 

Except for some table models that have tubes in their 
final-output stages, all radios are transistorized. Some 
models, in fact, have IC's—monolithics imported from 
the USSR and Czechoslovakia, or home-made hybrids. 
There's a general shift from germanium transistors to 
more sophisticated silicon transistors, now that Bulgaria 
has started producing its own. 
Ovtscharov says that nearly 70% of the components 

that Resprom uses are Bulgarian. It's a mistake, though, 
to think that all its electronics foreign trade is inbound 
just because Bulgaria imports a substantial amount of 
the components it needs. A good 40% of the products 
that come off Resprom's production lines are exported— 
mainly to Comecon countries and developing countries 
in Africa and the Near East. For Western producers, 
then, what little market there is in Bulgaria will be de-
voted mainly to cooperative deals where there's an in-
flow of technology. El 

Hungary 

Computers are needed to control automation and 

huge expansion of nation's entire industrial base 

Any list of Hungarian specialties should have tele-
communications equipment and electroacoustics well 
near the top. And if the Hungarians do what they've set 
out to do in data processing, minicomputers will turn up 
on the list before the current five-year plan for the 
country's economic development is over. 
The fourth Hungarian plan, which runs through 

1975, plots an annual growth of some 6% for national 
income. To make that goal, industrial production in the 
state-controlled economy must increase one-third dur-
ing the five years. It can't be done simply by channeling 
more workers to the production lines: there's no surplus 
labor. What's more, the work week for factory hands is 
slated to shorten during the plan. That means growth is 
keyed to higher productivity—automated plants—and, 
in the words of the plan, "a considerable employment of 
data-processing." 

Considerable, too, is the spending in sight for com-
puters and allied equipment. There's no figure for com-
puter investments in the plan itself, but it's reasonably 

sure that at least 10 billion forints ($360 million at the 
official rate of 28 forints per dollar) has been earmarked 
for computers. That compares to a total of 196 to 197 
billion forints ($7.15 billion) destined for improvements 
in the industrial base, some of which obviously will go 
for automation equipment. There's good news, too, for 
telecommunications equipment makers in the plan. 
Seven billion forints (some $250 million) are tagged for 
improvements in Hungary's communications network. 
The big money is ticketed for the telephone network, 
but there's enough to start a color TV network. 
Although the amount set aside to improve tele-

communications during the 1971-1975 plan is nothing 
to sniff at, the domestic market is not where the coun-
try's five major producers of telecommunications hard-
ware expect to do their main business. With the aid of 
an organization called Budavox Telecommunication 
Foreign Trading Co. Ltd., the Hungarians export some 
75% of their output. Gyorgy Kolozs, director general of 
Budavox, says this boosts Hungary to the top among 

Mir 
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Comecon countries if they're ranked according to the 
ratio of exports to telecommunications production. 
Kolozs won't reveal Budavox's latest annual sales fig-
ures. They're at least $60 million, though, judging from 
the company's promotion brochures and Kolozs' claim 
of 8% to 10% in annual sales growth in recent years. The 
Soviet Union, naturally, provides the biggest market, 
and most of Hungary's customers are in the seven-
nation Comecon bloc. "Some 10% of our sales are out-
side the socialist countries," says Kolozs. 

Hungarian electronics manufacturers have a long na-
tional tradition in telecommunications going for them. 
"The idea of a telephone exchange was first proposed 
by a Hungarian engineer in 1893, only five years after 
Bell invented the telephone," points out Laslzo Hor-
vath, a member of Budavox' executive team. By 1924, 
he adds, the Beloiannisz Telecommunications Works 
(BHG) was building automatic exchanges under a li-
cense from the Bell Telephone Manufacturing Co. in 
Antwerp, a subsidiary of rrr. 
The Hungarians have since severed their ties with rrr 

and work mainly with L M Ericsson, the Swedish tele-
communications giant. It's wrong, though, to surmise 
that BHG does nothing but produce other people's de-
signs. The company's private switchboard (PABX equip-
ment is of domestic design and so is its quasi-
electronic crossbar exchange equipment. Then, too, a 
line of rural exchanges was developed jointly by the Re-
search Institute for Telecommunication (TKI) in Buda-
pest and a counterpart Russian institute. 
Telephone switching equipment, then, is important in 

Hungary. Exchange hardware, in fact, accounts for 35% 
of its export sales. Telephone carrier equipment checks 
in at 20%, and so does narrow-band uhf microwave 
gear. Broadband microwave adds another 15%, and the 
final 10% comes from vhf radio-telephone hardware. 
The Hungarians have worked their way in microwave 
up to 8 gigahertz in equipment using tubes. They began 
this year to produce all-solid-state microwave-link hard-
ware for operation at 4 GHz and 6 GHz. Finommecha-
nikai Vallalat and the Orion Radio and Television 
Works produce the microwave hardware. 

For all their success in exports of telecommunications 
equipment, the Hungarians figure to change their prod-
uct mix during the current five-year plan. "We're going 
to concentrate in the area where telecommunications, 
computers, automation, and miscellaneous equipment 
overlap," says Norbert Szolgay, drawing a four-circle 
figure to illustrate his point. 

Szolgay is vice-chairman of the Magyar Hiradástech-
nikai Egyesülés (MHE), an association that guides tele-
communications and professional electronics enter-
prises, including the five that Budavox represents for 
exports. MHE also has the telecommunications research 
facility TKI and a research institute for electronics com-
ponents and instruments under its wing. One of the 
MHE companies, Remix Manufacturing Co., produces 
passive components and hybrid microcircuits. Hun-
gary's semiconductor producer, though, is not a mem-
ber of MHE. The association groups 40,000 people. 

Exporter. Hungary intends to retain its lead in telecommunications 

exports, contends Gyorgy Kolozs, head of Budavox. 

The shift in the telecommunications group's product 
mix has been ordained because MHE is once again com-
mitted to doubling its output during the five-year plan. 
The group's combined output now is about $ 100 million 
annually, and at that level, logging a 100% increase will 
be much tougher than it was during previous plans. To 
pull it off again, Szolgay is sure, MHE must get into fast-
growth fields like data-transmission equipment and 
computer peripherals (computers themselves are out be-
cause their production is assigned to others). It's ob-
vious that mHE's own research and development people 
can't come up with a whole range of original peripher-
als in time to enable the group to meet its goals. So the 
association has taken a license from Ericsson for data-
transmission hardware. MHE also has licenses for items 
of communications hardware from France's Thomson-
CSF and Italy's Telettra SpA. "We're looking for wider 
contacts with Western companies," says Szolgay. 
As it shifts into fields with fast potential growth, MHE 

obviously isn't going to give short shrift to its traditional 
bread-and-butter lines. One that's doing especially well 
is electroacoustics—particularly high-quality public ad-
dress systems and audio broadcast-studio equipment. 
"We're perhaps bigger producers of electroacoustics 
than Telefunken, Philips, or Siemens," affirms Dénes 
Huszty, who heads up the 350-man research depart-
ment at Budapesti Elektroakusztikai Gyar. BEAG is the 
MHE factory for studio equipment, public address sys-
tems, and teaching equipment. 

Like the telecommunications producers, BEAG lives 
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off exports. About 65% of its output goes abroad. The 
Soviet Union is the ranking customer, but BEAG has 
sold monitoring loudspeakers—they're ticketed at about 
$1,000 each—in the U.S. and Canada. In addition to 
some 2,000 monitoring loudspeakers, BEAG counts on 
selling around 250 studio consoles, worth anywhere 
from $5,000 to $ 15,000 a year. 
As a small country not particularly blessed with raw 

materials, Hungary depends in large measure—roughly 
40%—on foreign trade to keep her economy growing. 
And the government has decided to specialize in lines of 
products that can be exported and to import what can't 
be produced economically in the country. This strategy 
applies especially to data-processing. To achieve the 
"considerable employ" called for in the five-year plan, 
Hungary will need many medium-size computers. 
They'll all come from outside, and until 1975, largely 
from the West. Meanwhile, the Hungarians expect to 
become a major supplier of minicomputers for the 
Comecon countries. 
The linchpin enterprise in the minicomputer effort is 

Videoton, also the largest consumer-electronics pro-
ducer in the country. Videoton last year geared itself up 
to start producing a minicomputer designated the 
10010, buying the knowhow from the French "Plan-
Calcul" firm Compagnie Internationale pour 
l'Informatique (00. The 10010, the first French-de-
signed computer produced by Cu, has been on the mar-
ket since 1967. It is an obsolescent machine and not the 
sort of hardware to build a computer capability around 
through the mid- 1970s. Videoton's mainstay will be the 
so-called 10010B, a minicomputer developed by °I in 
France and known there as the Mitra 15. 
The first 10010Bs will be built this year, and large-

Overlap. Hungary's MHE is aiming at production that overlaps tele-

communications, computers, and automation, says Norbert Szolgay. 

scale production will be achieved in 1973, reports Alex-
ander Lederer, the managing director of Videoton In-
dustrial Foreign Trading Corp. (The trading company is 
a joint venture of Videoton and the telecommunications 
enterprise BHG). If the demand is great enough, Video-
ton may also produce the TPA-1 Hungarian-designed 
mini, which resembles the PDP machines produced in 
the U.S. by Digital Equipment Corp. 

High-technology components, such as integrated cir-
cuits, will be mainly imported. The country's sole semi-
conductor producer, the United Incandescent Lamp 
and Electric Co. (better known by its trademark Tung-
sram), is just now getting into pilot production of ICs. 
Most of the Videoton 10010B minis will go to the So-

viet Union. They meet the requirements spelled out for 
minis designated R-10 (or 2010) in the RJAD series of 
computers that the Soviets and their satellites plan to 
standardize. In return, the Hungarians will get first me-
dium and then large machines from its RJAD partners. 
"After 1975," Lederer says, "we expect to be working to 
a large extent with RJAD machines." 

Meanwhile, Hungary will continue to add to its di-
verse collection of Western computers. At the end of 
1970, according to official statistics, there were 120 com-
puters in use in the country. Among them were IBM's 
360/40, Honeywell's 2200, International Computers 
Ltd.'s System 4, Univac's 9500, and Siemens' 4004/35. 
The government's long-range plans for data process-

ing don't call for an integrated nationwide network of 
computers—the ultimate goal in neighboring Rumania 
and Bulgaria. But the National Technical Development 
Council, the agency that coordinates the computer ef-
forts among the various ministries, has made a first 
move toward a more homogeneous computer park. 

Strategy. Alexander Lederer, head of Hungary's foreign trading 

company, plans sales program for new minicomputer. 
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"The first question asked is whether new machines we 
want are compatible with the upcoming RJAD series," 
points out Jon Szidarovszky, a top computer expert at 
the Ministry of Transport and Communications. 

Szidarovszky already is thinking about the 1980s. 
"We are looking into training, mathematical models, 
and the kind of machines that will be needed for the 
1981-1985 period," he explains. One aim is a compre-
hensive information system for shipping by rail, road, 
and waterway. The national railways and the road-
transport monopoly Volán Trószt already have major 
computer centers. 
The road-transport group, in fact, set up a special en-

terprise, Volán Elektronika, to run its center. Volán has 
a fleet of 15,000 trucks plying the country and their op-
eration is 90% "automated" according to vice general 
manager Jozsef Galántai. The center keeps three Uni-
vac computers running 24 hours a day, seven days a 
week. Galántai estimates it would take 2,000 clerks to 
do the job done by the computers and the 300 people at 
the center. Volán Elektronika's engineers and tech-
nicians service the Univacs themselves, as well as the 
250 Swedish-made Addo off-line terminals that the 

trust's offices throughout Hungary use to prepare perfo-
rated tapes for processing at the Budapest center. The 
center also produces as a sideline a few two-way radios 
for the trust's taxi fleet. 
The over-all five-year plan makes considerable ado 

about improving the standard of living: consumption of 
consumer goods is slated to rise by about 30%. By East 
European standards, Hungary is already well-off in con-
sumer electronics. There are now some two million TV 
sets in operation for a population of 10.4 million. That 
makes Hungary number two, after Czechoslovakia, in 
TV sets per head. 
One obvious reason is that Budapest is so big—nearly 

2 million people—that there's an unusually high propor-
tion of urbanites in Hungary. And perhaps competition 
has something to do with it; both Videoton and Orion 
compete in the home market. Together, they produce 
some 400,000 sets, mostly hybrids and nearly all black-
and-white. 
Around 30% of these sets are earmarked for export. 

As usual, the big customers are East European coun-
tries, but Videoton does well in Scandinavia (about 
10,000 sets with pushbutton electronic tuning and a 
sleek Scandinavian design). As for radios, the country 
covers about half its needs with its output of table ra-
dios; the portables come mainly from Russia. CI 

Rumania 

U.S. may grant " most-favored" trade status as 

country expands its own electronics industries 

D In many ways, Rumania rates as the maverick among 
the East European countries. Although Nicolae Ceau-
sescu's government signed a friendship pact with the 
Soviet Union some two years ago, the Rumanians still 
strike an independent stance in their relations with 
Western countries. 

Early this year, Ceausescu put out feelers aimed at 
eventual trade ties with the European Economic Com-
munity, the West European trade bloc that for years has 
been disdained by the Kremlin. And the improved rela-
tions with the U.S. that began with President Nixon's 
visit to Rumania nearly three years ago have reached 
such a state of commercial chumminess that Rumania 
seems destined to wind up on the list of countries that 
get "most-favored nation" treatment from U.S. customs 
when it comes to levying duties on imports. And Ru-
mania is the only East European country where com-
puter officials tend to change the subject when queried 
about their country's part in the Comecon program to 
develop the RJAD unified series of third-generation 
computers. Rumania didn't join the program. 

But like its Comecon partners, Rumania has am-
bitious plans for the growth of its electronics industries. 
The government's plan for economic growth calls for a 
rise of 13.2% a year in gross national product during the 
1971-1972 period. Output of electronics and tele-
communications hardware is pegged to more than 

double during the five years—from 4.16 billion lei ($695 
million at the official rate of 6 lei per dollar) last year to 
between 9.5 and 11.1 billion lei ($ 1.57 and $ 1.83 billion) 
in 1975. Even sharper is the ascent in store for automa-
tion equipment and data processing. This sector is 
scheduled to rise from 1971's 1.46 billion lei ($245 mil-
lion) to somewhere between 4.4 and 4.8 billion lei ($735 
and $800 million) in 1975. 
Some sectors of electronics, in fact, are slated to spurt 

25% each year. And the people charged with turning the 
plan's projections into hardware are confident they can 
turn the trick. "We met our goals for 1971 and we had 
excellent results during the first two months of 1972," 
said Virgil Lefter when interviewed in March. Lefter is 
technical director of CIA (acronym for the Rumanian 
phrase that means "Industrial Group for Automation)— 
one of two electronics conglomerates formed last year to 
strengthen the structure of the sector. The other is CIETV 
(for "Industrial Group for Electronics and Vacuum 
Techniques"). The two employ more than 40,000 work-
ers in a score of factories, most of them around Bu-
charest. 

Neither CIA nor CIETV expects to go it alone tech-
nologically to stay on target. Three of CIA's main fields 
are telephone equipment, automation equipment, and 
medical electronics. Its telephone-equipment enterprise 
Electromagnetica turns out crossbar exchanges in a 
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modern factory built under a $ 10-million-plus deal for a 
license and knowhow with Bell Telephone Manufac-
turing Co., an tri' subsidiary headquartered in Belgium. 
The automation-hardware factory of CIA, picked up 

its technology from Japan's Hokushin Electric Corp. 
CIA's partner in medical electronics is the Compagnie 
Générale de Radiologie, an affiliate of France's Thom-
son-csF. Although they've needed to lean heavily on 
outside technology so far, Rumanian hardware makers 
have begun to develop their own techniques, partic-
ularly for automation equipment, Lefter insists. "We're 
building static motor controls with Rumanian silicon 
transistors," Lefter says. 

For computers, too, the plans are ambitious, and the 
technology needed to implement them is imported. The 
long-range goal is a nationwide system for economic 
planning, says Vladimir Ticovschi of the Central Insti-
tute for Automated Management Methods. This insti-
tute and the National Council for Science and Tech-
nology are the prime movers behind Rumanian data-
processing plans. The Institute does the planning and 
the training; the Council allocates the means to get the 
job done. Already the Institute has eight regional data-
processing centers in operation. It's gearing up to train 
"tens of thousands" of computer personnel—from 
punchkey operators to systems analysts—by 1975. 
The machine that Rumanian computer officials ex-

pect will be their workhorse by the mid- 1970's is the 
Felix 256. It's none other than the IRIS 50, the first ma-
chine developed in the "Plan Calcul" scheme by 
France's Compagnie Internationale pour l'Informatique 
(al). The Rumanians will produce the Felix 256 under 
a license knowhow deal with the French. The computer 
rates as "medium." Its central processing unit handles 
102 instructions with an average speed of 6.6 micro-
seconds; the basic memory unit has a maximum capac-
ity of 256,000 octets (eight-bit groups) and a cycle time 
of 950 nanoseconds. 

Electronum, the state company for foreign trade in 
electronics equipment, already has a brochure out on 
the Felix 256. But it will be well toward the end of the 
year before production starts at CIETV's computer fac-
tory Fabria Calculatori Electronice (FcE), says Boldur 
Barbat, who's in charge of "exterior relations" for the 
conglomerate. 

Barbat says the number of Felix 256s that FCE makes 
will depend on many variables, among them the ratio of 
domestic and imported components. The higher the do-
mestic content, of course, the more machines will be 
produced. The National Council for Science and Tech-
nology doesn't spell out its plans to outsiders, but one of 
its officials says the capacity for Felix 256 production is 
50 machines a year. FCE will make only the central pro-
cessor and the disk memory units; the bulk of the pe-
ripherals will be imported. 
When Felix 256 production starts to build up next 

year, it seems inevitable that the market available to 
Western companies—ai excepted—will start to dwindle, 
despite the upward bound in the Rumanian computer 
population. That market falls somewhere between $20 
million and $40 million, estimates a U.S. official who 
has ferreted out what information is available. (Business 
facts and figures considered routine in Western coun-

About Poland 

Poland is conspicuously absent from this report only 
because Polish officials, like most of their counterparts 
in other East European countries, move in their own 
mysterious ways. Electronics' correspondents based 
in Paris and Frankfurt started arranging visits in the 
East European countries back in January, but officials 
at the chamber of commerce in Warsaw, which han-
dles all arrangements for outside journalists to do sto-
ries on Polish industry, have adamantly refused to set 
up any interviews before June. Their explanation: An 
official round of visits to Polish electronics enterprises 
has been scheduled then for a small group of foreign 
business journalists; therefore, nothing doing before-
hand. An Electronics staffer will probably make the 
tour and file a report for publication this summer. 

tries are sometimes classed as state secrets in Rumania. 
A recent Trade Secrets Act makes it an offense to dis-
close business information without authority.) A further 
closing of the computer market will come if the Ru-
manians succeed, as they plan, to get a domestically de-
veloped minicomputer into production by 1974. 

There's little doubt that the integrated circuits for 
FcE's Felix 256 will have to come from outside at first. 
For nearly a decade Rumania has had a semiconductor 
plant at Baneasa on the outskirts of Bucharest, a plant 
built with the aid of a technology buy from CSF before it 
was merged with Thomson-Houston. But not until last 
year did the Baneasa plant begin the step-up from ger-
manium to silicon transistors, and the switch is still un-
der way. There's a second semiconductor plant down on 
the worklist for the current plan; presumably it will turn 

Data flow. Ion Uidila, communications director, says that Rumania's 

telephone network can handle 2,400-baud transmissions. 

 BIM 
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out the ics for Rumanian-built computers. 
Look for linear ics made in Rumania after the digital 

situation is in hand—perhaps in 1974. That's the year 
when plans call for the first linears to turn up in Ruma-
nian radios and TV sets. Here's how the schedule looks: 
This year the changeover from germanium to silicon 
transistors will start for radio sets. The last table model 
with tubes in the output stages will be phased out of 
production during 1973. During this time, more and 
more TV sets will become hybrids, and by 1973, an all-
solid-state miniature black-and-white receiver could be 
in production. The prototype will be ready by the end 
of 1972, but production won't start until Electronum 
finds customers in export markets. 

All this upgrading in consumer-electronics tech-
nology will be coupled with strong gains in output by 
the consumer-electronics enterprise Electronica, another 
CIETV subsidiary. Radio sets are pegged to rise from 
480,000 units last year to between 660,000 and 700,000 
in 1975. 

For video receivers, the figures are 305,000 units for 
1971 and 500,000 to 550,000 for the last year of the 
plan. That's more than enough to cover the country's 
needs; there are no appreciable imports. 

Getting programs out to the roughly 1.7 videoviewers 
is no problem. A full 90% of Rumania's 20.5 million in-

Rumanian automators. Virgil Lefler ( above) is technical director for 

automation, and Vladimir Ticovsc hi specializes in management. 

Money matters 
The numbers game becomes bewildering when it's 
played with Comecon currencies. They're not con-
vertible, as are the currencies of the industrialized 
countries of the Western World. So there's no market 
effect to peg them against other currencies. A Russian 
ruble, an East German mark, a Czech crown, a Bul-
garian lev, a Hungarian forint, or a Rumanian leu is 
"worth" what the government that mints it says it's 
worth. 

Usually, countries hold their money in too high an 
esteem. The official rates for East bloc currencies 
overvalue them. Some countries own up to this— in-
directly—by paralleling the official rate with a " tourist" 
rate that gives visitors from outside the bloc more local 
currency for their dollars, francs, Deutsche marks, or 
pounds sterling. The official rate in Rumania, for ex-
ample, is six lei per dollar; tourists get 16. The dispar-
ity dwindles in other countries. 

Throughout this report, figures that came from East 
bloc sources are given in the national currency, with 
the dollar equivalent at the official rate in paren-
theses. A dollar figure alone means that the informa-
tion originated outside the bloc. 

habitants are within range of the transmitters of the first 
network, which broadcasts 70 hours weekly. The second 
network, which is on the air 30 hours weekly, now cov-
ers only 13% of the population, however. At the mo-
ment, there are no plans for color TV. Among other 
things, a color set would represent something like nine 
months' pay for an unskilled worker. 
But the "owner" of the Rumanian airwaves, the Min-

istry of Transports and Telecommunications, does have 
ambitious plans for its communications network. The 
telephone network is in good shape; calls between the 
20 main cities can be dialled automatically. The quality 
of the telephone network is high enough for 2,400-baud 
data transmission without special precautions, affirms 
Ion Uidila, the ministry's director for tele-
communications. The ministry's own research institute 
has developed the modems needed to superimpose 
modest data-transmission facilities onto the telephone 
network. Uidila says that there'll be enough to handle 
the expected traffic through 1975 at least. All the same, 
the ministry has started to plan a 12-channel network 
that seems sure to become necessary eventually. 
Modems are not the only hardware with which the 

ministry gets directly involved. It has under its wing an 
outfit known a Icret (Enterprise for Construction and 
Repair of Telecommunications Equipment). Icret pro-
duces fm transmitters and TV translators; the ministry 
also hopes to get production of microwave relay equip-
ment started before the year is out. 
The microwave net is so extensive that "by 1975, we'll 

have to start using 9-gigahertz equipment," explains L. 
Constantinescu, the ministry's technical director. The 4-
GHz band is full; the 6-GHz and 7-GHz bands are almost 
full, and the 8-GHz band is filling up fast. 
This special report was coordinated by Arthur Erikson. Managing Editor. International. with 

contributions from staffers John Gosch. Michael Payne. and Charles Cohen and World 
News correspondents Axel Krause, Moscow. and David Leff. Prague. 

Reprints will be available at $2.00 each. Write to Electronics Reprint Dept. P.O. Box 669. 
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1,577,103 Photodiodes 

Typical ST-Vidicon shown with greatly enlarged portion of silicon target. 
Thirty h ot od lodes of vie 613,346 zoyeted by the standard 4:3 raster are shown. 

... make one silicon target that takes 
the compromise out of vidicon performance. 

It took a technological break-
through to produce RCA's unique sili-
con target structure. RCA conceived a 
way to achieve the excellent perform-
ance of which silicon targets are inher-
ently capable. Then one of the indus-
try's most talented teams went to 
work. The no-compromise perform-
ance was well worth the wait. Now 
available from stock are silicon target 
vidicons with outstanding resolution, 
as well as low dark-current and low 
lag. 

The RCA-4532A is the outstand-
ing example of this unique photodiode 
target technology and is intended for 
high-quality TV pickup. The RCA-

4532 is ideal where quality criteria are 
less stringent. 

RCA ST-Vidicons have the sensi-
tivity needed for security and surveil-
lance. Quantum efficiency of at least 
60% through the visible range provides 
pictures at as low as 0.1 lux (0.01 
footcandle) on the faceplate. Covert 
systems using infrared are made possi-
ble through the ST-Vidicon's 30% QE 
at 900 nanometers. 

Use the ST-Vidicon wherever you 
now use a conventional vidicon. Get 
low lag, low dark-current, immunity to 
highlight burn, and high sensitivity. 
Use it in broadcasting, education, secu-
rity, and surveillance. 

Ask your RCA Representative or 
RCA Industrial Tube Distributor for 
more information on these and other 
RCA ST-Vidicons. For technical data, 
write: RCA, Commercial Engineering, 
Section 70E-22/ZC13, Harrison, N.J. 
07029. International: RCA, 2-4 rue du 
Lièvre, 1227 Geneva, Switzerland, or 
Sunbury-on-Thames, U.K., or P.O. 
Box 112 Hong Kong. 

R  Cil  Electro 
Optics 
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Designer's casebook   

Output comparator enhances 
versatility of one-shot 
by Harvey J. Scherr' 
Westinghouse Corp.. Systems Development Div . Baltimore. Md. 

If an operational amplifier is used as an output com-
parator, a monostable multivibrator can provide wide 
and accurate output pulses over a broad temperature 
range. The one-shot is also retriggerable—that is, its out-
put pulse duration can be extended by reapplying the 
input pulse. In addition, this multivibrator can be reset 
to accept a new trigger input within its timing period. 
Each time an input pulse occurs, timing capacitor Ct 

is discharged by field-effect transistor Qi, and compara-
tor Ai switches off. In the absence of a trigger input, 
accepts charge from Q1, and the comparator is turned 
on. Switching takes place when Ai's input voltages, el 
and e2, are equal. Because the comparator is off during 
the timing interval, there are no output errors intro-
duced by op-amp input offset current. 
Output pulse width, T, is determined by the supply 

voltage, VDD, reference voltage, VR, and the timing 
components, Rt and C. At the comparator's input: 
el = e2 = VDDexp(-t/RtCi) 

which can be rewritten as: 
exp(-t/RtCt) = VDD/el = VDD/[VRR2/(Ri + 112)] 

Output pulse width becomes: 
T = RtCt[ln(VDD) - In(VRIZ2/(Ri + Rz))] 

"Now with Stereo Equipment Sales Inc . Baltimore. Md 

If VDD = VR and R1 = R2, this equation reduces to: 
T = RtCtln(2) = 0.694R,C, 
The timing equations illustrate that output pulse 

width is completely independent of any transistor junc-
tion voltage and therefore is independent of junction 
temperature dependence. Op-amp offset voltage drift 
principally determines the one-shot's temperature per-
formance. And since offset drift is typically as low as 10 
microvolts/°C, total variation in the multivibrator's tim-
ing interval is only about 0.002%/°C. 

Unusually large time constants can be achieved be-
cause the primary restriction on the value of timing re-
sistor Rt is op-amp bias current. 111 must be small 
enough to allow the voltage developed at Ai's inverting 
input to turn the comparator on. Since op-amp bias cur-
rent generally ranges between 0.25 and 0.5 micro-
amperes, resistor Rt can be as large as 10 megohms 
(when VDD = 10 volts and el = -5 v). 
As illustrated in the timing diagram, the multivibra-

tor can be re-initiated during its timing interval to 
stretch output pulse width. This is possible because 
transistor Qi discharges capacitor Ct every time an in-
put pulse occurs. By adding transistor Qz, capacitor C1, 
and resistor R3, the circuit can be reset by restoring it to 
its stable state. A fixed-width reset pulse cancels the re-
maining portion of the output pulse. 

Substituting a resistor for capacitor C2 alters the mul-
tivibrator's timing—a time out then occurs with the ab-
sence of a negative voltage from the input terminal. Cir-
cuit output polarity is easily reversed by interchanging 
the connections to the comparator's inverting and non-
inverting inputs. The active devices used determine 
component values. 

Retriggerable monostable. Input trigger causes 01 to discharge capacitor C1, turning off comparator A1 and producing output. Before tim-

ing period is over, new trigger can be applied to extend output duration. Reset pulse through O2 can terminate output during any part of tim-

ing interval. Output comparator maintains one-shot temperature stability and permits unusually large time constant to be used. 

RESET 

TRIGGER 

TRIGGER 

RESET 
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Series resistance improves 
potentiometer linearity 
by Harry H. Schwartz 
Electrodesign Ltd., Ville Lasalle, Quebec, Canada 

Adding a series resistance to one end of a loaded linear 
potentiometer can reduce loading error by a factor of 
five or more. The price for this gain in linearity is a volt-
age loss across the pot. But losses in amplification or 
drive in the order of 3 to 4 decibels can usually be toler-
ated in view of the marked improvement in linearity. 
As shown in (a), voltage E, is applied to potentiome-

ter R, and series resistor Rs. The load resistor is Rm, the 
output voltage is E., and O is the per-unit variation of 
the pot wiper. Letting: 
Ye = EjE4, Pm = R01/R, and Ps = Rs/11, 

the voltage transfer function can be expressed as: 
Yo = OP10 /(Pm Ps + Pm + OPs + 0-02) 

If Yo = Yo when 0 = 0 and Yi = Yo when 0 = 1, then 
output impedance ratio Z is: 

= Ye/Yi = 01(1 - ( 1 - 0)(P, - 0)/ (P + PS - III- + P P )1 ,- - 

For three points of this equation, the values of Z. and 0 
are the same; or, since there is no linearity error, then 
4, = O. These points occur at 0 = 0, 0 = 1, and 0 = Ps. 
The well-known curve (b) for a loaded potentiometer 

can be written in terms of 0 and Pm: 
Z„ = 0/[1 + 0(1 - 0)/Pm] 

When the load resistance is very high, P,„ approaches 
infinity, and the pot output is the straight black line. For 
finite values of Pm, the nonlinear colored curve is ob-
tained. As P,„ becomes smaller, linearity error grows. 
A short computer program (c) that solves the general 

equation for impedance ratio Z. can be used to deter-
mine the effect of series resistance ratio Ps for various 
values of load resistance ratio Pm. Generally, the larger 
the magnitude of Pb, the greater is the error reduction. 
The program varies Ps from 0 to 2 in steps of 0.1 and 0 
from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05 for P„, values of 1, 2, 5, 10, 
20, and 50. 
The plot of (d) shows that output linearity for Pm = 1 

is improved by a factor of five when Pb is increased 
from 0 to 0.6. In (e), linearity error is plotted against 0 
for Pm = 5 and Pm = 10 for Ps values between 0 and 
0.6. Again, linearity is greatly improved. Values of Pb 
should be held to 0.5 or less so that the series voltage 
loss is tolerable. EJ 

Reducing loading effects. Output of loaded potentiometer (a) becomes nonlinear, as shown by graph (b), with smaller load resistance ratio 

(P„, = R„,/R„). Increasing series resistance ratio (P„ = 13„/R„) decreases loading error and improves linearity. Computer program (c) finds 

output impedance ratio 4, for several values of P,„, P„, and wiper position O. Graphs (d) and (e) show effect of P, on Z„ and linearity error. 

DATA 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50 
READ P1 
FOR P2=0 TO 2 STEP . 1 
PRINT" PM="P1," PS="P2 
PRINT 
PRINT" A","Z" 
PRINT 
FOR A=0 TO 1 STEP 5.00000E-02 
LET Z=A/11 — — A) .(P2 — A))/(P1 + P2 + P1 P21) 
PRINT A, Z 
NEXT A 
PRINT 
PRINT 
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Circumventing BCD addition 
in digital phase-locked loops 
by Larry Martin 
Hewlett-Packard Go. Palo Alto. Get 

Many of the applications for a digital divide-by-N 
phase-locked loop require the locked oscillator to be 
offset by a fixed frequency. Usually, the first stage of the 
programable binary-coded-decimal divider circuit adds 
the input frequency to the desired offset frequency. This 
BCD addition, however, can be eliminated by detecting 
the proper number at the output of the counter divider 
chain. 

If a receiver is tuned to 118.15 megahertz, and its in-
termediate-frequency stage is at 10.7 mHz, the local os-
cillator must then operate at 128.85 MHz. A standard di-
vide-by-N circuit (a) adds the i-f frequency to the input 
frequency, takes the BCD nines complement of the sum, 
and then loads the result into a programable counter 
divider chain. Detection occurs when the counter out-
puts are all nines. The input number is then reloaded on 

the next clock pulse and the process repeats. 
Let N be the input number; in this case, N = 11815 

and the desired offset is 1070. The number at the out-
puts of the BCD adders is N + 1070, which becomes 
19999 -(N+ 1070) at the outputs of the complementing 
circuits. Therefore, the number of counts that occurs be-
fore the divider resets is the divider state that is sensed. 
Or, the input frequency is divided by: 

19999 -[ 19999 -(N+ 1070] = N + 1070 
which can be rewritten as: 

19999 + 1070 -( 19999 - N) = N + 1070, or 
21069 -( 19999 - N) = N + 1070 
By counting to 21069, instead of 19999, the proper 

number of counts still occurs before the divider resets. 
The BCD adders, then, can be removed simply by de-
tecting a different output state of the counter, as shown 
in (b). 

Since the divider is an up-counter, detection of the 
desired output state should be done when the proper 
outputs are ones. Because there are only six ones in 
21069, as opposed to nine in 19999, one fewer output 
gate is needed. 

Designer's casebook is a regular feature in Electronics We invite readers to submit original 
and unpublished circuit ideas and solutions tp design problems Explain briefly but thor-
oughly the circuit's operating principle and purpose Well pay $50 for each item published 

Frequency offsetting. Standard divide-by-N circuit (a) sums input fr.equency ( 118.15 MHz) with offset frequency ( 10.7 MHz), takes nines 

complement of sum, and then detects signal when counter outputs are all nines. BCD adders and one output gate can be omitted, as in ( b), 

by detecting sum of nines complement and offse1 frequency ( 19999 + 1070 = 21069). Correct count is still reached before divide , rei,e' 
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It- came in one color only 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

Plastic cavity packages for MOS LSI fill 
a very present need—but for how long? 
Pre-molded cavity packages are now being made by several manufacturers; 

but their ultimate staying power in the business is threatened 

by the specters of low-cost ceramics and fully molded plastics 

by Stephen L. Scrupski, Packaging & Production Editor 

E The pressure to produce low-cost mos circuits for 
commercial and consumer equipment—the $99 calcu-
lator, for example—is steadily increasing the pressure to 
reduce chip packaging costs. And because traditional 
ceramic packages are not getting significantly cheaper, 
many mos makers are turning to plastic. 
Some large mos houses are achieving the lowest pos-

sible costs by molding their own plastic packages, but 
other companies, both large and small, haven't yet 
made the investment in equipment and engineering 
time that the process needs. Instead, they are turning to 
pre-molded plastic cavity packages, which they either 
make to their own design or buy from outside suppliers. 
Many users of the plastic cavity package have ap-

peared during the past year, and every producer of it is 
making bullish comments on the potential market. The 
big lure is the low-cost calculator market. According to 
one semiconductor maker, the commercial-equipment 
market is more than ready for the low-cost packages. 
"They're trying to sell calculators for less than a hun-

dred bucks," he says, "and if they can get a lower price 
on the devices because of lower-cost packages, that's 
fine and dandy." 

But the jury is still out on the cavity package. Before 
it can play an important part in packaging MOS LSI de-
vices, it could get caught in a squeeze between a wider 
production of completely molded packages by the semi-
conductor makers themselves and new low-cost ceramic 
packages. 

The twin pressures 

On the one hand, as the chips themselves become 
more resistant to contamination, more people will con-
sider completely molded plastic packages. Molding still 
introduces the possibility of wire-bond failures—though 
at least one in-house molder (National Semiconductor) 
claims that such failures are significantly decreased with 
the use of the new so-called epoxy B (actually an epoxy 
called Polyset supplied by Morton Chemical Co. of 
Woodstock, Ill.). 

1. It all fits. North American Rockwell Microelectronic Co.'s plastic cavity package, being made primarily with 42 leads on 50-mil centers, 

allows die to be attached outside package. Die is bonded to bottom disk, which has key to assure proper die alignment in package. 
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As for low-cost ceramic packages, on the other hand, 
there is the leadless, side-metalized ceramic package for 
use in a receptacle [Electronics, March 27, p.119] that 
was initially developed by Kyocera International for 
Fairchild Semiconductor. Another is the thick-film lead-
frame-last concept being promoted by du Pont [Elec-
tronics, April 12, 1971, p.75]. And semiconductor com-
panies themselves are working to design a low-cost ce-
ramic package. American Microsystems Inc., Santa 
Clara, Calif., for example, is just about ready to an-
nounce a package at half the price of previous ceramic 
packages, says its packaging manager James Barnett. 
That is certainly about the price cut that would be 

needed to make ceramics cost-competitive with plastics, 
for at present plastics cost in the 25 to 40 cents range, 
ceramics around 95 cents to $ 1.00. That simple com-
parison does not tell the entire story, either. The differ-
ence is more like 80 cents versus $2.00, because the 
semiconductor manufacturer tests only packaged de-
vices, and if the yield at that point is only 50%—a not 
uncommon figure—then he must buy twice as many 
packages as he actually ships out the door. 
Summing up the situation is Glen Madland, presi-

dent of Integrated Circuits Engineering, Phoenix, Ariz., 
a long-time consultant and custom producer of inte-
grated circuits. He says: "The swing-over to cavity plas-
tic remains very much undecided, although there is 
some use of the cavity package already, and it appears 
that it's going to find some sort of position." In saying 
that the idea is basically sound and eliminates many of 
the failure modes inherent in molded plastic, Madland 
echoes much of the industry's thought. But he still sees 
its ultimate usage hinging on the price-volume descend-
ing staircase. 

Who makes what 

Besides National Semiconductor, the semiconductor 
companies molding their own packages include General 
Instrument, Signetics, and Texas Instruments. Of the 
five companies presently producing pre-molded cavity 
packages, two—North American Rockwell Micro-
electronics Co., Anaheim, Calif., and mos Technology, 
Fort Washington, Pa.—are making them for their own 
use, while commercial packages are available from U.S. 
Electronics Services Corp. (USES) of Clifton Heights, 
Pa., Wells Plastics of California Inc., (formerly Inter-
bond Systems) of Sunnyvale, Calif., and Semiconductor 
Components Substrates Corp. (scs) of Garland, Texas. 
As for their customers, usEs says it now has three 

high-volume users and three more who will swing over 
in the next two months. Wells says it has two big users 
for its package. NRMEC'S package is in use at Monroe 
Calculator, Victor Comptometer, and presumably at 
other high-volume customers. mos Technology's pack-
age is beginning to be used, and scs's package is just 
now being introduced, with volume production slated 
for the third quarter. 

Recently USES licensed E.I. du Pont de Nemours 
Electronic Products department, Wilmington, Del.. 
which expects to be producing the USES package by the 
end of the year. But one other company that announced 
a plastic cavity package last year—Centralab division of 
Globe Union Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.—aborted its pro-
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2. Sell-protection. Key to NRMEC package is two layers of protec 

tion—silox for mechanical and silicon nitride for chemical—applied to 

chip. NRMEC says package gives gross mechanical protection. 

gram shortly after the announcement, on the grounds 
that the responses from the marketplace didn't justify 
continuing the project. 

The USES unit 

The USES package, the only one to carry claims of 
hermeticity, is designed around the company's ability to 
deposit metal on plastic. A standard lead frame is pre-
pared by bending up the tips of the leads so that, when 
the plastic substrate is molded over them, they will 
emerge more or less flush with the plastic surface. This 
substrate is then metalized with conductor patterns that 
contact the lead frame tips, an interface that provides a 
seal against moisture. Next, another layer of plastic, 
with a square hole in its center for the chip, is laminated 
over the first, and selective plating is applied to the die-
attach pad and to the exposed ends of the conductor 
paths in the cavity. The package is then ready for wire-
bonding. 
According to USES, hermeticity results from the seal 

3. Double mold. In MOS Technology package, lead frame is selec-

tively plated (bottom), silicone is molded around cavity (middle), 

which is sealed with lid and floor (top) and overmolded with epoxy. 
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SPECIAL REPORT 

e 

4. Well covered. MOS Technology package uses silicone for mois 

,ture protection and epoxy overmold for good seal to lead frame. With 

lid and floor in place. only possible thoroughfare for moisture pene-

trating plastic is narrow sidewalls of silicone. 

5. Strong support. In Wells Plastic package. semiconductor die is 

ultrasonically bonded to anodized aluminum disk., which provides 

mechanical support. Die-attach pad is bent down to allow uphill 

bonding. Cavity lid is sealed with cement 

6. Molding job. SCS Corp. package uses anodized aluminum insert 

to hold chip. Insert is molded into package during molding operation. 

Anodization provides insulation between insert and die-attach pad 

and lead frame, which are in mechanical contact. 

of the metalization over the tips of the lead frame. Be-
cause 'the lead frame does not itself penetrate all the 
way into the cavity, it leaves no through path for mois-
ture, as dye tests show, says Ray Martino, USES vice 
president. He explains that in packages where the lead 
frame does extend into the cavity, an acceptable seal is 
difficult to attain because the plastic must carry mold-
release agents which prevent its adherence to the mold 
walls— and which may also have the same effect on the 
lead frame seal.' • 

This explanation is questioned, however, by those 
building packages that way and also by a manufacturer 
of epoxy used for molding. The important points, they 
say, are to shrink the epoxy into a tight seal around the 
lead frame, and to apply a mold-release agent to the 
mold walls only, rather than mixing it with the potting 
compound. 
One drawback of the USES package, which the corn-

BURIED METALIZED PATH CAP ADHESIVE SEAL 

\ \ \ 
\\\\ 
\ \\ \\ \ 

DIE ATTACH PAD 

7. Metallzed plastic. USES package is made by bending up tips of 

lead frame and molding plastic body so that tips just emerge from 

top surface. Metalization connects lead frame to central cavity area. 

Another plastic piece is cemented over metalization to form cavity. 

'7\1  

s.  

LID 

FLOOR EPDXY 

8. Around floor. NRMEC package is molded around lead frame. and 

die is attached separately to bottom metal disk with phenolic pre-

form. Chip is wire- bonded with up- hill bonding. and lid is attached. 

Leads are protected in cavity by compliant coating. 

pany says it has now solved, was that it previously could 
only be used with ultrasonic bonding, and not with 
thermocompression ball bonding, which requires tem-
peratures too high for plastic. However, a new epoxy 
and thicker plating results in a package that costs 10% 
more but is suitable for thermocompression wire bond-
ing, says USES technical service manager, Michael D. 
Jenner. And to meet the added emphasis on more com-
plex circuits that generate more heat, the company says 
it is now able to supply metal heat sinks molded directly 
into the package. 
USES says it is confident of the package's hermeticity 

and will soon be trying for military approval. "Five 
guys put it through Mil Standard 883 tests," says Mar-
tino, "so we know we can pass the military tests." 

DuPont's position 

The big shot in the arm for USES, however, came ear-
lier this year, when du Pont signed the agreement to be-
come a second source for the package. This action of du 
Pont's—which, as Martino says, is "not a rinky-dink sec-
ond source"—will certainly have a strong effect on what-
ever doubters remain in the industry. 

Nonetheless, the large company also has a strong ef-
fort underway in ceramics packages, and with the USES 
agreement may just be hedging its bets. John J. Cox, du 
Pont division packaging manager, acknowledges that 
there still is a wide preference in the industry for ceram-
ics, as well as much pressure to go to in-house molded 
plastics. In du Pont's estimation, the USES package gives 
a low-cost option to the smaller semiconductor com-
panies who might not have the technical ability to de-
velop their own molded packages. 
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The du Pont plastics facility will be in "modest pro-
duction" by the end of the year, Cox adds. USES also 
will be increasing production—it will duplicate the pro-
duction facilities at its present home, an old mill-type 
building in Clifton Heights, with new facilities at a new 
building in Lawrence Park, Pa. 

Wells Plastics is a subsidiary of Wells Electronics, 
Inc., South Bend, Ind., whose president Ray Larson 
says there are two large-volume customers for the pack-
age—one in the commercial equipment field and the 
other in low-cost appliances and automotive equipment. 
Second-sourcing of the package will be handled in 
South Bend, he adds. 

Wells' package 

The Wells package is still basically the same as the 
Interbond package of a year ago. The lead frame, with 
the die-attach pad fixed to it, is molded into a plastic 
body along with an aluminum insert that serves as a 
rigid support for the chip during ultrasonic bonding of 
the lead wires. The insert is anodized to provide electri-
cal insulation between itself and the lead frame and die-
attached pad, with which it is in mechanical contact. 
The cavity lid is sealed with epoxy. 
The package from scs Corp. is similar in construction 

to the Wells package. It was developed for the company 
by Paul Fletcher, now director of scs's plastics program, 
but formerly the vice president and a founder of Inter-
bond Systems. 

SCS specifications 

According to scs marketing manager Don Fleming, 
the package will not be marketed as a replacement for 
ceramic packages, and will not be military qualified. 
"We're not going to pretend that a plastic package 
could be," says Fleming. The package will carry leak 
rate specifications of 10'5 cubic centimeter per minute of 
helium, although Fleming adds that tests have shown a 
capability up to levels of 10'7 to 10'8 cc/min of helium. 
Such performance however, will not be guaranteed as 
part of the specification. 

Like du Pont, scs has both the ceramic and plastic 
areas covered. But Fleming maintains his two packages 
serve different markets:;"Some people are trying to take 
ceramic technology, weich is basically a high-perform-
ance technology, and force-fit it into a low-cost situ-
ation. But plastic will offer acceptable performance at 
considerable savings." The package will be priced at 
about "half the price of ceramic," he says, adding that 
prices could drop below a penny a pin—below 40 cents, 
say, for a 40-lead package—as soon as volume grows. 

Will ceramic package prices come down to this level? 
Fleming denies it: "The ceramic package, as we know it 
now and as we envision changes, will still not achieve 
the cost-effectiveness that our customers are demand-
ing. A plastic package is the way to go for low costs. Ob-
viously, we have ideas on how to make the ceramic 
package more attractive, but such ideas will not cut the 
price in half." 
On the bonding capability of his company's plastic 

package, Fleming cites a recent experience, where he 
took the packages into a prospective user's plant, put it 
on an ultrasonic bonder that was set up for ceramic, and 

without even adjusting the machine, bonded success-
fully. "They were not the best bonds in the world, be-
cause the machine was not finely tuned," he acknowl-
edges, but the demonstration showed the customer that 
he didn't have to develop a new bonding technology to 
accommodate plastic. 

NRMEC's design 

The key to the NRMEC package, the company says, is 
the protection given to the chip before it is inserted in 
the package. The package itself is a simple affair, a 42-
lead unit similar to earlier ceramic packages used at 
NRMEC. A lead frame is molded into an epoxy plastic 
substrate, which has a hole in the middle to serve as the 
chip cavity. A chip is attached to a separate gold-plated 
Kovar disk, which is then cemented to the lower side of 
the cavity, becoming its floor. The chip is then wire-
bonded, and a similar gold-plated Kovar disk is ce-
mented in place as the lid. Phenolic preforms are used 
as the cement. 
The chip itself is given two protective coatings in the 

final stages of its processing. The first is a silicon nitride 
chemical barrier, to prevent chemical and ionic con-
tamination, and the second is a silox mechanical bar-
rier, to prevent scratches, electrical shorts, and leakage 
paths. A compliant coating is applied after wire bond-
ing to prevent corrosion of the bonds. The cavity pack-
age was preferred to chip encapsulation for fear that 
thermal expansion could cause wire-bond failures, the 
company says. Since the chip is eutectically bonded to 
the bottom disk, problems of die-attach pad warpage 
found in ceramic packages are avoided. 

The MOS Technology model 

mos Technology, an affiliate of Allen Bradley Co., 
has developed a plastic cavity package that actually lies 
somewhere between commercial cavity packages and 
in-house molded packages—it has no visible sealed lid 
once it's finished, but is completely overmolded with 
epoxy—Morton Chemical Co.'s Polyset. 
Two molding operations are performed. First, the 

lead frame, with die-attach pad, is molded into silicone, 
the central area being left free to form a cavity around 
the pad. Second, after the chip has been bonded to the 
pad, the wire-bonds made, and two gold-plated Kovar 
disks placed on each side of the cavity, the assembly is 
completely overmolded with Polyset. 

According to Alan McDulin, mos Technology's man-
ufacturing engineering manager, who formerly worked 
on the molded LSI packages at Texas Instruments, the 
silicone-epoxy combination reduces occurrence of the 
moisture penetration that corrodes aluminum. Silicone, 
the first encasing medium is more resistant to moisture 
than epoxy. However, epoxy provides a better seal to 
the lead frame than silicone and better resistance to 
salt-spray corrosion, as well as better flexural strength. 
Having a cavity around the chip rather than encapsu-

lation McDulin adds, eliminates the problems of sur-
face effects on the mos chip and intermittent connec-
tions of the bond wires. The cost of labor in assembly of 
the package is about equal to that of a ceramic package, 
but the plastic package yields are higher. 
The two basic problems in completely molding LS! 
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packages lie in handling the flimsy lead frame and in 
preserving the wire bonds (80 bonds for a 40-lead de-
vice) under the high pressures of the molding press. 

Those who mold 

Of the semiconductor companies molding their own 
LSI packages, Texas Instruments has been at it the long-
est—more than a year. "As far as we are concerned, 
molded plastic is the way to go," says Daniel Baudouin, 
mos standard products program manager. Well over 
half of Ti's production now is molded, says Baudouin— 
an estimate that includes the 40-lead LS! package. One 
advantage of such a package, says Baudouin, is that it 
can easily handle large chips-230-mil square chips are 
an everyday job. 

National Semiconductor says that it now is shipping 
40-lead molded packages. One of the keys to it, accord-
ing to Gene Hnatek, National's military products man-
ager, is the so-called glassivation layer applied to the 
chip before encapsulation. "We use glassivation on ev-
erything except the high-speed line because it slows it 
down," he says. 

Silicone is more expensive than the epoxy that Na-
tional has now started using for all its molded devices, 
but that's not the only reason for National's switch. Also 
important are the material's own properties. The new 
epoxy, according to National, is "phenolic-cured" which 
leaves it ion-free, while its high shrinkage rate in the 
mold causes the epoxy to keep the chip, lead wires, wire 
bonds, and lead frame under compression, thus elimi-
nating wire fatigue and eventual failure under tempera-
ture cycling. Moreover, the epoxy's glass transition tem-
perature (the temperature at which a plastic's 
coefficient of expansion suddenly increases) is higher 
than 150°C, the worst-case operating temperature. Con-
ventional epoxies have transition temperatures in the 
110°C to 120°C range, and put extra thermal stresses on 
the wire bonds when packages made of them are heated 
beyond this range. 

Signetics, though now delivering only 24-lead molded 
packages, is tooling up for a 40-lead version. In Signet-
ics' case, the silicon-gate structure of its chip is cited as 
extra protection for the chip along with glassivation. 

General Instruments also says it is molding up to 40 
leads in prototype form, but the maximum it now has in 
production is 36 leads for a special customer. 
AMI is a third company developing a 40-lead molding 

capacity. According to James Barnett, AMI packaging 
manager, his company opted for silicone as the en-
capsulant rather than the new epoxies, because though 
"some may claim quality, it's the lower cost that's forc-
ing the decision to go to epoxies." 

Barnett also predicts that the ceramic package now 
going into production for AMI will compete directly with 
plastics—"some day, after many millions of packages it 
will go out the door, fully yielded, at 35 cents." This es-
timate of his includes the cost increases due to poor 
yields on bad devices. 

Users' views on the variety 

One user of both types of plastic-packaged MOS LS! is 
Monroe Calculator, Orange, N.J. The manufacturing 
manager there, Dino Sirakides, says that for about four 

9. Ready to go. SCS Corp will soon be ready to supply a variety of 

plastic cavi:y packages made with aluminum insert to provide sup-

port for Lltrasonic bonding. Die-attach pad is part of lead frame and 

is bent down before molding. 

to five months now he's been using cavity-type packages 
from NRMEC and molded packages from Ti, and "we 
are very happy with them so far." He points out that the 
packages are pin-to-pin compatible with ceramic coun-
terparts, so that the changeover meant no changes in 
manufacturing procedures. 
Another plastics user is Victor Comptometer, Chi-

cago, Ill. Director of components research J. Earl 
Thomas, says, "we have no prejudice against them." He 
says Victor has seen no fault with the cavity types from 
NRMEC it has been using, pointing out that NRMEC de-
signed protective layers onto the chip itself so that mois-
ture has no effect on it. When NRMEC proposed the 
changeover, he says, he evaluated the new packages 
and was able to find no defects that could be traced to 
package failures. 
The 18-lead USES package is being bought by Gen-

eral Electric's Integrated Circuits Center in Syracuse, 
N.Y. Fran Erwin, process specialist in charge of IC as-
sembly and packaging there, says that the commercial 
equipment that his company has slated to use these de-
vices is unlikely to encounter severe environments, and 
in order to capture the contract for it he looked for a 
way to provide fast turnaround with a low-cost com-
mercial package. 
An initial problem, says Erwin, was the ultrasonic 

bonding of the lead wires. The plastic tended to absorb 
the ultrasonic energy, and the bond to the metalized 
conductor finger in the cavity was sometimes question-
able. He found the solution by specifying 100 micro-
inches of gold for the conductor plus a harder plastic for 
the body, and by setting the ultrasonic energy at a little 
higher level than is normally used with ceramic pack-
ages. The 100-microinches of gold is an expensive cure, 
but on balance it is one that is acceptable for now. 
One cost advantage of the plastic package, he points 

out, is that its price includes the lid and epoxy preform. 
On ceramic packages, he says, most quoted prices do 
not include these two parts, which could easily cost an 
extra 10 cents per package. Further, he notes, the pre-
forms for ceramic packages are an item of high slip-
page—"you're always losing the things, as girls flip them 
around," and this factor increases package costs. 
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OPINION 

Getting jobless EEs 
back to work 
It is imperative to reorganize the Government's machinery to maintain 

an inventory of the jobs available and the skills of the men to fill 

them; completely new training and placement programs are also needed 

by William F. Hafstrom,* Skills C,onversion Project, Cocoa Beach, l 

El In an engineer's career, there's probably nothing as 
traumatic as being laid off and discovering that his next 
job is going to be difficult to find. It's one thing to recog-
nize that economic downturns create unemployment— 
that's something that happens to the other guy—but it's 
quite another to be the one caught in the cutback. 

For the engineer dropped from a technology-inten-
sive industry such as aerospace, in a declining market 
with little or no outside help available, the problems of 
relocation seem insurmountable. As anyone who has 
worked with unemployed engineers and scientists may 
observe, adjustment to these hard realities is painful. 

However, there's not much point in dwelling on how 
the economy got that way, nor in what befell many of 
the unemployed. Instead, a closer look at the tools 
available to put these engineers back to work may be 
more valuable. One brutal fact is that a good many 
long-unemployed engineers will have left engineering 
entirely before any organized assistance can be of help. 
Many others will have to move into engineering jobs 
outside their main interests. 
The first problem in dealing with unemployed profes-

sionals is the lack of solid figures on how many are out 
of work or underemployed. Consequently, it is difficult 
to get a picture of the specific skills represented by the 
unemployed pool, the age group, location, or current 
source of income, if any. Various registries for resumés 
can provide clues, but these are not definitive. 

Professionals tagged 

The result is that both Government and industry 
have been working with generalizations that lump the 
unemployed under the label, "ex-aerospace engineers." 
Attitudes about what an ex-aerospace engineer is vary, 
but quite often these professionals are branded as 
"gold-platers" and "financially irresponsible." 
Another factor muddying the unemployment situ-

ation is that of perspective. Estimates of how many en-
gineers are on the beach have ranged from 65,000 to 
150,000. Based on a conservative estimate of the ratio of 
engineering salaries to sales dollars, it would require an 
increase of $30 to $75 billion in the industrial sector to 
absorb the jobless. This expectation is unreasonable. 

It is also unreasonable to expect that increased spend-
ing by the Federal Government, if it should materialize, 
would alleviate the plight of the engineers walking the 
'Now with the Denver High-Impact Anticrime Program, Denver, Cot. 

— 

streets today. There's no clear indication that the spe-
cific skills required for new Federal projects such as 
transportation and the ecology can be satisfied from the 
unemployed pool, particularly since many job-seekers 
appear to be from middle management and above. 

In short, there is no panacea for reemploying the en-
gineers left high and dry by the ebbing economy. Time 
and energy may be used more productively in trying to 
improve the machinery of job development and place-
ment, as this activity has been neglected during the 
plush days of high employment among engineers. 

State employment services, funded primarily by the 
Department of Labor, have always had the responsi-
bility for placing unemployed professionals in jobs, but 
through the years of engineering shortages, there has 
been little need to develop a separate capability to im-
plement this service. Because agencies tend to concen-
trate on immediate problems, most state services are 
oriented toward placement of unskilled workers, and 
their activities are primarily localized. 

Professional job placement consultants, commonly 
called head-hunters, have neglected the unemployed 
professional as well. These agencies have always con-
centrated on recruiting engineers who have jobs. Even 
now, a consultant—fearing resistance to paying a fee— 
would hesitate to suggest an unemployed engineer to a 
client. So from a purely practical standpoint, they make 
little effort to consider unemployed engineers. 

In some cases, part of the value of the job candidate 
may be that he has been attracted away from a com-
petitor. Yet, in some respects, these consultants have 
failed to sell clients on their most important service— 
helping employers define job needs and then matching 
the candidates, no matter what their employment 
status, to those jobs. 
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Looking for jobs 

Unemployed engineers have available two computer-
ized registries operating nationwide to locate jobs. 
Both will accept resumés at no cost to the applicant. 
The National Registry for Engineers, 800 Capitol 

Mall, Sacramento, Calif., is operated by the California 
Department of Human Resources Development in co-
operation with the National Society for Professional 
Engineers. The program, set up by the Manpower Ad-
ministration of the Labor Department, uses the 2,000 
local offices of the state employment services. 

Engineers can get standard registry forms from any 
of these offices or directly from the Registry office. 
Prospective employers can also get job order forms 
from these offices and receive without charge com-
puter printouts of " referral profiles." While the 
Registry uses a computer to match resumés with job 
orders and sends the profiles to prospective employ-
ers, it leaves follow-up and job negotiations strictly to 
the two parties. 

Another registry, called GRAD, for Graduate Re-
sumé Accumulation and Distribution, is operated by 
the College Placement Council Inc., P.O. Box 2211, 
Bethlehem, Pa. Endorsed by the Engineers Joint 
Council, GRAD is more employer-oriented than the 
Registry, but it charges the employer for the service, 
based on need. 
Job candidates stay in the GRAD computer file for 

six months or until placed. An employer can get infor-
mation from this file by telephone, mail, or directly on-
line by teletypewriter if necessary. Thanks to the com-
puter memory, an employer continues to receive re-
sumés of new candidates with specified qualifications 
as they enter the system. Employers order the number 
of resumés they want, rather than take potluck. 

According to the EJC, the cost to most employers is 
about $300 per person hired. Job applicants can get 
forms for this service from the Engineers Joint Coun-
cil, 345 E. 47th St., New York. 

In the past year, the Technology Mobilization and 
Reemployment Program (TmRP) and the Volunteer En-
gineers, Scientists, and Technicians (VEST) program in 
the 14 areas of most severe technical unemployment 
have augmented state placement activities. However, 
these projects are still primarily oriented to local areas. 

The Registry reviewed 

The National Registry (see "Looking for jobs", p. 
108) is also a recent service provided by the Department 
of Labor on a voluntary basis. It has not been as effec-
tive as expected because many engineers have appar-
ently decided that the Registry is a waste of effort. On 
the other hand, many small companies that might ordi-
narily use this source of manpower information do not 
know that it exists. 

In addition, state employment services have usually 
worked with the personnel departments of industries in 
the areas they serve. But, as any experienced engineer-
ing professional who has ever looked for a job knows, 
the personnel department is not the place to go because 
the real hiring is done by the engineering manager or 
his equivalent. 
Companies that have used the Registry have been 

discouraged by the results. Partly because they did not 
adequately describe the positions available or because 
the Registry desires to expose as many unemployed en-
gineers as possible to each opening, large numbers of 
resumés have flooded inquirers, who are then unable to 
evaluate them all. Had the results been foreseen, the de-
sired number of resumés could have been specified. 
The VEST program, patterned after the "40 Plus" 

middle-aged mutual benefit group programs, is orga-
nized and managed by the Aerospace Industry Associ-
ation of America, representing the Joint Societies Em-
ployment Advisory Committee on a Labor Department 
contract. 
Although the placement record from this program 

has been good, the percentage of unemployed engineers 
and scientists actually participating has been small. 
Moreover, since the volunteers are all ex-aerospace 
people, there is little first-hand knowledge within the 
project about other industries. 
The Skills Conversion Project is another program 

conducted by the Joint Societies Employment Advisory 
Committee under a Labor Department contract. Four-
teen teams across the country are investigating job de-
velopment potential in non-defense, non-technology-
intensive industries. This project uncovered some im-
mediate openings for engineers and turned these leads 
over to the VEST program and state employment ser-
vices for implementation. The project also unearthed 
some potential jobs that will require additional training 
or orientation for engineers. 

Retreading tried 

The National League of Cities/Conference of Mayors 
has pursued yet another plan in which 388 engineers 
and scientists received intensive courses in urban affairs 
in the hope of preparing them for positions in city, 
county, and state governments. The joint sponsors, the 
departments of Labor and of Housing and Urban De-
velopment, intended these engineers to fill middle-man-
agement slots. Although nearly 300 of them have been 
reemployed, less than 200 landed government jobs. 
Common to all the programs based on the transfer of 

skills from one field to another are the fears of failure 
by both engineer and employer, accompanied by a lack 
of mutual understanding. There is evidence that some 
companies have attempted to take advantage of the re-
tread programs by underemploying experienced engi-
neers. In general, it's clear that the supply of technical 
manpower still exceeds the demand; therefore, there is 
little incentive for hiring the retread from an unrelated 
field unless it is evident that the engineer can make a 
definite contribution. The result has been time-consum-
ing retraining of engineers with no guarantee that there 
will be jobs waiting. 
As discouraging as the results of these projects have 

been, they have provided insights into what might be 
done next to change the unemployment picture. It's 
clear now that an engineer has to make a complete com-
mitment to skill conversion because the problems of 
breaking into a new environment quickly break down 
the resolve of a lukewarm convert. 

Yet, altering the perspective of the unemployed won't 
do much good without also providing effective tools for 
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getting new jobs. The present program for job place-
ment assistance, including the projects discussed here, 
are far from adequate to cover the scope of the prob-
lem. The state agencies are swamped, and the new pro-
grams, VEST and TMRP, have not attracted enough sup-
port from either the unemployed or employers. 
The first priority, therefore, is to provide the jobless 

with a new professional placement bureau. As a starter, 
this move should include elevating within the Labor 
Department the level of responsibility for engineering 
placement and authority. Only a few administrators are 
participating from the department's Manpower Admin-
istration. Their clout is a $42 million appropriation for 
the TMRP. The department's ponderous organization, 
divided into many autonomous groups, inhibits their 
activities. As a result, the $42 million has become an 
embarrassment almost impossible to apply directly to 
the placement of engineers. 

Placement bureau needed 

Although this suggestion may be criticized as forming 
yet another bureaucratic empire, a special group at a 
significant level within the Labor Department ought to 
have the responsibility for developing and adminis-
tering placement programs for engineers and scientists. 
This staff must have the responsibility for all the re-
sources required to accomplish the job—a data bank, 
placement consultants, and training funds. 
Using the successful techniques developed by private 

head-hunters as a model, the job placement system in 
the Labor Department should be re-oriented. Instead of 
concentrating on the unemployed, it should focus on 
the employer. 
The employment consultant understands that the 

best way to fill a job is to start with an adequate defini-
tion. He exerts great effort to define his starting point, 
rather than sending the employer on a wild goose chase. 
This capability does not exist in the public sector. In-
stead, the public system supplies as many resumés and 
candidates as possible, a procedure that helps few. 

Therefore, a part of the new professionals' service 
should be a personal, employer-oriented coun-
seling/placement function geared to defining needs and 
screening potential candidates. This plan could be han-
dled on a regional basis. 
Attempts to place professionals have usually started 

with the assumption that large groups of engineers 
could go through a crash educational program and 
quickly fill large technical voids in other sectors of the 
economy. In practice, these voids have not been found, 
but this fact does not obviate the necessity of rethinking 
the problem and reversing the procedure by finding the 
job opportunities before conversion. 

Along this line, effort should be made to merchandise 
the employment services available to prospective em-
ployers, especially among small and medium-size firms. 
This information should go directly to managers and 
engineering department heads, rather than personnel 
directors, since these are the ones who actually hire en-
gineers. Another positive step is to provide greater 
cross-fertilization of career opportunities and back-
ground to all engineers. Engineers experienced in the 
aerospace environment have little understanding of 

how their counterparts perform in other industries. 
This may be closing the barn door after the horses 

have gone; however, dissemination of job opportunities 
in various industries by the Labor Department and pro-
fessional societies could help head off a future unem-
ployment crunch. 

Quicker benefits sought 

A near-term step should be to expand the National 
Registry. While a complete file of all the unemployed 
engineers is a valuable immediate goal, a more practical 
ultimate objective would be a registry of all professional 
manpower—employed as well as jobless—that could 
provide a basis for identifying an unemployment prob-
lem early and help to begin shifting to openings else-
where. As it is presently run, the Registry only goes 
half-way, which raises expectations hard to satisfy. 

Private management consultants can also contribute 
to revamping the professional placement system. These 
organizations have the expertise, but have generally 
avoided the unemployed as unsalable. A commitment 
on their part to include unemployed candidates in fill-
ing jobs could change this negative attitude and put the 
contribution of the consultant into proper perspective. 

Meanwhile, the Federal Government, through fund-
ing, will have encouraged state, county, and city govern-
ments to employ more engineers. Certainly the neces-
sity to work out solutions to such technical problems as 
law-enforcement techniques, wired cities' cable tele-
vision services, mass transit, and the like is clear and 
present. Tying professional employment to aid pro-
grams could pry open the doors to local governments. 
At the heart of these recommendations is formation 

of a national plan for technical manpower, an idea 
which probably would have seemed absurd in the past. 
Yet by adding projections of manpower requirements, 
the output of universities, and the attrition rate to the 
basic registry, this country could be in a better position 
to forecast its needs for engineers and respond before 
another unemployment crisis once again squanders 
highly trained men. 

Grass-roots reaction 

William Hafstrom knows what he's talking about when 
it comes to employment programs for engineers. As 
head of one of the regional Skills Conversion Program 
teams, he discovered at first hand the problems and 
frustrations of finding jobs for out-of-work profes-
sionals. He also found out what the other programs 
were doing and had an inside look at the Department 
of Labor. 

It is from these grass-roots observations that he pre-
pared this article calling for changes in the way engi-
neers and scientists receive employment assistance. 

Hafstrom is also a personal example of converting 
aerospace knowhow to other jobs. A veteran of aero-
space firms on both coasts, he is now working for the 
Denver, Colo, anti-crime program. This project, sup-
ported in part by the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad-
ministration, is aimed at developing data systems and 
computer-assisted control programs for police work in 
major cities. 
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For complete information on the cost-performance angle, please write or phone now. 

OUR ANGLE: angle position indicators 
that do more and cost less 

SHOULDN'T YOU TAKE A NEW READING 
ON THIS COST-PERFORMANCE ANGLE? 

For better ways to measure synchro and resolver data, North 
Atlantic offers the best of both worlds: budget prices for the 

popular API-8025; superior performance and increased 
capability of the new 8525. • Both are interchangeable 
without any mechanical or wiring modifications. 
North Atlantic's solid-state 8525 offers an accu-
racy of 0.05° (3 minutes). Following a 180° 
step input, it synchronizes a five-digit 
NIXIE readout in 1/2 second flat. And 

it tracks at up to 1000° per second. 
Where cost can be traded 
against performance, the 
proven electromechani-
cal API-8025 . . . a 
recognized indus-

try workhorse .. . 

is available with its 6 
minute accuracy, 25°/ 

second slew speed, and 
many options. • Input of the 

8525 is any 60 or 400Hz resolver/ 
synchro data from control instrumen-

tation. The patented servo design elimi-
nates all inertia and improves dynamic per-

formance many times over. Its digital outputs 
are especially suited to the computer-oriented 

requirements of today's automatic test systems. 
The 8525 . . . priced at $1885 . . . and the API-8025 

priced at $995 actually cost less because they perform 
more functions per dollar. And with greater reliability. 

TOIrII 1\1" 'TIC 
industries, inc. 

200 TERMINAL DRIVE, PLAINVIEW, NEW YORK 11803 
cable: noatlantic / twx: 510-221-1879 / phone: (516) 681-8600 
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Engineer's notebook 

Drift-matched IC op amps 
can save money 
by Larry Choice, 
Burr-Brown Research Corp., Tucson, Ariz. 

Using the right drift-matched IC operational amplifiers 
can drastically cut the cost of any multiple op amp cir-
cuit that requires low-offset voltage drift. Several indi-
vidual low-drift Ic op amps are presently available with 
guaranteed nulled-offset drifts as low as 0.6 microvolt 

per degree centigrade over varying temperature ranges. 
They cost $ 16.30 to $50.75 in quantities of 100. Also 
available are drift-matched lc op amp pairs which can 
provide performance equal to two unmatched units 
each with a drift of ±0.5 tv/°C, yet are about half the 
cost of two of the least expensive unmatched low-drift 
units. Moreover, they need no external offset nulling to 
achieve low drift. 

Just as transistors can be drift-matched, amplifiers 
can be matched for minimum "differential" (between 
two devices) offset voltage (Av„,) and minimum "differ-
ential" drift. Unfortunately, today's dual IC op amps, 
unlike dual transistors, do not in general have good 
matching for offset voltage and drift; the best match is 

AVos = Vosl Vos2 

FOR R4/ R3 = RI /R2 

Vow. = [ 1 + (114/ R3)1[(V2 — V1) — 4 Vosl 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE 
SIMPLEST CIRCUIT 

MINIMUM GAIN alO 
(TO PREVENT A1 FROM 
SATURATING WITH 
LARGE COMMON-MODE 
VOLTAGES) 

DIFFICULT TO VARY GAIN: 
A - 1+ (R4/ R3) 

/W05 = Vos i — V0,2 

FOR R4 = R1 AND R3 = R2 

Vow' = [(V2 — V1) — Mips] [ 1 + (R4/ R3) + 2R4/R0)] 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE 
GAIN VARIABLE WITH 

SINGLE RESISTOR 
(RG) 

MINIMUM GAIN a 10 
(TO PREVENT A1 FROM 
SATURATING WITH LARGE 
COMMON-MODE VOLTAGES) 

RELATIVELY COMPLEX GAIN 
EQUATION: 
A = 1+ (R4/ R3)+ 2R4/RG 

. Improved two-amplifier differential circuit needs only one resistor, RG to vary gain, but resistor values must be matched. 

Unit 
Unit price 

Max. initial 
offset voltage No Offset 

100 — 249 in µV @ 25 C trim nulled 

Max. average 
drift pV / C  

Min. slew rate 
with unity gain 
compensation 

V/psec 

No. of external 
components for 
unity gain 

Temp. range compensation 

Max. input 
bias current 
nA @ 25 C 

Burr-Brown 
3500E $20 

3500MP $16.70 
per pair 

Precision 
Monolithics,Inc. 

SSS725AJ S50.75 

SSS725EJ $16.30 

Analog Devices 

504L S20.40 

508L S30.00 

500 1.0 1.0 

200* 1.0' 1.0 

100 0.8 0.6 0.008 typ 

500 2.0 typ 0.6 0.008 typ 

500 1.0 0.12 typ 

500 1.0 0.12 typ 

Maximum differential between the two units in the pair. 

—25°C to +85°C o ±50 
—25°C to +85°C o ±50 

—55°C to + 125 C 4 70 

0°C to +70 C 4 80 

0°C to +70°C 

0°C to +70°C 

±80 

±20 
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HI R4 

FOR R3 = R4 = R5 = R6 AND RI = R2 

VoUT 

AVos VosI VL.2 

Vow- = +(2R1 / R0 ) 1[(V2 — VI Vus] +2V0s.3 

ADVANTAGES 

HIGH INPUT IMPEDANCE 
UNITY GAIN POSSIBLE 
OUTPUT OP AMP NONCRITICAL 

FOR GAIN .• 10 
GAIN EASILY VARIED WITH 

SINGLE RESISTOR ( FIG ), 
A 1 + 12H 1 / 

DISADVANTAGES 

MOST COMPLEX CIRCUIT 
FOR LOW-GAIN OPERATION, 
OUTPUT OP AMP OFFSET 
AND DRIFT MAY BE A 
PROBLEM 

2. Three-amplifier circuit improves common-mode rejection. 

achieved through drift testing combined with computer 
selection of pairs. Although the Burr-Brown 3500MP is 
the only one presently matched for drift as low as 1 
/tv/C. certainly any type of op amp is amenable to 
matching. However, for good linearity of the matched 
drift, the drift of each unit should be no more than 5 
ti,v/ C. Of course, low input bias currents, internal unity 
gain frequency compensation, and output short-circuit 
protection are additional performance criteria which 
also may be important in matched applications. 
The most common use of op amp pairs is in differ-

ential input (instrumentation) amplifiers, which often 
require extremely high input impedance and in which 
the effects of offset voltage drift may be reduced by 
matching. Other applications needing drift-matched ICs 
include multiple-pole active filters, dual-reference volt-
age sources, voltage-to-current amplifiers, and matched 
dual-channel amplifiers or filters. 
To assure optimum drift performance, certain pre-

cautions are necessary: because two separate matched 

OFFSET 
VOLTAGE 

2.0 mV 

1 5 rt1V 

0.5 JI1V 

I 0111V 

INITIAL 

Vos' 

Vos2 

INDIVIDUAL 
OFFSET VOLTAGE 
VS TEMPERATURE • 

AVos VS TEMPERATURE 

V.51 Vos2 

DIFFERENTIAL 

SLOPE 1 DRIFT 

X 

—25 C O +25 C +85 C 

TEMPERATURE 

'THE MAGNITUDE OF A OFFSET VOLTAGES ANO DRIFT SLOPES HAVE BEEN 

EXAGGERATED FOR CLARITY. 

3. Offset drift matching of the 3500MP reduces differential drift. 

op amps are used, the 3500MP is furnished with a metal 
heat sink to assure that both chips are at the same tem-
perature. In addition to use of a heat sink, the power 
dissipation of both op amps should be kept approxi-
mately the same. For example, just a few degrees inter-
nal temperature differential between chip and the IC 
case would add typically 10 [IN to 

Input bias currents are always a matter of concern in 
any low-drift bipolar op amps. These currents, which 
flow through an equivalent input source resistance, gen-
erate additional offset voltage and drift, and this limits 
the maximum input impedance that can be used. The 
low input bias currents of the 3500MP allow equivalent 
source resistance of up to 10 kilohms before drift and 
offset are significantly affected. 

Using an external potentiometer to null initial offset 
voltage can add offset voltage drift. When a matched 
pair of op amps is employed, it is advisable to adjust 

= 0 to minimize offset adjustment effects on drift, 
and not = O = V„so. 

Simple production testing of 
multioutput dc power supplies 
by John Lawrence 
IBM Corp.. Kingston. N. Y. 

Production testing of multioutput dc power supplies can 
be a time-consuming task. Typically, each output is 
tested separately. a digital voltmeter being used to 
monitor the voltage under various line and load condi-
tions. There are usually only two operating conditions 

under which the output voltage must be measured to 
ensure that the power supply is operating properly— 
high line voltage with low load current and low line 
voltage with high load current—making it possible to 
design a simple inexpensive tester that requires a min-
imum of operator skill, and provides fast testing. 

Basically. the tester consists of a pair of crowbar cir-
cuits and a pair of loads for each power-supply output 
(Fig. 1). Actually, one of the crowbar circuits is used in 
its standard configuration as an over-voltage detector 
(Fig. 2), while the other is modified for use as an under-
voltage detector ( Fig. 3). Each detector's output is fed to 
a panel indicator which provides an unambiguous "go" 
or "no-go" reading. 
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T 

AC LINE 

INPUT 

HIGH 
LINE 

LOW 
LINE 

 o 

POWER 
SUPPLY 

OUTPUT 1 

BIAS 

L ___ 

OUTPUT N 

LOW 
LOAD 

TIME 
DELAY 

4 
UNDER 
VOLTAGE 

DET 

4 
OVER-

VOLTAGE 
DET. 

(;)  VOLTAGE ° VOLTAGE 
LOW PRESENT  

VOLTAGE 
HIGH 

. False indications are eliminated by reliable test Setup that delays application of bias voltage until switching transients have settled. 

REMOVE 
OR MODIFY 

+SENSE 

+ BIAS 

—SENSE 
— BIAS 

2. Over-voltage detector fires a lamp when sense input is too high. 

Depending upon whether the crowbar is to respond 
to the average de level of the power supply under test or 
to the minimum peaks of the output voltage, the RC cir-
cuitry may have to be modified ( Fig. 2). To control the 
trip-point sensitivity, a variable resistor forms part of a 
voltage-divider circuit. It should be a potentiometer 
with a high turns-to-resistance-change ratio. 
To prevent false indications from line and load-

switching transients, it is necessary to delay applying 
bias voltage to the monitoring circuits. The switching 
should be designed so that the bias is removed and 
reapplied each time the line and load are switched. This 
not only allows the monitoring circuits to ignore initial 
switching transients, but also turns off any SCRs that 

+SENSE 
STABLE REF 
OR BIAS I + 

BIAS 

— SENSE 
— BIAS 

3. Under-voltage detector uses a modified over-voltage detector. 

have been previously fired. 
If peak-to-peak ripple must also be monitored, a 

good approach is first to rectify the alternating current. 
The dc level is then amplified and fed to a level-detector 
which drives an appropriate indicator when the ripple 
exceeds some preselected value. 

In addition to the fault indicators mentioned thus far, 
it is wise to include a voltage-present indicator as well. 
This will assure the operator that the equipment is in 
full working order. It is also a good idea to install test 
jacks so that the monitoring circuitry can be calibrated 
from time to time. 

Engineer's Notebook is a regula, leature In Electrones We invite readers to subrnt ongleal 
design. applications. and measurement ideas We'll pay $50 for each item published. 
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We solve all kinds of 
electronic problems. 

Its as easy as 
a, b, c, dg e, f, g, h, I. 
Many people think of Engelhard 
only in relation to the specific 
product with which they are 
familiar. However, we're involved 
in all sorts of products for the 
electronics industry. Interested... 
just check the a, b, c's listed here. 

a. CONTACT MATERIALS 
Why do we produce so many 
different types of electrical 
contacts? Because you have so 
many different needs. So chances 
are whatever an application calls 
for, we make them. You can use 
them with confidence, because you 
can rely on Engelhard's engineering 
and manufacturing facilities and 
our expertise and knowledge of 
special powder metallurgy 
processes. ECON-0-TAPE' cuts 
contact costs, too. Continuous form 
reduces labor. Use only as much 
contact material as needed, where it 
is needed. 

b. THERMOMETALS 
We handle many varieties of 
THERMOMETALS. Roll them into 
almost any thickness. Form them 
into almost any shape. Plate, braze 
or weld them. Why? To give you 
exactly what you need. That's why 
there are so many different ther-
mostatic bimetals being made at 
Engelhard. In thousands of 
different configurations, for as 
many applications. There are 
several manufacturers of thermo-
static bimetals, but only one source 
of THERMOMETALS. 

C. CLAD STRIPS 
We have a method to help you solve 
your stamping and drawn parts 
problems— efficiently, economically 
and permanently. ECON-0-CLAD' 
metal strips save you time and 
money. They're continuously clad 
and metallurgically bonded with 

an intimate heat dissipation 
capability. 

d. THICK & THIN FILM 
MATERIALS 

What kind of products does 
Engelhard have for the industry? 
Good ( mes. And plenty of them. 
Metal powders. Single element or 
formulated metallo-organic 
solutions for thin films. Thick film 
inks, Au and Au- Pt, for high 
conductivity and excellent adhesion 
to substrates, acknowledged to be 
the best in the industry. And an 
experienced team of specialists to 
help you with your specific 
applications. Engelhard covers 
the field. 

e. GAS PURIFICATION SYSTEMS 
Need ultra pure hydrogen? 
Engelhard's HPD purifiers provide 
hydrogen with impurity levels 
below the limits of detection. 
Systems can be supplied for flows 
from 100 cc/min to large in- plant 
systems complete with on-site 
hydrogen generation. Also 
available: systems for purification 
of industrial gases ( argon, helium, 
nitrogen, oxygen, etc.) and in- plant 
nitrogen generators. 

f. QUARTZ PRODUCTS 
A subsidiary of Engelhard, Amersil, 
Inc. supplies quartz tubing for 
diffusion that lasts 20-30% longer. 
It's OHF-ST tubing, a practically 
water- free stabilized tubing with 
greater resistance to devitrification 
plus increased temperature 
resistance. When your plans call 
for fused quartz or fused silica, we 
have what you need. In forms that 
are highly pure, non-contaminating 
and resistant to acid and thermal 
shock. In a variety of forms and 
sizes. Transparent, opaque or in 
combinations of each. 

g. PLATINUM CLAD WIRE 
We have developed a platinum 
clad wire that provides surface 
characteristics of pure platinum 

ENGELHARD INDUSTRIES DIVISION 
ENGELHARD MINERALS & CHEMICALS CORPORATION 

430 MOUNTAIN AVE MURRAY HILL NEW JERSEY 07974 

An Equal 00porlun,y Ennyoyer 

and physical properties of the base 
metal core. And we make it 
available in sizes down to .001" 
diameter. Platinum cladding of 
various weights are offered on cores 
of molybdenum, tungsten, 
nichrome, nickel, steel, etc. 
High purity gold and aluminum 
1% silicon wire in sizes ranging 
down to . 001" diameter are 
available from us for many of your 
bonding operations. Our wire is 
specifically designed to meet your 
requirements. 

h. PLATING PRODUCTS & 
ANODES 

Engelhard has precious metal 
plating products for virtually every 
industrial, commercial, and military 
application. And the technology, 
field service and competitive 
attitude to assure total customer 
satisfaction. Electroplating solutions 
include: gold, both cyanide and 
non-cyanide, rhodium, platinum, 
palladium and silver. Brighteners 
and replenishers arc available for 
each of the above. A variety of os-
mium, iridium, rhodium, platinum, 
palladium, ruthenium, gold and 
silver salts used in the preparation 
of electroplating baths are supplied. 
Anodes for silver plating are 
available in rod, flat shect,corrugated 
sheet, ball, hollow and rectangular. 

1.1. HIGH PURITY BRAZING 
METALS 

Vacuum processing used during 
manufacture of ULTRA-VACt 
Brazing Alloys mechanically 
removes gaseous and volatile 
elements. It is now possible to 
obtain closer control of trace 
elements than formerly available 
through V. T. G. or commercial 
grades of the same composition. 

Ask Engelhard about solving your 
electronics problems effectively and 
economically. We've written a new 
brochure on the subject. Write for 
it today. 

t Trademark applied for 

A03 
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Engineer's newsletter 

IC chip acts There's a revival of the custom IC design-kit idea coming. Exar Inte-
as breadboard grated Systems Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif, has a kit, the XR-C100, that's 

based on one standard chip with 200 components. The chip is the basis 
and custom circu it for obtaining 22 different building blocks and also serves as the final cir-

cuit. The modules differ only in the way the metalization pattern is ap-
plied to the basic chip—one chip has five npn transistors connected to 
the leads; another has four pnp and npn transistors, and still another 
has the chip's resistor array connected. You externally interconnect the 
building blocks until satisfied with the circuit, and then tell Exar how 
you connected them. The company then applies a similar metalization 
pattern to the basic chip to duplicate your circuit. 

One squeeze makes Changing a 50-contact connector by removing and replacing each wire 
50 connections requires plenty of patience. But now Amp Inc., Harrisburg, Pa., is 

ready to offer a tool that makes all 50 connections at once, on a new 
Amp connector that mates with telephone-type connectors. You simply 
fan in the wires, watching color codes, and then apply the tool. Squeez-
ing the two "butterfly" halves of the tool pushes each wire into a slot on 
the back side of the connector that cuts through the insulation and 
makes contact. A companion slot grips the insulation for strain relief. 

DAC competition 

heating up 

If you're using 8-, 10- or I2-bit digital-to-analog converters, you'll 
probably soon find yourself in a buyer's market. Within a year, there 
may be half-dozen monolithic 10-bit DAC's on the market. One was an-
nounced recently by Precision Monolithics, Santa Clara, Calif., and the 
major IC houses are expected to follow. This may pressure the com-
panies that have been building hybrid DACs to reduce prices. 

DIP supplies Quick, now, how many type components are normally available in 
dual-in-line packages? Well, apart from ICs, there are relays, resistor 

dc to op amps networks, multiple switches, trimmer pots, and dc-dc inverters. That 
on digital boards last one is new to the DIP family. Its maker, Reliability Inc., Houston, 

Texas, says it supplies positive and negative voltages for, say, an op amp 
when it's placed on a board with mostly digital circuits that use only 5 
volts. The inverter—a $25, 24-lead DIP,—will supply -±12 or -±15 V, or 
+ 12 and -6 V, and will deliver 1 watt—enough to handle 25 op amps. 

Addenda The National Security Industrial Association, 15th & H Sts., N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20005, will send you a copy of a report on the lessons 
learned by member companies that have tried to switch to the civil sec-
tor. "Special Survey of industry experience in the application of ad-
vance technology to civil sector needs" will cost you $2 if you're an 
NSIA member, $3.50 if you're not. . . . If you're getting that high-and-
dry feeling because you've heard that IBM's leaving the reed-switch 
business, help is on the way. Within three weeks of IBM's announce-
ment, Gordos Corp., Bloomfield, N.J. says it is ready to supply dupli-
cates for two IBM reed switch types: 765972 and 765830. Other sup-
pliers will probably follow. 
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IMPROVE CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE WITH 
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPONENTS EXPRESSLY 
DESIGNED AND CHARACTERIZED FOR 
INVERTER USE. 

HIGH SPEED 

SCR's 
• Worlds largest selection 
• 25 to 700 Amps., up to 1200 volts 
• 10 to 40 iLsec. t @ rated voltages 
• 26 types, 7 package styles 

10 FAST RECOVERY 

RECTIFIERS 
• 2 to 250 Amps., up to 1000 volts 
• 100 to 500 nsec recoveries 
• 7 types, 5 package styles 

COMMUTATION 

CAPACITORS 
• 28F series designed for inverter applications 
• 25 to 150 
• 200 to 2000 volts 

INTERESTED 
• Use inquiry card no. 211 for general information 
• Or write on letterhead stating your current and voltage 

requirements 
• Or contact any authorized General Electric distributor or any 

General Electric electronic component sales office 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 
SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT 

SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 13201 

•\• 
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We regretfully announce that we were 
system into our old calculator box. 

All we could get in were 52 times as many memory registers plus 16 times 
as many programming steps, a lot more logic, and a magnetic card reader. 
The rest of the stuff we had to leave outside. 

Our box still weighs 
221/2 pounds, 

but it now holds 
Up to 522 memory registers, in increments of 64. There's 4-rule arithmetic 
and special key functions into and out of all registers, and you won't destroy 
the contents when you turn off the machine. 

Up to 4,096 steps of programming, in increments of 512. You can do an 
entire program from the keyboard and see all your steps printed out for 
debugging. Symbolic addressing makes branching and jumping very simple. 
You can backspace, correct errors, and insert steps without having to re-enter 
the program. You can program the decimal-point printing format, do 16-level 
nesting. 

A magnetic card reader/writer that lets you input programs, write 
programs, put data into memory save programs and memory contents. 

Fully algebraic keyboard arithmetic, with nesting of parentheses. You enter 
equations the way you write them, not the way the machine wants them. 

Multiple key interlock and rollover, with buffering so you can enter data 
while the machine is calculating. 

coordinate conversion, statistical summation (n, x, x2), 
standard deviation and mean, factorial, sum-
square backout (correction of summations), 

and trigonometric functions including hyperbolics, and also 
input/output in degrees-minutes-seconds, full 4-quadrant 

Labeled keys for logs, antilogs, a', and all common mathematical 

plus optional user-definable function keys. 

Cornpucorp 



unable to cram ail of our new computer 

It doesn't hold 

An input/output typewriter 
(your choice of brands.) 

An XY plotter. 

A cassette tape recorder. 

A punched-card reader. 

A mark-sense card reader. 

A Teletype. You have to 
plug those in. 

We're talking about the new 400 Series of desktop computers that 
complements and extends our Compucorp calculator line. The Model 425 is 
for engineers, scientists and surveyors, the 445 is for statistical folks. 

We've made more than 30,000 of our other models in the last couple of 
years. They come in little boxes that sit on a corner of your desk. Each one 
has an array of powerful one-punch keys that solve the problems of a 
particular kind of user. They have up to 20 storage registers and 256 steps of 
programming. 

There's a wide range of prices so you cars buy enough power to do your job 
without having to pay for more than you need. 

But many customers have said, "That's not enough machine for me'.' Hence 
the 400's. 

The 400's are as easy to operate as our other models (easier, in fact.) They're 
enormously powerful and versatile, they interface with an array of peripherals, 
and they come in the same little box. 

The 400's start at $3,750, our other models a lot lower. 

Write down what you need on your letterhead. We'll show you a calculator 
or a desktop computer that fits your problems and your pocketbook. 

Computer Design Corporation 12401 West Olympic Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 90064 Telephone (213) 478-9761 
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The card behind 
the system is 
only as good 
as the swum 
behind 
the card. 

AMS STOCKING DISTRIBUTORS 

Arizona: R. V. Weatherford Co.. Phoenix (602) 272-
2144; California: R. V. Weatherford Co., Anaheim 
(714) 547-0891; Glendale (213) 849-3451; Mt. View 
(415) 964-0820; Palo Alto (415) 321-5373; Pomona 

(714) 623-1261; San Diego (714) 278-7400; Colorado: 
R. V. Weatherford Co., Denver (303) 427-3736; Flor-
ida: Powell Electronics, Orlando (305) 423-8586; 
Maryland: Powell Electronics, Beltsville (301) 474-
1030; Massachusetts: Apollo Electronics, Cambridge 
16171 868-3120: New Mexico: R. V. Weatherford Co., 

Aibuquerque ( 505) 265-5671; Pennsylvania: 
Electronics. Philadelphia ( 215) 724-1900, Tennessee: 
Powell Electronics, Fayetteville (615) 433-57.,:. Texas: 
R. V. Weatherford Co., Richardson (214) 231-6051, 
(214) 231-7141, (214) 231-7142; Washington: R. V. 
Weatherford Co., Seattle (206) 762-4200. 



11  HE heart of over 200 major AMS memory installations 
containing over 350,000 6002's is the AMS modular 

memory card. Designed, developed and populated with 

AMS semiconductors. 

What did it take to become such an incredible memory supplier? 

Semiconductor expertise: many suppliers boast of that; 
unfortunately for most, that's where it ends. AMS' semi-conductor 

capabilities ... from original device design through final 

packaging and test ... are only the beginning. 

Interconnect technology: from our unmatched experience 
with computer aided design, we know logic simulation and 

transient analysis, device placement, partitioning and routing 

optimization. We can even help to optimize your system perform-
ance. The result: faster system logic, fewer components, 

less costly assembly. 

Delivery: like many other suppliers, we've shipped a lot of cards. 

That implies production operations generating high yields and 

low costs. But with AMS there's an important difference: 
our cards are performing in major systems for end users,and OEM's 
handling billions of calculations daily without error. To our 

custome(s, that means savings. To us, AMS, that's " delivery." 

Performance: AMS still delivers the world's fastest bipolar and 

MOS/LSI cards and components. One year after its introduction, 

our 6002 is still the industry's production standard and the fastest 
1024 x 1 RAM. Our bit rates are production specifications, not 
laboratory curiosities. They are reproduced at high yield 

and low cost. 

Systems support: AMS' field engineering team is ready, now. 

It has a proven track record in understanding and applying 
semiconductor memory systems. We complete what we start.. 

first time, every time. Isn't that what you expect? 

Remember this: when it comes to memory devices or memory 
cards, you can't beat the company with the SIITTI:411. 

If someone tries to sell you cards alone, take a good look at 

the deal you're being offered. 

Alin" 
Advanced Memory Systems, Inc. 
1276 Hammerwood Avenue. 

Sunnyvale, ca4,1,?mta. 
Our nernaje 
We bui 

AMS INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES 

Munzig International, Inc.:  
R•IR1 England: R Sweden: `• 
'•- "." Holland: ,R •-• 6R 2.: Swit-

zerland: G. . Japan: T-kv-, 

AMS DOMESTIC SALES OFFICES 

I West Germany: ",.. n.ch 0811/630667: France: 

California: "5 -) 7:,,,1-4330: Encino ( 213) 

#1. 
986-3895. Massachusetts: Randolf ( 617) 828-2181; 
Pennsylvania: Blue Bell (215) 643-5422. 

AMS manufacturers representatives are located 
throughout the United States. Consult your local tele-
phone directory for the one nearest you. 
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the window-Is 
optional 44'4 

in Microsystems 
International's new 
monolithic 2048 bit 
MOS ROM family 

e 

A choice of five ROM's and PROM's that meet 
just about every application need. 

There are MF1701 and 1702, both recognisable 
by their quartz window. Unique because you 
can erase a program on the spot, simply, with 
high intensity ultra violet Ii9ht. Then electrically 
program it again, and again. 

That is why these PROM's are being widely 
used for system prototypes and in low volume 
applications requiring a frequent reprogram-
ming capability. 

MF1601 and MF1602 primarily for the lower 
volume applications, use the same 256 word 
by 8 bit chip and are electrically programmable 
by you or us. 

When you need high volume, lower cost ROM's, 
our mask programmed MF1301 is unbeatable. 

There are many options on product, but none 
on quality. Its the best. With our guarantee that 
all 2048 bits are programmable, and 100% fac-
tory tested for performance, plus immediate 
delivery. All good reasons for you to contact 
Microsystems International. Now. 

Fir 1701, 1702 
mill601, 1602 

mr1301 

silicon gate MOS LSI from 
the performance leader performance 

international limited box 3529 station r °Payee canada - montreal. ottawa. toronto, brussels, Stuttgart london palo alto. union 

1111_microsystems 
international 

For further information— call or write your nearest Microsystems sales office or distributor. 

• 

U.S.A. MICROSYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: CALIFORNIA - Palo Alto, Phone 415-493-0848 ILLINOIS - Schaumburg, Phone 312-894-7660. NEW JERSEY - Union, Phone 201-964-3131 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES: ARIZONA - Scottsdale, Erskin Associates. Phone 602-263-7654. CALIFORNIA - Los Altos. WM. Posey, Phone 415-948-7771. Sante Ana, Rical Associates, Phone 714 
-557-6453 CONNECTICUT - New Canaan, Stan Pierce Inc., Phone 203-966-4630. FLORIDA - Indialantic. Tech-Rep Associates, Phone 305-723-9140 Ler2o. tccn-Rep Associates, Phone 
1313-595-2834. GEORGIA - Chamblee. Tech- Rep Associates, Phone 404-939-8339. ILLINOIS - Itasca, Lou Becher & Associates. Phone 312-773-1810. INDIANA - Indian/woks, R.E. Mantuan & Asso-
ciates, Phone 317-253-3997 MARYLAND - Baltimore. L.H. Kolman Co., Phone 301-752-8756 MASSACHUSETTS - Norwood, Stan Pierce Inc.. Phone 617-762-3164 MISSOURI - Si. Louie Pern Sales 
Co., Phone 314-427-7200 NEW YORK - Cicero. Advanced Components Inc., Phone 315-699-2671. New York, ABC Electronics Sales. Phone 516-747--6610. OHIO - Columbus Tom Mulligan & Associates, 
Phone 614-457-2242. PENNSYLVANIA - Philadelphia, ABC Electronics Sales, Phone 215-464-2275 TEXAS - Addieon, Campion Sales, Phone 214-239-9196. 

DISTRIBUTORS: ARIZONA - Phoenix, KieruIll Electronics, Phone 602-273-7331 CALIFORNIA -Gardena. Santa Monica Bell, Phone 213-321-5802 Lee Angeles, Wesco, Phone 213-685-952S Menlo 
Park. Bell Electronics. Phone 415-323-9431. San Carlos. Sterling Electronics, Phone 415-592-2353 San Diego.kieruld Electronics, Phone 714-278-2112. COLORADO  , Kierullf Electronics. Phone 
303-343-7090. LONG ISLAND - Freeport, Magda), Electronics Inc.. Phone 516- 546-6000. MARYLAND - Baltimore, Arrow Electronics Inc Phone 301-247-5200. MASSACHUSETTS - Dedham. Gerber 
Electronics, Phone 617-329-2400. Watertown. Stoning Electronics. Phone 617-962-9720. MINNESOTA Mi Ile, Hall Mark Electronics Corp.. Phone 612-925-2944. NEW YORK - Buffalo, Genesee 
Radio el Parts Co. Inc Phone 716-873-9661 Rochester. Simcona Electronics. Phone 716--328-323C NEW MEXICO - Albuquerque. Kierult1 Electronics, Phone 505-247-1055. TEXAS - Della., Semicon-
ductor Specialists Inc., Phone 214-358-5211 WASHINGTON -Seattle. Kieruld Electronics. Phone 206-763-1550. 

CANADA - MICROSYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL SALES OFFICES: ONTARIO -Ottawa, Phone 613-828-9191. Toronto, Phone 416-366-7721. QUEBEC - Montreal, Phone 514-875-2814. 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES: BRITISH COLUMBIA - Vancouver, A.W. Bleue. Phone 604-685-7914. 

DISTRIBUTORS: BRITISH COLUMBIA - Vancouver, RA E. industrial Electronics Ltd., Phone 604-687-2621. ONTARIO - Mallon. Semiconductor Specialists (Canada) Ltd.. Phone 416-678-1444. 
QUEBEC - Montreal. Cesco Electronlcs ',cited. Phone 514-735-5511. 
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New Products 

Disk geared to fast minicomputers 
Memory for 16- bit processors uses flying head- per-track technique. 

offers data transfer rate of 7.5 megabits per second, 10-ms access 

by Stephen Wm. Fields. San Francisco bureau manager 

Ever since the new generation of 
fast msinst minicomputers has 
been available, peripheral equip-
ment makers have been playing a 
game of catch-up. Some disk files, to 
take just one example, have not 
been able to keep up with the data 
rate demands and the fast data ac-
cess requirements of the latest 16-
bit-word central processing units. 
By employing a new twist on an 

old idea, Omron Systems Inc., 
Mountain View, Calif., has devel-
oped a disk file system that offers 
extremely high speed: data transfer 
rates on the Omron 6000 disk sys-
tem go up to 7.5 megabits per sec-
ond, and worst-case data access time 
is 10 milliseconds. Average point-to-
point access time is only 5 milli-
seconds. 
The old idea is head-per-track, 

and the new twist is a high-perform-
ance, low-cost flying head assembly. 
Bernard Jacobs, Omron's president, 
says, "The first disk systems years 
ago were head-per-track, but then 
IBM came out with the single-head 
voice-coil concept, which cut down 
on head costs and reduced head 
crashes." He points out that one 
problem with the old head-per-track 
system was that complex mechani-
cal assemblies were employed to re-
track the heads when the disk 
started and stopped. If these failed 
or jammed, the heads would crash 
into the disk, destroying it. 

But, says Jacobs, "both head and 
disk technologies have moved for-
ward since then, and we thought 
that they could yield a better 
price/performance ratio." To elimi-
nate the head crashing problem, 
Omron designed a new head cluster 
assembly that flies a low 20-25 mi-
croinches above the disk surface. In 
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the Omron 6000, a 6-inch-diameter 
disk is used with 10 head assem-
blies. Each head assembly has 11 
tracks, one of which is a spare, mak-
ing 100 tracks with 10 spares. The 
spare tracks are either hardware- or 
software-addressable. When the 
disk is off, the ceramic/ferrite heads 
are resting on the nickel/cobalt disk 
surface. Then, as the disk builds up 
to its 6,000-revolutions-per-minute 
final speed, there's an airfoil effect: 
the heads take off and fly. Since the 
disk and the head material are 
equally hard, there is no scouring. 
When the disk shuts off, the heads 
land. "In tests," says Jacobs, "we've 
experienced no degradation in ei-
ther the disk or the heads after 8,000 
start/stop operations." 

Part of the reason for the need of 
the super-fast disk is the changing 
role of the minicomputer. "People 
now realize that they cannot afford 
time-sharing systems," says Jacobs. 
"The trend is toward smaller sys-
tems employing fast minicomputers. 
And they need large, fast, peri-
pheral mass-memory systems." 
To minimize routine maintenance 

time, the 6000 employs a positive air 
filtration system that continuously 
purifies the disk's environment and 

virtually eliminates disk damage 
due to dust. 

For users who need more than the 
7.5-megabit storage capacity of the 
6000, Omron has developed the 
model 3000 system, which employs 
a 12-inch-diameter disk rotating at 
3000 rpm. Sixteen head assemblies 
are used to provide 160 data tracks 
with 16 spares. Data transfer rate is 
the same as that for the 6000 sys-
tem,—up to 7.5 megabits per sec-
ond—but storage capacity is in-
creased to 24 megabits, and average 
access time is 10 milliseconds. 
Worst-case access time is 20 ms. 

Both systems come complete with 
all read/write and interface elec-
tronics, power supply, and cabinet. 
Controllers for almost any mini-
computer can be supplied by Om-
ron. 
The system may be ordered with 

up to 10 head assemblies for the 
model 6000 and 16 for the model 
3000. Price of the 6000 system is 
0.05 cent per bit in OEM quantities, 
and for the 3000, 0.025 cent per bit. 
A fully loaded 6000 sells for $3,500 
and the 3000 for $5,000 in OEM 
quantities. 
Omron Systems Inc., 440 East Middlefield 

Road, Mountain View, Calif. 94040 [338] 

Low-flying. Photo shows one of 10 head assemblies that fly 20-25 microinches above Om-

ron 6000 disk. Part of circuit card containing read-write electronics is visible at top. 



NEW! A/D ENCODER CIRCUIT. 
Contains all the digital circuitry necessary to 
build an 8-bit successive approximation A/D converter. 
HI-0180 
This new device replaces three 
conventional TTL MSI packages, 
resulting in significant space and 
cost savings. 

Features: 
Both serial and parallel output data 
compatible with DTL/TTL. 

Data Ready .. output pin indicates when 
conversion is complete and can be 
used for serial word synchronization, 
gating of parallel data, or actuating an 
analog sampling circuit. 

"Reset.' and -Enable.' inputs which 
allow the device to convert 
continously or stop on completion of a 
conversion until externally restarted. 

Applications: 
The HI-0180 can be used with the 
HI-1080, 8-bit D/A converter, the 
HA-2111 comparator, and a reference 
voltage source to implement a 
complete 8-bit A/D system capable of 
converting unipolar or bipolar signals 
with 1/2 L.S.B. accuracy at up to 
40,000 conversions per second. 

Other applications include: 
Point of measure A/D converters in 
data acquisition systems. 

Encoders and decoders for digitally 
multiplexed audio, instrumentation, or 
control transmission systems. 

Supplied: 
16-pin ceramic DIP 100-999 units 

HI-1-0180-2 
( 55°C to 125°C) $17.70 

HI-1-0185-5 
(0°C to 75°C) $ 8.85 

CFO-0185-6 (Chips) 5.35 

For details see your Harris distributor, 
representative or write direct. 

Special Introductory Offer! 
Complete 8-bit A/D Converter 
System Kit 
For a limited time we are making 
available a complete 8-bit A/D 
converter system in kit form for both 
commercial and military applications. 
Kits also contain a prewired PC card 
and information package. Both 
versions may be ordered only through 
your Harris distributor, but be sure to 
to place your order early because 
quantities are limited. 

The military version consists of our 
new HI-0180 encoder, the HI-1080 
DIA converter, the HA-2111 voltage 
comparator. $65.00 in 1-99 quantities. 

The commercial kit contains our 
HI-0185 A/D encoder, the HI-1085 
D/A converter, and the HA-2311 
voltage comparator. 

S36.80 in 1-99 quantities. 

HARRIS 
SEMICONDUCTOR 
A DIVISION OF HARRIS • INTERTYPE CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 883, Melbourne, Florida 32901 
(305) 727-5430 

DISTRIBUTORS: Schweber Electronics: Westbury, New York (516)334-7474; Rockville, Maryland (301)881-2970; Hollywood. Florida (305) 927-0511 / Harvey,. R & 13 Electronics: 
Lexington, Massachusetts (617) 861-9200 / Semiconductor Specialists, Inc.: Chicago (312) 279-1000; Detroit (313) 255-0300; Minneapolis (612) 884-8132; Kansas City (816)452-3900; 
St. Louis (314)428-6100; Dallas (214)358-5211; Indianapolis (317) 243-8271; Pittsburgh (412) 781-8120; Dayton (513) 278-9455 / R.V. Weatherford Co.: Albuquerque (505) 265-5671; 
Anaheim ( 714) 547-0891; Austin (512) Enterprise 1443; Dallas (214) 231-6051; Denver (303) 427-3736; Glendale ( 213)849-3451; Houston ( 713) Enterprise 1443; Palo Alto (415) 321-5373; 
Phoenix (602) 272-7144 Pomona (714) 623-1261; San Diego ( 714)278-7400; Seattle (206) 762-4200. HARRIS SALES OFFICES: VVellesley, Massachusetts (617) 237-5430; 
Wayne. Pennsylvania (215) 687-6680; Palos Heights, Illinois (312)597-7510; Melbourne. Florida (305) 727-5430; Palo Alto, California (415) 321-2280; Melville, New York ( 516)249-4500; 
Syracuse, New York (315)463-3373; VVashington. DC. (202)337-4914; Dallas. Texas (214)231-9031; Scottsdale. Arizona (602)946-3556; Long Beach. California (213)426-7687. 
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New products 

Components 

Module is 

multifunctional 

Unit multiplies, divides: 

with op amp, it computes 

vectors and rms values 

Equipment designers are promised 
space-saving and cost-saving with a 
multifunction module that Analog 
Devices says is the first of its kind. 
By means of two programing resis-
tors, the model 433J can do multi-
plication, division, squares, square 
roots, reciprocals, powers, and pres-
sure-volume/temperature compu-
tations. With an inexpensive exter-
nal operational amplifier, the mod-
ule can compute vectors and rms 
values to dc. As a result, it can re-
place several dedicated modules in 
OEM designs. Priced at $75 in quan-
tities of Ito 9, the 433J measures 1.5 
by 1.5 by 0.62 inches. 
Fred Pouliot, marketing specialist 

at Analog Devices, says that ad-
vanced techniques in log circuits 
were what enabled the company to 
put so many functions into such a 
small module. The unit handles two 
input signals as logarithms, with a 
log ratio circuit at the input and an 
antilog circuit at the output. The 
two programing resistors establish 
signal exponent values, which can 
range from 0.2 to 5. Because of its 
logarithmic design, the unit's oper-
ation is limited to one quadrant, but 
Pouliot feels this will not substan-
tially limit its usefulness. 
The module is accurate to within 

0.5% for all functions. Multiplier 
performance for outputs from 10 
millivolts to 10 V provides a total er-
ror drift coefficient of 0.01%/°C. 
Worst-case output noise ranges 
from 100 microvolts at 10 y to 300 
ny at 0.1 y in a 10-hertz-to- 1-ki-
lohertz bandwidth, which Analog 
says is three times better than most 
transconductance-type multipliers 
or dividers. 

But the most significant improve-
ment in performance, the company 

says, is in the divider function. The 
433J's error is only 30 my at 100 my 
input. This results from an open-
loop design, which makes accuracy 
of the module independent of deno-
minator amplitude, drift, linearity, 
and noise. 

Besides a ±-15-v supply, the user 
of the 433J supplies either a poten-
tiometer to give variable exponents 
or two fixed resistors to give a con-
stant exponent. Placing the resistors 
and op amps is up to the designer of 
the system. 

Since functions are determined by 
pin connections, the 433J can be de-
signed into an instrument where a 
switch changes functions. Major ap-
plications for the module are seen in 
medical, industrial, and process con-
trol equipment. 
Analog Devices Inc., Rte. 1, Industrial Park, 

P.O. Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062 [341] 

Kit permits user to design 

his own miniature connectors 

The modular connector—a concept 
that has been around for a long 
time—has been applied to miniature 
types by Amphenol, which estimates 
that, besides reducing costs, it will 
save the user as much as eight weeks 
of development time. 
The company's custom connector 

kit, priced at $25, enables the user to 
assemble his own rack and panel 
connectors. It's called the 137 series 
MIC-KIT (modular integral connec-
tor kit), and contains five types of 
contact modules along with enough 
hardware to make three pairs of 
connectors. Intended for bread-
boarding, prototyping, or short pro-
duction runs, it also eases the con-
version to large production runs, 
since Amphenol need only tool up 
for a one-piece insulator to take the 
place of the modular insulators. 
The series 57 shell size (Amphe-

nol's Blue Ribbon connector size) 
holds five contact modules. There 
are also five varieties of modules: a 
blank that's used as a spacer when 
four or fewer contact modules are 
used; a module that takes either a 
coax contact or one No. 12 power 
contact; one that takes up to four 

No. 16 contacts; one that takes up to 
eight No. 20 contacts; and one that 
takes up to 21 No. 24 contacts. The 
insulation is Amphenol's standard 
glass-filled Nylon Zytel 101, which 
has a rated operating temperature 
range of -55° to 125C. 
The kit obviates not only the long 

delivery time, but also the prelimi-
nary back-and-forth negotiations as 
the connector design is developing. 
Another advantage. says Amphenol, 
is that designers can reduce the 
number of connectors in a system, 
since one shell will hold a variety of 
contacts. Thus, there will be no need 
to use individual connectors with 
only a few contacts. Coax contacts, 
too, can be merged into the single 
connector. 
The kit will be available from dis-

tributors, as will all parts of the kit 
so that users can buy only those 
parts they need. 
Amphenol IndustnaL Div., Bunker Ramo 

Corp., 1830 South 54th Ave., Chicago, III. 

60650 [342] 

Thermal switches provide 

isolated tone signaling 

A thermal switching device called 
the TC-8 uses polyconductor tech-
nology. The unit enables data trans-
mission equipment and automatic 
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Augat says: Take a hard look at circuits cast in iron. 

Think about it. In the electronics industry—which 
thrives on change— something as difficult to change as 
the PC board is practically taken for granted. 

Ironic. Especially since there's an alternative that 
gives you all the flexibility that PC 
boards lack. With Augat's dual-in-line 
plug-in panels you can make component 
and wiring changes in minutes. In bread-
boarding, prototyping, production. 
Augat saves you time and money. 

There's no waiting for artwork and fabri-
cation, as with PC boards. No need for 
inventories of logic cards. What's more; 
the Augat panel gives you up to three 
times the packaging density of planar 

printed circuit boards, with greater reliability. 
All of which means that your product gains an 

important competitive edge simply by switching 
to Augat panels. 

And now you probably understand why 
we're delivering thousands of these 
boards every week. We'll be happy to 
tell you more. Call us today at 
(617) 222-2202. Or write for our I.C. 
catalog showing our complete product 
line in panels and accessory equipmein. 
Augat Inc., 33 Perry Avenue, Attleboro, 
Massachusetts 02703. Our representation 
and distribution is nationwide and 
international. 

Plug into Augat® instead. 
See our new packaging developments at 

The NEPCON EAST SHOW, NEW YORK, Booths 4521-4523 
Circle 126 on reader service card 



Augat enclosures. 
You can do a lot 
with 31/2 inches. 
Example: Augat's 31/2-inch-

high drawer assembly will 
package up to 720 DIP's. That's 
a lot. What's more DIP's are 
always in easy reach. Panel 
frames have unique two-way 
hinges for accessibility or 
removal. 
Augat rack assemblies also 

give you plenty of packaging 
density. Plus flip-up access to 
panels for fast repairs or 
design changes. 

Smallest of all, our new mini-
rack assembly— with small 
racks and plug-in panels— lets 
you subdivide logic more 
flexibly than before. 
Whichever way you want to 

go, you can count on Augat for 
all your enclosure needs. And 
probably pay less money than 
you're paying now, thanks to 
our off-the-shelf supply. 
Augat. The ones who 

pioneered the plug-in panel. 
Call us for panels (with auto-
matic wire wrapping available), 
enclosures, sockets, accessories. 
Or write for our catalog. 
Augat Inc., 30 Perry Avenue, 

Attleboro, Mass. 02703. 
(617) 222-2202. Our representa-
tion and distribution is nation-
wide and international. 

Plug into Augat ' 

New products 

callers to operate directly with 
touch-tone telephone sets, or other 
tone generators, without using an 
isolation transformer. Each unit in-
cludes eight small thermal switches 
that change resistance from 300 
kilohms to 50 ohms at a critical 
point of about 65°C. Internal heat-
ers in the switches are turned on and 
off by signals from the data set, thus 
controlling frequency selection. 
Price is under $2. 
Multi-State Devices, Superior Electronics In-

dustries Ltd., 1330 Trans-Canada Highway, 

Montreal 740, Canada [343] 

Trimming pot handles 

2.5 watts at 85°C 

A trimming potentiometer called 
Tex Trim is wirewound, and has a 
temperature coefficient as low as 
five parts per million per °C and a 
power rating of 2.5 watts at 85°C. 
Ninety-eight percent of the resis-
tance element is embedded in an al-
kyd molding compound, and the 
molded element can produce any 
configuration required with a 
change of cases. Price is from $ 1.70. 
TexOhm, Trimmer Div., Rte. 4, Box 595, 

Waco, Texas 76705 [347] 

Transducer simulator checks 

system performance 

A bridge transducer simulator, the 
model 40, substitutes for a trans-
ducer in verifying system perform-
ance, or in amplifier drift calibration 
tests. Features include seven shunt 
calibration steps from 0.5 volt to 50 
millivolts at 10 volts excitation, and 
an internal reference that supplies 

OM MODEL 40 BRIDGE TRANSWGER SIMULATOR 

SIMN.Anto UV. 

0±1 millivolt to determine system 
excitation voltage. Bridge resistance 
is 300 ohms. Price is $99.50. 
Fogg System Co. Inc., Box 22226, Denver, 

Colo. 80222 [346] 

Mercury reed switch 

offers dry reed speeds 

A mercury-wetted reed switch desig-
nated the MRHG-2 offers an ac-
tuating time of one millisecond. 
This operating speed, usually associ-
ated with dry reed types, is largely 
the result of the location of the gap 
in the center of the form A switch. 
The single-pole single-throw unit 
can be mounted to within -±15° of a 
vertical position. Physical dimen-
sions are: glass diameter, 0.130 in.; 
glass length, 0.800 in.; over-all 

1 I , 
r, 100 80 .,/ 

\\\.) 90 'BO 100 11'2 

U 7 

length, 1.765 in.; and minimum trim 
length, 0.925 in. Price is $2 in 1,000 
lots. 
Hamlin Inc., Lake Mills, Wis. [345] 

Pc board trimmers 

feature low price 

Three models of a printed-circuit 
board trimmer are available in the 
following price ranges for quantities 
of 1,000 to 1,999: the model 3359 is 
50 cents, the model 3353 is 20 cents, 
and the model 3351 is 15 cents. The 
unit offers less than a 1% resistance 
change after normal circuit-board 
cleaning processes, and is rated at 
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vvrn-i 8-BET-
RES01 LIT1ON AND 

_t•A Piz WORD 
RATE  

These guys know a good thing when they see it. Nothing else on 
the market puts so much performance into such a small package. 
And for hundreds—in most cases thousands—of dollars less than 
the big ones. 

Our all new VADO is designed for use in video data logging and 
analysis systems. The VADO is rugged, has wide operating ranges 
and is packaged to FIT into your system. 

New? Sure. But already, the VADO is being used for sonar and 
radar digitizing, video data transmission. Mil systems and wave-
form signature recognition. One of these many systems is already 
in flight tests. 

• Resolution is 8 bits at better than a 6 MHz word rate. 
• Input dynamic range is 5V. Zero to +5 or -2.5. 
• Input impedance is 10 me and 10 pF. 
• Outputs are parallel, TTL data, binary or offset binary. 
• VADO has an integral sample-and-hold with better than 100 Ps 
aperture time. 

What's more, it doesn't take up a whole rack. It mounts on two 
compact PC boards. The entire unit measures only 6.8 by 4.5 by 
3.0 inches and weighs only 40 ounces. 

The VADO is not all. DDC also offers a 16 MHz 4 bit A/D, 25ns 
D A, 100 ps aperture S & H, video multiplexer. Write us, or phone 
direct to either Steve Muth or Jim Sheahan (516) 433-5330. 

ANALOG /DIGITAL CONVERTERS 

o 
ILC DATA DEVICE CORPORATION 

100 TEC STREET, HICKSVILLE. N.Y. 11801 

either 1/2 watt at 70 C or watt at 
60°C. Three operating temperatures 
are available and range from -65 to 

+ 125°C, 0 to + 100°C and 0 to 
+70°C. 
Bourns Inc., 1200 Columbia Ave., Riverside 

Calif. 92507 [344] 

Accelerometer designed for 

shock, vibration tests 

A hermetically sealed piezoelectric 
accelerometer is capable of oper-
ating at temperatures up to 500°F. 
The model 2221F is designed for 
low-level shock measurements of up 
to 2,500 g and for airborne vibration 
measurements. It is also suitable for 
a broad range of testing applications 

utilizing a resonant frequency of 42 
kilohertz. Charge sensitivity is 10 pi-
cocoulomb/g, and voltage sensi-
tivity is 9 millivolts per g. Frequency 
response is from 2 hertz to 8,000 Hz. 
The unit will withstand shocks to 
5,000 g without damage. 
Endevco Dynamic Instrument Div., 801 S. 

Arroyo Parkway, Pasadena, Calif. 91109 

[349] 

Shaft position encoder 

measures 1 by 1 inch 

A subminiature shaft position en-
coder measures 1 inch in length by 1 
in. in diameter. It is encased in a 
size 11 servo housing, and is desig-
nated the series 820. The photo-
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TRW transformers: 
designer's choice, 
distributor service 

can still meet your needs quickly, through our dis-
tributors. They're responsive! 

There's no compromise on specs, reliability, 
or delivery when you use TRW/UTC transformers. 
Our brand new 48-page Expander Designer's 
Guide lists all UTC audio transformers by imped-

ance, reducing your matching and finding task to 
a simple look-up. The TRW/UTC full audio catalog 
is included, too, so you can get exactly what you 
need at the right price. 

And there's no delay. TRW/UTC has real local 
inventories. We also have application assistance. 
And if you need minor mechanical changes, we 

In short, we have the fastest service. And we don't 
sacrifice reliability, quality or technology. Write for 
your copy of our designer's guide. You'll find out 
how to get the quickest delivery on the industry's 
broadest line. 

TRW/UTC Transformers, an Operation of TRW 

Electronic Components, 150 Varick Street, New 
York, New York 10013. Tel: ( 212) 255-3500. 

TRW 
Electronics/May 22 1972 Circle 
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Got a problem of 
DIMENSIONS? 

TEMPERATURE? 

UNUSUAL CYCLING? 
SHOCK RESISTANCE? 
turn the job over to SYNCHRON MOTORS! 
What's the motor problem you face 
in the design you're working on? One 
of tricky performance requirements? 
•Diff icultenvironment?Total accuracy? 
Before you do anything else, see how 
SYNCHAON Motors can be applied. 

(Do the same thing even when you 
have a simple, straightforward appli-
cation in mind!) Just write us and tell us 
what you want a motor to accomplish. 
You'll get an immediate answer and any 
help you need for specific problems. 

HIANSEN MANUFACTURING CO., INC., PRINCETON, IND. 47670 

HANSEN REPRESENTATIVES: Carey & Associates, Houston and Dallas, 
Texas; R. S. Hopkins Co., Sherman Oaks. Calif.; Melchior Associates, Inc., 
San Carlos, Calif.; The Fromm Co., River Forest, Ill.; John Orr Associates, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.; H. C. Johnson Agency, Inc., Rochester, N.Y.; 
Winslow Electric Co., Essex, Conn.; Kiley Electric Co., Villanova, Pa.; 
Herbert Rude Associates, Inc., Teaneck, N.J. 
Export Department: 2200 Shames Drive. Westbury, N.Y. 11590 
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Are size, shape or weight considerations important? 
Special mechanical configurations offered — Her-
metically sealed or encapsulations for pcb installa-
tions 
Low, high, band pass and reject designs— Butter-
worth, Chebishev, Bessel or elliptic response char-
acteristics— wide range of source and load impe-
dances 
Low frequency actives, stable toroidal LC's, RC 
twin-T's 
No EXTERNAL components required 
Unbiased recommendations on active or passive 
filter selections for maximum economy 

\QDRIA‹, instruments, incorporated 

PHONE AREA 512/892-0752 • P.O. Box E98 AUSTIN TEXAS 78767 

New products 

digasetitrweifte 

eaN ROI 
DISC s. 
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electric device is applicable to al-
most any high-density packaging 
uses. Light-emitting diodes are used 
as illuminating sources, and pulse 
rate can be specified up to 500 
pulses per revolution. Operating 
speed is 50 kilohertz maximum. 
Price is $ 125 to $ 150 in single quan-
tities. 

Disc Instruments Inc., 2701 S. Halladay St., 

Santa Ana, Calif. 92705 [348] 

Resistors are direct 

replacements for wirewounds 

A line of radial and axial lead resis-
tors designated the M series is in-
tended as direct replacements for 
wirewounds. Fabricated from bulk 
metal film on ceramic, the resistor 

41* 

chip is calibrated and then coated 
with silicon rubber. Temperature 
coefficient is - 10 parts per million 
per degree Centigrade maximum 
for all values. Stability is 30 
ppm/year, and tracking for all val-
ues is 4 ppm/°C. 
Vishay Resistor Products, Div. of Vishay In-

tertechnology Inc., 63 Lincoln Highway, 

Malvern, Pa. 19355 [350] 
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Robert W. Sarnoff 

Take stock 
in yourself.. 

In addition to the benefit it provides for the country as a 
whole, the U.S. Savings Bond Program provides an easy and safe 

way to set aside funds for future needs. 

This year, Robert W. Sarnoff, 
RCA Chairman of the Board and Chief 
Executive Officer, has agreed to head 
the U.S. Savings Bond Program in the 
electronics industry. 

RCA has been an enthusiastic sup-
porter of the U.S. Savings Bond Program 
since it began. Last year, 87.2 percent of 
RCA employees participated in this sys-
tematic method of saving. 

A lot of people in the electronics industry are finding that 
the best way to help themselves is to help their country. 

Take stock in America. 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds. 
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Semicond,ictors 

Quad op amp 
uses one supply 

Motorola and National aim 

low-priced chip at auto, 

industrial control markets 

The principal thrust in development 
of operational amplifiers has been 
toward all-purpose, high-perform-
ance devices. But semiconductor 
makers are now shifting emphasis to 
the promising markets for low-
priced, special-purpose monolithic 
units, particularly those that in-
corporate several devices on a chip. 
First Motorola, and now National 
Semiconductor, have announced a 
quad op amp—four amplfiers on a 
chip. 
The devices can operate either 

from a single + 5-volt supply or 
from the two supply voltages usu-
ally required for conventional op 
amps. These are the first units with 
the 5-v single-supply feature, 
making the quad op amp ideal for 
many industrial control appli-
cations, in design of active filters, 
and for other applications where 
only the single 5-v supply is avail-
able. 

Semiconductor makers are also 
confident that the 5-v capability, 
plus low prices, will make the de-
vices attractive to designers of au-
tomotive electronics for fuel injec-
tion, electronic ignition, safety 
device control, and other systems. 

National's entry, the LM3900, is 
priced at 75 cents each in quantities 
of 100. It can operate from 4 to 30 
volts dc and has an open-loop gain 
of 70 decibels that is available from 
dc to 2.5 megahertz. In addition, the 
output of the unit is short-circuit-
protected. 
The Motorola device, designated 

the MC3401, comes in a single plas-
tic package, and sells at $ 1.75 each 
in quantities of 100. It operates from 
supply voltages of 5 to 18 vdc, with-
out the common-mode input volt-
age problems usually encountered 

by conventional op amps operated 
from a single supply. 

Both the Motorola and National 
op amps, which are internally com-
pensated, use "current-mirror" cir-
cuits - to obtain noninverting inputs, 
rather than the differential ampli-
fiers normally associated with op 
amps. This allows a user to employ 
a conventional common-emitter in-
put stage, which can be biased more 
easily from a single power supply. 

Input bias current of the Moto-
rola MC3401 is only about 50 na-
noamperes, while unity-gain band-
width is 5 MHz, adequate for many 
gain-block purposes. 
Motorola Inc., Semiconductor Products Div., 

P.O. Box 20924, Phoenix, Arizona 85036 

[411] 

National Semiconductor Inc., 2900 Semi-

conductor Dr., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051 

[371] 

12-digit calculator chip 

has memory register, too 

Designers of calculators are prom-
ised added versatility and flexibility 
with the introduction of the CT5005 
FlexiChip by Cal-Tex Corp. of 
Santa Clara, Calif. The chip offers 
not only the standard four functions 
(add, subtract, multiply, and di-
vide), but it also has a separately ad-
dressable memory register—all on a 
single chip. 

Designed for a 12-digit display 
calculator, the CT5005 is a p-chan-
nel mos circuit that includes two op-
erator registers as well as the 
memory. The memory allows incor-
poration of a four-function-constant 
operation as contrasted with the 
two-function constant usually found 
in calculator chips. In a machine us-
ing the CT5005, the K key would be 
replaced by two keys: RM, to dis-
play the contents of the memory; 
and CM, to clear the memory regis-
ter. 
Decimal point placement from 

one to five places is easily accom-
plished by touching the decimal and 
number keys simultaneously. 
Other significant features of the 

FlexiChip are two-phase clock oper-
ation, automatic keyboard de-

bounce, leading-zero suppression, 
and automatic lockout of unsure re-
peat operations. 

Prices range from $ 15 to $23, de-
pending on quantity. 
Cal-Tex Semiconductor Inc., 3090 Alfred 

St., Santa Clara, Calif. 95050 [412] 

Epoxy transistor cuts cost of 

thick-film hybrid circuits 

A subminiature epoxy transistor 
that measures 0.09 inch in diameter 
by 0.06 in. in thickness is designed 
to cut the cost of thick-film hybrid 
circuits. Designated the MET series, 
the devices offer handling ease, pro-
tection against moisture, humidity, 
mechanical damage during ship-
ment and assembly, and minimum 
loss on thick-film circuits during as-

sembly. This avoids manufacturing 
problems encountered with wire-
bonded chip resistors. 
Sprague Electric Co., 35 Marshall St., North 

Adams, Mass. 01247 [413] 

Buffer converters are for 

high-current sinking 

Buffer converters designated the 
CM4009A/CM4010A are used for 
high-current sinking capability. The 
complementary metal-oxide-semi-
conductor hexadecimal devices can 
handle a minimum of 8 milliam-
peres and are available in inverting 
and non-inverting types. Appli-
cations include use as a cimos hex 
inverter, C/MOS-to-DTLITTL hex 
converter, cimos current sink or 
source driver, and cimos logic level 
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Sperry displays have more eye appeal! 
Pane meters, DVM's, instruments, calculato's, computers, 
business machines and other equipment have more " buy 
appeal" with advanced Sperry displaystbecause they have 
more eye appeal where it really counts — right on the face 
of your product. These are the unique displays which pro-
duce continuous characters, with no irritating gaps or 
breaks between se.gmeMs. Sperry displays are also better 

looking because character shape was determined by hu-
man factors engineering — with full consideration given to 
aspect ratio and form factors. 

Sperry displays are brighter, sharper and easier to read 
than -:ube-type displays and the muci publicized LED's. 
They have no screens, 
filaments or " off" 
numbers to impair 

readabili:y. In tact, 
they're so much be:ter 
looking that it is m-
possible to show the 
difference on the 
printed page. You 
have to see the actual 
display to fully appre-

Sperry 1/2" Sperry 1/2 " 

ciate their excellent appearance. Compare thern side- by 
side with any other display You'll find Sperry beats them all • 
Sperry displays also came in colors — attractive easy to 
read orange or red. Not always true of other types. And 
Sperry beauty is also mare than skin deep. There's the 
wider viewing angle, low power consumption and proven 
reliability, not to overlook the cost — $ 1.00** per digit in 
large OEM quantities for ther the 1/2 " or 1/3" display. 

See for yourself. 
Find out how great Sperry displays can look on your 
product. Check the reader service card for sample 

1/2 " and 1/2" selif adhesive, printed display strips 
and complete techuni:al information, or phone or 
write: Sperry Information Displays Division, Post 

Office 3579, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257. 
Telephone (602) 947-8371. 

Nixie , 1/2 " LED 

COMPARE THE BRIGHT, NO GAP APPEARANCE 
OF SPERRY DISPLAYS WITH ANY OTHER DISPLAY. 

SPERY 
INFORMATION DISPLAYS 

It's a whole new ball game in displays! 
_JL 

-1rSPE R"« RAND 
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Low Profile, High Power Density (W/in), Wide Range Regulated 

AC-DC MINIATURIZED HIGH FREQUENCY 
TRANSFORMATION POWER SUPPLIES 

MHF-MHFC 
SERIES 

Shown 1/2 size. 
Actual 

Dimensions: 
Length - 419/32" 
Height - 11%2" 
Width - 23/4" 

Maximum Performance In A Mini Size Thru State of the Art Circuitry 
Greater Efficiency Maximum watts per cubic inch by minimizing heat dissipation. 
More Economical Greater efficiency reduces cooling requirements and eliminates need 
for special heat sinks. 
Wider Application Designed for use in compact electronic equipment using integrated 
and hybrid circuits or other miniaturized applications. Can also be used in place of 
conventional series regulator type units where thermal problems exist. Ideal for Card 
Rack mounting. 

Available in 3 to 30 Volts, 1 to 8 Amps from on shelf inventory. 

BACKED BY TECHNIPOWER 5-YEAR WARRANTY 
Call, wire, or write today for complete specifications and literature. 

FI C)V1/ Fr INC. 
A BENRUSI SUBSIDIARY 

Benrus Center, Rulgefield, Ct. 06877 • 203-438-0333 • 71NX: 710-467-0666 

Circle 134 on reader service card 

Eastman 910 adhesive speeds 
assembly line operations, eliminates 
parts inventories. Joins fast, strong, 
economically. 

For details, call or write 
Kodak Eastman Chemical Products, Inc. 

Kingsport Tenn. 37662 

IRRITATING I IQ, e 
CAUTIONAR› 'N' " 

New products 

converter. Conversion ranges from 
CiMOS logic operating at + 3 volts 
to + 15 v, to DTL or TTL operating 
at + 3 to +6 v. 
Solitron Devices Inc., P.O. Box 23157, 8808 

Balboa Ave., San Diego, Calif. [414] 

Silicon rectifier is rated 

at 10 to 18 kilovolts 

A 10- to 18-kilovolt silicon rectifier 
called the E10-10 features specifica-
tions of up to 10 milliamperes and 
16-kilohertz operation, with con-
trolled avalanche. The epoxy-en-

cased unit can handle up to 125°C 
maximum junction temperature at 
low leakage current. The small size 
of the silicon diodes suits them to 
use where space is at a premium. 
Typical applications include power 
supplies, television, oscilloscopes, 
and electrostatic copiers. 
Henley Electronics Inc., 202 E. 44th St., New 

York, N.Y. 10017 [417] 

ROM built for high-density 

microprograming tasks 

A 16,384-bit metal-oxide semicon-
ductor read-only memory is de-
signed for custom high-density mi-
croprograming. The model EA4800 
is also suited for high-resolution 
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CW fife! 

The Big Sweep 
loo kHz-18 GHz. 

It's a whole new 

generation of solid 
state sweep oscil-

lators from Singer. 
The 6600 Sweep 

Oscillator with its 
wide selection of 
plug- ins covers the 

100 kHz to 18 GHz 
range. Below 1000 
MHz, you have as 

many as three units 
from which to choose the one best suited to your 
application. One model includes a power-set meter 

adjustable over a 140 dB range for applications 

requiring sweeper and signal-generator-like perform-
ance. Microwave plug-ins are pin-leveled, internally 

or externally, all the way up to 18 GHz. And with a 20 
dB power control range. But there is much more 

than exceptional performance to the 6600. 

The uncluttered front panel with its lighted, push-
button controls, makes operation self-evident and 
confusion-free. With four sweep modes, full band, 
marker, 1F, and manual— each with frequency 

markers — the 6600 sets a new standard for ease and 
flexibility of operation. 

Take a little time to find out more about the big 
sweep. Write for complete data bulletin now. 

Solid State Sweep Oscillator Model 6600 

SINGER 
INSTRUMENTATION 

The Singer Company, Palo Alto Operation • 3176 Porter Drive, Palo Alto, Calif. 94304 • Telephone (415) 493-3231 
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NEW AUTORANGING 
DIGITAL MULTIMETER... 
IN-PROBE DISPLAY, 
HIGH-SPEED READOUT, 
BATTERY OPERATION... 

For AC or DC voltage, 
resistance and even cur-
rent, our Model 167 with 

unique in- probe readout lets you 
make time - saving measurements 
directly at the point of measurement. 
With up to 3- month battery life. The Model 
167's combination probe/readout, with 31/2  
digit LED display, automatically indicates decimal 
point, polarity, range and function. Front panel 
terminals and probe receptacle allow alternative use 
as a bench instrument. The neat, sweet-to- hold 167 
Auto- Probe DMM is only $325 ( less in quantity). Check 
it out and get our latest "How Sweet" button. 

Measures easily ... 1 mV to 1000 VDC 
• 1 mV to 500 VAC R MS • 1 ohm to 20 
megohms 
with the convenience of ... 55 meg-
ohms input resistance • 2- sec. reading 
time to rated accuracy • 1200 volts over-
load protection • Complete choice of 
accessories. 

It< I rr 

I N RUMEN 'T. S 

U.S.A.: 28775 AURORA ROAD, CLEVELAND, OHIO 44139 

EUROPE, 14. AVENUE VILLARDIN. 1009 PULLY. SUISSE 

The Model 167... another how-sweet- it- is Keithley Multimeter 

Buy now using BankAmericard or Master Charge 

New products 

character generation and for fixed 
memory applications such as logic-
function generation. The unit uti-
lizes low-voltage mos enhancement-
mode p-channel technology, and 
operates on + 5- and - 12-volt power 
supplies. Internal resistors on each 
input allow direct transistor-transis-
tor-logic compatibility. Price in 100-

lots for a silicone-packaged device is 
$52.50, and for the ceramic package 
the price is $60. 
Electronic Arrays, 501 Ellis St., Mountain 
View, Calif. 94040 [ 416] 

Dynamic register provides 

10-MHz shifting rate 

A 1,024-bit multiplexed dynamic 
shift register is designed to provide 
a 10-megahertz shifting rate over 
the full temperature range of -55° to 
+ 125°C. The metal-oxide-semicon-
ductor circuit, called the HDSR 
1024 utilizes ion implantation tech-
nology to minimize gate overlap ca-
pacity. Inputs can be directly driven 
by transistor-transistor logic and 
diode-transistor logic levels, and 
both bipolar and mos circuits can 
be driven by the output stages. The 
unit is also available in dual and 
quad structures, in addition to the 
basic single structure. Price in 100-
lots is $20. 
Hughes Microelectric Products Div., 500 Su-
perior Ave , Newport Beach, Calif. [ 418] 

Unijunction transistors 

extend programing range 

Two programable unijunction tran-
sistors are designated the 2N6027 
and the 2N6028, and both extend 
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141T Variable persistance and storage. 
Gives bright, high-resolution traces at 
slow scans, $ 1800. Also available: 
economical normal persistance and large 
screen displays. / 

8556A Tuning Section, 
20 Hz-300 KHz, 
with built-in tracking 
generator, $ 1690. 

8553B Tuning Section, 
1 kHz- 110 MHz, $2200. 

Tracking generators for wide dynamic range, 
swept frequency response measurements. 

8443A 110 MHz 
Tracking Generator/Counter, $3500 
($1975 wlo Counter). 

8444A1B1300MHz 
Tracking Generator,$295 . 

8552B 
High Resolution 
IF Section 
has 10 Hz 
bandwidth, 
manual scan, 
two log plus 
linear scales, 
$2900. 
Lower cost unit 
(85524 $2200) 
also available. 

85.5.¡L Tuning Section, 
0.5-1250 MHz, $3500. 

8555A Tuning 
10 MHz - 40 
GHz, $59 75. 

HP'S Family Plan: 
or how to add extravalue to spectrum analysis. 

With HP's neatly-interrelated 
spectrum analyzers, you can take your choice 
of tuning sections, displays and companion 
instruments to tailor a system for your 
measurement needs — all the way from 
20 Hz to 40 GHz.Then, as your requirements 
expand, re-configure your system simply 
by adding the related piece of equipment. 
That's the value of our family plan. 

By themselves, any of the 4 spectrum 
analyzers give you unparalleled signal 
analysis capability made possible by absolute 
amplitude calibration, low distortion, 
high resolution, and wide frequency scans 
coupled with the ability to zoom down 
to a narrow scan. 

And the family value really multiplies 
when you add the companion instruments. 

8445A, 18 GI-1z 
Automatic Poeselector, 
for :ode scans, 
free from unwanted 
respenses,$2006. 

For example, the tracking 
generators combined with the 
analyzers make swept measurements 
over a 120 dB range thus forming 
precision swept frequency test systems. 

And our automatic preselector for 
the microwave tuning unit does away with 
image, multiple and spurious responses. 

All in all, HP's family of spectrum 
analyzers gives you the greatest depth 
and breadth of performance and the best 
value in signal analysis equipment available 
anywhere. For more information, call your 
local HP field engineer or write to Hewlett-
Packard, Palo Alto, California 94304; 
Europe: 1217 Meyrin-Geneva, Switzerland. 

HEWLETT ek PACKARD 
0411IA 
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The AN/PRC-25 

had to be: 
Deep drawn, Spot welded, 
Heat treated, Embossed, 
Pierced, Assembled 
and Finished. 

The AN/PRO 25 is a portable military field radio 
tough enough to withstand the roughest battlefield 
conditions. It has two sections . . . transceiver 
case and a watertight battery box. 

AMALCO produced both cases from 6061-T6 
aluminum to the precise MIL-SPECS. Complete 
facilities handle the job from the starting blank to 
finishing. For the AN/PRO 25 this also included a 
waterproof seal and mating extrusion. 
(Delivery was on time.) 

AMALCO supplied all the prime contractors for the 
AN/PRO 25 - AN/PRO 77. 

We also: 
• Engineer and Design • Stamp • Test 
• Brake Fabricate • Hydroform • Heliarc Weld 
• Spin • Anodize 

But this is all just part of the 
AMALCO story. Get the rest 
from Charles W. Hunter 
collect ( 201) 233-3500 
today. 

it Manufacturers of Aluminum Products 
for Industry Since 1910. 

liAMIALCO 
AMERICAN ALUMINUM COMPANY 

230 SHEFFIELD ST., MOUNTAINSIDE. N. J. 07092 

When you have 
only one chance-

Stop, record, 
digitize and 
display even 
non-repetitive 
wave forms 

Only our all- in-one wave form recorder 
can do it so conveniently. You can cap-

ture even a non-recurring phenomenon 
in real time, digitize it, and store it in 

memory. That includes even the data pre-
ceding your trigger signal. 

Then, you can observe the wave form 

on a scope, make hard copies on a strip 
chart or recorder, or feed the digital data 

directly to your computer—whatever is 

most convenient for you. 
One of our family of wave form record-

ers is perfectly suited to your purpose. 

Prices begin at $ 1850. For complete in-

formation, write or call Biomation, 1070 
East Meadow Circle, Palo Alto, CA 94303. 

(415) 321-9710. 

biomation 
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New products 

Data handling 

Memory uses 

low-drive cores 

Compact system offering 

1.5-microsecond cycle time 

is priced under a cent a bit 

Makers of core memories aren't sit-
ting by idly in the face of increasing 
competition from semiconductors 
(see p. 64). An indication of this is a 
new memory system from Lockheed 
Electronics that features up to 
524,288 words by 24 bits in a stan-
dard relay rack 17 1/2 inches high. 
For most applications, the complete 
system will sell for under 1 cent per 

bit, the company says. 
Besides a cycle time of 1.5 micro-

seconds, the new machine has an ac-
cess time of 600 nanoseconds—a 
speed that Lockheed feels will be 
particularly suited to new memory 
markets that are opening up as 
main memories enter the 600-
nanosecond cycle region. Examples 
are auxiliary memories, replace-
ment mainframes in older equip-
ment, and add-on memories. Some 
users have even found this type of 
memory ideal for replacing drums 
and disks in time-sharing appli-
cations due to the substantial im-
provement in speed and the reason-
able cost. 

Called the CC- 150, the system 
uses 18-mil lithium ferrite cores that 
require only about 420 milliamperes 
nominal drive current instead of the 
650 mA that is standard. This re-
duced current simplifies drive cir-
cuitry, permitting increased use of 

integrated circuits, and the 3-d, 
three-wire organization provides a 
significant reduction in stack selec-
tion diodes over memories with a 
21/2 -d organization. 
Lockheed will sell the memory in 

several configurations depending on 
user requirements. The simplest is a 
core plane in 65,000 words by either 
18 bits or 24 bits. Next is a three-
board submodule containing the 
stack plus drive and sense circuitry 
for plugging into a system. Com-
plete modules are rack-mountable 
and 17 1/2 inches high; they contain 
one to eight submodules plus timing 
and control boards in a chassis for 
the maximum memory size of 
524,288 words. 

Finally, for end users, a complete 
system with interface to a main-
frame, power supply, system self-
test, and power controller, is avail-
able. 
The system has standard rn, 

level interface, and a basic sub-
module requires about 110 watts 
worst-case. 
•Lockheed Electronics Co., Data Products 

Div., 6201 East Randolph St., Los Angeles, 

Calif. 90040 [361] 

Low-cost filter sharpens 

contrast in displays 

The important thing about a dis-
play—whether it's a cathode-ray 
tube, a gas-discharge readout, or a 
light-emitting diode—is readability. 
To enhance contrast and thus im-
prove readability, some type of tin-
ting is usually necessary on the face-
plate, in order to match the emitted 
wavelength. But one of the prob-
lems has been that the faceplate, 
tinted or not, also produces specular 
reflections—even to the point, one 
user says, that CRT operators can 
use the screens as mirrors. And the 
usual way to correct this has been to 
put a coating like magnesium fluo-
ride on the faceplate—a process 
which might cost as much as $50 for 
a large CRT. 

Panelgraphic Corp., a New Jersey 
company specializing in display 
panels, has developed a coating 
method that it says will cut ambient 

and internal reflections to 1% at 
one-fifth the cost of magnesium-
fluoride coatings. 
The anti-glare filter, called 

Chromafilter, has a coating about 
0.1-mil thick on rigid plastic sub-
strates that can be clears neutral 
gray, or tinted to match the color of 
the display. The coating is scratch-

resistant—it passes a scratch test of 
100 grams with sharp stylus on the 
commonly used Princeton scratch 
tester. It will withstand alcohol, ace-
tone, caustic and chlorinated solu-
tions (also such common liquids as 
coffee and nail polish, which, says 
Panelgraphic president Edward Fin-
ney, can present problems on hori-
zontally mounted faceplates). 
The coated material is delivered 

either in sheet form or cut to size. 
The commonly used substrate for 
filters 0.030 to 0.060 inch thick is 
rigid vinyl, which can be sheared, 
punched, or machined. Acrylics 
commonly used in 0.060- to 0.125-
inch thicknesses have excellent ma-
chining characteristics. The filter 
can also be produced in a combined 
filter-panel form with lighted leg-
ends used alongside the CRT or 
readout display in a single-piece de-
sign. 

Typical prices range from 25 to 35 
cents for a small filter that might be 
used with a calculator or digital 
panel meter to about $ 10 for one 
used with a large CRT. 
Panelgraphic Corp., 10 Hender:en Drive, 

West CaLdwell, N.J. 07006 [362] 

Paper tape system reads 

to 300 characters a second 

A paper-tape system designed for 
use with the Micro 800 and Micro 
1600 computers consists of a combi-
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POWERTEC 

DC POWER MODULES 

medium ana 
high power 

from $ 108 .00 
(with OVP) 

A new design for greater performance. 
Improved regulation as well as relia-
bility and maintainability. Lower cost at 
the higher quantity price breaks. Select 
from 32 different outputs in four basic 
case sizes. 

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES: 
• 30% to 40% smaller than competi-

tive models. 
• Over voltage protection standard on 

all models. 
• Computer grade components 

throughout. 
• Full rating to 55C, derated to 71°C. 
• All models deliverab e in 24 hours. 

SPECIFICATIONS. 
• Input: 115 VAC ± 10% 47 to 440 
Hz; • Outputs: From 5 to 28 VDC, Cur-
rent to 35 AMPS; • Ripple: 1 mv RMS; 
• Response: 20 to 50 //sec. typical; 
• Foldback current limiting overload 
protection. 

The best power/cost ratios in the in-
dustry .... consistentw from Powertec. 
Write or call for our new catalog. 

POWERTEC, INC. 
An Airtronics Subsidiary 

9168 DeSoto Ave., Chatsworth, Ca. 91311 
(213) 882-0004 • TWX (910) 494-2092 

POWERTEC 

New products 

nation eight-channel reader/punch, 
an interface controller, inter-
connecting cables, and mounting 
hardware. It reads fanfold tape at 
rates of up to 300 characters per sec-
ond, and punches up to 75 charac-
ters per second. The interface con-
troller contains the logic as well as 
the circuitry for control of the 
reader/punch and for transfer of 
data between the computer and 
tape unit. It is on a single printed-
circuit board. Price of the unit is 
$3,995. 
Microdata Corp, 644 E Young St, Santa 

Ana, Calif . 92705 [366] 

Computer is aimed at 

control applications 

A processor called the Systems 71 is 
a 16-bit type computer and is an all-
core memory version of the com-
pany's Systems 72 computer. The 
model 71 is compatible with the 
model 72, and applications are in 
real-time data acquisition and con-
trol. This includes process control, 
production testing, and remote 
batch processing. The unit can also 
be used as a peripheral processor 
when linked to the company's 32-bit 
computer systems. 
Systems Engineering Laboratories Inc., 

6901 W. Sunrise Blvd., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 

33313 [ 368] 

Data modem operates at 

up to 1,800 bits/second 

A data modem designated the DS-
1800C is intended specifically for 
multipoint polled applications over 
leased four-wire type 3002 voice-
grade communications circuits. The 
unit operates at rates up to 1,800 
bits per second. A carrier detector is 
specified at from 4 to 8 milliseconds, 
and is used to minimize turn-around 

time. Operation can be either four-
wire full duplex or two-wire half 
duplex. 
Rixon Electronics, 2120 Industrial Parkway, 

Silver Spring, Md. 20904 [ 364] 

Key station includes 

128-character display 

A cathode ray tube key station, the 
CMC 103, is for use with the CMC 5 
Keyprocessing System. Features of 
the unit include a 128-character 
video display: the screen shows 112 
data characters plus a I6-character 
message indicating column number, 
field number, format level, and 

other status information. Also of-
fered are field separator marks, cur-
sor, and first-character indicator 
lights. Both the display and the 
cable-connected keyboard are mov-
able. Leasing price is $ 70 per 
month. 
Computer Machinery Corp., 2231 Barring-

ton Ave., Los Angeles, Calif . 90064 [365] 

Color imaging system 

built for computer display 

A computer-output video color-
imaging system, called Spectro-
vision, produces full-color, gray-
scale and color-coded images from 
common digital sources. The result 
is a flicker-free screen display using 
hue, saturation and luminescence 
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Solutions to light sensing problems 

A Ready-To-Install 
LED/Sensor/Amplifier 

for reading tapes and cards 

actual size 

We call it the "Perfect Pair", and for good reason. The 
Perfect Pair is a complete LED emitter and Opto-
Hybrid® sensor/amplifier/digitizer subsystem— ready 
to install. That's right, one package containing per-
fectly matched emitters and sensors that easily mounts 
in your equipment— reduces production costs— 
makes a better product. Attach the leads and it's ready 
to operate at speeds in excess of 1.000 characters/ 
second. Solid state reliability of the light emitting 
diodes ends tungsten filament breakage and degrada-
tion problems, eliminates heat and reduces power 
supply current drain. The sensing unit has all the 
advantages of Centralab's Opto-Hybrid® circuits. 

f he standard PP900 nine channel Pèrfect Pair 
directly retrofits existing systems and is compatible 
with DTL iTTL logic systems. And the "A" version is 
capable of reading translucent tape with transmissivity 
up to 50%. When desired, custom designs can he 
economically supplied to fit special applications. 

If you make or we tape or card readers. the Perfect 
Pair will save you time, save you money—and improve 
your product! Contact us! Find out why we've earned 
the reputation as light sensing problem solvers. 

Centralab Semiconductor Customer Service, 
(213) 579-0700. Call us collect! 

4111111". 

CENTRALAB SEMICONDUCTOR 
GLOBE-UNION INC. 

4501 NORTH ARDEN DRIVE • EL MONTE, CALIFORNIA 91734 
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HEAT 
SENSORS 

IR 
OPTICS 

Informative technical literature 
available on request. 

The Harshaw 
Chemical Co. 

Division of Kewanee Oil co. 
Crystal & Electronic Products Dept. 
6801 Cochran Rd., Solon, Ohio 44139 

(216) 248-7400 

New products 

for discrimination of three-di-
mensional subject matter. In addi-
tion to real-time operation, the unit 
enables the operator to assign and 
reassign color values, and to correct, 

compensate or rescale displayed val-
ues on all three axes. The mm-com-
patible display has a keyboard for 
on-line control. 
Aeroiet General, Data Systems Div., 9200 E. 

Flair Dr., El Monte, Calif. 91734 [363] 

Microprocessor designed 

for real-time systems 

A microprocessor, the model 80, is a 
byte-oriented microprogramed unit 
designed primarily for OEM use in 
real-time dedicated applications. 
The architecture of the model 80 
permits modules of bipolar, mos, or 
core memory, and various types of 
read-only memory to be combined 
or intermixed in both data and in-
struction memories in 256-word 
modules. The microprocessor is 
subroutine-oriented, and employs 
an automatic pushdown stack for 
routine linkage. Up to 4,000 words 
of read-only memory and 4,000 
words of random-access memory 
can be added to the basic model. 
Automatic Electronic Systems Inc, 5455 

Pare St, Montreal 309. Canada [ 369] 

Core memory has cycle 

time of 1.2 microseconds 

The Micromemory 6000 is a core 
memory with a cycle time of 1.2 mi-
croseconds and an access time of 
550 nanoseconds. Worst-case power 
consumption is 0.11 milliwatt per 
bit in a 65-word-by-40-bit system 

NEW CATALOG RELEASE 
from CIRCUIT-STIK, INC.  

"INSTANT CIRCUIT BOARDS" 

• -geo, . ....... 

A new 4-page catalog supplement 
from CIRCUIT-STIK, INC., will intro-
duce you to over 100 new compact 
patterns. As with all CIRCUIT-STIK 
subelements, these new compact pat-
terns are specially coated with a 
pressure sensitive adhesive backing. 
Their " instant" application eliminates 
artwork, photowork, drilling, screen-
ing, and etching for all circuit board 
proto-types or limited production runs. 

This FREE 4 page supplement, 
#501-A, with a sample may be order-
ed from: 

circuit-stilt 
2.015 GARN1ER STREET P 0 BOX 3396 TORRANCE CALIFORNIA 90510 

U.S. PATENT 3,538,389 8 other Patents Pending 
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THssPiies'ÉfÑ 
To YOUR 
BODY. 

If something's going wrong, 
it'll tell you. 
1. Change in bowel or bladder habits. 
2. A sore that does not heal. 
3. Unusual bleeding or discharge. 
4. Thickening or lump 

in breast or elsewhere. 
5. Indigestion or difficulty 

in swallowing. 
6. Obvious change in wart or mole. 
7. Nagging cough or hoarseness. 

If you have a warning signal, 
see your doctor. If it's a 
false alarm, he'll tell you. 
If it isn't, you can give him 
time to help. Don't be afraid. Ili It's what you don't know 
that can hurt you. 

American Cancer Society 
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Advertisement 

Was Velikovsky 

Right 

After All? 

When Dr. Immanuel Velikovsky startled the nation in 1950 with his 
bestseller Worlds in Collision, he was greeted by a storm of intemperate 
rhetoric from prominent scientists around the world. A Michigan 
professor of astronomy wrote in a letter to Velikovsky's publisher: 
"Can we preserve democracy when education in true scientific 
principles ... can be nullified by the promulgation of such lies—yes, 
lies, as are contained in wholesale lots in Worlds in Collision? ... No, I 
have not read the book ... And I do not intend to waste my time 
reading it." 

Velikovsky's crime was to have proposed that sound evidence exists 
for the occurrence of near collisions between Earth, Venus, and Mars in 
historical times—collisions which destroyed civilizations and sculpted 
the Earth's surface. Such events figured prominently, Velikovsky 
claimed, in the escape of the ancient Israelites from Egypt. 

By 1962 a few scientists, willing to brave the official scorn, spoke 
out for Velikovsky. Astronomer Lloyd Matz of Columbia University 
and physicist V. Bargmann of Princeton, writing in Science ( Dec. 21), 
cited Velikovsky's successful prediction of two astonishing discoveries— 
the extremely high surface temperature of Venus ( hotter than molten 
lead) and the emission of radio signals from Jupiter. "Although we 
disagree with Velikovsky's theories," the two scientists wrote, "we feel 
impelled to make this statement to establish Velikovsky's priority of 
prediction of these two points and to urge, in view of these 
prognostications, that his other conclusions be objectively re-exam-
ined." 

But it has only been the past two or three years which have seen 
among scientists a more widespread acknowledgement of Velikovsky's 

vindication and a mushrooming interest in his work. Space age 
discoveries forced this reevaluation. For example— 

• Last December 29 Dr. S.K. Runcorn, a leading authority on 
magnetism, told an A.A.A.S. gathering, "When we received the Apollo 
landing sample, as with the other groups who had been studying the 
magnetic properties, we were all surprised to find remanent magnetiza-
tion." 

• But Velikovsky had written in the N.Y. Times on July 21, 1969 
(before the lunar landings): "The moon has a very weak magnetic field; 
yet its rocks and lavas could conceivably be rich in remanent magnetism 
resulting from strong currents when in the embrace of exogenous 
magnetic fields." The actual discovery of this magnetism has posed a 
perplexing riddle for scientists that, apart from Velikovsky's explana-
tion, remains unsolved. 

Velikovsky was once derided for claiming that Venus might rotate 
backward, that the moon, Mars, and Venus are losing heat, that 
moonquakes are frequent, that the moon's surface contains radioactive 
"hot spots," that the Minoan linear B script was an early form of 
Greek, that human settlements would be discovered in the now 
uninhabitable Siberian wastes .. But the record now favors Velikovsky 
on all these points, as on many others. 

An international selection committee is being set up to date 
Egyptian New Kingdom objects; preliminary tests have already favored 
Velikovsky's revised chronology. A group of physicists are undertaking 
a computer analysis of ancient astronomical records to determine 
whether the solar system's order has changed during man's history. 

"I do not know of any specific prediction you made that has 
since been proven to be false." 

So stated the late H.H. Hess, chairman of the Princeton University geology department, 
and chairman, Space Science Board, National Academy of Science. A full evaluation of 
Velikovsky's record is set forth in a special issue of Pensee magazine: IMMANUEL 
VE LI KOVSKY RECONSIDERED. This will be the most discussed and hotly debated 
magazine this year. Contributors include Dr. Horace Kallen, co-founder and former dean of 
the graduate faculty, New School for Social Research; Dr. Lynn Trainor, professor of 
physics, University of Toronto; Dr. William Mullen, in the history and classics departments 
and the division of interdisciplinary general studies, University of California ( Berkeley); as 
well as Velikovsky (who contributes three major articles), and numerous other scholars. 

You will find the following features in IMMANUEL VE LI KOVSKY RECONSIDERED: 

• a list of nearly 40 "impossible" scientific claims Velikovsky made in 1950, all of 
which were substantiated by later investigations. 
• an interdisciplinary survey of the new avenues of research opened up by Velikovsky's 

work. 

• a full-length analysis of Stonehenge and its meaning in the light of cosmic catastrophes 
during man's history. 
• a debate: Are the moon's scars only 3,000 years old? 
• Pharaoh Akhnaten and his revolutionary worship—Was Venus instrumental in the 

heresy? 
Pensee is published by the Student Academic Freedom Forum, a tax-exempt, educational 

foundation. Single copies cost $2,00; you may purchase 10 or more for $ 1.50 each. 

Pensee 
P.O. Box 414 
Portland, Oregon 97207 

Gentlemen: 

(11 Enclosed is my check for 
to purchase 

copies 
of the May, 1972, Pensee 
@ $2.00 each for single 
copies, or $ 1.50 each for 
10 or more. 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 
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CERAMIC 
SUBSTRATES-
QUICK 
FROM COORS 

You get ceramic substrates 
quickly from Coors, regardless 
of order size. That's because 
were one of the largest produc-
ers of ceramic substrates. And 
have one of the most modern 
production facilities. And lots 
of experience in the business. 

These factors mean you get 
best prices, too. 

To dependable deliveries and 
competitive prices, add a repu-
tation for alumina and beryllia 
ceramics of highest quality and 
you come up with only one 
logical source for ceramic sub-
strates. 

Quick now who is it? 

Right. 

Coors Porcelain Co. 
600 Ninth Street 
Golden, Colorado 80401 
Telephone (303) 279-6565 

Send for our substrate bulletin today. 

(651A4 CERAMICS] 

New products 

configuration. The unit is available 
with from 16,384 to 65,356 words by 
40 bits and from 32,768 to 131,072 
words by 20 bits. Field expansion of 
the memory capacity (within the 
module) is possible with the addi-

tion of pluggable stacks and 
printed-circuit boards. The card 
memory system uses two printed-
circuit cards in the minimum capac-
ity configuration, five cards when 
fully expanded. 
Electronic Memories, Div. of Electronic 
Memories and Magnetics Corp., 12621 

Chadron Ave., Hawthorne, Calif. [367] 

Rack-mounted modems 

built for on-line systems 

The 330 series of rack-mounted 
modems are intended for on-line 
data communications applications. 
Each cabinet has space for up to 16 
modems plus a display panel pro-
viding indication of the status of 
four control and two data functions. 
Each modem contains a separate 

power supply, initiate and respond 
to long-space disconnect, lost carrier 
disconnect, 10-second fail-safe dis-
connect, busy-out, and loopback by 
local and/or remote control. Price is 
$465 for the cabinet with display 
panel, and each modem is $ 195. 
Leasing price of the complete sys-
tem is $88 per month. 
ComData Corp., 7544 W. Oakton St., Niles, 

III. 60648 [370] 

YOU'RE 
WHISTLING 

IN THE 

DARK 

cg A ,, poP fr 
lePao do :ad d 

IF YOU 
-THINK THAT 

HEART DISEASE 

AND STROKE 

HIT ONLY THE 

OTHER FELLOW'S 
FAMILY 

-q1111118111131 - 

GIVE..• 
so more will live 

HEART 
FUND 

Contrdbuted t, the Itubhsher 
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FM modulation. 
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Model 2001 Sweep/Signal 
Generator: $1695 

Programmability 
remote 
bandwidth 

I 
p p allimannamim 

• , 0 - ii:à t'kz? -, .. .. 
and/or 

control of frequency, 
and output level. 

51/4 " 

- 

• a a à a '‘à 

Compact and lightweight: 
x 8" x 12". 

The more you know 
about the 2001, 

the smaller the price looks. 

WAVE TE K 
INDIANA INCORPORATED 
P.O. Box 190, 66 North First Avenue 
Beech Grove, Indiana 46107 
Tel. (317) 783-3221 TWX 810-341-3226 
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NOW AVAILABLE TO YOU 
EXCLUSIVELY FROM CARTECH 

KOVAR 
GLASS-SEALING ALLOY 

FORMERLY PRODUCED BY WESTINGHOUSE 

For the first time, you can get KOVAR 
made to Carpenter's traditional stan-
dards of uniform quality ... in all popu-
lar forms and sizes, including strip for 
stamping or photoetching, and with va-
por-deposited aluminum stripe if you'd 
like. Now, KOVAR and all other former 
Westinghouse electronic alloys are 
available exclusively from Carpenter 
Technology. 

More than ever, CarTech is your 
source for the most complete range of 
electronic alloys . . . all backed by Car-
Tech's unparalleled experience in de-
veloping and manufacturing electronic 
alloys to meet all your performance and 
fabricating requirements. 

Call your nearest Carpenter Service 
Center today . .. for complete availabil-
ity and service on KOVAR and all other 
high-quality electronic alloys. 

C a Li CARPENTER R 1-1 TECHNOLOGY 

STEEL DIVISION 

KOVAR L is now a registered trademark of Carpenter Technology Corporation, Reading, Pa. 
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New products 

Instruments 

Scope testing 

is simplified 

Calibrator can display 

percentage error directly 

for time and amplitude 

Doing a complete calibration of an 
oscilloscope will never be a fun job, 
but Ballantine Laboratories' latest 
instrument promises to make it a lot 
less of a chore than it used to be. 
Combining voltage, sweep, and rise 
time functions in one package, the 
model 6125A oscilloscope calibrator 
features a built-in deviation meter 
that displays the scope's time and 
amplitude errors directly. 
The amplitude (voltage) section 

has both dc and 1-kilohertz square-
wave capability. The dc output can 
be positive, negative, or ground, 
while the square wave is always 
positive-going. Maximum ampli-
tude error is less than 0.25% of set-
ting. The output voltage covers the 
range of 10 microvolts per division 
to 20 volts per division in the com-
monly used 1-2-5 sequence. A series 
of pushbutton multiplier switches 
allows the display to be expanded to 
cover CRT graticules with 3,4,5,6,8, 
or 10 vertical divisions. 
The deviation control allows the 

operator to adjust the calibrator's 
output until the trace coincides 
exactly with the graticule division. 
The deviation meter then displays 
the percentage error directly on one 
of two ranges—either -±3% or ±-10% 
full scale. 
The crystal-controlled time mark 

generator covers the sweep range 
from 100 nanoseconds per division 
to 0.5 second per division. Like the 
voltage generator, it is calibrated in 
a 1-2-5 sequence, and can be used in 
conjunction with the deviation me-
ter. With the deviation switch off, 
the time base has a maximum error 
of 0.01% of setting. On the 3% de-
viation range the maximum error 
increases to 0.1%, and it goes up to 
0.2% on the 10% deviation range. 

The rise time output is a square 
wave with a positive-going slope 
that lasts 1 nanosecond when work-
ing into 50 ohms. The square wave 
has an extremely flat top to permit 
easy testing and alignment of wide-
band oscilloscopes. 
The 6125A weighs 151/2 pounds 

and costs $ 1,875. 
Ballantine Laboratories Inc., P. 0. Box 97, 

Boonton, N.J. 07005 [351] 

Frequency divider operates 

from 100 Hz to 200 MHz 

A programable frequency divider 
for signal analysis and waveform 
synthesis operates on any signal 
from 100 hertz to 200 megahertz. It 
can be programed by thumbwheel 
switches to divide an input signal by 
any selected integer number. Called 
the model I-1002, the unit can also 
be used for bandwidth reduction, 
and for signal analysis connected 
with processing data from instru-
mentation tape recorders. 
Probe Systems Inc., 655 N. Pastoria Ave., 

Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086 [339] 

Function generator provides 

phase-locking capabilities 

A function generator called the 
model 748 offers broadband, a-m, 
fm, and phase-locking capabilities, 

as well as combinations of the three. 
Sine, square, and triangular output 
can be swept, frequency-modulated, 
gated, or phase-locked over the 
directly dialable range from 1 hertz 
to 2 megahertz. Sine-wave output 
may also be amplitude controlled 
with signals from dc up to 2 MHz. 
Phase-lock capability allows the unit 
to function as a synchronous detec-

tor. Price of the unit is $515. 
Clarke-Hess Communication Research 

Corp., 43 W. 16th St., New York, N.Y. 10011 

[340] 

Incident recorder offers 

four thresholds 

An incident recorder called the 
model DA-720 handles the number 
of input events and their duration. 
Four thresholds defining five ampli-
tude windows (two of which are 
open-ended) are provided to give 

(10 • • tie . • te • se • 

performance characteristics for pro-
pagation fading and incident stud-
ies. The unit is designed to deliver 
much of the information previously 
obtained manually from strip-chart 
recorders. The output may be 
printed on paper tape or Teletype. 
Techal Electronic Services, 2346 Spruce St., 

Vancouver 9, British Columbia, Canada 

[353] 

Bit-error test set generates 

a psuedo-random pattern 

A bit-error test set consists of a pat-
tern generator and independent re-
ceiver. The model 7090 is designed 
to measure and display bit errors 
that are produced by magnetic tape 
recorder/reproducer equipment, rf 
communications equipment, and 
pulse-code-modulation bit synchro-
nizers. The unit generates a 2,048-
bit pseudo-random pattern compat-
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You Can't BUY 
80 MHZ Counters 

With These Features 
For Less money 

Heath/Schlumberger $500. 
SM-104A 

• 10 Hz to over 80 MHz • LED readout • 5 digits with 
kHz/MHz ranges plus overrange gives 8 digit capability 
• TCXO reference; 1 part in 106/year aging rate; 1 part 
in 106 from 0-40° C • TTL compatible BCD output (5 
digits 4 overrange) ... print command output • 74S 
series superspeed Schottky TTL • Assembled, tested, 
ready to use. 

Heath/Schlumberger $350. 
SM-105A 

• 10 Hz to over 80 MHz • LED readout • 5 digits with 
kHz/MHz ranges plus overrange gives 8 digit capability 
• Crystal controlled master clock, 10 parts in 106/year 
aging rate; -±10 parts in 10' from 0-40° C • 74S series 
superspeed Schottky TTL • Assembled, tested, ready 
to use. 

Send for FREE Catalog and prove it! 

HEATH/SCHLUMBERGER SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, 
Dept. 511-283 
Benton Haroor, Michigan 49022 

Please help me prove Heath/Schlumberger counters are my best buy ... 
send me your catalog. 

HE AYH 

Schlumberger 

Name  

Address 

City State 7j p  

*Mail order prices; FOB factory. 
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. EX-331 

THE 
MITE m 
NEW HEAT GUN 
FROM MASTER 

Convenient 
Hanging Loop 

Rugged, Anodized. 
Air Cooled Barrel 

Safety Light— Easy to see 
Indicates unit is "on." 

One Rand Control — 
Three-way switch operated 

with simple finger movement 

Now bring a new dimension to 
heat shrinking as well as count-
less other industrial applications. 
Easier to handle . . . only two 
pounds with nozzle.. . perfectly 
balanced. 
Three easily interchangeable 

color-coded nozzles to speed 
specific jobs. Silver (standard) 
. . . used for most shrinkables 
(475°F.). Blue nozzle for Mylar 
(500°F.)... and Black for Teflon' 
(800°F.) both optional equip-
ment. Nozzles can be changed 
in seconds. 

SPECIAL 

INTRODUCTORY PRICE! 

'29:5 .. and the shrink- tube 
adapter is tree! 

Save $ 5 over regular price 

n91,168 
51"-1 

Ntleollvell11111111 
likda111,1972 

Draws only 5.4 amps. High im-
pact housing withstands hard 
knocks of shop use. For informa-
tion on the new MITE Heat Gun 
or the full line of Master Heat 
tools, contact your distributor or 
write: 
-Peg Trade Name or DuPont 

MINTER Racine wecorain5310.3 
app&o..«.c.e.erYlpdtatiebt. Pron. 414,63.3-779, 

Circle 173 on reader service card 

ISOLATION 
REMOTE CONTROL 
For safe, shock-free 

remote control appli-

cations. Compact, 

plastic case houses 

step-down transform-
er & relay in a com-

mon core. 115 VAC 

input, 5 Amp rating. 

Relay shown has U.L. 

listing. Plug-in ver-

sions available too! 

Model FR- 105A1. 

ALCDSIIUITCH® 

RELAY 

WRITE FOR 

CATALOG RL-6-72 

• 
DIV OF AL GO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC NORTH ANDOVER MASS 01845 

Circle 174 on readerservice card 

TOGGLE 
SWITCH 
Higher 10 Amp rating 
and longer operational 
life. Metal construction, 
high impact insulation 
allows use under wide 
range of environmental 
conditions. U/L ap-
proved. SPOT, DPOT. 
1/4" or 15/32" bush-
ings, with conventional 
or baton levers. 

,;litorgert j 

ALCDSIIUUTCH® 
DIV OF ALCO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC NORTH ANDOVER MASS 01845 
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New products 

ible with IRIG Document 118-71, 
and provides PCM codes compatible 
with IRIG Document 106-71. Price is 
less than $2,600. 
Coded Communications Corp., P.O. Box 

767, 533 Stevens Ave., Solana Beach, Calif. 

[354] 

Digital timer is accurate to 

hundredths of a second 

A new digital timer, designated 
Compu-Timer, is powered by six al-
kaline penlight cells, and incorpo-
rates an illuminated digital display, 
integrated circuitry, and a miniature 
oscillator. The oscillator splits sec-
onds into 1.6384 million parts, and 
the instrument measures up to 9 
minutes, 59 seconds, and 99 hun-
dredths before recycling. It can be 
operated manually or by using an 
input plug for electronic control of 

the start-stop operation. Any on-off 
control can be used. 
Preysz Precision Instruments, P.O. Box 

2508, Madison, Wis. 53701 [355] 

Sound-level meter is also 

impulse-impact analyzer 

The model 1933 sound-level meter 
and analyzer also functions as an 
impulse-impact and octave-band 
analyzer. A-, B-, and C-weighted 
sound-level measurements are push-
button-selectable, and output is 

read from a linear meter scale which 
displays directly in decibels over a 
20-dB range. Octave-band readings 
require one adjustment of the two 
range controls, and the input signal 
level then automatically self-adjusts. 
Price of the unit is $ 1,350. 
General Radio Co., 300 Baker Ave., Con-

cord, Mass. 01742 [357] 

Kilovolt pulse generator 

has 50-ohm impedance 

A nanosecond kilovolt pulse gener-
ator features a characteristic imped-
ance of 50 ohms, and has a variable 
output of 1 to 9 kilovolts. Rise and 
fall time is 1 nanosecond, and delay 

•••••• • 

. • 

is 20 ns. The unit is capable of pulse 
repetition rates of up to 100 hertz 
and can be triggered manually by 
pushbutton, or electrically by repeti-
tive 3-volt pulses. Applications are 
in speed switching, such as the gat-
ing of image converter cameras in 
nanosecond photography. 
EG&G Inc., Electro-Optics Div., 35 Congress 

St., Salem, Mass. 01970 [356] 

Phase-angle voltmeter spans 

30-Hz to 300-kHz range 

A phase-angle voltmeter series mea-
sures over the range of from 30 
hertz to 300 kilohertz. The PAV-4 
series has a dynamic range of from 
300 microvolts to 300 volts, har-
monic filtering, and high input im-

0°77: tilip-en'.e."e11 7  
0 

s 

Mil KE 
THE 

SWITCH 

to the worlds 
smallest 

gamer supplies 
PRICES START AS LOW AS $79.00 

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
THOUSANDS ALREADY DELIVERED 

DELIVERY FROM STOCK 

Model 210 
5 V@10 A 

5 V @ 5 A 
& 24 V @ 1 A 

Model 211 0111 

Model 213 
5 V @ 5 A & 

_15 V @ 0.4 A 
each side 

- 
Model 256 

12-15 V@4 A 

Wino: 
Model 25 
24-28 V @ 2 A 

Model 105 N 
5 V@ 5 A N 

Model 106 
6-30V @ 1.5 A 

Model 107 
12-15 V P2.5 A 

PC 5-1 
5 V @ 1 A 

Model 115 
±12 to 15 V @ 0.75 A 
each: side 

PCD 15-250 
L-15 V@25 A 
each side 

n
RO Associates, Inc. 
37°5 Haven Avenue 
Menlo Park, California 94025 
Ph: (415) 322-5321 
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Procond is 
young 

(electronics 
too) 

Plastic film 
and electrolytic capacitors 

for entertainment 
and professional 

field. 

PROCOND S.p.A. - 32013 Longarone. Italy. 

New products 

pedance with or without input isola-
tion. Each of the three mainframes 
accepts a range of fixed- and vari-
able-frequency plug-ins. The fixed-
frequency plug-ins have a minimum 
phase accuracy to within 0.5°. 
Singer Instrumentation, Los Angeles Oper-

ation, 3211 S. LaCienega Blvd., Los An-

geles, Calif. 90016 [ 358] 

Real-time analyzer traces 

noise, vibration sources 

A real-time analyzer called the 
Spectrascope SD330 is an analyzer, 
spectrum averager, and display os-
cilloscope in one package. It allows 
the operator to trace sources of 
noise and vibration in a wide variety 
of equipment, including compres-
sors and motors. Frequencies of up 
to 20 kilohertz can be processed and 
presented in four modes. The input 
signal can be derived from condi-
tioned accelerometers, velocity pick-
ups, microphones, or tapes. 
Spectral Dynamics Corp., P.O. Box 671, San 

Diego, Calif. 92112 [359] 

Digital panel meters 

include power supplies 

A series of digital panel meters with 
LED displays are available in either 
3-digit unipolar or 31/2-digit bipolar 
configurations. Features include the 
suppression of insignificant leading 

+ 

zeros, externally programable scal-
ing, input filtering, and decimal lo-
cation. All models have self-con-
tained supplies and are 
interchangeable with other DPms. 
United Systems Corp, 918 Woodley Rd, 

Dayton, Ohio 45403 [360] 

CEC GALVOS —$42.50 
These units checked to mfg specs and fully 
guaranteed 

GBC VR 622 TV CAMERA 
(New) Excellent Buy (a $ 185.00 

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT SALES 
415 Rainier Ave. N, Renton, Wa 98055 

CIRCLE 951 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

R.5DAR SYSTEMS GROUND AND AIRBORNE AUTOMATIC 

TRACKING ANTENNA SYSTEMS NIKE AJAX NIKE NEC. 

CULES M-33 MS0-I A MPS- 19 MPS-9 SCR 584 TPS•ID 

TPS-28 FAA•ASR-2 AIRBORNE SYSTEMS APN-134 APN-I 02 

APS-20, APS-27 APS-45 DPN-19, DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

IBM 650. IBM 704 e LARGEST INVENTORY Of RADAR AND 
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT IN THE WORLD 

RADIO RESEARCH INSTRUMENT CO. 
3 QUINCY ST., NORWALK, CONN 06850 12031 853-7600 

CIRCLE 952 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 953 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

Somebody— 

Somewhere 

needs your idle equipment! Reach 
that buyer quickly and economically 
thru the 

"SEARCHLIGHT SECTION" 

The meeting place of 
Used Equipment Buyers and Sellers 

152 Circle 152 on reader service card Electronics/Al 



Some engineers 
are practically 
extinct at 35. 

Birds and engineers both 

face occupational hazards. 

The dodo, unfortunately, 

had tiny wings. He couldn't 

fly, so he perished three 

centuries ago. 

Today many engineers 

face a real and growing 

hazard: professional 

obsolescence in the prime 

of their careers. 

Because the proliferation 

of knowledge is so swift, 

because technological changes 

are so sweeping, R.& D. 

engineers often can't keep up. 

Their competence no longer 

fits the need. 

Extinct at 35? It 

happens. In Alvin Toffler's 

best-seller, Future Shock, an 

electronics-industry spokesman 
is quoted as follows: "... the 

so-called 'half-life' of a 

graduate engineer is only 

ten years." 

A tragic waste of one of 

the country's priceless assets. 

But at Hughes we do more 

than deplore it. We've 

developed an extensive 

program to combat technical 

obsolescence. 

We award fellowships 

yearly to selected candidates 
for graduate study at Masters 

and Doctoral levels. 

We pay 75 % of the cost 

when Hughes engineers take 

appropriate college courses 
after hours. 

Our Technical Education 

Center develops forecasts on 

future technology needs, and 

establishes programs to meet 

these needs. Including courses, 

on-premises, by recognized 

specialists. 

And the Engineering 

Rotation Program enables a 

new Hughes engineer to take 

on a series of interdisciplinary 

job assignments. He gains 

broader experience fast, 

determines what field interests 

him most. 

We also keep building a 

stronger, more diversified 

company. Today Hughes is in 

over 80 major areas, including 

over 550 products and 

services. And that's good 

insurance against becoming 

extinct. 

Today we have special 

needs in the disciplines 

indicated below. If you 

qualify for one, why not send 

us your resume? In return, 

we'll be glad to send you a 

copy of Future Shock. Write: 

Mr. Robert A. Martin, Head 

of Employment; Dept. 22 

Aerospace Engineering 

Divisions, Hughes Aircraft 

Co., 11940 W. Jefferson 

Blvd., Culver City, CA 90230. 
An equal opportunity M/F employer. 

HUGHES 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

AEROSPACE DIVISIONS 

CURRENT OPPORTUNITIES INCLUDE: ELECTRO-OPTICAL DESIGN ENGINEERS, INFRARED SYSTEM ENGINEERS, AND RADAR SYSTEM 
ENGINEERS WITH ABOUT THREE TO EIGHT YEARS OF SPECIALIZED DESIGN EXPERIENCE AND AN ACCREDITED DEGREE. 
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THIS SPACZ CONTRIBUTED BY THE PUBLISHER 

FOR IC & MOS DRIVERS 

3 AMP 
SENSITIVE 
GATE 

TRIACs 
• 3mA, 4mA, 5mA, 10mA 
& 25mA (IGT). 
• All quadrant gating 
• 50V to 600V (VDR0.) 
• Glass-passivated chips 

• Di-Mesa* Construction 
For improved operational reliability 

Also from Hutson: 
4 Amp Sensitive Gate 
SCR's. 200„A & lmA 
(1,-). 50V to 600V (V.0,...) 

Hutson's complete line 
includes: 

• Ratings to 40 Amp I 
• All popular packages plus 

chip form TRIAC's & SCR's. 
• Center- gate, shorted-

emitter design 
• Void- free, glass-passivated 4ae 

chips 

HUTSON INDUSTRIES 

'TM. HUTSON INDUSTRIES ) 
BOX 34235 • 2019 W. VALLEY VIEW 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75234 ( 214) 241-3511 
TWX 910-860-5537 

Distributed by: 
BODELLE CO., INC., Chicago, III. 312/468.1016 
Detroit, Mi. 313.273.6920 21 NEWARK ELECTRONICS 
CORP., Inglewood, Cal. 213678-0441 
THOR ELECTRONICS, Elizabeth, N.J. 201/354.2420 
Canada: WEBER-SEMAD ELECTRONICS, Downsview, Ont. 

European Marketing Director: 
30 Rue Pierre Semard, Yerres, 91 France 
Tel: Paris 925-8258 TELEX 21.311 

Distributed in Europe by: 
Switzerland: D. LEITGEB, Dubendorf 
Sweden: ELEKTROFLEX, Sundbyberg 
Spain: BELPORT, Madrid 
Holland: RODELCO, Den Haag 

New literature 

YIG devices. Physical Electronics 
Laboratories, 1185 O'Brien Dr., 
Menlo Park, Calif. 94025. A nine-
page bulletin lists the technical 
specifications of a Y1G-tuned Gunn 
diode and a viG-tuned transistor os-
cillator. Circle 421 on reader service 
card. 

Power supplies. A four-page bro-
chure from Acopian Corp., Easton, 
Pa. 18042, describes power supplies 
for mounting on printed-circuit 
boards, and for use in other limited-
space applications. [422] 

Trimming potentiometers. A short-
form catalog, describing a line of 
trimming potentiometers for gen-
eral-purpose and military appli-
cations, is available from Weston 
Components, Archbald, Pa. 18403. 
[423] 

Multimeter. Triplett Corp., Bluffton, 
Ohio 45817, has published a four-
page brochure featuring the model 
603 field-effect-transistor volt-ohm-
milliammeter. Specifications and 
general descriptions are offered 
along with illustrations. [424] 

Multiplexer. Data distribution ap-
plications and user benefits of the 
Multitran modular time division 
multiplexer are detailed in a bro-
chure from Computer Transmission 
Corp., 1508 Cotner Ave., Los An-
geles, Calif. 90025. [425] 

NIultipen recorder. A four-page bul-
letin from Soltec Corp., 10747 
Chandler Blvd., N. Hollywood, 
Calif. 91601, provides a general de-
scription and specifications of a 
multipen recorder. [426] 

Contacts. A 12-page brochure from 
Engelhard Minerals & Chemicals 
Corp., 430 Mountain Ave., Murray 

Hill, N.J. 07974, outlines typical ap-
plications and the importance of sil-
ver-cadmium oxide contacts. [428] 

Analog circuits. Analog Devices 
Inc., Route 1 Industrial Park, P.O. 
Box 280, Norwood, Mass. 02062. A 
product reference guide lists the 
company's line of products includ-
ing analog circuits. [429] 

Learn the seven 
warning 
signals of 
cancer. 
You'll be in 
good company. 

1. Unusual bleeding or 
discharge. 

2. A lump or thickening in the 
breast or elsewhere. 

3. A sore that does not heal. 
4. Change in bowel or bladder 

habits. 
5. Hoarseness or cough. 
6. Indigestion or difficulty in 

swallowing. 
7. Change in size or color of 
a wart or mole. 

If a signal lasts longer than 
two weeks, see your doctor 
without delay. 

And be sure to have a health 
checkup once a year, no 
matter how well you may feel. 

Fight Cancer with a checkup 
and a check 

American Cancer Society 
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Every single thing about our new 
fine tuner is fine. 
Even the price. 

... cause voltage 
drops to 8% 

... can occur 
anytime 

... affect any 
line voltage 

... affect any load 

... can cost 
thousands 

... can start now 

MOOTS 
GR regulators handle drops up to 20% and 
provide voltage outputs constant to 0.5%. 

GR regulators are ready anytime; automatic, 
reliable, with a two-year warranty. 

GR regulators handle any ac line voltage; 
115, 230, or 460 V; 50 to 60 or 400 Hz. 

GR regulators handle any load; outputs to 
19.7 kVA/phase with no added noise or 
distortion. 

GR regulators start at $390. 

GR regulators can be delivered now; over 
100 stock models plus units built to 
your specs. 

If you can't tolerate computer goofs, poor process control, inaccurate 
instrumentation, overheated motors, cool heaters, or other assorted 
equipment aberrations, invest in a General Radio Variae automatic 
line-voltage regulator. 

NEW YORK (N Y ) 212 004-7772 (KJ ) 201 79143000 BOSTON 1317 040-0550 CHICAGO 312 0112-0120 
WASHINGTON. D.0 301 11111 -5333 LOS ANGELES 714 5431-11030 TORONTO 4111 232-331/5 ZURICH (01) 55 24 20 

o 
for Line-Voltage Control 

General Radio CONCORD, MA 01742 

Precise fine tuning has 
always been a problem. 
Until now. Raytheon's 
new Microvernier con-
trol knob utilizes the 

principle of harmonic drive to 
provide a new, low-cost method 
of obtaining high-resolution tuning 
or precise zero setting. 
The patented performance-

proven Microvernier control 
knob is more economical. Because 
it's gearless. Yet its zero-backlash 
performance is precise enough to 
meet the most sophisticated elec-
tronic standards. It features both 
40:1 and 1: 1 tuning ratios. And deb 
it's available now in three sizes 
to keep all your fine tuning under 
control. Write Raytheon Com-
pany, Fourth Avenue, Burlington, 
Massachusetts 01803. 

RAYTHEON 

4J 
es* 

Circle 155 on reader service carc 

Cambion® knows 
a lot about 
thermoelectricity. 
So will you 

after you read Cambion's new 
free Thermoelectric Handbook 

• • 

" 
It's only natural that the leading producer of TE devices would 
produce a definitive text on the subject. Complete with back-
ground history of the theory and development of the Peltier 
and Seebeck Effects, their applications in today's worlds of 
electronics, medicine and research, this new Handbook is a 
first. Pocket-sized but crammed with information. Get your free 
copy now and catch up on this little known technique: thermo-
electricity. Cambridge Thermionic Corporation, 445 E Concord 
Ave.. Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 

Standardize on 

Camino," 
The guaranteed Thermoelectrics 
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n 1976, a few short years from 

________now, America will celebrate the 
200th anniversary of a unique 
promise. The promise, and the 
enduring dream, of "Life, liberty 
and the pursuit of happiness!' 

It is good to pause and look 
back. To reflect on and renew 

that historic promise. 
But it is also necessary to look ahead. 
Because America has new promises to 

keep. And a long, long way to go. 
We have promised not merely to main-

tain, but to enhance the American way 
of life. To improve the standard of living 
and to improve the quality of life in to-
morrow's America. 
We have promised to produce the 

things—the goods and services—that 
make life possible and 

• pleasant. And we have Promises to keep also promised to pay 
more heed to the in-

"But I have promises to keep, tangibles that make 
life meaningful And . miles to go before I sleep. Robert Frost We have promised 

to conserve and protect our natural re-
sources. To restore the vitality and pre-
serve the beauty of our environment. 
To clean up our air and cleanse and 
refreshen our rivers, lakes and streams. 
To rebuild and reshape our cities, and to 
rationalize and reorder the chaos of a 
transportation system gone awry. 
We have promised to care for the sick 

and safeguard the public health. To give 
new dignity and new hope to the poor, 
and to assist the disadvantaged. To do a 
better job of educating the young, and a 
much better job of cherishing and en-
riching the lives of the old. 

All of these things, and more, we have 
promised to ourselves. And there is 
little argument about our promises. 
Most Americans agree that these are, 

n r4 ' and should be, our national goals. 
1. , L • MeGRAW-Hill. MAGAZINES But how do we deliver on our pledges? 
IIrl il m Business/Professional/Technical How do we match promise with per-
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formance? How do we reach our goals? 
These are the hard, practical questions 
that perplex and divide us. 
There are no simple answers to com-

plex questions. But as we stand hesitant 
at a crossroads, debating which path to 
take, a few things do seem obvious. And 
perhaps it is time for a little plain talk. 
Time to say flatly that there is no easy, 

primrose path that will take us where 
we want to go. The easy paths lead back-
ward, or nowhere. The road that leads 
ahead is a hard road. 
Because there is no way to produce 

less and have more. 
No way to do less and accomplish more. 
No way to give less and get more. 
No way to sit on our aspirations and 

expect things to take care of themselves. 
Somebody, somehow, has got to do the 
conserving, protecting, restoring, pre-
serving, cleaning, rebuilding, reshaping, 
rationalizing, reordering, caring for, 
safeguarding, helping, educating and 
cherishing. 
And the only way to do a better job in 

all of these areas is to work at the job. 
Work harder or smarter, or both. 

d, most importantly, work to- 
rig ether.. The job is too big for 
any of us working alone. And 
too big for all of us, working 
at cross purposes. 

There is no easy way, 
and there is no one, pat-

ented, exclusive way. 
No Liberal way and no Conservative way. 
No Democrat way and no Republican 
way. No business way and no labor way. 
No strictly government or wholly pri-
vate way. 
There is only a productive way or a 

nonproductive way. 
And the productive way calls for all of 

us to join together. Not in perfect 
harmony. Not in ultimate brotherhood. 
And not in some high-flown crusade. 
But in the simple recognition that we 

all — business, labor, government and 
private citizens—have a job to do. 
That we all have contributions to make. 
And that each is vital, necessary, indis-

pensable. Not to be done without. 
The original promise of America was 

set forth in the Declaration of 
Independence. 
The new promises of America call for 

a new Declaration of Interdependence. 
For a new awareness and acknowledg-

ment of our mutual dependence. Each 
upon each. All upon all. 

his awareness, this 
new Spirit of '76, will 
not spring full-blown 

from this, or any other, 
proclamation. It cannot be 
legislated. It cannot be 
imposed. It cannot be syn-
thetically drummed up. 

It will begin, if at all, when the Ameri-
can people begin to tire of the politics, 
the policy, the endless futility of "con-
frontation." It will begin when they look 
at our goals on the one hand, and our 
petty squabbles on the other, and con-
clude quite simply, "You can't hardly get 
there from here." And that's a fact. 
There are, at this crossroads in time, 

many paths to take. But there is only one 
useful way to go. Forward. Together. 

It is time to face facts. 
For we have promises to keep, and 

miles to go before we sleep. 

We at McGraw-Hill believe in the interdependence of 
American society. We believe that, particularly among 
the major groups — business, labor and government— 
there is too little recognition of our mutual dependence, 
and of our respective contributions. And we believe 
that it is the responsibility of the media to improve 
this recognition. 

This is the first of a series of editorial messages on a 
variety of significant subjects that we hope will con-
tribute to a broader understanding. 
Permission is freely granted to individuals and or-

ganizations to reprint or republish these messages. 

0Q. 
John R Emery, President 
McGraw-Hill Publications Co. 
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NEW CATALOG RELEASE 
from CENTRON ENGINEERING, INC. 

This new 16-page catalog with over 

3,500 new items, includes CEN-

TRONS pressure sensitive artwork 

symbols and drafting aids plus a com-

plete assortment of pre-cut reference 

designation letters and numbers of 
various sizes, related drafting words, 

schematic and logic symbols, new 

connector fingers, and fillets. 

Send now for this FREE catalog, 
#105, and sample. 

I=
 CENTRON ENGINEERING, INC. 
P.0 BOX 3396 

Torrance, California 90510 
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Tolerance 

SCHAUER 
1-Watt 

ZENERS 
Immediate Shipment 

Low Prices 
ANY voltage from 2.0 to 18.0 

Quantity 
1-99 
100-499 
500-999 
1000-4999 
5000 up 

Gold 

plated 
leads 

Price each 
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All welded and 

Write for complete 
rating data and other 
tolerance prices. 

I limn ifo. 
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1 Weld. M.G • 

Kit contains a 51-piece assortment 
of SCHAUER 1% tolerance 1-watt 
zeners covering the voltage range 
of 2.7 to 16.0. Three diodes of each 
voltage packaged in reusable poly 
bags. Stored in a handy file box. 
Contact your distributor or order 
di rect. 

A $54.57 value for 

ONLY  
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RT-01.The data entry terminal 
you didn't think there was the remotest chance you could afford. 

An RT-01 with a 16-character 
keyboard, numeric Nixie* read-
out, four status indicators to 
display non-numeric information 
from your computer, Teletype and 
ETA serial line compatibility will 
only run you from $600 to $1000. 

Or as little as $500 without 
the Nixie display. Chickenfeed. 

So now, if you're a big opera-

tion, you can have an RT-01 here, 
an RT-01 there, an RT-01 every-
where you've ever wanted one. 

If you're little, you can have 
one at last. 

We've got a booklet that'll 
tell you all about it that you can 
write for. 

Or, if you're in as big a hurry 
as we hope you are, we've got a 

good egg who'll be happy to run 
right over and explain it to you. 

We're the Logic Products 
Group, Digital Equipment 
Corporation, Maynard, Massa-
chusetts 01754. (617) 897-5111. 

d 

*Registered trademark of Burroughs Corporation 
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The profitable and lively art 
of lifetime "estate planning" 

Estate planning is no dreary routine that 
begins when a man is past his prime. It's 
a fast-moving, flexible technique that 
can translate a career of income-pro-
duction into a more meaningful and sat-
isfying adventure for a man and his fam-
ily. It's something that ought to begin 
when he is flexing his muscles and roll-
ing steadily toward the top in his busi-
ness or profession. 

This isn't suds— it's true. The trouble is 
that to many people, " estate planning" 
amounts to a tedious, unpleasant—and 
often postponec—chore that smacks of 
dusty wills, taxes and death. Indeed, 
such planning has to do with making 
proper arrangements for the disposition 
of one's properly after death. But this is 
only part of the package. In its full sense, 
estate planning means working out ideas 
and objectives, picking options, and tak-
ing actions during one's, lifetime to 

MAY 1972 

SPECIAL REPORT: 
ESTATE PLANNING 

ESTATES 

The art of lifetime 
estate planning 

THE ADVISORS 

It really takes 
a team of experts 

WILLS 

The all-important human side 

Executors: Woes, worry and work 

Guardians: One big reason 
for writing a will 

Joint ownership: It sounds 
smart, but is it? 

TRUSTS 

The many kinds, and what they do 
—or don't do—for you 

TAXES 

Minimizing the Treasury's bite 

GIFTS 

It's more blessed to give 
than to bequeath 

INSURANCE 

Life policy, the versatile tool 

achieve an optimum utilization of all fam-
ily assets—for now and for the distant fu-
ture, as well. 

Personal financial planning is a better 
label—and to this, the concept of long-
range foresight and activity must be 
added. Although this kind of planning 
must take into account the impact of in-
come, gift, and estate taxes, the idea of 
tax-saving should not be the primary ob-
jective. Too many estate plans have 
been distorted by the search for tax 
breaks that all too frequently have fallen 
apart on technicalities or been vastly 
outweighed by neglected family consid-
erations. An estate plan must have as its 
first goal the meeting of the unique per-
sonal needs of the family. The emphasis 
falls on the word " personal." 

Family needs, of course, can change 
dramatically in the span of a lifetime. The 
"needs" of a man of 30 usually revolve 

around paying monthly bills and acquir-
ing life insurance to protect a young 
family in the event of his premature 
death. Buying his first life coverage is, in 
fact, the usual first step in estate plan-
ning taken by a young husband. At 60, 
he may be revamping an investment 
portfolio to reflect the changes that will 
come with retirement, and making gifts 
to his adult children, and possibly to 
charity, as well. 

Ideally, estate planning should begin 
as soon as one begins to acquire assets. 
This is especially true since most of us 
begin acquiring both family responsi-
bilities and assets at about the same 
time. Unfortunately, though, many 
younger men miss the point and pro-
crastinate. They feel that they aren't rich 
enough— or old enough—to be con-
cerned about death and taxes. The truth 
is, this attitude is a blunder. A career 
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man of 30 can ill afford to get into bad 
habits in handling his property. Often, for 
example, a young husband falls into the 
idea of owning all assets jointly with his 
wife. But this is a trap: As net worth in-
creases, many valuable financial plan-
ning options can be lost, and a number 
of unnecessary problems—some of them 
serious—created. 

It's also common for men in their 30's 
or 40's to be unaware of the many ways 
life insurance can be utilized in a good 
long-range plan, and to put off buying 
meaningful coverage until the premiums 
are too high—and the need, in a sense, 
too low. The protection that variable an-
nuities can afford against inflation may 
not even be considered. The advantages 
of making life insurance death benefits— 
and perhaps all company retirement 
benefits—payable to a trust created in 
middle age are often overlooked entirely. 
Yet, a trust is one of the best ways to 
provide the flexible protection and dis-
cretionary management a family re-
quires if it suddenly receives a large sum 
of money because of the death of the 
breadwinner. Insurance, in short, pro-
duces an " instant estate" that needs to 
be carefully and expertly planned well in 
advance. 

Fundamental to all smart personal fi-
nancial planning—that is, estate plan-
ning—is good legal advice. It takes a 
family lawyer to advise on how best to 
organize one's affairs to meet all the re-
quirements of the law, and to prepare 
any legal documents, such as wills or 
trusts, that may be needed. The trust of-
ficer of a good local bank can, of course, 
explain the bank services that may be of 
help. Other people who may be needed 
are investment and tax advisors, a life in-
surance agent, as well as the individual 
at one's office who handles the retire-
ment programs. It is the lawyer, of 
course, who remains as anchor man. 
When a man starts to work with his 

lawyer and others, he should give them 
candid, detailed information about him-
self, his family, and his finances. Some-
times overlooked is that an estate plan is 
really only as good as the information 
that goes into it. The progress of profes-
sionals is frequently bogged down by 
clients who furnish incomplete and even 
misleading information. The nature of all 
assets ( real estate, securities, cash, 
profit-sharing entitlements, and so on), 
the form of ownership (sole name or 
joint names, for example), and current 
values, must be detailed. Potential future 
assets should not be overlooked; and 
naturally, liabilities must be fully re-
vealed. 

One should also be prepared to speak 
candidly about the family's needs. Who 
are the people who must be taken care 
of? How old are they? Perhaps there is a 
child whose career objectives involve a 
lengthy and expensive education, or one 
who, because of illness or disability, may 
never become self-supporting. The more 
fully one discloses all of these facts, the 
sounder will be the recommendations 
made. Again, an estate plan that does 
not fit the specific situation will be of little 
help—and it could be harmful. 

Already mentioned is one important 
situation in which a trust might be one of 
the logical recommendations made. 
There are a number of others. In any 
case—and this is crucial in modern es-
tate planning—the provisions of a trust, 
whether it is created during one's life or 
by will, should be drawn so that the 
trustee is given broad discretionary pow-
ers. He should be able to freely invest 
the trust fund, manage the family busi-
ness if there is one, and make money 
available to the family by " invading prin-
cipal" if necessary. In the absence of 
commanding reasons to the contrary, 
the trustee's discretion should not be 
rigidly restricted. If rigidity ties the 
trustee's.hands so that he can't respond 
to changes in circumstances that inevi-
tably occur—especially if there is an ac-
tive investment portfolio—then the ba-
sics of the entire estate plan may very 
well be defeated. 
Once a plan has been set in motion, it 

becomes important to keep it up to date. 
Personal financial planning is not a one-
shot proposition. Periodic reviews are a 
must. Moreover, any major change in 
one's assets or personal life—an inher-
itance, the birth of a child, a move to an-
other state, a divorce, or such—is also a 
good reason for doublechecking. The 
form of all investments should be regu-
larly reviewed to be certain they mea-
sure up to standards set by the basic 
plan. It should be noted, for instance, 
that some attractive tax-shelter invest-
ments that have lately found their way 
into ambitious estate plans might one 
day create problems—among other 
things, the non- liquidity of some of these 
investments is often overlooked. 
Such a program may sound formi-

dable and, one might think, far too com-
plicated. In practice, it is simple for most 
people—and the costs are not great. 
We spend a sizable part of a lifetime in 

accumulating properly. It is logical to 
spend at least a small fraction of that 
time making sure that what is accumu-
lated is managed and disposed of wisely. 
"Estate planning" is the process by 
which this is done. It takes a bit of doing 
to own property successfully—just as it 
does to earn it in the first place. 

—JAMES W. NORTH 
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"My estate planning? Through New England Life, of course." 
Why? Because when you want an 

accurate picture of what would hap-
pen to your estate if you died today, 
your New England Life agent can get it 
computed in 24 hours. A picture so 
complete you won't believe it. No 
shortcuts. 

Our computers are programmed to 
take into account federal estate and 
individual state inheritance tax laws. 
Against these, we project your assets, 
their present value, whether they're 

subject to probate, and to what extent 
they are liquid. 
We can show you how much shrink-

age your estate will undergo as it 
stands right now. This will give you a 
basis from which to take maximum 
advantage of estate and inheritance 
tax laws and plan for potential savings. 
A second computer service of ours 

takes up where this leaves off. It shows 
how your present estate will provide 
for your beneficiaries right now. 

Maybe you'll find some gaps. Maybe 
not. If you do, remember that New 
England Life has been a leader in the 
development of a broad range of 
financial services and products, 
including those with fixed and variable 
dollar features. 

Call your New England Life agent 
and have yourself analyzed. Then, you 
and he and your other financial advisers 
will have something concrete to work 
with in planning your family's future. 
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THE ADVISORS 

Teamwork is key 
to developing 
a viable plan 

"Show me a will," says one veteran Wall 
Street bank trust officer, " and I'll tell you 
who the architect was. If there are too 
many trusts, it was a banker. If there are 
too many fiduciaries, it was a lawyer. If 
there is too much insurance, it had to be 
an insurance man." 
The banker's summary is a candid 

swipe at what all too often passes for es-
tate planning. But one point is well-
taken: Properly done, the task calls for 
expertise in a variety of disciplines—the 
law, investment counseling, insurance, 
accounting, and, ultimately, estate man-
agement. Ideally, it would take a team of 
experts acting in concert. Certainly, in 
an age of increasingly complex tax 
structures and financial markets, it is not 
a do-it-yourself project. Seeking profes-
sional help is a must—but where to look? 

It is doubtful that " estate planners" 
yet constitute a separate profession. 
More accurately, the practitioners tend 
to be estate specialists whose " real" 
professions are the law, banking or, 
most commonly, insurance. 

With more people more sophisticated 
in money matters, today's CLUs (certi-
fied life underwriters) have become 
more broadly competent in the intri-
cacies of estates. Some major com-
panies devote much of their sales and 
research effort to this market—New En-
gland Life, Northwest Mutual, Connecti-
cut General, Connecticut Mutual, and 
New York Life, among others. Not that 
the old-time, hard-sell policy-pusher no 
longer exists—he is just easier to spot. 
"You don't have to be a genius," says 

one insurance industry spokesman, " to 
tell when a salesman is putting his com-
missions ahead of your interests. The 
conscientious CLU sees his role not 
strictly that of salesman but as a catalyst 
in the whole estate-planning process." 
Puns about "catalytic agents" aside, 

a competent CLU will guide his client to 
the other experts and services his situ-
ation may require. One of his more help-
ful services may be in knowing which 
lawyer or law firm best suits a client. 

Picking an adviser is vital to a man 
with estate problems. It's generally 
agreed that the lawyer is the kingpin of 
any estate- planning team. This is not 
only true because of the volume of rou-

tine legal work involved in any estate, 
but because of the close lawyer- client 
relationship essential to a successful es-
tate plan. A man's lawyer, particularly in 
estate matters, should know and under-
stand his family situation as well as he 
does his business affairs. Thus one lead-
ing Manhattan attorney sets this cardinal 
rule for new estate clients: " Bring your 
wife along. She should get to know us 
now, not later in a time of stress." 

Legal fees in general are up, but not 
sky-high for estate work. There was a 
time when lawyers made a practice of 
writing wills free or at nominal charge. 
"We used to think of wills as a sort of 
loss- leader," says one. " Now, since so 
much of the lawyer's work can be de-
ducted as ' tax advice', we charge any-
where from $50 up." Still, $200 is about 
tops for a will without serious tax, trust 
or other complications. Executorship 
and other fiduciary fees and commis-
sions vary from state to state, but usually 

remain between 2% and 3% of an es-
tate's value. 

Most estate lawyers agree that a good 
accountant is a vital member of the 
team, particularly in cases where a fam-
ily business is involved. " Preferably," 
says one attorney, " he should be the 
same man who has been handling the 
client's financial and tax work right 
along." Tax guidance from a CPA is also 
considered invaluable, although estate 
counselors warn against too much em-
phasis on tax savings in designing a will. 
"Tax gimmicks," says one, " may save 
money, but sometimes at the sacrifice of 
the better interests and happiness of the 
heirs and beneficiaries." 
To an increasing extent, lawyers today 

are stepping away from the investment 
business, avoiding heavy portfolio man-
agement duties. Says the partner of a 
large Manhattan firm, "We encourage 
people to name banks as fiduciaries. For 
one thing, they are permanent. For an-
other, they're likely to have more com-
petent knowledge in investment matters 
at their disposal." 

North Greisman Brosterrn an 

The members of PB's team 

In compiling Uns Special Report on 
estate planning, Personal Business 
relied heavily on its own team of vis-
iting experts, three men—all lawyers 
by training—who have distinguished 
themselves in three separate areas of 
the field. 

Robert Brosterman, attorney, au-
thor and lecturer, is considered an 
advisers' advisor in the estate plan-
ning business. For several years he 
has made a business of telling profes-
sional estate planners how to carry 
their message to their clients. A rec-
ognized authority on the uses of life 
insurance in estate planning, he has 
served as a consultant to some of the 
nation's more progressive insurance 
companies. He has also counseled 
bankers, accountants and other law-
yers, as well as the countless readers 
of his book, The Complete Estate 
Planning Guide (McGraw-Hill, $ 7.95). 

Bernard Greisman is without doubt 
the most widely-read tax writer in the 
country. Like Bosterman a member of 
the New York Bar, Greisman is the 
professional who writes J.K. Lasser's 
Your Income Tax, the familiar yellow 
paperback (Simon & Schuster) that 
appears in nearly every U.S. book 
shop and sells well over 500,000 
copies a year. 
James W. North is an executive 

vice-president of Chase Manhattan 
Bank, which has one of the most ac-
tive, respected and progressive es 
tate planning and trust divisions in the 
U.S. A Columbia Law School gradu-
ate ( 1950), North early put the lie to 
the dusty image of the banker as 
creakingly cautious advisor to wid-
ows and orphans. He's regarded as a 
leading philosopher of modern estate 
planning, and the originator of some 
of its freshest ideas. 
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metiVEN IF THE SPORTABOUT 
WEREN'T THE ONLY WAGO 

ber-OF ITS KIND,YOU'D STILL HAVE 
A GOOD REASOKTO BUY I'Leç 
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When you buy a 1972 Hornet 
Sportabout, you get the only 
wagon made in America that gives 
you sleek, racy looks, a rear lift gate 
and 60.8 cubic feet of cargo space. 
You also get a car that's been 

road-tested and checked over so 
thoroughly that we make this 
promise: If anything goes wrong 
and it's our fault, we'll fix it. Free. 

And, if we have to keep your 
car overnight to fix it, over 1900 
dealers will loan you a car. Free. 

  Pro 
When you buy a new 1972 car from an American 

Motors dealer, American Motors Corporation guarantees 
to you that, except for tires, it will pay for the repair or re-
placement of any part it supplies that is defective in material 
or workmanship. 

This guarantee is good for 12 months from the date 
the car is first used or 12,000 miles, whichever comes first 

All we require is that the car be properly maintained 
and cared for under normal use and service in the fifty 
United States or Canada and that guaranteed repairs or 

In \ 111,16,1 N1t,r, 

- 

Finally, you get a name and toll-
free number to call in Detroit if 
you have a problem. And we 
promise you'll get action, not a 
runaround. 
Nobody in the business does all 

this for you after you buy a car. 
Which is probably why people 

who've never bought a car from 
us before are buying one now. 

: 
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AMERICAN MOTORS 
BUYER PROTECTION PLAN 



WILLS 

Writing a will 
and wrapping up 
a long-range plan 

Where there's a will, there is a lawyer's 
fee, so the saying goes. But the benefits 
that flow from a wisely drawn will are 
great, and foolish is the man who ne-
glects this duty. 
The paramount argument in favor of 

having a will drawn is that with a will a 
man can prescribe precisely how he 
wants his property distributed— he can 
provide for his family in his own way. 

Consider the sad case of Jones who 
died intestate, survived by his wife and 
five children. He had wanted his wife to 
have and control all of his relatively mod-
est $ 100,000 estate; but because he left 
no will behind, she actually received 
only one-sixth of the estate—her share 
under a state law which allows a widow 
a share no larger than that of a surviving 
child. It isn't that the state's law of " de-
scent and distribution" is unfair, but 
rather— like the laws of other states— it is 
simply non-selective. 
The central goal of estate planning is 

to provide maximum support and secur-
ity for all members of the family depend-
ing on their special needs. The will, op-
erating within the limits of the property 
available, is the prime document that lets 
a man accomplish this. It permits him to 
define specifically how various family 
needs are to be met. For example, it en-
ables him to give sums of money to his 
children, with the amounts depending on 
their income levels and prospects. He 
can do the same, of course, with per-
sonal property, be it stocks, bonds, real 
estate parcels, or works of art. 
One of the developing new trends in 

estate planning is the flexible and vari-
able distribution of wealth to children. 
The idea that a father must strain to treat 
all of his children alike financially is fast 
going by the boards. 
By drawing a will wisely, a father usu-

ally can make certain that the family resi-
dence will be retained for his widow and 
children. He also can use the will to keep 
federal and state taxes to a minimum, 
and even manage to curb unnecessary 
administration expenses. The overriding 
point, however, is that the head of a fam-
ily can set his own rules for the future 
management of his property, down to 
picking the men who will do the manag-
ing. In writing a will, it's possible to an-

swer precisely the four main questions 
related to distribution—how much, how, 
when, and to whom. 
How much property shall be given to 

each beneficiary? The family situations 
are myriad. For example, if one's wife is 
to be primary beneficiary, the chore is 
simple. But where, say, a disabled child 
is involved, a father might want to set 
aside a larger-than-usual share for his 
benefit. Note that if there are children of 
various ages—say 10, 15, and 20 
years—a distribution of equal shares will 
not benefit them equally. Recognizing 
that during the father's lifetime, he will 
have paid the cost of supporting and 
educating the eldest, it may be inequi-
table that the youngest should pay for 
similar support and education from his 
inheritance, should the father die. If 
equality is the goal, it might be obtained 
by giving the youngest child an amount 
which would be required for this added 
support and education, and then divid-
ing the remainder of the inheritance 
equally among all three children. 
How will the estate be distributed? The 

big decision, of course, is whether the 
property should be willed outright, or in 
trust. And a prime question is how well— 
or poorly— one's wife handles large 
sums of money. Some men get twisted 
into knots over this, and out of sheer 
sentimentality refuse to recognize that a 
widow naive in business matters can all 
too easily fall prey to bad advice. Well 
meaning friends and relatives can 
"help" a widow into the poorhouse, and 
hucksters can quickly finish the job. 
Trusts, whether established by will or 
lifetime agreement, also can save sub-
stantial amounts of estate and income 
taxes. 
When shall the property be delivered 

to the beneficiaries? Another new trend 
in estate planning is the delayed gift. The 
traditional idea that a man's property 
ought to go to his heirs at the time of his 
death is more and more being disre-
garded. This is especially the case when 
there are children. A share given out-
right to a child under 21 has to be ad-
ministered by a court-approved guard-
ian. This may be both unwieldy and 
costly. And when the child reaches 21, 
the property must be turned over to him, 
whether or not he is ready or able to 
manage it. Instead, a man's will can set 
up a trust covering the child's share, 
with the final gift date delayed until the 
child reaches a more mature age, say, 
25 or 30, even older. A father can, of 
course, provide in his will that property 
be used for the benefit of his children 
during their lives, then vest in their chil-
dren, thus conserving the estate and 
saving taxes. 

Who shall manage the property? It is 
only by his will that a man can name the 
executor of his estate and the trustee of 
any trust established. A probate court 
usually will confirm the appointment of 
any executor if he is over 21, though in 
some states a non-resident may not be 
confirmed. If there are children under 21 
guardians for property and person 
should be named. 
A will for one's wife is also a vital ele-

ment in a family estate plan, and ignor-
ing this has caused many a tangle in es-
tates— and many a tax dollar. A wife 
may feel that she has no real need for a 
will because she has virtually no prop-
erty in her name. But if she outlives her 
husband, she may have a sizable 
amount of property to bequeath. Her will 
should be coordinated with her hus-
band's will, and delaying this chore is 
one of the repeated miscues in estate 
planning. Even without property, it is im-
portant that a wife name a guardian for 
children. And it should be stressed, 
again, that this is reason enough to write 
a will. 

Even without children to consider, a 
will for one's wife can be important. The 
laws of many states provide that the es-
tate of a person dying without a will must 
be divided between the widow or wid-
ower and the heirs-at-law of the de-
ceased—parents, brothers, sisters, etc. 
Many a husband has discovered to his 
grief that he had to divide with his wife's 
relatives money that he had put into his 
wife's name before her death. 
The so-called " simultaneous death 

clause" in a will can also be important 
for the children in a family. This applies 
to an accident in which both husband 
and wife lose their lives. In such cases, 
the heirs under most state laws lose the 
benefit of the marital deduction— which 
allows 50% of a man's estate to pass to 
his wife tax-free. There is a way to hang 
on to this deduction, however, even in 
the case of simultaneous death. The 
husband should make sure that his will 
contains a clause specifying that in a 
common disaster, it shall be presumed 
that his wife survived him. 
A will should be reviewed every three 

or four years. Some changes calling for 
revision are apparent: births, deaths, 
marriages, new state laws. Others are 
easier to overlook. Suppose, for ex-
ample, that one's property has in-
creased greatly in value, and a trust is 
provided for wife and children. It might 
be wise to revise the trust to allow more 
freedom for using principal during the 
wife's lifetime. If property has sunk in 
value, the reverse holds. 

For only a few minor changes in a will, 
a codicil—or modification—will do the 
job. But one should never attempt this by 
simply adding a typed paragraph. Even a 
small change must be executed formally. 

—ROBERT BROSTERMAN 
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!fa man in your p 
doesn't smoke... 

he may save hundreds 
on his insurance. 

State Mutual, the company that 

pioneered lower rates for non-cigarette 
smoking men and women, is convinced 

-non-smokers make better life 
insurance risks. And we're passing the 

benefits on to you. 

If you quaPify and haven't smoked 

cigarettes (pipes and cigars are accept-
able) in at least a year, you can save up 

to 5% off our regular whole life premium 

every year. The more coverage you buy, 
the more money you save. 

The non-smoker policy could save 

your company hundreds of dollars, too. 

You can use t to fund a buy and sell 

agreement, insure a key man or solve 

many other practïcal business problems. 

We also have a non-ssnoker disability 

income plan that offers cost savings. 

With all this in mind, can you really 

afford to ignore this coupon? Get the 

whole story. Read it in our informative 
brochure, or listen to it on a convenient 

cassette tape we'll send you free. 
We'll also include a helpful magazine 

article that covers many other ways 

non- cigarette smokers can save money. 

State Mutual of America 
VVORCEST1R M >SSACHJSETTS 01605 

Department A-3 
State Mutual of Ameri,d 
440 Lincoln Street 
Wcrcester, Mass 0160' 

Gentlemen I'd like to get the word on 
State Mufual's Non- Smoker policies 

Please se-id me 

LI Cassette tape . Brochure (check one( 

Name 

Tdle _ 

Company 

Ad iress 

• Cdy 

1.2ale 

Non-Smoker Policies: another example of forward thinking from the member companies of The America Group 

STATE MUTUAL OF AMERICA Individual and Group insurance including Life. Health and Annuiles • -4ANOvER INSURANCE Multiple lines property. ca-;.ally. bonding THE 
insurance • HANOVER LIFE Stock hie insurance company featuring Ind.vidual ' ite anti health produils • CITIZENS MUTUAL A Michigan 

multiple lines insurer. offering Workmen's Compensation, liability and property insurance • WORCESTER/GUARANTEE MUTUA_ Properly insuranci. 
companies offering personal and commercial coverages • BEACON/AMERICAN SELECT RISK Ohio based properly and casually isurance com-
panies • CALIFORNIA COMPENSATION California company speclalizirg in Workmen's Compensation • MASSACHUSETTS BAY Multiple lines 
property and casually company • AMGRO. INC A premium finance company • COLONIAL MANAGEMENT Boston- based investment cori 

STATE MUTUAL:LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY of AMERICA,Worcester, Mass 01605, Investing over $3 million a week la American enterprise 



Executorship: 
fraught with woes, 
worries—and work 

NAMING AN EXECUTOR 

SHOULD NEVER BE A 

SENTIMENTAL AFFAIR 

"In appointing his executor, a prudent 
man will exercise the utmost caution, 
and will never act out of sheer sentimen-
tality in naming his wife, a relative, or a 
close friend. He should also tread with 
greatest caution before he himself ac-
cepts such a role as a favor to a friend or 
relative." 

That advice is contained in the intro-
duction to a widely-used law school 
casebook. A Cincinnati lawyer, as many 
in his profession before him, recently 
had occasion to read it aloud to a client, 
a prosperous professional man of 47 
who had come to him for estate planning 
advice—and indicated he would like to 
have his brother named executor under 
his will. 
"How in blazes he ever got the idea," 

the lawyer marvels, " is more than I can 
understand. For one thing, his brother is 
10 years older than he is, and will prob-
ably go long before him. For another, he 
doesn't know a damned thing about in-
vestment." He adds: " Frankly, I wouldn't 
take the job, either. This guy is too close 
a friend." 

Nonetheless, say the pros, people 
persistently name executors—and ac-
cept executorships—out of sentiment or 
respect. The result: hardship all around. 
The Cincinnatian, quite properly, finally 
named a local trust company. 
The problem is, of course, that in mak-

ing out their wills, many moneyed people 
tend to underestimate the job of an 
executor. In the first place, there is a 
time element that should be considered. 
No one should expect a short six-month 
or even one-year term of duty. The aver-
age estate, if at all complex, takes two 
years, and many take longer. More im-
portant, an executor shoulders a heavy 
responsibility. Not only has he a wide 
range of duties—including the delicate 
task of satisfying the decedent's family 
on a purely personal level—but if the ad-
ministration in his hands turns sour, he 
may find himself digging into his own 
pocket, and even penalized in terms of 
paying special fees, fines, or extra tax 
charges to the government. 

"Today," says the Cincinnati lawyer, 
"the executor's chores have been in-

creased by a number of factors. Federal 
and state tax laws are more compli-
cated. An investment portfolio is harder 
to handle—at least, harder than in the 
1950s and 1960s." 

Generally, the executor has two chief 
responsibilities: He must assemble and 
distribute the assets of the estate— and 
this is complicated by ownership of 
property over wide geographic areas in 
many cases. Second, he must see that 
all the debts of the decedent ( including 
taxes) are paid. Along with these basic 
duties, an executor is faced with col-
lecting income from various sources; 
selling off assets to pay, first, debts and 
then cash bequests, and adjusting 
claims of creditors against the estate. In 
the end, the job may even involve the 
operation of a family business, possibly 
for an extended period. 

In sizable estates, the investment 
function- of the executor usually is para-
mount; for example, the tedious job of 
selecting from the decedent's portfolio 
the proper assets to sell to pay taxes. 
The stickler is that carelessness in any 

of these affairs by the executor can cost 
him money from his own pocket. In a re-
cent New Jersey case, for example, the 

failure on the part of the executor to 
promptly sell off estate assets that were 
declining in value cost him the difference 
between an early and the delayed sales 
price. In a recent federal court case, an 
executor had failed to keep up on his tax 
figures. He had paid out regular debts of 
the estate, leaving tax money short to 
the tune of over $25,000—and he was 
forced personally to balance the ac-
count with Internal Revenue. 

Special care should be taken before 
naming one's wife as executrix. True, a 
commission can be saved—but the move 
can be folly unless a man is satisifed that 
his wife is capable of managing property 
and investments. This holds true even if 
there is a trustee named in the will to 
oversee the estate for the benefit of the 
family. The trustee, however skilled, 
must wait in the wings until the estate 
has been settled. During the year or two 
(or longer) for settlement, the executor 
is totally in charge. 
There are alternatives. A man can 

name his family lawyer as co-executor, 
along with his wife as executrix. This 
puts the attorney in a stronger position 
to protect the family's interest, with or 
without a trustee waiting off stage. Or, of 
course, a bank or trust company can be 
appointed to serve as executor and pos-
sibly as an eventual trustee. 

A guardian, too, may need some help 

It isn't always enough simply to name 
a guardian for your children in your 
will. If you'll be leaving a substantial 
estate, you probably ought to con-
sider creating a trust, with a skilled 
trustee, to manage the property— in-
stead of naming a guardian for this 
task. You still would have a personal 
guardian, to look after the youngsters 
themselves. This arrangement has at 
least two important advantages: 
• A trustee can be given as much 

discretion in handling investments as 
you see fit. A guardian of a minor's 
property, by contrast, is hamstrung 
by state laws. Among other things, he 
has limited financial authority—and 
usually can put money only into 
highly conservative channels. 
• A trustee can continue to man-

age the property for as long as you 
specify. But a guardian automatically 
loses his authority the day the child 
turns 21. 

Of course, it's as important as ever 
to name a personal guardian. If you 
fail to do so, a court might have to ap-
point one. Don't assume that your 
executor will become guardian—un-
less you say so in your will—or that 
some unwritten understanding with a 

favorite relative will necessarily hold 
up. Other members of the family—or 
even the child himself, if he's 14 or 
over—might overturn the agreement. 
The guardian doesn't have to be a 

relative, as many people suppose. He 
might be a trusted friend of the family. 
No one can challenge your choice 
except by upsetting your entire will— 
which is most unlikely. If you need to 
change your will to take care of a 
guardianship, it can be handled by a 
codicil. It might be wise for you and 
your wife to make the change in both 
your wills at the same time. And re-
member that it's wise to name an al-
ternate guardian. 
A personal guardian who has been 

appointed by the court has a great 
deal of freedom in caring for a child. 
When you name your own guardian, 
though, you can make your views 
clear—in your will if you wish. You 
can be as specific as suggesting a 
church, private school, or college. 
These directions, however, place the 
guardian only under a moral obliga-
tion— not a legal one. A court isn't apt 
to interfere with differing decisions by 
a guardian—except on the question 
of a child's religious training. 
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We'd like to make 
one thing perfectly dear. 

4 

It's Earth. And there is intelli-
gent life on it. 
But it's going to take all our 

knowledge and ability to make 
the land, air and water perfectly 
clear. 
That means we must work with 

industries and businesses to come 
up with the technology to solve 
its problems. 
Because only technology will 

improve the quality of life, with-
out lowering our standard of 
living. 

C-E has already proved that it's 

possible to build practical and effi-
cient land, water and air pollution 
control systems. 
Three of our Divisions make 

systems that remove or reduce 
water contaminants. 
Another Division markets nine 

different methods for water con-
ditioning. 
Four C-E processes recycle 

liquid and gaseous wastes, put-
ting them back to work as fuel to 
fire the same system that created 
them. 
We have seven methods of solid 

BE 
COMBUSTION ENGINEERING, INC. 
277 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y 10017 

waste incineration that keep 
dust, fly ash and other particu-
lates from getting into the atmos-
phere. 

In fact C-E has more than two 
dozen different systems that 
either help prevent or correct 
land, water and air pollution. 
And C-E is just one of thou-

sands of companies that share the 
same planet. 
So just imagine what could be 

done if we all worked together... 
to make that one thing perfectly 
clear. 

C-E Combustion Division • C-E Lummus • C-E Industrial Group • C-E Natco • C-E Tyler • C-E Cermatec • C-E Canada 



TRUSTS 

Slickest, most 
flexible device 
for planning 

Obviously the trust is a basic tool in 
planning. Properly employed, it can work 
wonders. It can save income and estate 
taxes, provide experienced management 
for family property, and even vest the in-
come or principal in descendants who 
may not be born for years to come. Ac-
tually, a trust can do everything in ad-
ministering property which you could do 
yourself and, in some respects, it can do 
a good deal more. 

Trusts are either created by an agree-
ment during one's lifetime ( living or in-
ter-vivos trusts) or by a will (testa-
mentary trusts). Although a living trust is 
made today, it can continue after death 
and thereafter function in the same way 
that a testamentary trust does. The 
broader the discretion given to the 
trustees, of course, the more flexibly 
they can carry out the grantor's intended 
objectives. 
A number of provisions are used to 

build flexibility: 
Sprinkling provisions. These permit 

the trustees to pay income to selected 
beneficiaries to the exclusion of others. 
This is especially important where there 
are several children to be supported by a 
surviving wife. Instead of having all in-
come paid to her and subjected to her 
higher tax bracket with the after-tax 
amount used for the children, larger 
amounts can be made available for them 
by having the income paid to them 
directly. 

Discretionary provisions. These allow 
trustees the discretion to encroach upon 
principal in behalf of selected benefi-
ciaries based on their need or level of fi-
nancial experience. If a beneficiary has 
valid needs in excess of trust income, or 
shows an ability to take over the own-
ership, the trustees may distribute to him 
either a part or all of it. Contrary to the 
usual belief that manhood begins at 21, 
it's often a mistake to distribute principal 
to children just because they've attained 
that age. It is often better that they re-
ceive large lump sums at later ages, 
when they have developed maturity and 
financial experience. But note that par-
tial distributions can be made mean-

while, so that they may develop the 
needed experience. 
Generation-skipping provisions. These 

conserve property for future generations 
and save estate taxes. Example: Jones' 
will establishes a trust that is to operate 
during the lifetimes of his son, B, and his 
grandchild, C. Income is to be paid to B 
and C within the discretion of the. 
trustees, and, at the death of the survi-
vor of B and C, the principal goes to C's 
children. After Jones' death, no estate 
tax on the trust fund will be involved until 
the death of C's children when the own-
ership of the property in their estates will 
make it subject to tax. If Jones had left 
his estate outright to B, it would be taxed 
when B died and if B left it to C, it would 
again be taxed at C's death. Jones' 
trust, therefore, saves the principal from 
two taxable events—and maybe from 
taxation for up to 100 years. 

It is interesting to note that the U. S. 
Treasury has indicated that it intends to 
obtain legislation to close this estate tax 
loophole which would require the princi-
pal of the trust to be taxed at the death 
of the beneficiary of each generation. 
However, present law permits gener-
ation-skipping. 

There are innumerable types of trusts. 
The management trust (living and 

revocable) has as its purpose the man-
agement and investment of property by 
trustees, usually a bank, in behalf of its 
creator. He receives the income but is 
relieved of day-to-day management of 
the principal. 
The estate administration trust (living 

and revocable) avoids the probate of 
property and the attendant bother and 
costs of court proceedings. This trust is 
used for the owner's benefit during his 
lifetime but at his death it becomes ir-
revocable and continues on to carry out 
his testamentary objectives. In effect, it 
takes the place of his will in transferring 
the trust property and can contain all the 
terms commonly included in testa-
mentary trusts. It not only saves probate 
and executor's costs, but provides con-
tinuity of management of property be-
fore, at, and after the owner's death. It 
also permits secrecy as to the extent of a 
man's fortune or how he has distributed 
it, and if an estate consists of real estate 
located in several states, it avoids the 
need for separate probate in each state. 

Life insurance trusts (living and usu-
ally revocable) are established to receive 
the proceeds of life policies at the in-
sured's death at which time it becomes 
irrevocable. It avoids probating and can 
carry out all the owner's testamentary 
objectives. 
The marital deduction trust (usually 

testamentary but sometimes part of a liv-
ing trust which continues to operate af-
ter the owner's death) is used to provide 
property management for a widow who 
has had little experience in handling 
money. Generally speaking, it consists 

of the marital-deduction half of the hus-
band's estate which is not taxed when 
he dies. In order to qualify for the deduc-
tion, the trust must pay all of its income 
to the wife, and she must have the right 
during her lifetime or at death to dispose 
of the principal to anyone she wishes. 
Property in the trust at the time of the 
wife's death is taxable in her estate. 
The residuary trust (usually testa-

mentary but, like the marital deduction 
trust, sometimes part of a living trust) 
consists of the residue of the estate after 
taxes. It has three major purposes: to 
provide trust management, to distribute 
income and principal payments to the 
family, and to avoid estate taxation of 
principal as it passes to the beneficiaries 
to whom it is ultimately distributed. This 
has special significance where the 
widow is primary beneficiary. The surviv-
ing wife can have all the benefits of the 
property during her lifetime, yet when 
she dies, it is not taxed again as a part of 
her estate. 
The short-term trust. This has been a 

popular way of deflecting for a limited 
period of time taxable income from a 
high-bracket owner to a lower-bracket 
dependent. Minimum time is 10 years. 
Lately, some tax services have reported 
that changes in the law have under-
mined the tax-shelter value. That's not 
necessarily so. 
Up to now, one of the advantages of 

getting family income to a child this way 
was that, besides his lower tax bracket, 
he also had his own personal exemption, 
a $100 dividend exclusion and low-in-
come allowance. The first $ 1,750 of his 
income was free of tax. For 1972 and 
hereafter, however, the low-income al-
lowance can no longer be used by a de-
pendent child to offset unearned in-
come. But where the beneficiary of the 
trust is other than a dependent child, the 
low-income allowance still obtains for 
any type of income. The obvious conclu-
sion: The short-term trust is still a useful 
device in tax planning, though its effec-
tiveness is somewhat reduced in the 
case of a dependent child. 
A more serious problem is the in-

creased gift tax values which are now at-
tributed to the transfer of property in-
come into the trust. Up to Dec. 31, 1970, 
the gift tax value of the transferred in-
come for the term of the trust was based 
on a 31/2% discount table. Thus, if prop-
erty assigned to a 10-year trust was 
worth $50,000, the gift tax value of the 
income right would be $14,500. The 
Treasury has since substituted a 6% dis-
count table. Today, a similar income as-
signment has a gift tax value of $22,000. 

—ROBERT BROSTERMAN 
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To a world filléd 
with compromise, 
we make no 
contribution. 

Which may suggest why 
the Jaguar XJ6 was selected 
as one of the world's ten best 
cars by Road & Track. 

All cars begin as an idea. The Jaguar 
XJ6 began as an almost impossible idea. 

It was to design a sedan that would 
set new standards of comfort and luxury, 
road-holding and ride, steering and brak-
ing, performance and safety, while main-
taining the standard of value traditionally 
associated with Jaguar. 

In building the Jaguar XJ6, we held 
fast to that idea without compromise. 

A few particulars. 
The XJ6 is powered by a 4.2 litre 

twin-overhead camshaft engine that was de-
scribed by a prominent automotive publica-
tion as "almost faultless". 

Motor Trend described its handling in 
one word: "superb". 

That characteristic derives from the 
engineering that went into the Jaguar XJ6. 
A fully-independent 4-wheel suspension sys-
tem designed to negotiate the ruts and 
bumps of English country roads. 

And power-assisted rack-and-pinion 
steering. Caliper-type disc brakes front and 
rear, also power-assisted. 

In naming the Jaguar XJ6 as one of 
the world's ten best cars of 1971, Road & 
Track wrote, "When we first drove the XJ6 

we said it was 'uncannily swift gloriously 
silent and safe as houses.' We still like that 
description. It was also one of the best-
handling sedans in the world as well..." 

Jaguar XJ6: an idea that became 
reality without compromise. 

For the name of your nearest Jaguar 
dealer and for information about overseas 
delivery, dial (800) 631-1972 except in 
New Jersey where the number is ( 800) 962-
2803. Calls are toll-free. 

BRITISH LEYLAND NOTOPS INC., LEONIA, NEWJERSEY 07605 

Jaguar 
BRITISH 

LEVLJUVO 



On your first day in business, you'll have all you can 
do to handle your job, without worrying about your 
workers handling theirs. 

So Georgia's Quick Start training program starts 
worrying about your workers long before your first day. 

We'll find them for you. Screen them for you'. 
Train them for you. And we'll 
pick .up the bill. 

Give us a call at 
404-656-3599. Or 
send us the coupon. 
We'll see that you 
get started ri.t. 

Georgia Department of Industry tg Trade 
Industry Division, Dept. MH-6, P.O. Bon 38097. 
Atlanta. Georgia 30334. 

Please send me details on Georgia's new approach lu 
advance employee training. 

Name  Title  

Company  

Address  

Zip 

Georgia, the unspoiled.  
,• 

t 

--r4iNhe421.- 

G:eoTéia's tëchnical training program 
makes your first day in business feel like 
you've been there awhile. 

Treasury's bite: 
prime reason 
for estate plans 

Behind all the concern over estate plan-
ning lies one inexorable item—the estate 
tax itself. At the low end of the scale, it's 
modest enough, a mere 3%, and estates 
valued at less than $60,000 aren't taxed 
at all. But then it shoots up fast. The bite 
on a $ 100,000 taxable estate is $20,700. 
On one of $200,000, the rate is 25%. Ul-
timately the tax bite reaches 77%. 
Whatever property a man has goes 

into his taxable estate at its value as of 
the day he dies. This includes life insur-
ance proceeds, if he has kept ownership 
of the policy. It also includes the value of 
jointly held property. It can even include 
property he thought he had given away. 
A gift made within three years of death 
may be taxed if the Treasury determines 
it was mace " in contemplation of 
death." Property set up in trust for chil-
dren can also go into the taxable col-
umn, when the donor has retained the 
right to revoke. 
The Treasury, however, does not win 

them all. A family is allowed four chief 
deductions: expenses and debts ( law-
yers' fees, executor's commission, fu-
neral costs, and decedent's personal 
debts); charitable contributions and 
bequests; a maximum 50% marital de-
duction, and the flat $60,000 exemption. 
How it all works is best told by ex-

ample. Say a family man has a total es-
tate of $370.000, including $ 100,000 in 
life insurance. and $ 70,000 in property 
held jointly with his wife. His will leaves 
all this in equal shares to his wife and 
their two children. If he dies tomorrow, 
debts and expenses might account for 
$25,000; the marital deduction would be 
$115,000 ( one-third of the adjusted 
gross of $345.000), and there would be 
the $60,000 exemption. That leaves a 
taxable estate of $ 170.000. The tax: 
about $40,000. 

With minimum planning, he could 
have given the $ 100,000 policy to his 
children, and taken full advantage of the 
marital deduction by leaving his wife 
one-half instead of one-third. His gross 
estate then would have come to just 
$270,000. His tax: $10,000. And, if he 
had followed a yearly program of gifts to 
his children he could have avoided even 
that. Under present rules, Smith and his 
wife could together have given a total of 
512,000 yearly to their two children tax-
f ree. 
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On-the-go professionals, on the scene when ideas, facts, and 
figures are flying thick and fast. Get it aà down, accurately, per-
manently, and easily with the Sony 14C-44) Action-Corder. 

About as small as an instant camera and as simple to use; 
just snap in a tape cassette, press a button, and you're recording. 

There's no mike to lug around, either. Sony built it right 
into the case. Not just any microphone, mind you. This is a 
professional condenser microphone. It picks up any sound 
your ears can hear. Only Sony has it And it's yours 
in the TC-44) for just $109.95. And in many other 
Sony models. Take the Sony Model 110-A 
portable Cassette-Corder." In fact, take 
it anywhere. The 110-A operates on both 
batteries and AC. But that's only 
one of the many reasons why 
the 110-A is so big among 

401972 SM..rscope. 1ro. 3130 Vineland Ave. Sun Valley, Calif. 91352. 
Pknv and models .lbjeti to change without notice. Consult the 

Yellow Pages for your nca rest Sony. Su perseope dealer. 

Send for free catidoe 

students and businessmen. Another is :ts price. Only $129.95. 
Traveling first class? Then you'll want the Sony Model 144) 

Deluxe AC/DC portable Cassette-Corder as your :raveling com-
panion. Make your own cassette recomlings from discs, tapes 
or off the air. Or simply relax to the sound of your favorite 

music cassettes. Ticketed at $139.95. 
Mix mobility and music with Sony's new CF-300 
combination AM/FM Radio and Cassette-Corder. 

Record music and b:g news stories right off 
the air Pius do all the other fun things 

you can do with an ordinary tape 
recorder. It goes for just $129.95. 

See your Sony/Superscope dealer 
for a demonstration of the entire 

line of Cassette-Corders that feature 
the fantastic built-in professional 

condenser microphone. For every-
one who can't afford to lose a 

thought, or let a good idea get away. 



Business Week's 

Guide to 
Personal 
Business 

This unique book, distilled from the pop-
ular "Personal Business" section of 
Business Week, offers you a wealth of 
new ideas on planning and managing 
your personal finances. Real estate, in-
vestments, insurance, school costs, 
taxes, estate planning—even advice on 
how to choose and evaluate an advisor! 
The money you can save—or make— 
from just one of the ideas in this 320-
page guide should more than pay for its 
modest cost. 
Get it now from your favorite book store 
for $9.95. Or send your order (enclose 
payment please) to the address below. 
Note: a special deluxe edition, bound in 
buckram, gold stamped, slipcased is 
available at $2.50 more per copy, by mail 
only. 

Business Week Guide 
Book Service Office 
330 Broadway 
Marion, Ohio 43302 

e 
Never again 
miss a phone 
call, or be 
disturbed 
by a 
telephone 
pest! 

PHONE-MATE 

$149.95 

AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE 

ANSWERING MACHINE 

Phone-Mate, America's largest selling 
unit, gives message to caller, records his 
message to you. You can also hear who's 
calling and " be out," or talk as usual if 
you prefer. Plugs into standard phone 
jack, works with any phone. Uncondi-
tional money back guarantee. Write for 
FREE information. 

Tron -Tech, Inc., Dept V 
335 Maple Ave., Torrance, Calif. 90503 

NAME 

TITLE 

COMPANY NAME 

ADDRESS 

111kCY STATE ZIP 40, 

Joint ownership: 
short-cut to woe 

"THE HITCH IS, THE 
IDEA LOOKS SO 
DAMNED ATTRACTIVE" 

Joint ownership of property, which fills 
one of the dustier manila folders in the 
corner cabinet marked "estates," is long 
overdue for a complete examination. A 
new U. S. Tax Court case warns, in ef-
fect, caveat emptor; and estate planners 
are reminding their clients that if they 
want to provide maximum protection for 
their families, they will heed the caution 
without delay. 
"The difficulty with husband-wife joint 

ownership is. that the idea looks so 
damned attractive at first glance," says 
a partner in a prominent Washington law 
firm. " But the attractions are mostly 
short-term and short-sighted, too, when 
you get down to cases." 
The experts readily admit that joint 

ownership (simply listing yourselves as 
co-owners) is a convenient and harm-
less way to handle a family checking ac-
count. Also—though here the lawyers 
bristle a bit because they would as soon 
forget it—joint ownership can sometimes 
be used to direct the inheritance of prop-
erty. If a man buys shares of stock 
"jointly" with his wife, the stock passes 
to her automatically if he dies. There is a 
dollar advantage here because the stock 
goes to the widow "outside the will"; 
thus it skips around the often expensive 
and time-consuming probate routine 
which helps keep numerous attorneys 
occupied at the county courthouse. 
There is even a possible income-tax 

break that now and again is latched to 
joint ownership. If, for example, a block 
of stock pays dividends, each joint 
owner can report his ( or her) share on a 
separate tax return—so, sometimes, the 
income is split apart and falls into lower 
tax brackets. 

But for all of this, the estate lawyers 
win their case. Joint ownership, unless 
given micrometer-like attention, can set 
many traps for the unwary. This holds, 

especially, when a husband uses the 
idea to the hilt and substitutes it for the 
drawing of an adequate will and a sen-
sible plan for his estate. 

Says a . Manhattan lawyer whose es-
tate work is known to the carriage-trade: 
"In a typical joint ownership situation, 
the husband's death puts the burden of 
managing his property suddenly into his 
wife's hands. She may be a babe in the 
woods at this job, particularly where a 
range of investments is involved." Often, 
he explains, the widow will get a lot of 
well-intentioned but frequently ill-in-
formed advice from relatives and friends. 
And all too often she will attract a rash of 
outside advice that is " thoughtless and 
designed mainly to churn up commis-
sions and fees for ' services' presumably 
rendered." 
Another danger of joint ownership, 

though a less apparent one, is that a 
man's property may even wind up wholly 
or partly in the wrong hands. In a recent 
case, a man had put his property into 
joint ownership with his wife; they had 
no children, but the husband had an 
aged parent still living, and the wife had 
two brothers. He died unexpectedly, and 
a short time later his wife died without 
having made a will. Since the property 
was wholly the wife's at her death, her 
brothers inherited all ( under state law). 
Both husband and wife, it was shown. 
actually had wanted to provide for the 
husband's parent. 

Here the result of joint ownership was 
illogical, unfair, and undesired—by all 
but the two brothers. Estate lawyers in 
practically any locality can cite similar 
woeful examples. 

There are some sizable tax disadvan-
tages, too. When a man uses his funds 
to create a joint ownership with his wife, 
he may end up owing the government a 
gift tax, especially in a case where the 
wife exercises some control; for ex-
ample, if she, as well as he, deals with a 
professional investment adviser or man-
ager of their portfolio. ( Real estate is an 
exception—there is no danger of gift tax 
complications.) 

But the biggest tax drawback—and 
this comes as a shock to many heirs of 
estates—is that, in effect, all the property 
that a man and his wife own jointly at the 
time of his death becomes part of his 
taxable estate. It is not just half, as many 
people imagine. In an estate of, say. 
$300,000, the ultimate difference in tax 
bills ultimately paid by the heirs might 
easily be as high as $30,000. 

With all this in mind, though, a hasty 
re-transfer of property back out of joint 
ownership would be a blunder—because 
of gift-tax possibilities. What is needed is 
some professional guidance on how to 
handle such give-backs. 
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The Fire Mark Line* 
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11111111Minlintait * The Fire Mark is a symbo Di fire protec-
tion dating from early colomial times. Ozite 
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The new dimension in Wool Carpet! 
Low flammability, low smoke, surprising price! 

Flammability Test. If you need beautiful, 
yet durable carpet offering low flammability and 
low smoke characteristics, write us for the facts 

and your nearest sales representative. 

Now, a high-performance, economical all-wool carpet spe-
cially engineered to pass the most rigid flammability and 
smoke restrictions. Ozite's new Safeguard II has the ratings 
public buildings require: Fuel Contribution-10, Flame Spread 
—25, Smoke Density-40. It qualifies for use in Federal Hill-
Burton funded projects. Its deal for commercial use because 
of Ozite's expertise in providing top value at economical price 
and the proven maintenance and wear advantages of wool. 
Safeguard II was subjected to traffic by 1 million people in 
a Grand Central Station test and showed no noticeable signs 
of wear. The reason: Safeguard II has a weight density factor 
of 265,000. That means millions of wool fibers tightly bonded 
into the carpet face. Beautiful designs and colors. Ask for 
Ozite's Safeguard II, the Fire Mark line. 

Look for the Fire Mark, 
symbol of extra protection. 

lizen 
® CORPORATION 

PURE WOOL FACE LIBERTYVILLE, ILL 60048 



From drafting furniture to diazo 
papers, tracing film to trimming 
shears—no one offers a better 
selection of quality graphic/ 
engineering supplies, equipment, 
services. Expect the most. 

1rTELEDYNE 
POST 

DES PLAINES it ,,OIS 

670 cubes-
no waiting 

I5'w x 2I'd. Free standing or built-in. 

Scotsman's home icemaker makes up to 
18 pounds of cubes daily. Not ordinary 
cubes, but clear, hard, tasteless "gourmet 
ice". You'll have plenty on hand for adult 
beverages, teen soft drinks or to add a 
touch of elegance to a luncheon relish 
tray. This is a whole family appliance, con-
venient to use, economical to buy and 
operate. Completely automatic—no trays 
to fill or spill. Blends with any decorating 
motif. Write today for full information on 
how a Scotsman home ice cuber makes 
living easier. You'll be amazed! 

SCOTSMAN. 
ICE MACHINES 

KING•SEELEYM' THERMOS co. 

505 Front St., Dept. II, Albert Lea, Minn. 56007 
World's leading maker of commercial ice machines 

GIFTS 

More blessed 
to give than 
to bequeath? 

IT CERTAINLY SAVES 

ON ESTATE TAXES, 

EXPERTS POINT OUT 

In their ceaseless maneuvering with the 
tax collectors, U.S. taxpayers have 
rarely found a better way to beat a levy. 
The tax in question is the federal impost 
on estates. The antidote: judiciously 
planned use of the more generous tax 
law on gifts, reducing one's taxable es-
tate through piecemeal giving to pros-
pective heirs during one's lifetime. Not 
only are the gift tax rates 25% lower than 
the federal estate tàx, but exemptions 
are broad enough to eliminate the gift 
tax entirely in most cases. 

Here is how it can be done. Under the 
law, a donor can annually make gifts of 
up to $3,000 each to any number of per-
sons without incurring any gift tax. In ad-
dition, he can give away $30,000 over 
his lifetime, free of tax. If he is married 
and his wife consents to the gifts, he 
may give up to $6,000 to each person 
every year and $60,000 over his lifetime, 
free of gift tax. Thus, a married man can 
give one person up to $66,000 tax free 
in one year (where neither he nor his 
wife has previously used the lifetime 
exemption). In other years, he and his 
wife may continue to give that person 
and any others $6,000 without incurring 
gift tax. 

Marital deduction provisions partic-
ularly encourage gifts to a spouse. For 
example, a husband can give his wife up 
to $6,000 in any year without taking into 
account any part of his lifetime gift tax 
exemption. The gift is eliminated from 
tax by the 50% marital deduction (50% 
of $6,000, or $3,000) plus the $3,000 
annual exclusion. 
A systematic program of annual gifts 

of $3,000 each to children and grand-
children can avoid gift tax entirely. The 
installment gifts can be $6,000 a year 
where each parent is treated as giving 
half. For example, where annual gifts are 
made to four children, a couple could 
give up to $24,000 a year, tax free. Over 
several years, gifts at that rate could ap-
preciably reduce a sizable estate. 
Even where a gift tax may be incurred, 

the lower level of the graduated rates 
provides an overall saving over potential 
estate taxes. Take the case of a single 

person who has used up his lifetime 
exemption in making prior gifts, and has 
a net estate of $200,000. On a gift of 
$50,000, ne will incur a gift tax of 
$4,755, but will reduce the potential es-
tate tax by $ 14,000, a net reduction of 
$9,245. 
As for the kind of property best used 

for such gifts, it is generally preferable to 
use non-appreciated, income-producing 
property rather than that which has ap-
preciated or depreciated in value since 
the donor acquired it. 

Property which has depreciated in 
value should generally not be given be-
cause the donor loses the opportunity to 
deduct the loss. He might better sell the 
property, take the loss, and give the pro-
ceeds to the donee. 

Regardless of the type of property or 
the donee, a gift made within three years 
of the donor's death faces the Trea-
sury's charge of having been made " in 
contemplation of death." If the Treasury 
proves its case, the gift is included in the 
donor's taxable estate. To help his es-
tate rebut such a presumption, the donor 
should leave evidence of a " life motive" 
for making the gift. Proof of good health 
at the time of the gift, a pattern of gift 
giving (such as on birthdays), making a 
gift for a specific purpose (such as buy-
ing a house), or having an established 
year-to-year gift program can serve to 
rebut the Treasury's claim. 
The advantages anticipated from a gift 

program may not materialize unless and 
until a gift is legally completed. Here are 
some common problems: 
To make a gift of U.S. Treasury bonds, 

they must be reissued by a bank or other 
transfer agent in the sole name of the 
donee. Savings bonds, incidentally, are 
not negotiable, so that an owner cannot 
give them away by just delivering them 
to the donee. 
A person who opens a joint bank ac-

count for himself and someone else has 
not made a gift. There is a completed gift 
only at the time the other joint tenant 
makes a withdrawal from the account. 

Similarly, no gift has been made when 
a bank account is opened " in trust for" 
a child. The practical result of opening 
such an account is that, upon the par-
ent's death, the funds will immediately 
belong to the children named. 

Setting up a joint account in a " street 
name" is not an effective transfer for gift 
tax purposes. Securities are held in a 
street name—that is, the name of the 
broker—when a margin or cash account 
is set up to facilitate trading. The gift is 
completed only when the other party 
draws on the account without any obli-
gation to account for the proceeds. The 
Treasury contends that an account in a 
street name is like a joint bank account. 

—BERNARD GREISMAN 
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"Being a good mechanic 
takes more than knowing how." 

"I was trained as an aircraft 
mechanic. And believe me, they 
teach you to care about what you do," 
says Mike Todd, of Denver, Colorado. 

"The truth is, they've always 
stocked Champions at the garages and 

service stations where I work. And 
they are a good plug for any car. 

"I run my Chevy El Camina with 
Champions and I think it runs 
better with 'em. 

"It's as simple as that." 

CHAM PION 

Toledo. Ohio '4360.1 

7million Chevrolet owners have switched to Champion Spark Plugs. 



4e one always 
stands 
out 

1918 four-cylinder Stutz " Bearcat-

Frederick C. Crawford Auto-Aviation Museum 

MOTOR OIL REFINED FROM 100% PURE PENNSYLVANIA GRADE 
CRUDE OIL— THE CLASSIC OIL FOR MORE THAN 63 YEARS 

How do you preserve a car so that it 
becomes a true classic, like this 1918 
Stutz " Bearcat"? 
One engine preservative stands out: 

Regular use of a brand of Pennsylvania 
Grade motor oil refined from the world's 
finest crude. 
No other crude oil in the world com-

pares with that from the Pennsylvania 
region for natural lubricating qualities— 

for natural oiliness, highest viscosity 
index, all-around engine protection. 
Motor oils from Pennsylvania Grade 

crude always stand out. The 
most asked-for brands of 
motor oils coast to coast, 
season after season. 

Free booklet gives helpful 
car care information. Write 
Dept. PB 25. 

PENNSYLVANIA GRADE CRUDE OIL ASSOCIATION 
P 0. Box 250, Oil City, Pennsylvania 16301 

LOOK FOR 
THE 

SHEAFFER 
"WHITE DOT" 

"Mesozoic". 
Magnificent "White Dot" gifts in ancient petrified woods. 

From the "White Dot" collection by sheen. Drama in design from the 
Sheaffer, "Mesozoic", distinctively craftsmen dedicated to creating the 
beautiful petrified wood. Nature's world's finest writing instruments. 
handiwork polished to a gem-like From $40.00 to $105.00 Gift cased. 

• 

SHEAFFER 
the proud craftsmen 

SHEAFFER, WORLD-WIDE. A tew, l ()%1P.V.1 

INSURANCE 

Making the most 
of " life" coverage 

Life insurance is the cornerstone of the 
estates of most U.S. breadwinners. Yet 
few realize what a versatile tool a life in-
surance policy can be. " If you are like 
most people," a recent statement from 
the Institute of Life Insurance declares, 
"you probably never read it all the way 
through." Implicit is the warning that 
what you don't know can hurt you—or 
your.dependents—later on. 

Non-taxable dividends, for instance, 
can be allowed merely to accumulate. 
But they can also be used to reduce pre-
mium payments or to buy more cov-
erage. Even within that latter choice 
there are three options for the policy-
holder: For greater current protection, 
he can spend the dividends on term cov-
erage. Or, he can apply them to paid-up 
insurance—in a smaller amount, but in a 
form requiring no further premium pay-
ments. Or, he could buy a combination 
of the two. 

Older persons, of course, find that as 
their children mature their insurance 
needs are less. An obvious move at that 
time is to surrender their policies at cash 
value. But industry statistics show that 
most people prefer to continue some life 
insurance into retirement years. There 
are several alternatives open to them. 
One favorite: Exchanging cash value of 
current policies for paid-up coverage in 
a lesser amount—the advantage being 
that such an exchange is made at net 
rates that provide more insurance than if 
the insured cashed- in his old insurance 
and bought a new paid-up policy. 

Life insurance certainly should not be 
thought of solely as "death" insurance. 
It can be easily tied in with retirement 
plans. A policy originally bought to pro-
tect against the effects of premature 
death can be converted in later years to 
a paid-up annuity for the policyholder. 

In any review of life insurance, taxes 
should be considered. While the amount 
received by a beneficiary escapes in-
come tax, it can, as part of one's taxable 
estate, be hit by the federal estate tax. 
An insured can free it from that tax, too, 
by making a gift of his life policy to his in-
tended beneficiary during his lifetime. 

It is little realized by the millions who 
are now insured under group term pol-
icies provided through their places of 
employment that this coverage, too, can 
be made a gift in many instances. 

—JOHN D. CUNNION 
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During a major disaster, Andy Seybold steed up 48 hours dispatching 
help and seeing that no RCA customer had problems.None did. 

It was a flood so bad the Governor of Pennsylvania 
declared Chester County a disaster area. 
The Chester County Fire Board and Civil 

Defense communications system was designed 
around RCA capability. Andy Seybold is RCA's 
communications consultant to Chester County. 

During the flood, he spent nights helping out as a 
dispatcher, and days checking on customers, making 
sure that no RCA communications system was in trouble. 
RCA Mobile Communications Systems is a team of 

leaders within the leader, RCA. Andy Seybold 
is a member of that team. A communications specialist. 
He gives his customers the kind of attention we 

think every RCA customer deserves. 
Nobody can promise total reliability. RCA hires men 

like Andy Seybold to give you the closest thing to it. 
For further information on reliable mobile 

communications, contact Harold A. Jones, Division 
Vice President, RCA Mobile Communications 
Systems, Dept.Ps2,Meadow Lands, Pa. 15347. 

obile Communications Systems 

Illin=0121L" 

For the RCA office nearest you, call free, 800-243-6000. 
In Connecticut, 1-800-882-6500. 
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Just plug in one of our calculators 

or word processing systems and watch 

productivity soar. Large shop, small shop at any level. 

We can offer you a simple 
programmable calculator that will double a 

clerk's output. Or a full-blown calculating 
system that rivals a computer's power but 
carries a bite-sized price tag. Or an automatic 

typing system that thinks. 

During the past few years, we've 
increased the productivity of many, many 
organizations and we can do the same for you. 
Inexpensively. Just give us a call. 

We're in the Yellow Pages under 
"ADDING & CALCULATING MACHINES." 

Wang Laboratories, Inc 

Tewksbury, 

Massachusetts 01876 
PB-S 

WANG 
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This one 
does a job 
for your 
competitor. 
It might 
not be 
for you. 

Torin 

Torin Flexibility 
Problem: Late in the development stage 
of a new product, one of our computer 
customers discovered an unforeseen 
contamination problem that could only 
be corrected by an air supply. No 
space allowance had been made for a 
blower unit. Air flow and pressure 
requirements that required a good sized 
centrifugal impeller presented further 
difficulty. Space tolerances were tight 
and rigid. 

Solution: Our engineers used a specially-
designed motor with an end bell that, 
in order to fit, had to meet a critical 
limitation within 20 thousandths of an 
inch. To save space the motor was set into 
the inlet end of the centrifugal wheel. 
The forward-curved inlet duct was given 
special configuration to get around 
hardware already existing within the 
computer. Although the wheel housing 
was originally conceived in sheet metal, 
experimentation revealed that plastic 
would not only reduce costs considerably, 
but would also allow better scroll 
development. Design to prototype was 
accomplished within three weeks. 
90,000 units are now in actual use, only 
50 have proved less than satisfactory. 

Circle 901 on reader service card 

Your competitor's air-moving 
problems are his. Yours are yours. 
And both are firmly dictated by 
optimum product performance. 
Often we can produce exactly what 
you require through modifications 
of existing units. But if custom 
design is called for we can turn 
that out too. More than 500,000 
square feet of modern pro-
duction space results in 
competitive pricing and realistic 
deliveries. 

You see here just one example of 
our flexible problem-solving 
experience. There's so much more 
to the Torin story. Get it first hand 
from one of our twenty Technical 
Sales Representatives. Or, write or 
phone for our tells- it-all booklet. 

Torin Corporation 

United States: Torrington. Conn 
Van l Noy, Gild 
Rochester. Ind . Elgin. Ill 

Canada: Oakville. Ont 

England: Swindon. Wilts 

Belgium: Nivelles 
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Wirewound or cermet—Dale's new 
low profile trimmers have important 
design advantages for your circuit. 

 full watt in less space — You can increase 
both part density and power handling abil-
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